Industrial Sector {#Sec1}
=================

Vajont Dam Disaster (Italy, 1963) {#Sec2}
---------------------------------

The Vajont hydropower station dam and reservoir was located at the foot of Mt. Toc in the Dolomite region of the Italian Alps. In October 1963, a large landslide of 260 million m^3^ of rock (equivalent of cube with a 650 m side) filled the reservoir of the dam, initiating a 150--250 m high wave, which overtopped the dam and wiped out several villages in the nearby Piave valley, resulting in the death of at least 1921 people.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec3}

Vajont dam was an important industrial project for post-war Italy. A general plan was proposed for the erection of seven dams in Piave valley, but from the beginning of the Vajont dam development, the project met with fierce resistance from local communities protesting against the forced sale of land to Società Adriatica di Elettricità (SADE) to construct the highest arch dam in the world. SADE, a private electricity company in North-Eastern Italy, had support from Democrazia Cristiana (the Italian Christian democratic political party, which promoted pro-American and pro-capitalist ideology and was in power at the time). Opposition from locals in villages around the Vajont reservoir was suppressed by the police. After this, the Italian Communist Party, the main opponent of Democrazia Cristiana, stayed on the side of local residents and supported their struggle against SADE and the government during the construction of the dam.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Engineers and geologists focused on the permeability of the Vajont dam foundation, but did not study carefully the geology and the stability of the slopes surrounding the upstream reservoir of the dam, which consisted of soft materials like sand, limestone and clay.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} The geological instability of the surrounding mountains was well known among local residents[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}: Mt. Toc had many nicknames like "crazy", "rotten", "loose" or "walking mountain" among local people due to its propensity for huge unexpected landslides.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} The construction of the dam was launched in January 1957 with the goal of completing it by 1959 (construction started without government approval, nor serious geological research of the surrounding mountains). Moreover, to meet the need of Italian industry for electricity and maximize the profitability of the project, SADE proposed to increase the height of the dam up to 722.5 m, and triple the volume of the reservoir. In June 1957, government approval was obtained for construction without a geological study of the consequences of expanding the reservoir.

In March 1959 in the nearby Pontesei dam reservoir (owned by SADE), a landslide of 10 million m^3^ of rock occurred (equivalent of cube with a 220 m side), resulting in the death of one worker, killed by a 20-m wave which overtopped the dam and destroyed a nearby bridge. Moreover, clefts were discovered during mountain road constructions around the Vajont reservoir. Protests from local residents against SADE broke out again. In May 1959, l'Unità (the official newspaper of the Italian Communist Party) conjectured that the Pontesei dam accident could recur in the Vajont region: "*when there is water in the reservoir, the mountain will fall down and cause a tragedy*".[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} (Later SADE filed a lawsuit against the journalist for "*disclosure of false, exaggerated and biased information aimed at disturbing public order*"[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} and "*defamation and spreading false information*"[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"}). After the Pontesei dam accident, SADE ordered German and Italian geologists to investigate the geology of mountains around the dam. After several months, they confirmed a potential instability in the southern slope of the reservoir: the possible volume of a landslide could exceed 200 million m^3^ if the reservoir was filled completely due to undercutting of the foundation by an ancient landslide. They passed on information about a possible rockslide to the architect and the chief engineer of the Vajont system, who asked them to moderate some of the report conclusions and suggested testing these hypotheses with another round of studies.[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} These more detailed studies stated that the evidence of an ancient landslide was absent, the slope was potentially immovable and only a small landslide could occur.[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"} Apparently, any geological survey demonstrating the dangers of further exploitation of the Vajont system was unacceptable for the engineering team, SADE and the government, which was promoting the Vajont arch dam as the highest in the world and as a historic masterpiece of Italian engineering. Frankly admitting that there were errors in the design could lead to question how safely the government was expanding Italian industry. It could also attract attention to its control over private companies. This could change the political landscape, with the Communists using any blunder for political capital.[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"} It would also cause losses for SADE and bring their shares down in the market. Nobody among the managerial team wanted to take responsibility for this honest but painful recognition of the dangers.

In February 1960, SADE started filling the reservoir. In the process, small landslides were noticed. On November 4, 1960, when the water level reached 636 m above sea level after weeks of heavy rains, a 0.7 million m^3^ landslide occurred creating a 2-m wave. SADE geologists revealed a direct correlation between the water level in the reservoir and movement in the southern slope of the lake. They proposed to bring down the level of the reservoir to reduce the observed increasing shift of the southern slope. When the level dropped to 600 m, the movement of land mass went down from 3 cm to 1 mm per day. During 1961, the construction of a bypass tunnel kept the level of the reservoir down to around 600 m, and there were no serious landslides (even during the cold winter of 1961--1962). In 1961, SADE sponsored a hydraulic study of worst-case scenarios using a simulation model of the reservoir and the dam (1/200 of real size) at Padua University. In July 1962, the results of this research showed that the maximum likely wave from a landslide up to a volume of 40 million m^3^ would not exceed 25 m, if the minimum sliding duration was 1.5 min[13](#Fn13){ref-type="fn"}; in reality, the volume of the final rockslide was 260 million m^3^, the slide lasted only 45 s and the height of the wave generated was 150--250 m. The geologists assumed that keeping the maximum water level of the reservoir below 700 m would prevent a possible landslide wave from overtopping the dam crest. There is no documented evidence that the results of the hydraulic study and the possibility of a 25-m wave were transmitted to the government, local authorities, residents or onsite staff at the dam and hydropower station. Supporting such interpretation is the fact that, right before the disaster, SADE personnel and their families had not left the nearby city of Longarone, which was perceived by local residents as a sign that there was no serious threat. After the disaster, it was revealed that the inspectors of the dam and the commissions responsible for regulation of hydropower industry never received any final reports---in particular they never received the studies by geologists who had identified the fault. Nor did they see any of the results from the model tests or their ensuing recommendations, which emphasized the importance of the water level of the retention dam.[14](#Fn14){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, some sources claim that the vice-president of SADE decided not to communicate about the seismic activity registered by the seismographic station at the dam, and even deleted some records about serious tremors in his reports to government officials.[15](#Fn15){ref-type="fn"}

In 1960, political debates began about the possible advantages for Italy of the nationalization of 1270 electricity companies and the creation of uniform standards for the use of electrical infrastructure. Nationalization could reduce the selling price of electricity for industrial and retail customers. Intensive discussions about nationalization occurred during 1960--1962. To increase their profits before nationalization, senior managers of SADE decided to fill the reservoir up to 700 m by the end of 1962; the velocity of ground movement increased as a response from 1 mm to 1.5 cm per day.[16](#Fn16){ref-type="fn"} Finally in December 1962, ENEL (the Italian National Agency for Electric Energy) was established and united all private players, including SADE and all its assets, by July 1963.[17](#Fn17){ref-type="fn"} Managers of the private SADE could become managers of the state ENEL after this acquisition. Immediately after nationalization was declared, the level of the reservoir began to go down, and by the spring of 1963, it reached a low of 650 m; ground movement returned to 1--2 mm per day and seismic activity ceased.[18](#Fn18){ref-type="fn"} Nobody within the managerial team of ENEL/SADE wanted to reveal the shortcomings of the Vajont system during the process of transfer of assets. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the quality of the dam to government officials and to present the Vajont system as a fully-functioning project, the reservoir was filled to the limit of 715 m by autumn 1963; by this time, the total cumulative ground movement surpassed 3 m.[19](#Fn19){ref-type="fn"} ENEL/SADE top managers were still confident that they could manage the ground movement by reducing the reservoir level. But from September 1963, in spite of permanent water drainage, the ground movement velocity reached 20 cm per day[20](#Fn20){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [21](#Fn21){ref-type="fn"} and residents of villages located above the reservoir were registering cracks in their houses. Within the ENEL/SADE managerial team, the opinion prevailed that, if the reservoir had a water level of 700 m, the possible wave from any size of landslide would not be dangerous for the dam and nearby villages. Because of this, SADE management did not discuss the results of the hydraulic study of 1961--1962 with external and independent geologists, and ignored the necessity to continue investigations of the dynamics of the southern slope of Mt. Toc. They misjudged the possible volume and speed of potential landsides, and the resulting wave height. This underestimation led to a situation where only a few small villages above the reservoir were evacuated. Neither the residents of villages located below the dam nor staff at the Vajont system were informed by ENEL/SADE executives about the possible threats.

On October 9, 1963 at 10:29 pm, dozens of ENEL/SADE workers were on the crest of the dam. They---and thousands of residents of nearby villages---were completely unprepared for the large landslide or for the wall of water, hundreds of meters high, which killed them. Meanwhile, the decision makers in the ENEL/SADE managerial team were at a distance from what they knew to be a dangerous area.

After the accident, an investigation commission stated that the main cause of the disaster was "*bureaucratic inefficiency, muddled withholding of alarming information, and buck*-*passing among top*-*officials*"[22](#Fn22){ref-type="fn"}---not an unforeseen natural event, an act of God, as Democrazia Cristiana and ENEL tried to present it. Four years later, the court found 11 executives of ENEL/SADE and government officials guilty.

Unfortunately, thirty years after the Vajont dam disaster, a quite similar cover up of local geological instability and faulty design at Val Di Stava led to the collapse of another Italian dam in 1985, which resulted in 268 deaths.[23](#Fn23){ref-type="fn"}

#### Vajont Dam Disaster: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar1}

**Cozy relations between SADE executives and Italian government officials**, which allowed the operator of the dam to construct and exploit it in blatant violations of the existing legislation.**The political struggle** between Democrazia Cristiana and the Italian Communist Party: if SADE and Democrazia Cristiana had disclosed defects in the design of the dam and the reservoir, or had revealed the illegal practice used in obtaining the construction permits, a serious political crisis would have erupted in Italy.**The short-term profitability** of a private enterprise took priority over the long-term resilience of the Italian electric power industry.Geologists and managers at SADE were **unwilling to admit mistakes** in the inadequate preliminary study of the geology and of the stability of slopes surrounding the upstream reservoir of the Vajont dam. They were reluctant to incur the massive losses that would follow from the release of information that would lead to much higher construction costs. The goal was to **save the dam project and avoid the collapse of SADE's shares** in the market.False **reassurance/self-suggestion/self-deception** among decision makers about the maximum possible volume and speed of the landslide.SADE geologists and managers were **afraid of being accused of incompetence**. They were also keen not to lose public confidence in the ability of Italian private business to implement complex industrial projects.

Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident (USA, 1979) {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------

The Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is located 15 km from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 140 km from Washington, DC and 240 km from New York. The plant has two pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with a generating capacity of 1700 megawatts (MW). When the largest civil nuclear accident the world had ever seen occurred there at the end of March 1979, Unit 2 (TMI-2) had only been in commercial service for about three months and was operating at 97 % capacity. Unit 1 was shut down for refueling. The reactor core of TMI-2 contained around 100 tons of uranium fuel.[24](#Fn24){ref-type="fn"}

### Brief Technical Summary of the Accident {#Sec5}

At 5:00 p.m. on March 7, 1979, during regular servicing of the feedwater system on Unit 2, the polisher machines---which remove dissolved minerals from the system---were being repaired when a leakage of water whose causes are not fully understood occurred into the air-controlled system that opens and closes the polisher valves. Eleven hours later, at 4:00 a.m. on March 28, 1979, this problem triggered a stoppage of the secondary feedwater pumps, which were responsible for sending re-heated water to the steam generators to remove heat from the reactor core of Unit 2.[25](#Fn25){ref-type="fn"} This in turn provoked the automatic shut down of steam generators, and thus of the entire TMI-2 reactor. "Scramming" (emergency shutdown) of the reactor stopped nuclear fission completely; nevertheless, decaying radioactive materials left from the fission process continued to heat the reactor's coolant water. Immediately after shutdown, the decay heat power generation was about 160 MW of the thermal power of 2575 MW, corresponding to the 850 MW generating capacity of TMI-2. One hour after the reactor shutdown, decay heat power generation was approximately 33 MW. Ten hours after shutdown, it was about 15 MW. Over time, the decay heat power generation decreased more slowly.[26](#Fn26){ref-type="fn"} In spite of the fact that this post-shutdown decay released far less energy than that released during fission, operators of the plant had to continue cooling the reactor for several days to reach a total cold shutdown.[27](#Fn27){ref-type="fn"}

Because the secondary feedwater pumps had tripped, heat was not anymore being removed from the reactor. An activation of three auxiliary pumps occurred but the valves have been closed earlier for routine maintenance; the system was unable to pump any water, in violation of a key US Nuclear Regulatory Commission rule. This led to rising pressure within the system, so a relief valve at the top of the pressurizer tank---the so-called pilot-operated relief valve (PORV)---was automatically opened in order to reduce pressure by draining the steam and water from the reactor core into a tank on the floor of Unit 2. The valve should have closed when the pressure fell to proper levels, but it remained stuck open. Instruments in the control room of TMI-2, however, indicated to the plant operators that the valve was closed as the light did not indicate the position of the valve, only the status of the solenoid being powered or not.[28](#Fn28){ref-type="fn"} The design of the reactor and the control room design included instruments that could not show how much water was covering the core.[29](#Fn29){ref-type="fn"} As a result, the plant staff was unaware that cooling water was pouring out of the stuck-open valve and assumed that, as long as the pressurized water level was high, the core was properly covered with water.[30](#Fn30){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [31](#Fn31){ref-type="fn"} The PORV was open for 2 h and 19 min until operators of the next shift found the leakage of coolant from the reactor and closed the valve. Furthermore, during the first few minutes after the accident, the automatic emergency cooling system was turned off, reducing the emergency cooling water flow into the reactor to 10 times less than the designed level due to fears that the system was overfilled. The combination of these factors led to overheating and severe damage of the nuclear fuel due to the shortage of coolant within the reactor.[32](#Fn32){ref-type="fn"} Later investigations found that about half of the core melted during the early stages of the accident.[33](#Fn33){ref-type="fn"} The US President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island stated: "*We estimate that there were failures in the cladding around 90 percent of the fuel rods. Fuel temperatures may have exceeded 4000* *°F in the upper 30 to 40* *percent of the core (approximately 30 to 40* *tons of fuel). Temperatures in parts of the damaged fuel that were not effectively cooled by steam may have reached the melting point of the uranium oxide fuel, about 5,200* *°F*".[34](#Fn34){ref-type="fn"} This deterioration of the nuclear fuel induced a powerful upsurge of radioactivity within the containment building of TMI-2, and caused a dangerous hydrogen gas bubble to form within the reactor vessel likely produced by the reaction between the zirconium alloy of the melting fuel rod cladding and the steam. If this hydrogen gas had reacted with oxygen, it could have ignited a blow out, damaging the reactor vessel and leading to severe radioactive contamination. Fortunately, the hydrogen bubble was eliminated in the first few days after the accident.
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The accident happened because of a combination of factors. Firstly, plant operators were ignorant of the risks of water leakage into the polisher valve control system and of the PORVs getting stuck open---even though these incidents had occurred many times before the TMI accident at other American NPPs---because information about both problems had been concealed by suppliers of the nuclear steam system and by other NPP operators. Secondly, nobody was really facing up to the challenge posed by the interaction between human and machine in running a nuclear power plant: appeals from the plant's staff about poor control room design, and the imperfection of instrumentation, were being ignored; training was inadequate and operating procedures poor; and neither operators nor management had sufficient specialist knowledge about pressurized water reactors, or skill in diagnosing problems.[35](#Fn35){ref-type="fn"} A tremendous amount of nationwide public outrage---and panic within the local community---was induced by unconscious misleading statements by the operators and management of TMI-2, and by executives of Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed), the involved utility company. Incorrect statements by representatives of the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) were influenced by a mistaken evaluation of conditions at the reactor during the first days after the accident, when operators did not realize that coolant was being lost and the plant was experiencing a meltdown.

Fortunately, there was a containment building sited directly above the reactor, the steam generators and the pressurizer of TMI-2. Thus, in spite of the severe core meltdown, the major part of the radioactive material remained within the unit's containment vessel, with minimal threat to the environment.[36](#Fn36){ref-type="fn"} The total release of radioactivity to the environment has been established as just 13 to 17 curies of iodine, while 10.6 million curies of iodine were retained in water tanks in the containment building and 4 million curies were in the auxiliary building tanks.[37](#Fn37){ref-type="fn"} The total cost of the 14-year cleanup operation on the TMI-2 site was evaluated at US\$1 billion in 1993 US\$.[38](#Fn38){ref-type="fn"} In spite of the contamination of the TMI-2 site, the nearby TMI-1 has worked properly for decades since the accident---in fact in 2009, the NRC approved an extension of the TMI-1 operating license for a further 20 years.[39](#Fn39){ref-type="fn"}

The event, which was rated as a Level 5 accident out of a maximum Level 7 according to the International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale, led to wider consequences. Nearly 150,000 people were evacuated from their homes during the accident,[40](#Fn40){ref-type="fn"} which turn out to be unnecessary. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was established on April 1, 1979 to coordinate evacuation efforts during any such accident that could occur in the future. After the accident, strong public resistance to civil nuclear energy, which was manifested very clearly on May 6, 1979 when 65,000 antinuclear demonstrators gathered in Washington, led to the suspension of the construction of new nuclear power stations within the United States.

At the beginning of 1980, the US President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission both published detailed reports, open for public evaluation, about the TMI-2 accident. However, executives of the Soviet and Japanese civil nuclear industries obviously did not pay serious attention to the findings of these commissions regarding organizational imperfections before and after the accident, as would be revealed later in their corresponding disasters from the fact that they did not implement many of the commissions' recommendations in their own industries. Unfortunately, many of the organizational mistakes, and the pervasive climate of poor communication about risks that occurred during TMI-2, were repeated before and during the 1986 Chernobyl and 2011 Fukushima disasters.

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec6}

#### Rapid Growth of the American Civil Nuclear Industry at the Expense of Safety Considerations {#Sec7}

The American civil nuclear industry originated from the Manhattan Project, a US military nuclear program launched in 1942. In 1946, the first civil reactor was constructed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. By 1955, the first nuclear submarine, based on a pressurized-water reactor design, had taken to the water.[41](#Fn41){ref-type="fn"} In parallel with military nuclear development, the Eisenhower administration tested five different types of reactors in order to choose the most effective designs for a national civil nuclear program based on tenders from private companies to "*design, construct and operate ... atomic power plants with \[their\] own capital*".[42](#Fn42){ref-type="fn"} Following these tests, the Navy's pressurized-water reactor (PWR) design and the boiling-water reactor (BWR) design were selected---nowadays, 69 of the 104 reactors operating in the United States are PWR and 35 are BWR.[43](#Fn43){ref-type="fn"} The 1960s and 1970s were boom years for the industry: 91 reactors were ordered in 1969 and 160 by the end of 1972.[44](#Fn44){ref-type="fn"} While reactor projects were small in terms of capacity, safety concerns were not adequately emphasized. But when high-capacity reactors were projected in densely populated areas in order to minimize transmission costs and power losses, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) had to pay attention to quality assurance programs, to the redundancy of certain critical equipment, to the addition of an emergency core cooling system and to improvements in containment design.[45](#Fn45){ref-type="fn"} At the same time, the industry was reluctant to implement additional safety measures because of the desire to reduce production costs in comparison with other fuels.[46](#Fn46){ref-type="fn"} According to TMI-2's NRC report "*\[t\]he industry wanted a 'streamlined' licensing process to reduce the lengthening lag time between application for permits and licensing, and actual issuance. ... In the promotional atmosphere of the AEC, such arguments had appeal*".[47](#Fn47){ref-type="fn"} After the 1973 oil crisis, the energy independence of the United States and the development of domestic energy sources assumed greater importance, and the government gave additional support to the civil nuclear industry by promoting "Project Independence", an ambitious plan to build 1000 nuclear reactors by 2000.[48](#Fn48){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [49](#Fn49){ref-type="fn"} In 1974, the AEC was split into the Energy Research and Development Administration (the promotional side) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the regulatory role); but in spite of this separation of interests, a NRC commissioner stated right after the TMI-2 accident that "*I still think it \[the NRC\] is fundamentally geared to trying to nurture a growing industry*".[50](#Fn50){ref-type="fn"} *The* US President's Commission report concluded that, because of the need to ensure national energy independence, "*the NRC is so preoccupied with the licensing of plants that it has not given primary consideration to overall safety issues. ... NRC has a history of leaving generic safety problems unresolved for periods of many years*".[51](#Fn51){ref-type="fn"} The commission primarily focused on nuclear reactor designs, licensing of new plants and equipment malfunction on existing plants, but paid less attention to systematic safety concerns---the day to day running of plants, serious operator errors, critical areas of operator training, engineering with concern for human factors, utility management, the technical qualifications of staff and the protection of public health and safety.[52](#Fn52){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [53](#Fn53){ref-type="fn"} The President's Commission report stated: "*Two of the most important activities of NRC are its licensing function and its inspection and enforcement activities. We found serious inadequacies in both. In the licensing process, applications are only required to analyze 'single*-*failure' accidents. They are not required to analyze what happens when two systems fail independently of each other, such as the event that took place at TMI. ... The accident at TMI*-*2 was a multiple*-*failure accident. ...insufficient attention has been paid \[by the NRC\] to the ongoing process of assuring nuclear safety. ... NRC is vulnerable to the charge that it is heavily equipment*-*oriented, rather than people*-*oriented. ... \[I\]nspectors who investigate accidents concentrate on what went wrong with the equipment and not on what operators may have done incorrectly, in the lack of attention to the quality of procedures provided for operators, and in an almost total lack of attention to the interaction between human beings and machines*".[54](#Fn54){ref-type="fn"}

#### Lack of Communication About Minor Incidents Within the American Civil Nuclear Industry {#Sec8}

The industry had the very serious problem that decision makers had a fragmented perception of the risks, because information about operating experience, including dangerous incidents, was not routinely and reliably exchanged between the NRC, utility companies that operated plants, NPP designers, manufacturers of reactor systems, and contractors and suppliers of critical components. The President's Commission outlined this problem: "*The NRC accumulates vast amounts of information on the operating experience of plants. However, prior to the accident, there was no systematic method of evaluating these experiences, and no systematic attempt to look for patterns that could serve as a warning of a basic problem... The major offices within the NRC operate independently with little evidence of exchange of information or experience. For example, the fact that operators could be confused due to reliance on pressurizer level had been raised at various levels within the NRC organization. Yet, the matter 'fell between the cracks' and never worked its way out of the system prior to the TMI*-*2 accident*".[55](#Fn55){ref-type="fn"}

Moreover, the President's Commission found out that the mistaken shutdown of the emergency cooling system was not unique to this incident, but a problem well known to representatives of the nuclear steam system suppliers. It had occurred at PWR plants on several occasions, but nobody had transmitted this information to other plants: "*The same problem of water leaking into the polisher valve control system had occurred at least twice before at TMI*-*2... During the 18*-*month period before the accident, no effective steps were taken to correct these problems... Had Met Ed \[the operator of the TMI\] corrected the earlier polisher problem, the March 28 sequence of events may never have begun. ... A senior engineer of the Babcock & Wilcox Company noted in an earlier accident \[on Davis*-*Besse NPP in 1977\], bearing strong similarities to the one at Three Mile Island, that operators had mistakenly turned off the emergency cooling system. He pointed out that we were lucky that the circumstances under which this error was committed did not lead to a serious accident and warned that under other circumstances (like those that would later exist at Three Mile Island), a very serious accident could result. He urged, in the strongest terms, that clear instructions be passed on to the operators. This memorandum was written 13* *months before the accident at Three Mile Island, but no new instructions resulted from it... Nine times before the TMI accident, open pressurizer relief valves (PORVs) stuck open at B&W plants. B&W did not inform its customers of these failures, nor did it highlight them in its own training program so that operators would be aware that such a failure causes a small*-*break LOCA \[loss of coolant accident\]*".[56](#Fn56){ref-type="fn"}

In addition, the excessive complexity of control room design, which made it difficult for operators to quickly grasp the condition of a nuclear plant and so make decisions adequately, had been recognized at the design phase but ignored until the TMI case: "*Burns and Roe, the TMI*-*2 architect*-*engineer, had never systematically evaluated the control room design in the context of a serious accident to see how well it would serve in emergency conditions. Over 100 alarms went off in the early stages of the accident with no way of suppressing the unimportant ones and identifying the important ones. The danger of having too many alarms was recognized by Burns and Roe during the design stage, but the problem was never resolved... The TMI*-*2 control room operator complained to his superiors about problems with the control room. No corrective action was taken by the utility*...".[57](#Fn57){ref-type="fn"}

There was a huge problem of risk information transmission between the different players during the development of the nuclear industry, and an inadequate response even to identified risks: "*In a number of important cases, \[the companies\] failed to acquire enough information about safety problems, failed to analyze adequately what information they did acquire, or failed to act on that information. Thus, there was a serious lack of communication about several critical safety matters within and among the companies involved in the building and operation of the TMI*-*2 plant. ... \[C\]ompanies ... have little communication with those responsible for operator training and, therefore, the content of the instructional program does not lead to sufficient understanding of reactor systems... A similar problem existed in the NRC... The information and direction issued by NRC to licensees based on operating experience was, at times, fragmented and misleading... \[I\]mportant safety issues are frequently raised and may be studied to some degree of depth, but are not carried through to resolution; and the lessons learned from these studies do not reach those individuals and agencies that most need to know about them*".[58](#Fn58){ref-type="fn"}

Once the plants were operational, it was common practice to focus on eliminating any potential large incidents, whereas fixing minor errors and flaws was generally seen by nuclear executives as less important: "*It was natural for the regulators and the industry to ask: 'What is the worst kind of equipment failure that can occur?' A preoccupation developed with such large*-*break accidents as did the attitude that, if they could be controlled, we need not worry about the analysis of 'less important' accidents... This was true in the B&W incident described above, it was true about various warnings within NRC that inappropriate operator actions could result in the case of certain small*-*break accidents... TMI illustrated a situation where NRC emphasis on large breaks did not cover the effects observed in a smaller accident*",[59](#Fn59){ref-type="fn"} which can be attributed to the concept of "deterministic design", which does not incorporate the complexity of the possible cascades that can develop along the multiple branches of the tree of scenarios.

The NRC's post-accident investigation confirmed the findings of the President's Commission: "*\[Similar incidents to the TMI*-*2 accident\] occurred in 1974 at a Westinghouse reactor in Beznau, Switzerland, and in 1977 at Toledo Edison's Davis Besse plant in Ohio, a Babcock & Wilcox reactor similar in design to the one at Three Mile Island. Both involved the same failed open pressurizer relief valve (PORV), and the same misleading indications to operators that the reactor coolant system was full of water. In both cases, operators diagnosed and solved the problem in a matter of minutes before serious damage could be done. The NRC never learned about the incident at the Beznau reactor until after the TMI*-*2 accident, because Westinghouse was not required to report to the NRC such occurrences at foreign reactors. Westinghouse concluded that the actions by the Swiss operators proved the validity of an earlier Westinghouse study showing that, in this kind of incident, operators would have enough time to react to a stuck*-*open valve and correct the situation. A brief account of this earlier study had, in fact, previously been submitted to the NRC. But neither the Beznau incident nor the earlier study had prompted Westinghouse to notify its customers or the NRC that operators might well be misled by their instruments if a valve stuck open. The Davis Besse accident was intensively analyzed by Toledo Edison, by Babcock & Wilcox, and by the NRC. Each of these studies identified what should have been perceived to be a significant safety issue. But because no effective system for evaluating operating experience was in effect, none of the results of these studies were ever communicated to \[Met Ed\] or its operators at the TMI*-*2 plant. ... Toledo Edison, at the insistence of an NRC inspector and his supervisor from the agency's regional office, which is a part of NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), eventually adopted new operator precautions. But they were not communicated to B&W or to other utilities, and IE's regional office did not flag the issue to NRC headquarters*".[60](#Fn60){ref-type="fn"}

The American nuclear regulator admitted that its inspectors had not given TMI plant managers their conclusions from the experience of erroneous shutdowns of the cooling system at several other NPPs, over a number of years before the TMI accident. In later case studies, we will see exactly the same behavior by regulators of The Soviet Ministries of Medium Machine Building, and Energy and Electrification, during the 1970s and 1980s. The staff at both Chernobyl NPP and the Sayano-Shushenskaya hydropower station operated complex and dangerous technology without understanding the technical shortcomings of the equipment, or the need to implement special safe operation regimes---even though these had been revealed years if not decades earlier at other plants. In all these cases, the regulators concerned knew the risks, but for different reasons did not pass this knowledge on to operators---and disasters occurred as a result. The TMI investigation report included this example: "*In January 1978, a NRC reviewer in NRR prepared a memo based on ... the Davis Besse incident, which noted that, in certain circumstances, operators could be misled by their instruments to turn off the emergency core cooling system. But the reviewer's memo was not circulated outside NRR and the issue was not identified as a possible generic safety problem for operating plants; it was simply filed away... In sum, the agency's fragmented bureaucracy, its preoccupation with hardware and design questions, and the lack of any clear*-*cut responsibility for identifying significant operating problems and warning operators about them combined to prevent the real message of Davis Besse from getting to Three Mile Island*... *The structure of the nuclear industry has not been conducive to the effective sharing and integration of operating data. The utilities that operate the plants have never mobilized an industry*-*wide effort to concentrate on safety*-*related operational problems. As for the four principal U.S. manufacturers of reactors (*"*vendors*"*)* -- *General Electric, Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and B&W* -- *we found a great deal of variation in the extent to which they monitor at their own expense operating problems in the plants they have built, after those plants are tested and turned over to the utilities that have purchased them. And the relationship between the vendor and its utility customer after operation of a plant begins is largely determined by the individual utility's choice of how much technical assistance it is willing to buy from the vendor on an ongoing, contract basis. Moreover, there is no requirement that utilities report failure data to the vendors*... *\[A\]lthough NRC requirements result in a great deal of material on reactor operations being generated and sent to the NRC by the utilities, this information has not been systematically reviewed to extract potentially important safety problems or trends... The situation is made more complex because the reporting requirements differ from plant to plant: incidents reportable at some plants do not have to be reported at others. As a result, the NRC is flooded with a mass of undifferentiated data on reactor operations...* *NRC publishes a computerized listing of \[Licensee Event Reports\], each described in a few sentences at most, and a periodical called 'Current Events*-*Power Reactors' containing more detailed descriptions of major problems... The lessons learned from malfunctions and mistakes at nuclear plants both here and abroad were never effectively shared within the industry... Coordination among these parties and between them and the NRC, as well as within the NRC, is inadequate*".[61](#Fn61){ref-type="fn"} This report was openly published in 1980---but remarkably, Soviet energy industry regulators did not learn the lessons of TMI: no system was established to continuously transmit detailed information about incidents occurring at Soviet nuclear and hydropower plants, so operators remained unaware of the risks. Decades later this lack of communication led to disasters.

In short, all the key organizations accountable for the safe operation and regulation of TMI-2 played their part in the accident, but none of them understood the whole picture of the risks involved in running a pressurized-water reactor: no one fully grasped what could develop during a multi-failure hardware malfunction, under the control of staff who had not been trained for such failures.

### Challenges of Adequate Risk Transmission After the Disaster {#Sec9}

#### Misreading of Instruments Led to Mistakes by the Operators at TMI-2 {#Sec10}

There were more than 750 alarms in the control room at TMI-2, and when multi-factor malfunction occurred in the early morning of March 28, 1979, more than 100 of these alarms immediately went off.[62](#Fn62){ref-type="fn"} Operators there recalled that the console was "*lit up like a Christmas tree*".[63](#Fn63){ref-type="fn"} The control room's alarm printer was overloaded: it could type one line every 4 s, but several alarms per second were occurring during the first few minutes.[64](#Fn64){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, there was no system to prioritize alarms, so operators could not trace back the sequence of emergency events in time to make decisions adequately. In addition, the control room and instrumentation were designed for normal, not conditions when an accident occurs.[65](#Fn65){ref-type="fn"} The control room was far too large and there was no orderly grouping of instruments by function---in particular, emergency controls and instruments were not sited in a common location.[66](#Fn66){ref-type="fn"} For the four TMI-2 operators, it was difficult to run the plant based on information from instruments that were not designed to show, for example, how much water covered the core, or which quickly went off scale, as was the case with the radiation-monitoring equipment.[67](#Fn67){ref-type="fn"} The infamous PORV alarms were on a panel remote from the central console and facing away from the operators, and the indicator light on the control panel for the PORV was wired to show only what the valve had been "instructed" by the electrical system to do, not the valve's actual position.[68](#Fn68){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [69](#Fn69){ref-type="fn"} This combination of circumstances misled the operators, who did not realize that the PORV had been open for 2 h and 19 min and that the plant had lost a critical amount of coolant. A year before the accident, a TMI-2 operator had informed Met Ed management about the problem: "*The alarm system in the control room is so poorly designed that it contributes little in the analysis of a casualty. The other operators and myself have several suggestions on how to improve our alarm system*-*perhaps we can discuss them sometime, preferably before the system as it is causes severe problems*".[70](#Fn70){ref-type="fn"} The company made several improvements on TMI-1, but nothing had been done on TMI-2 at the time of the accident. Also the operators of the plant---despite having a rigorous background of working on nuclear submarines for the US Navy---had never been trained to understand all the plant parameters, and lacked theoretical knowledge of the operating principles of a pressurized water reactor.[71](#Fn71){ref-type="fn"} After the accident, the NRC concluded: "*Not all utilities \[in the United States had\] either as large an engineering staff or executives with appropriate backgrounds to enable them to direct actual plant operations during emergencies... \[Nevertheless,\] we have concluded that the utility \[Met Ed\], in terms of technical capability, is as good as the median nuclear utility*".[72](#Fn72){ref-type="fn"} Investigators ruled out any deliberate withholding of information: "*However, based on the evidence, we could not conclude that the causes of this breakdown in information flow went beyond confusion, poor communications, and a failure by those in the control room, including NRC and B&W employees, to comprehend or interpret the available information, a failing shared to some extent by offsite organizations as well. A number of factors other than deliberate attempts to downgrade the seriousness of the situation could have accounted for the failure of the control room crew to communicate critical information. The failure to recognize and act on significant data in our view demonstrates a lack of technical competency by site employees to diagnose and cope with an accident. Moreover, the inability of the utility's management to comprehend the severity of the accident and communicate it to the NRC and the public was a serious failure of the company's management. \[Nevertheless,\] there is no evidence to show willful withholding of information by Met Ed from NRC*".[73](#Fn73){ref-type="fn"}

The NRC investigation also outlined the atmosphere among TMI-2 staff at the time of the accident: "*\[N\]o one appears to be theorizing about the cause of the increased radiation levels in the plant. No one postulates an uncovered core. If anyone is thinking such thoughts, he is keeping them to himself... Intellect tells them they don't really know what is going on; ego tells them none of the rest of these guys do either; on the evidence, both are right... Understanding what is happening to the core itself will not come until much, much later*".[74](#Fn74){ref-type="fn"} Another important factor influencing the misreading of the situation by operators and management at TMI-2 was a prevailing mindset about the impossibility of a meltdown on the plant: "*\[The\] inability to recognize and comprehend the full significance of the information, and certain psychological factors: the difficulty of accepting a completely unexpected situation, the fear of believing that the situation was as bad as the instruments suggested, and a strong desire to focus on getting the reactor stable again rather than dwelling on the severity of the accident*".[75](#Fn75){ref-type="fn"} For example, TMI station manager Gary Miller testified that "*I don't believe in my mind I really believed the core had been totally uncovered, or uncovered to a substantial degree at that time*".[76](#Fn76){ref-type="fn"} According to the NRC investigation, during the first hours after the accident, Miller sent "*Lead Instrumentation Control Engineer Ivan Porter down below the control room to take more instrument readings directly off the wires that lead to the incore thermocouples. Porter has his technicians take four or five initial readings. Several are too low to be believable, but at least two are above 2000* *°F. The technicians express concern that the core is uncovered ... \[T\]he technicians are taking dozens of additional readings. Many of them are far too high for comfort... Porter shrugs them off and returns upstairs to brief Miller. He tells Miller of the readings, but says he does not believe the high ones are accurate* -- *after all, the low ones cannot be right... Apparently there was a lack of skepticism or a lack of willingness to believe the worst*".[77](#Fn77){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [78](#Fn78){ref-type="fn"}

#### Misjudgments of the Status of TMI-2 Resulted in Misleading Information Being Given to External Audiences {#Sec11}

These misjudgments of the plant status led the operators and management of TMI-2 to send misleading information to their supervisors at Met Ed and its parent company General Public Utility---who in their turn informed the NRC, the designers of the plant, federal, state and local government representatives and the general public about the unimportance of the accident. For instance, 5 h after the accident, around 20 engineers and managers from Babcock & Wilcox assembled in Lynchburg, Virginia, for a speaker-phone conference with the B&W representative at TMI, but the meeting was "*...under the circumstances, a surprisingly placid gathering, marked by a dearth of information from the plant site. 'B&W's most prevalent feeling,' according to one of the people present, 'was we're just in the dark'*".[79](#Fn79){ref-type="fn"} Their reaction---and that of other external audiences---would have been very different if TMI-2 staff had been able, during the first hours after the accident, to recognize the possible consequences of the PORV being open for several hours and the reactor core being uncovered (which raised the temperature within the reactor and damaged the fuel rods), evaluate the real cause of the radioactivity and hydrogen bubble, correctly deduce the possibility of a core meltdown and immediately inform their supervisors. This would have enabled prompt federal response measures to be taken---instead of which, about 4 h after the accident, Met Ed manager of communications services was telling the media that "*\[t\]here was a problem with a feedwater pump. The plant is shut down. We're working on it. There's no danger off*-*site. No danger to the general public*".[80](#Fn80){ref-type="fn"}

#### Misinformation About Real Condition of TMI-2 Led to Inadequate Crisis Response {#Sec12}

These unwittingly inaccurate reports from TMI just postponed necessary action by external decision makers. It was only on the third day after the start of the accident that the possible meltdown of the reactor and the existence of a hydrogen bubble were officially confessed, in spite of the fact, shown in later investigations, that only 2 h into the accident at least a few of the reactor's fuel rod claddings had ruptured and zirconium alloy had already reacted with the steam to generate hydrogen. Moreover, there was already severe damage to the reactor core 3-4 h from the start of the accident.[81](#Fn81){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [82](#Fn82){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [83](#Fn83){ref-type="fn"} The NRC concluded: "*In sum, ...the evidence failed to establish that Met Ed management or other personnel willfully withheld information from the NRC. There is no question that plant information conveyed from the control room to offsite organizations throughout the day was incomplete, in some instances delayed, and often colored by individual interpretations of plant status... Lack of understanding also affected the public's perception of the accident because early reports indicated things were well in hand, but later reports indicated they were not. \[Only on the third day after the accident started\], when the continuing problems were generally recognized, the utility management and staff began effective action to obtain assistance, plan for contingencies, and direct daily plant operations to eliminate the hazards. The recovery effort was massive, involving hundreds of people and many organizations*".[84](#Fn84){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [85](#Fn85){ref-type="fn"} Thus it was only on the third day that General Public Utility executives began to ask for scientific and operational assistance from other utilities, reactor manufacturers, firms of architects and engineers, and national nuclear laboratories. And it was only on the afternoon of the fourth day that 30 people from 10 organizations of the Industry Advisory Group arrived at TMI-2 and started to blueprint solutions to the core-cooling problem.[86](#Fn86){ref-type="fn"}

In its turn, the President's commission declared that the NRC was not ready to conduct adequate response measures in such a situation: "*\[W\]e are extremely critical of the role \[the NRC\] played in the response to the accident... During the most critical phase of the accident, the NRC was working under extreme pressure in an atmosphere of uncertainty. The NRC staff was confronted with problems it had never analyzed before and for which it had no immediate solutions*".[87](#Fn87){ref-type="fn"} According to the NRC investigation: "*They have no time to assess the situation themselves*".[88](#Fn88){ref-type="fn"} The inadequate NRC assessment of the plant's status---based on information from the utility and mistakes in estimates of the hydrogen bubble size---led to correspondingly inadequate response measures: "*On the first day of the accident, there was an attempt by the utility to minimize its significance, in spite of substantial evidence that it was serious. Later that week, NRC was the source of exaggerated stories. Due to misinformation, and in one case (the hydrogen bubble) through the commission of scientific errors, official sources would make statements about radiation already released... The response to the emergency was dominated by an atmosphere of almost total confusion. There was lack of communication at all levels*... *The fact that too many individuals and organizations were not aware of the dimensions of serious accidents at nuclear power plants accounts for a great deal of the lack of preparedness and the poor quality of the response... Communications were so poor \[more than 48* *hours from the accident\] that the senior management could not and did not develop a clear understanding of conditions at the site. As a result, an evacuation was recommended to the state by the NRC senior staff on the basis of fragmentary and partially erroneous information. ... The President asked us to investigate whether the public's right to information during the emergency was well served. Our conclusion is again in the negative*".[89](#Fn89){ref-type="fn"}

The situation was aggravated by the fact that many decision makers were informed about the accident not by Met Ed managers or emergency agencies, but by media news representatives. An example of this is Paul Doutrich, at the time the mayor of Harrisburg---the state capital of Pennsylvania situated at about 15 km from TMI. He only found out about the accident when a radio station in Boston called him 5 h and 15 min after the beginning of the accident---despite the fact that a general emergency had been declared after 3 h and 24 min because of high radiation levels within the containment building: "*They asked me what we were doing about the nuclear emergency. My response was, 'What nuclear emergency?' They said, 'Well, at Three Mile Island.' I said, 'I know nothing about it'*".[90](#Fn90){ref-type="fn"} Around the same time, the NRC notified the White House about the event at Three Mile Island. Seven hours after the accident, Robert Reid---mayor of Middletown, a small city located near TMI---called the Met Ed headquarters in Reading, who assured him that there was no escape of radioactive particles; but 20 s later, when he turned on the radio, he heard that radioactive particles had been released. Around the same time, William Scranton, Pennsylvania's Lieutenant Governor, said in a briefing with press representatives that "*The Metropolitan Edison Company has informed us that there has been an incident at Three Mile Island, Unit*-*2. Everything is under control. There is and was no danger to public health and safety... There was a small release of radiation to the environment. All safety equipment functioned properly*".[91](#Fn91){ref-type="fn"} The President's Commission report described this incident: "*While some company executives were acknowledging radiation readings off the Island, low*-*level public relations officials at Met Ed's headquarters continued ... to deny any off*-*site releases \[8* *hours after the accident\]. It was an error in communications within Met Ed, one of several that would reduce the utility's credibility with public officials and the press. 'This was the first contradictory bit of information that we received and it caused some disturbance'... 'I think they were defensive,' Scranton told the Commission in his testimony*".[92](#Fn92){ref-type="fn"} Another such discrepancy on the third day after the accident showed that top management at Met Ed were still not coordinating the measures they were taking within their own organization: journalists were aware that the radioactivity released during the dumping of wastewater from TMI-2 into the Susquehanna River had been reported at 1200 millirems per hour, but Met Ed's vice president for power generation was not. During the regular press briefing, the vice president revealed data referring to a radiation level of 300 to 350 millirems per hour. This provoked suspicion that Met Ed was trying to conceal the real radiation reading, but the vice president declared that he had not heard the number 1200 and let drop: "*I don't know why we need to tell you each and every thing that we do specifically*".[93](#Fn93){ref-type="fn"} Consequently the NRC concluded that: "*The TMI accident was a first of a kind for the nuclear power industry. Neither the utility nor the NRC was prepared to cope with the public's need for information. As a result, the residents around TMI were unduly confused and alarmed, and the level of anxiety nationwide about the safety of nuclear plants was unnecessarily raised. The information Met Ed and NRC provided to the news media during the course of the TMI accident was often inaccurate, incomplete, overly optimistic, or ultraconservative. Errors in judgment by Met Ed and NRC officials were major contributors to the inadequate public information effort at TMI... At the same time, the NRC failed to coordinate its internal flow of public information, resulting in speculative reports from Washington which conflicted with statements made by NRC to officials in Harrisburg. The NRC made the problem of conflicting reports even worse by refusing to participate in joint press conferences with the utility. The State's public information effort, which relied almost entirely on information from Met Ed and later the NRC, suffered accordingly. While both the public information performance of Met Ed and the NRC can be faulted in many instances, we found no evidence that officials from either the utility or the regulatory agency willfully provided false information to the press or public*".[94](#Fn94){ref-type="fn"} According to a White House representative "*many conflicting statements about TMI*-*2 reported by the news media were increasing public anxiety*".[95](#Fn95){ref-type="fn"}

The invisibility of radiation also aggravated the perception of the accident by local residents: "*Never before have people been asked to live with such ambiguity. The TMI accident* -- *an accident we cannot see or taste or smell ...* -- *is an accident that is invisible. I think the fact that it is invisible creates a sense of uncertainty and fright on the part of people that may well go beyond the reality of the accident itself* ".[96](#Fn96){ref-type="fn"} In addition, nationwide public nervousness during the accident was likely intensified by the Hollywood blockbuster "The China Syndrome". The movie was introduced at cinemas all over the country 12 days before Three Mile Island. The plot was about an accident at a fictitious nuclear power plant near Los Angeles. In the film, the investigation that followed revealed massive cover-ups during construction of the plant, and deliberate attempts by the plant's management to conceal facts from the public. Remarkably, in one scene of the movie, a physicist is trying to evaluate the possible consequences of a total reactor core meltdown, and says that "*an area the size of Pennsylvania*" would be permanently uninhabitable.[97](#Fn97){ref-type="fn"} Many of the 400 reporters who had arrived at TMI were under the influence of this movie, and assessed unintentionally misleading statements by Met Ed and the NRC as deliberate risk concealment. The President's Commission also mentioned that "*\[a\]nother severe problem was that even personnel representing the major national news media often did not have sufficient scientific and engineering background to understand thoroughly what they heard, and did not have available to them people to explain the information. This problem was most serious in the reporting of the various releases of radiation and the explanation of the severity (or lack of severity) of these releases... We therefore conclude that, while the extent of the coverage was justified, a combination of confusion and weakness in the sources of information and lack of understanding on the part of the media resulted in the public being poorly served... \[N\]either the utility nor the NRC nor the media were sufficiently prepared to serve the public well*".[98](#Fn98){ref-type="fn"}

On the fifth day after the accident, when it became clear that the risk of a hydrogen explosion within the reactor vessel had been mitigated, US President Jimmy Carter---formerly a senior officer on a nuclear submarine---visited TMI-2. He tried to convince the public that the reactor was stable, but stated that certain actions may yet have to be taken to bring it to cold shutdown.[99](#Fn99){ref-type="fn"} And on the seventh day Dick Thornburgh, Governor of Pennsylvania, announced: "*The threat of any immediate catastrophe is over*".[100](#Fn100){ref-type="fn"}

##### Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar2}

The US government and the NRC shared an interest in developing the domestic civil nuclear industry, as part of a larger program to ensure the energy independence of the country after the severe oil crises of 1973 and 1979. This led to a perception among industry executives that **increasing** **the production of electricity took priority over safety matters**.**Wishful thinking/self-deception among decision makers**, who persuaded themselves that minor accidents did not merit close scrutiny; that the probability of a multi-factor malfunction of hardware was marginal; that the influence of human factors on the operation of a reactor during an emergency was minimal; and that the worst-case scenario---meltdown or decapsulation of a reactor vessel---could never happen.Government and the nuclear industry had weak control over the complex systems involved, and had only a **fragmentary perception of the whole picture of risks**. Key decision makers were ignorant of other accidents or near-miss cases within the organization or the wider industry, nationally or abroad.There was **no system for managing knowledge about risks within the industry** (exchange, accumulation, systematization and transmission).There wa**s no industry-wide risk assessment system for timely evaluation of the condition of nuclear power plants**. Both operators and management at TMI-2 misjudged the status of the plant, causing them to give misleading information to other audiences and delaying the measures that needed to be taken to cool the reactor.

Bhopal Pesticide Plant Gas Leak (India, 1984) {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------
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During the night between December 2 and 3, 1984, at the pesticide plant in Bhopal, India, more than 40 tons of methyl isocyanide (MIC) and other gases leaked into the atmosphere. MIC is an intermediate in pesticide production processes and has an extremely toxic impact on human health. Over the days following the accident, from 3,000 to 10,000 citizens of Bhopal died, 100,000 were injured with irreversible changes in their health and more than 500,000 were exposed to toxic gases,[101](#Fn101){ref-type="fn"} out of a total population of around 850,000 residents. After the disaster, no measures were taken to clean up the site of the plant. Since 1984, contaminated soil and water sources around the plant have continued to affect the environment of Bhopal.[102](#Fn102){ref-type="fn"} Thirty years after the disaster, the death toll amounts to more than 15,000 victims of the lingering effects of MIC poisoning.[103](#Fn103){ref-type="fn"} In terms of casualty numbers, this makes Bhopal the second largest industrial accident in world history; the largest was the breach of the Banqiao and Shimantan Dams in Central China in 1975 due to Typhoon Nina, when 26,000 people according to official estimates---or 83,000 according to unofficial data---were killed by the destruction of the dams and ensuing floods; 145,000 perished in the following months from disease and famine.[104](#Fn104){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [105](#Fn105){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec14}

In 1969, Union Carbide Corporation (UCC), an American company, opened a pesticide plant in Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh state, India). In the early years, the plant produced pesticides extracted from US-imported concentrate. However, the Indian government pushed UCC to organize a full-cycle chemical output at the Bhopal plant. They motivated UCC to hire, train and develop local staff for the management of the plant, and allowed it to own 50.9 % of its Indian branch (Union Carbide India Ltd (UCIL)) while reserving less than 50 % for Indian businesses and local investors. This was an exception granted to UCC to the norm imposed at that time by the Indian government that it should own more than 50 % of the shares of any foreign investment.[106](#Fn106){ref-type="fn"} Such exception made Union Carbide Corporation with headquarters in the United States clearly responsible for all matters concerning the Indian plant. In 1979, UCIL launched production of an insecticide called carbaryl pesticide under the trademark SEVIN, using locally produced methyl isocyanide (MIC). UCC invested reluctantly in MIC production in India because the cost of local production exceeded US costs by a factor of 3 to 4. Due to severe droughts in India in 1977, 1982 and 1984, and the resulting decline in demand for pesticide from local farmers, the Bhopal plant became unprofitable (up to \$4 M losses from 1980 to 1984). By 1982, the plant was working at just 50 % of its capacity, and by 1984 just 20 %.[107](#Fn107){ref-type="fn"}

In spite of the fact that more than 20 Indian engineers were flown to the USA in 1978--1979 at the UCC's West Virginia MIC plant to learn how to run the MIC process safely, there were at least five major chemical leaks---in which one worker died and close to 50 were injured---at the Bhopal plant between 1981 and 1984.[108](#Fn108){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, due to the policy of the Indian government to have 100 % replacement of all positions in industry by Indians, the last American engineer left the Bhopal plant by the end of 1982.[109](#Fn109){ref-type="fn"} From that time, the plant was operated only by Indian citizens and employed around 650 people. In 1982, UCC began to put pressure on the management of UCIL to reduce production costs, that resulted in decrease of morale at the plant: "*There was widespread belief among employees that the management had taken drastic and imprudent measures to cut costs and that attention to details that ensure safe operation was absent*".[110](#Fn110){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [111](#Fn111){ref-type="fn"} UCIL started to extend the time between full safety checks from every 6 months to every 12 months and, instead of replacing rusted pipes by stainless pipes every 6 months, they replaced them by common steel pipes every 2 years.[112](#Fn112){ref-type="fn"} UCIL fired the best trained and most experienced (and therefore most highly paid) engineers and hired lower paid staff with little experience of working with dangerous chemicals and equipment (for instance, the chemical engineer, who was responsible for managing the MIC unit "*resigned because he disapproved of falling safety standards*" one year before the disaster and an electrical engineer replaced him[113](#Fn113){ref-type="fn"}); and the length of training courses declined from 6 to 2 months.[114](#Fn114){ref-type="fn"} Thirty percent of the staff at the Bhopal plant were fired and, for several years, turnover of staff at the plant exceeded 80 %; by December 1984, only a negligible number of employees remained who had been trained in the United States on the original MIC unit.[115](#Fn115){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [116](#Fn116){ref-type="fn"} In addition, the managers of UCIL decided to reduce the number of workers in every shift on the MIC unit: only one manager and six workers were required on a given shift in spite of UCC stating that they should keep three supervisors and twelve workers on each shift on the MIC unit.[117](#Fn117){ref-type="fn"} Despite these desperate attempts to economize, the SEVIN production plant remained unprofitable, and UCC had plans to sell the plant or disassemble it and ship it to Brazil and Indonesia.[118](#Fn118){ref-type="fn"} By the autumn of 1984, plant operators were ordered to produce SEVIN from the remaining stocks of chemicals in anticipation of the possible shutdown of the plant in the near future; the MIC production unit had been halted six weeks prior to the incident. As a result, the plant accumulated a large amount of MIC in its tankers: stocks of this lethal chemical reached 62 tons, of which only 3--4 tons were required daily for production of SEVIN. It was in contravention of common practice in the chemical industry, which is to "*always keep only a strict minimum of dangerous materials on site*".[119](#Fn119){ref-type="fn"} Due to cost cuts on refrigeration, the MIC mixture began to be stored at the plant at temperatures of nearly 20 °C, while technical requirements for the mixture required it to be stored below 5 °C in order to avoid uncontrolled reactions. At the same time, plant managers had updated the settings of temperature alarm activation, so that operators did not receive early warnings of the temperature rise in the MIC tanks.[120](#Fn120){ref-type="fn"} To make matters worse, on 31 October 1984, Indira Gandhi, the 3rd Prime Minister of India, was assassinated by two of her Sikh bodyguards---and during the massive social riots that followed, the plant could not safely produce SEVIN from its tremendous stocks of MIC. In November 1984, the Indian government announced nearly two weeks of national mourning and brought in a curfew to stop communal and religious violence in the country. Consequently, workers on the second and third shifts at the Bhopal plant had trouble fulfilling their duties and production of SEVIN from existing MIC stocks was slow.[121](#Fn121){ref-type="fn"}

For many years, Bhopal was considered an attractive place to get a job, and many poor people from the countryside moved to the city and seized empty land to build slums. The population of Bhopal increased from 300,000 at the end of the 1960s to 900,000 in the mid 1980s.[122](#Fn122){ref-type="fn"} Local authorities were reluctant to fight illegal land grabbing and construction and, as a result, shantytowns built up around the plant. During an inspection of the plant in 1979, UCC engineers emphasized that their Indian colleagues should build a complex contingency plan to respond to a possible leak, however small, of hazardous MIC. UCIL managers said that there was a contingency plan but, as the investigation following the 1984 disaster revealed, the city and state governments were not aware of any such plans.[123](#Fn123){ref-type="fn"} In spite of the possible threat of MIC to human health, and a series of MIC-related accidents, management at the Bhopal plant never informed the authorities about these risks to the city. However, plant workers complained several times to the government of the Madhya Pradesh state about poor safety conditions on the plant, but the resulting inspections did not lead to a halt in production at the plant, because the involved state government representatives had insufficient technical experience of the chemical industry.[124](#Fn124){ref-type="fn"}

In 1982, UCC again sent American engineers to inspect the plant at Bhopal. They found many shortcomings in the safety system and recommended UCIL to fix them. During the following years, UCIL was sending reassuring reports to UCC about safety measures, but some of these were either temporary or were never fully implemented across the plant.[125](#Fn125){ref-type="fn"} Meanwhile, risk concealment was also shown to have happened at UCC's operations back in the U.S. Indeed, 67 leakage events occurred in the West Virginia MIC plant between 1980 and 1984.[126](#Fn126){ref-type="fn"} In September 1984, UCC engineers reported the following to UCC management in a survey on operational safety and health: "*There is a concern that a runaway reaction could occur in one of the MIC unit storage tanks and that response to such a situation would not be timely or effective enough to prevent catastrophic failure of the tank*"---but investigators could not find any proof that this information was transmitted to the Bhopal plant, where the design of the MIC unit was similar to that at the West Virginia plant.[127](#Fn127){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [128](#Fn128){ref-type="fn"}

On December 2, 1984, the plant and MIC unit were manned by incompetent staff. The safety systems installed were inadequate in the face of the existing amount of dangerous materials (more than 60 tons of MIC). Poor and low-cost maintenance over years had led to the progressive destruction of the integrity of the plant production system. There are two theories[129](#Fn129){ref-type="fn"} about the origin of the disaster: the first holds that water poured into MIC tanks due to the operation of washing pipes. The second states that there was sabotage among Indian staff for unknown reasons. Either way, a significant amount of water poured into a tank of MIC and ignited a powerful chemical reaction. After hours of unskilled attempts by the operators to control the reaction, approximately 40 tons of MIC were released into the atmosphere of Bhopal.

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec15}

The tremendous number of casualties at Bhopal was caused by a lack of transmission by the plant management of the information concerning the MIC leakage to local authorities and UCC headquarters.

Water was introduced in the E610 MIC tank at 10 p.m. on December 2, 1984 and the reaction started. By 0:50 a.m. on December 3, the operators understood that they could not control this leakage, and fled the plant. Earlier, at 0:30 a.m., they switched on a large siren which was heard outside the plant, but soon turned it off. When operational staff left the plant, a low-power siren was turned on, which could only be heard within the plant area.[130](#Fn130){ref-type="fn"} Before the disaster, "*alarms at the plant sounded so often (the siren went off twenty to thirty times a week for various purposes) that an actual alert could not be distinguished from routine events or practice alerts*".[131](#Fn131){ref-type="fn"} None of the plant executives informed local authorities about the accident. Moreover, when the police began to receive hundreds of phone calls from Bhopal residents about a strange gas, bouts of coughing and people lying unconscious on the streets, the plant operators continued to reassure local police that "*Everything is OK* " and "*We do not know what \[is happening\]*". The plant manager flatly denied any leakage there: "*The gas leak just can't be from my plant*".[132](#Fn132){ref-type="fn"} This all resulted in a situation in which local officials, police and the military stalled the evacuation of local residents. Unbelievably, the authorities had never expected to evacuate people because nobody thought that the plant was a hazardous operation: the management of the plant never revealed the risks of MIC. Moreover, according to the Madhya Pradesh Town and Country Planning Board, the plant was classified in the "*general industry*" rather than in the "*hazardous industry*" category.[133](#Fn133){ref-type="fn"}

The second cause of mass mortality at Bhopal was the fact that medical institutes were unprepared for a large influx of patients. This city of almost a million people had only 5 hospitals, with 1800 hospital beds and 300 doctors, who were never trained to serve patients with chemical poisoning. Before the accident, UCIL did not provide any recommendations about medical treatment appropriate to the list of chemicals in use at the plant, and afterwards they declined to reveal the composition of the leaked gas.[134](#Fn134){ref-type="fn"} This led to a complete absence of adequate treatment for the thousands of victims. Moreover, according to a statement by UCC executives in the United States, the first---still contradictory---information about the disaster reached headquarters more than 12 h after the accident.[135](#Fn135){ref-type="fn"} By 8 a.m. on December 3, 1984, managers at the plant had been arrested by the local police, and UCC did not have top-level contacts within Bhopal to get reliable information about the accident. In addition, communication between UCC and the Bhopal plant and authorities became complicated by the insufficient capacity of the existing telephone network (a city of nearly a million people had only 10,000 numbers in the telephone network). All together, this led to the absence of detailed information about the accident reaching UCC executives, and consequently to a shortage of clear and strict recommendations about antidotes from UCC's advanced medical service to hospitals in Bhopal in the first few critical hours after the leak.

In addition, Bhopal also lacked the infrastructure and ground level preparation for an adequate and fast evacuation: there were no channels for the transmission of public information (e.g. networks of loudspeakers); 80 % of the people affected by the accident had an income of less than US\$6 per month (half of the Indian subsistence level)[136](#Fn136){ref-type="fn"} and could not even afford to have a radio receiver; and only a small number of residents had access to electricity, so most had no stable reception of radio or TV. In October 1982, after major MIC leaks, the labor union published a leaflet about possible threats to people from the plant to Bhopal, but the majority of slum residents could not understand the message and ignored it due to illiteracy. Nevertheless, due to the existence of a series of minor incidents on the plant over the preceding years, word-of-mouth communication has informed the residents of the slums of the potential danger posed by the plant and they understood the necessity to run away from the plant in case of emergency. But nobody had anticipated the magnitude of the potential disaster,[137](#Fn137){ref-type="fn"} which occurred in December 1984, when the leaked chemicals covered almost the whole city of Bhopal.

After the accident the Indian government paid only US\$800 to relatives of the deceased, and just \$100 to the 20,000 victims who developed chronic diseases because of the disaster.[138](#Fn138){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, in 1989, out-of-court agreements on compensation between the Indian government and the mother company Union Carbide Corporation stipulated a payment of just US\$470 million[139](#Fn139){ref-type="fn"}; the majority of this amount did not even reach the victims of the disaster. It took until 2010, that is 26 years after the disaster, for seven UCIL employees to be convicted by Indian courts, each receiving a two-year prison sentence and a fine of about US\$2000.[140](#Fn140){ref-type="fn"}

#### Bhopal Pesticide Plant Gas Leak: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar3}

The Indian government's desire to reach national industrial independence, and its negligence to reveal details of deliberate violations of safety rules at the plant. The **lack of experience or qualifications of government representatives**, which did not allow them to recognize the disastrous state of the plant years before the accident. In addition, without sufficient control by the parent corporation over Union Carbide India Limited, **management at the plant could manipulate data about real conditions at the plant** without fear to be punished by representatives of Union Carbide Corporation and Indian authorities.The **desire of Indian managers to appear in a good light** in the eyes of Union Carbide Corporation executives motivated them to **play down the existence of massive safety imperfections at the plant**.The chronic unprofitability of the Bhopal plant, and **reluctance of plant managers to reveal the risks involved to local authorities that would likely oblige them to incur additional expense on safety measures**, or to suffer from increased wages to reward employees for hazardous work that would be known as such, or to support the costs for relocating the shantytowns, and so on.The **reluctance of Union Carbide Corporation executives to reveal statistics of accidents** at the West Virginia MIC plant, and the extreme danger posed by MIC, to their international subdivisions.**False reassurance/self-suggestion/self-deception among American and Indian executives** about the maximum possible scale of any chemical accident at the plant.The **absence of a prompt risk assessment system**: nobody among the managers of the plant could evaluate the possible volume of the chemical release or the direction of its movement, nor could they provide recommendations regarding antidotes, how the residents of Bhopal should respond, and so on.

Challenger Space Shuttle Disaster (USA, 1986) {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------

"*You don't concentrate on risks. You concentrate on results.No risk is too great to prevent the necessary job from getting done*Chuck Yeager"

On January 28, 1986 at 11:39 a.m., the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded in the second minute after lift-off from the Kennedy Space Center. This resulted in the deaths of all seven astronauts.

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec17}

#### Constant Struggle Within the US Space Shuttle Program to Increase the Launch Frequency and Face US Government Financing Shortages {#Sec18}

The US Space Shuttle program began in 1972. It was based on the idea that a reusable space shuttle system could make regular civil space launches possible, with the goal to achieve 24 flights per year.[141](#Fn141){ref-type="fn"} Expenditure would be reduced by reusing the Shuttles and by having more frequent launches through economies of scale. Over the following 30 years, 135 Shuttle were launched at a total cost of US\$192 billion[142](#Fn142){ref-type="fn"}---or around US\$1.5 billion per launch in 2010 prices---and the annual launch rate did not exceed 4.5 flights per year. The Space Shuttle Program has been NASA's single most expensive activity.[143](#Fn143){ref-type="fn"} Compared with unmanned space cargo programs, the cost of one kilogram of the Shuttle's payload exceeded the payload of existing programs by a factor between 2 and 10.[144](#Fn144){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [145](#Fn145){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [146](#Fn146){ref-type="fn"} High usage rates were critical to the Shuttle's economy because its huge development costs needed to be recouped within a reasonable amount of time.[147](#Fn147){ref-type="fn"} For example, in 1976, NASA anticipated 49 flights in 1984 and 58 in 1985.[148](#Fn148){ref-type="fn"} In contrast, in 1981 there were two launches, in 1982 three, in 1983 four, in 1984 five, and in 1985 nine (which is the record in the history of the Shuttle program). In 1985, NASA published a projection of about 24 flights per year by 1990. There were 14 flights scheduled for 1986.[149](#Fn149){ref-type="fn"} The Space Shuttle flights were manned, imposing on the engineers of the Shuttle to improve its reliability, at the cost of expansive additional safety systems. As a result, launches were permanently delayed ("*Manpower limitations due to high workload created scheduling difficulties and contributed to operational problems*"[150](#Fn150){ref-type="fn"}). From the beginning of the program, underestimation of the cost of launches and the irregularity of flights became major managerial problems for NASA executives.

The initial plan implied developing towards self-sufficiency, but during program development, it became clear that NASA would always rely on Congress and government spending. The design of the Shuttle's solid rocket boosters was primarily based on the U.S. Air Force's Titan III solid rocket.[151](#Fn151){ref-type="fn"} In 1983, Ronald Reagan proposed the Strategic Defense Initiative---ground-based and space-based systems to protect the United States from attack by Soviet strategic nuclear ballistic missiles. On August 28, 1985, a Titan 34D rocket laden with military equipment exploded after take-off from the Vandenberg Air Force Base. This gave NASA additional leverage to convince Congress that the shuttle transportation system could deliver military staff and equipment, including components of the Strategic Defense Initiative program, to orbit in any conditions. Accordingly, NASA requested that military funding for developing the Titan IV program---US\$17.6 billion was to be spent for this purpose up to 1999[152](#Fn152){ref-type="fn"}---should be transferred to NASA. Ultimately, "*the nation's reliance on the Shuttle as its principal space launch capability created a relentless pressure on NASA to increase the flight rate*".[153](#Fn153){ref-type="fn"}

Because of this, NASA executives could not accept cancellations or serious delays of Shuttle flights due to weather conditions or minor technical problems. Such confidence was based on the statistics of previous flights and the false perception that the probability of Shuttle failure was extremely low. By January 1986, NASA management interpreted the previous 24 successful Shuttle launches as a transition of the space shuttle program from the experimental phase to the operational phase, which meant that the Shuttle's design was now proven to be adequate for serial launches.

#### Masterful Encapsulation of the Problem {#Sec19}

Richard Feynman, American theoretical physicist, participant in the Manhattan Project to develop an American atomic bomb, Nobel Prize laureate in Physics and member of The Rogers Commission Report, which was created to investigate the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster, wrote after the disaster what can be considered as an authoritative last word: "*There are enormous differences of opinion as to the probability of a failure with loss of vehicle and of human life. The estimates range from roughly 1 in 100 to 1 in 100,000. The higher figures come from the working engineers, and the very low figures from management. What are the causes and consequences of this lack of agreement? Since 1 part in 100,000 would imply that one could put a Shuttle up each day for 300* *years expecting to lose only one, we could properly ask 'What is the cause of management's fantastic faith in the machinery?*" *An estimate of the reliability of solid rockets was made by the range safety officer, based on the study of all previous rocket flights. Out of a total of nearly 2,900 flights, 121 failed (1 in 25). This includes, however, what may be called early errors, rockets flown for the first few times in which design errors are discovered and fixed. A more reasonable figure for the mature rockets might be 1 in 50. With special care in the selection of parts and in the inspection process, a figure of below 1 in 100 might be achieved but 1 in 1000 is probably not attainable with today's technology. Since there are two rockets on the Shuttle, these rocket failure rates must be doubled to derive the Shuttle failure rates from the Solid Rocket Booster failure rate... Engineers at Rocketdyne, the manufacturer, estimate the total probability as 1/10,000. Engineers at Marshal estimate it as 1/300, while NASA management, to whom these engineers report, claims it is 1/100,000. An independent engineer consulting for NASA thought 1 or 2 per 100 to be a reasonable estimate. NASA officials argued that the figure is much lower. They point out that these figures are for unmanned rockets but since the Shuttle is a manned vehicle 'the probability of mission success is necessarily very close to 1.0.' It is not very clear what this phrase means. Does it mean it is close to 1 or that it ought to be close to 1? They go on to explain 'Historically, this extremely high degree of mission success has given rise to a difference in philosophy between manned space flight programs and unmanned programs; i.e., numerical probability usage versus engineering judgment'. It is true that, if the probability of failure was as low as 1 in 100,000, it would take an inordinate number of tests to determine it. Official management ... claims to believe the probability of failure is a thousand times less \[the engineers' estimation of 1 in 100\]. One reason for this may be an attempt to assure the government of NASA perfection and success in order to ensure the supply of funds. The other may be that they sincerely believed it to be true, demonstrating an almost incredible lack of communication between themselves and their working engineers... The astronauts, like test pilots, should know their risks*".[154](#Fn154){ref-type="fn"}

#### Problems of Timely Launching of Space Shuttles in 1985--1986 {#Sec20}

The 25th launch of the Shuttle (STS-51-L mission, Challenger) had been planned for July 1985. It was postponed until late November to accommodate changes in payloads. The launch was subsequently delayed again and finally was rescheduled to January 22, 1986.[155](#Fn155){ref-type="fn"} However, due to problems with weather conditions (bad weather at transoceanic abort landing sites and unacceptable weather at the Kennedy Space Center itself[156](#Fn156){ref-type="fn"}), the launch was rescheduled for the morning of January 28, 1986. However, a major cause of delay to the STS-51-L mission was the delay of the previous mission (STS-61-C, Columbia), which launched only on January 12, 1986, after one month and 7 delays caused by a series of technical problems. During this month, journalists based at the Kennedy Space Center published critical and negative articles about NASA's ability to manage technical aspects of the Shuttle and launch schedule (the STS-61-C mission was sarcastically called "*Mission Impossible*"[157](#Fn157){ref-type="fn"}). For the next mission (STS-51-L, Challenger), more than 500 journalists were accredited to cover the launch from the Kennedy Space Center and Johnson Space Center in Houston. After several delays to the new mission, the media continued to ridicule NASA capabilities to adhere strictly to the schedule. Moreover, the delays meant that the STS-51-L mission could miss opportunities to reach the target orbit for the correct deployment of satellites.[158](#Fn158){ref-type="fn"}
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#### Outdoor Temperature and O-Rings Problems {#Sec21}

Weather forecasts for the night before the Challenger launch and early morning of January 28, 1986 predicted favorable conditions. However, engineers at Morton Thiokol Inc. (MTI), the main supplier of solid rocket boosters to NASA's Shuttle program and USAF's Titan rocket family, were alarmed by one detail: extremely cold weather was predicted for Florida, dropping to minus 6.6 °C (20 °F) in the last 11 h before the launch.[159](#Fn159){ref-type="fn"} Indeed, previous successful lift-offs all occurred at temperatures above +11.5 °C (53 °F). This low temperature of +11.5 °C (53 °F) was registered during the launch of mission STS-51-C (Discovery) on January 24, 1985. After this mission, the solid rocket boosters were salvaged from the Atlantic Ocean and Roger Boisjoly, one of the senior engineers on the MTI team, found out that the O-rings, which sealed the hot gases inside the combustion chambers of the solid rocket boosters while firing, were damaged. The O-rings were among 700 parts included on the "Critical 1" list. Of the 2 million components comprising the Shuttle, a failure of any one of the parts on this list would result in the loss of the spacecraft and/or crew. Boisjoly concluded that the main cause of damage to the O-rings was the low temperature on the day of the launch: +11.5 °C (53 °F). The rings had excellent resistance to high temperatures up to 327 °C (621 °F),[160](#Fn160){ref-type="fn"} but lose their flexibility in cold conditions. The manufacturer of the O-rings expected that the product would retain resilience below −3.8 °C (25 °F), but there were no practical tests of O-rings on MTI solid rocket boosters in cold temperature conditions. In view of this and other factors, the recommended temperature range for the entire Shuttle launch was between +0.5 °C (31 °F) and +37.2 °C (99 °F).[161](#Fn161){ref-type="fn"} Some erosion of the O-rings was recorded during the 51-B mission (29 April, 1985, Challenger).

After the launches, MTI formally mentioned some problems with the rings in a report to NASA, but no action was taken. In July 1985, Boisjoly sent an internal report to MTI executives about his concerns about the need for an immediate redesign of the solid rocket boosters, but received an informal reply from a top MTI manager that "*this material is too sensitive to release to anybody. We will keep it a secret*".[162](#Fn162){ref-type="fn"} Professor Leveson from MIT stated "*schedule and launch pressures in the Shuttle program created a mindset that dismissed all concerns, leading to overconfidence and complacency. This type of culture can be described as a culture of denial where risk assessment is unrealistic and credible risks and warnings are dismissed without appropriate investigation. Managers begin to listen only to those who provide confirming evidence that supports what they want to hear. Neither Thiokol nor NASA expected the rubber O*-*rings sealing the joints to be touched by hot gases during motor ignition, much less to be partially burned. However, as tests and then flights confirmed damage to the sealing rings, the reaction by both NASA and Thiokol was to increase the amount of damage considered 'acceptable'*".[163](#Fn163){ref-type="fn"}

In fact, the problem of the O-rings was known from 1977,[164](#Fn164){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [165](#Fn165){ref-type="fn"} but "*NASA and contractor management first failed to recognize it as a problem, then failed to fix it and finally treated it as an acceptable flight risk. \[MTI\] did not accept the implication of tests early in the program that the design had a serious and unanticipated flaw*. *\[NASA executives\]* *did not accept the judgment of its engineers that the design was unacceptable and, as the joint problems grew in number and severity, NASA minimized them in management briefings and reports*. *\[MTI also stated that\]* *the condition is not desirable but is acceptable*".[166](#Fn166){ref-type="fn"} NASA executives were not informed in detail about the seriousness of the problem with solid rocket boosters during cold weather launches before January 27, 1986.[167](#Fn167){ref-type="fn"} On the day before the launch of Challenger, during conference calls with NASA, Boisjoly tried to convince MTI executives and NASA managers to cancel the flight until the temperature on the launch pad at the Kennedy Space Center reached at least +11.5 °C (53 °F) when all of the solid rocket boosters would be defrosted. He demonstrated that damage had occurred to the material of the O-rings during flights in January and April 1985. Although the STS-61C mission (January 12, 1986, Columbia) was launched at temperatures lower than +5 °C (41 °F), MTI engineers did not provide any information concerning a possible erosion of the O-rings during the conference calls.[168](#Fn168){ref-type="fn"} NASA executives exclaimed that they were "*appalled at the given recommendations*", that "*we can't launch, we won't be able to launch until April*"[169](#Fn169){ref-type="fn"} and argued that the evidence was "*incomplete*".[170](#Fn170){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, NASA officials emphasized that they would "*not agree to launch against the contractor's recommendation*".[171](#Fn171){ref-type="fn"} After NASA's comments, MTI managers organized a caucus for intensive discussion about the final decision regarding the launch, during which one executive proposed to one of the skeptical managers: "*It is time to take off your engineering hat and put on your management hat*".[172](#Fn172){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, MTI executives approved the launch with the following comments: "*(1) there is a substantial margin to erode the primary O*-*ring by a factor of three times the previous worst case, and (2) even if the primary O*-*ring does not seal, the secondary is in position and will*".[173](#Fn173){ref-type="fn"} NASA managers were satisfied with this decision from the contractor. In their turn, they informed their superiors (Levels I and II program officials and the Launch Director for 51-L) that the issue had been resolved and MTI did not have objections for the launch.

The next day, the Shuttle Challenger exploded in the 72nd second after lift-off. Hot gases from the combustion chambers had leaked through a breach, created by tremendous pressure---from 900 to 1200 psi (pounds per square inch) or 62 to 87 bars---on the frosted and stiff O-rings. The temperature at the launch pad during the launch was +2.2 °C (36 °F).[174](#Fn174){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [175](#Fn175){ref-type="fn"}

#### Disclosure of Continual Flawed Decision-Making Processes Within the Program {#Sec22}

After the disaster, the Roger Commission stated..."*that testimony reveals failures in communication that resulted in a decision to launch 51*-*L based on incomplete and sometimes misleading information, a conflict between engineering data and management judgments, and a NASA management structure that permitted internal flight safety problems to bypass key Shuttle managers... Organizational response to the technical problem was characterized by poor communication, inadequate information handling, faulty technical decision making, and failure to comply with regulations instituted to assure safety*".[176](#Fn176){ref-type="fn"} The Commission found that NASA's safety system had many faults, including "*a lack of problem reporting requirements, inadequate trend analysis, misrepresentation of criticality, and lack of involvement in critical discussions... Problem reporting requirements are not concise and fail to get critical information to the proper levels of management*".[177](#Fn177){ref-type="fn"} "*The decision to launch the Challenger was flawed. Those who made that decision were unaware of the recent history of problems concerning the O*-*rings and the joint and were unaware of the initial written recommendation of the contractor advising against the launch at temperatures below 53 degrees Fahrenheit \[*+ *11.5* *°C\] and the continuing opposition of the engineers at Thiokol after the management reversed its position... If the decision makers \[Levels I and II program officials, or Launch Director for 51*-*L\] had known all of the facts, it is highly unlikely that they would have decided to launch 51*-*L on January 28, 1986*".[178](#Fn178){ref-type="fn"}

Boisjoly declared during the commission testimony: "*I felt personally that management was under a lot of pressure to launch and that they made a very tough decision, but I didn't agree with it*".[179](#Fn179){ref-type="fn"} Twenty years later, Boisjoly stated that "*I must emphasize that MTI Management fully supported the original decision to not launch below 53* °*F \[*+ *11.5* *°C\] prior to the caucus. The caucus constituted the unethical decision*-*making forum resulting from intense customer intimidation. NASA placed MTI in the position of proving that it was not safe to fly instead of proving that it was safe to fly. Also, note that NASA immediately accepted the new decision to launch because it was consistent with their desires and, please note, that no probing questions were asked*".[180](#Fn180){ref-type="fn"} The Commission concluded that "*the Thiokol Management reversed its position and recommended the launch of 51*-*L, at the urging of Marshall and contrary to the views of its engineers in order to accommodate a major customer*".[181](#Fn181){ref-type="fn"}

Richard Feynman finally found out about the O-ring problem, about which NASA managers had known since 1977: "*If all the seals had leaked, it would have been obvious even to NASA that the problem was serious. But only a few of the seals leaked on only some of the flights. So NASA had developed a peculiar kind of attitude: if one of the seals leaks a little and the flight is successful, the problem isn't so serious... Mr. Weeks said there was a rumor that the history of the seals' problem was being leaked to the newspapers. That bothered him a little bit, because it made NASA look like it was trying to keep things secret... We had our emergency closed meeting to hear from the guy whose story was in the New York Times. His name was Mr. Cook. He was in the budget department of NASA when he was asked to look into a possible seals problem and to estimate the costs needed to rectify it. By talking to the engineers, he found out that the seals had been a big problem for a long time. So he reported that it would cost so*-*and*-*so much to fix it -- a lot of money. From the point of view of the press and some of the commissioners, Mr. Cook's story sounded like a big expose, as if NASA was hiding the seals problem from us*".[182](#Fn182){ref-type="fn"}

The commission summarized major organizational problems related to the accelerated launch schedule. We here select a few that are relevant to our discussion[183](#Fn183){ref-type="fn"}:"*1. The capabilities of the system were stretched to the limit to support the flight rate in winter 1985/1986. Projections into the spring and summer of 1986 showed a clear trend; the system, as it existed, would have been unable to deliver crew training software for scheduled flights by the designated dates. The result would have been an unacceptable compression of the time available for the crews to accomplish their required training.2. Spare parts are in critically short supply. The Shuttle program made a conscious decision to postpone spare parts procurements in favor of budget items of perceived higher priority. Lack of spare parts would likely have limited flight operations in 1986...3. The scheduled flight rate did not accurately reflect the capabilities and resources4. Training simulators may be the limiting factor on the flight rate: the two current simulators cannot train crews for more than 12*--*15 flights per year*.*5. When flights come in rapid succession, current requirements do not ensure that critical anomalies occurring during one flight are identified and addressed appropriately before the next flight*".

During hearings before the US Congress Committee on Science and Technology, one committee member made the following assessment of NASA's organizational culture prior to the disaster: "*\[O\]ne difficult question is this whole attitude, this whole new culture that grew up in NASA and perhaps in the Marshall Center, this culture that has been called arrogance, conceit that they knew it all; they didn't need to include in the information circle outside experts. They didn't need to listen to the Rockwell fears, expressed fears of the subzero temperatures. They pressured Morton Thiokol not to bother with a lot of chintzy concerns about safety. They excluded the astronauts themselves from the information circle. They had the feeling that they knew it all and didn't need any outside information. They didn't want anything to interfere with the schedule... \[B\]oth management and technical arrogance brought about by the mindset caused by a period of spectacular successes. We in Congress, as well as NASA and the aerospace industry, must never again be lulled into a sense of overconfidence that could contribute to such a tragedy. While history does not repeat itself, unfortunately people can repeat history*".[184](#Fn184){ref-type="fn"}

In August 1990, the U.S. General Accounting Office mentioned that "*NASA and the Air Force provide the majority of the contract dollars for the Thiokol Corporation \[renamed Morton Thiokol Inc.\]... Based on our interviews with Air Force and NASA officials, our study indicates that Thiokol will remain a viable part of the defense industrial base \[Thiokol Corporation was also the manufacturer of the boosters for American ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads* -- *Pershing, Peacekeeper/Trident, Poseidon, Minuteman* [185](#Fn185){ref-type="fn"} *\]... Air Force and NASA officials said that it really is not economically feasible to keep two sources in operation for these items... \[Therefore\] \[p\]urchases of Thiokol's solid rocket motors are planned through 1995 and beyond*".[186](#Fn186){ref-type="fn"}

Ultimately, the combination of these facts explains the passive position of MTI management when, in July 1985, Boisjoly sent the report about shortcomings in the O-ring design. MTI executives realized that the budget of NASA and the available time were insufficient for serious improvement of the scores of solid rocket boosters that were already ordered---after the accident, it indeed took 32 months to redesign the solid rocket boosters.[187](#Fn187){ref-type="fn"} It thus seemed impossible for NASA and MTI to halt the program and confess that there had been flaws in the design of the O-rings during many years before the first launch of the Shuttle in 1981. Moreover, NASA and MTI have been concealing this information from astronauts, the government and the public during two dozen launches. NASA was the major client for MTI with more than a billion dollar contract each year, and MTI management wished to maintain its contract. This explains why MTI management made the decision, in compliance with NASA requests, to keep the cost of launches down and to minimize delays, the later being interpreted by the media and politicians as due to technical shortcomings of the whole Shuttle program; NASA was anxious to demonstrate to Congress that the Shuttle could fly in any conditions with military staff and materials.

Because of the disaster, the USAF got resources from Congress to develop its Titan IV program, delivering military staff into space independently from the Shuttle program. After the disaster, MTI admitted guilt and legal liability for the disaster, paid out-of-court compensation to the families of astronauts, thus diverting the blame from NASA management... and received lucrative new contracts from NASA and USAF for the decades to come. After the commission hearing, whistleblower Roger Boisjoly found himself shunned by colleagues and managers of MTI and resigned from the company.[188](#Fn188){ref-type="fn"}

Richard Feynman summed it up as follows: "*Let us make recommendations to ensure that NASA officials deal in a world of reality in understanding technological weaknesses and imperfections well enough to be actively trying to eliminate them. They must live in reality in comparing the costs and utility of the Shuttle to other methods of entering space. And they must be realistic in making contracts, in estimating costs, and the difficulty of the projects. Only realistic flight schedules should be proposed, schedules that have a reasonable chance of being met. For a successful technology, reality must take precedence over public relations, for nature cannot be fooled*".[189](#Fn189){ref-type="fn"}

##### Challenger Space Shuttle Disaster: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar4}

Unrealistic projections about the launch schedule and a **culture of continuously rushed organization**. NASA management's desire to demonstrate to Congress and the military that the Shuttle program could send any load to space in any weather conditions on a timely basis.**Habituation/wishful thinking/false reassurance/self-suggestion/self-deception** among NASA and MTI decision-makers about the supposedly minuscule probability of a failure of the Shuttle. This also led to an attitude of arrogance among NASA executives.MTI management's **fear of losing their main client** (NASA). General problem of incentives in risk management: if MTI had remained adamant and advised against the flight, how would the "success" of no disaster resulting from the flight cancellation be rewarded?The **reluctance of MTI management to confess their own mistakes** in the design of solid rocket boosters and in ignoring previous warnings (damage to the O-rings during previous launches).**"Success at any price" and "no bad news" culture**MTI management's **fear of being accused of incompetence**. This question was also connected to **national security secrecy** because MTI was the supplier of solid rocket boosters for several American ballistic missiles.

Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster (USSR, 1986) {#Sec23}
---------------------------------------

Although the Soviet socialist press blamed capitalists and their dangerous and irresponsible working practices during the Bhopal accident, the Soviet nuclear industry and top officials did not implement the evacuation lessons learned from this American-Indian disaster in their own practice---and it was not long before the USSR faced quite a similar event. Previously, Soviet nuclear industry executives had not recognized any parallels between the situation within their industry and the American problems revealed during the Three Mile Island accident: insufficient exchange of risk information about incidents and near-miss cases, ignorance of the importance of the human factor in operating a nuclear power plant (NPP), self-deception about the overall reliability of reactors in any situation, and overconfidence about the impossibility of a worst-case scenario actually happening.

On April 26, 1986 at 1:23 a.m., during an experiment with the emergency power supply system at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, a power excursion occurred in the RBMK-1000 Reactor \#4 that led the reactor to burn uncontrollably. The plant was located in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, which at the time was part of the Soviet Union. It was 700 km away from Moscow, 320 km from Minsk, and 140 km from Kiev. Because the reactor did not have a containment dome, the explosion led to the release into the atmosphere of 7.7 tons of uranium oxide fuel, amounting to 4 % of the total contained in the reactor; 96 % of the fuel, or 185 tons of uranium, stayed in the reactor.[190](#Fn190){ref-type="fn"} Huge regions of Belarus, Russia and Ukraine were contaminated,[191](#Fn191){ref-type="fn"} and traces of chemical elements from Chernobyl NPP were later found in Northern and Western Europe. The accident resulted in the release of approximately 5200 PBq (1 PBq (Penta Becquerels) = 10^15^ disintegrations per second)[192](#Fn192){ref-type="fn"} of radioactive substances into the atmosphere.[193](#Fn193){ref-type="fn"} This was the first accident since the beginning of the nuclear age to be classified as a level 7 event---the maximum level according to the International Nuclear Event Scale. More than 116,000 people were evacuated from the 30 km zone around the NPP.[194](#Fn194){ref-type="fn"} Two workers died after the explosion, and 28 firefighters died in the first three months following the accident. Estimates from various sources of the total number of victims of the Chernobyl accident remain contradictory because of political indecisiveness, different scientific approaches and the unavailability of health statistics from Soviet officials. In 2005, the UN report "*Chernobyl's Legacy: Health, Environmental and Socio*-*Economic Impacts*" contained a statement from an international team of more than 100 scientists that up to about 4000 people could eventually die of radiation from the Chernobyl NPP accident.[195](#Fn195){ref-type="fn"}

The financial cost of the Chernobyl disaster remains controversial too. Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from 1985 until 1991, cited that the Soviet Union spent 18 billion rubles[196](#Fn196){ref-type="fn"} (approximately US\$27 billion[197](#Fn197){ref-type="fn"}) on dealing with the consequences of the disaster. The government budget of the USSR was around 360 billion rubles from 1985--1987,[198](#Fn198){ref-type="fn"} and the GNP in that period was around 780--800 billion rubles; so the expenses for the response to Chernobyl were 5 % of the annual Soviet budget, or approximately 2 % of GNP. According to estimates from academician Valery Legasov, a key member of the government investigation committee on the Chernobyl disaster, the total damage caused by the Chernobyl accident was in fact 300 billion rubles in pre-1990 prices, or approximately US\$450 billion (of 1990 US\$). This amount exceeds the combined profits of all Soviet nuclear power plants for the duration of their existence.[199](#Fn199){ref-type="fn"}

In a nutshell, the Chernobyl disaster is the combination of (i) a fundamental design mistake on the class of RBMK reactors (leading to instabilities in certain conditions) that were hidden due to a culture of secrecy and arrogance, and (ii) bypassing safety rules due to structural lack of communication between competent agencies as well as amateurship actions of the Chernobyl staff who switched off all alarms during a standard feasibility test.
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec24}

#### Geopolitical Context and the Civil Nuclear Program Race {#Sec25}

There was constant competition for innovation between the Soviet Union and the West, which manifested clearly in the development of nuclear weaponry and in space exploration. At the turn of the 1970s, the competition began in civil nuclear power. By 1972, the USSR was behind the USA and United Kingdom, which had constructed more than 50 reactors between them, while the Soviet Union had only 7.[200](#Fn200){ref-type="fn"} The Soviet Union had not tried to develop nuclear power in the 1950s and 1960s, because the assumption within the powerful Soviet Planning Commission was that coal from the Donbass---the Donetsk coal basin, located in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic---could provide enough energy for the Western part of the USSR. But double-digit industrial growth and massive construction of civil infrastructure in the 1960s and 1970s provoked energy shortage within the western part of the Union, and new calculations showed that the Donbass would not have sufficient coal resources for long-term supply. Although the Soviet Union had access to massive coal deposits, these were located beyond the Ural Mountains and would therefore put huge pressure on the railways to transport coal to plants in the western part of the Union. One promising strategy to solve growing energy needs was the intensive development of civil nuclear energy in the heavily populated and highly industrialized western part of the Soviet Union. Moreover, after the 1973 Arab oil embargo, the price of oil increased by a factor 2.5 in six months, from US\$4.90/barrel \[US\$22 in 2010 prices\] to US\$12 \[US\$53 in 2010 prices\].[201](#Fn201){ref-type="fn"} Oil exports from the gigantic oil and gas fields recently discovered in Western Siberia became very profitable for the USSR, because production costs there were very low, at only US\$0.80 per barrel \[US\$3.50 in 2010 prices\].[202](#Fn202){ref-type="fn"} The export of hydrocarbons, principally oil, greatly increased the Soviet budget; so it was logical to focus on raising export revenue by reducing domestic oil and gas consumption for domestic electricity in parallel with large scale development of nuclear power plants for domestic uses. Nuclear power compares very favorably: burning just one ton of natural uranium oxide produces the energy equivalent of 16,000 tons of coal or 80,000 barrels of oil.[203](#Fn203){ref-type="fn"}

The Politburo (the executive committee for the Communist Party of the Soviet Union) decided to invite the leading developers of the Soviet nuclear weapon (which worked within The Soviet Ministry of Medium Machine Building (Minsredmash)), to work on designing and building a new high-capacity reactor. Academician Anatoly Alexandrov, director of the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy (subordinated to Minsredmash), which had researched the theoretical physics underlying the Soviet nuclear weapon program, was appointed as the scientific director of the new civil reactor project. Academician Alexandrov personally took part in the development of the Soviet nuclear submarine fleet, nuclear icebreakers and the civil Water-Water Energetic Reactor (VVER), a successful Soviet variant of the Western pressurized water reactor. Around 80 % of all operating civil nuclear reactors in the world are light water reactors: either pressurized water reactors (PWRs) or boiling water reactors (BWRs).[204](#Fn204){ref-type="fn"} An immensely respected scientist, he was president of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR from 1975 until 1986.

#### Strengths and challenges during the development of RBMK reactor {#Sec26}

The chief design engineer of the new reactor was Nikolay Dollezhal, another respected member of the Academy and director of the Scientific Research and Design Institute of Energy Technologies (NIKIET), which was responsible for the design of the Soviet nuclear submarine fleet, the first Soviet uranium-graphite channel water-cooled reactors and the VVER reactor. Academician Dollezhal recounted the history of the development of the new reactor---the high power channel reactor or RBMK, a water-cooled uranium-graphite channel reactor: "*In 1965, the design \[of the RBMK\] was sent to the Ministry. There were supporters and opponents of the reactor. The opponents considered that only VVERs should be developed*... *In the construction of \[RBMK\], we could use cooperative ties between \[existing\] machinery plants, which were developed during the manufacture of the first industrial reactors \[technologically speaking, RBMK reactors were an enlarged version of an existing military reactor developed for production of plutonium; so their construction required minimal restructuring of existing machinery plants, and RBMKs could use cheap natural uranium, while western analogs require more expensive enriched uranium\]... It would allow us to cope with the task \[of constructing each RBMK\] in 5*--*6* *years. As is known, the Americans construct large shell*-*type reactors \[like PWRs and BWRs, which require sophisticated technological skills to manufacture the reactor vessel, which works under tremendous internal pressure\] over 8*--*10* *years; we \[the Soviets\] simply did not have the experience \[to manufacture large reactors of this type\], although we have a shell*-*type reactor of small capacity at Novovoronezhskay NPP... \[The RBMK\] did not require anything that would have been too far from the normal, no specialized engineering and manufacturing... Moreover, everything to do with the period \[of construction\] was important at that time: there was a difficult situation with power supply in the country \[Politburo constantly put pressure on the developers in order to accelerate the pace of reactors' construction\]... \[Just for information,\] the launch of the first VVER*-*1000 occurred only in 1979, but serial production of \[this type of reactors began only in 1985, while in 1973 the first pilot RBMK*-*1000\] was already online. By 1980, there was production of electricity from around ten serial RBMKs... The reactors were economical in terms of the cost of energy produced. Simple enough to run, of course, if \[the operators\] complied with all the requirements mentioned in the operating instructions*".[205](#Fn205){ref-type="fn"} Academician Alexandrov also confirmed that "*Soviet scientists were able to solve the problem of increasing the economic efficiency of nuclear power stations*".[206](#Fn206){ref-type="fn"} In addition, the construction of the new reactor also implied the possibility of changing nuclear fuel without shutting down the reactor---unlike shell-type reactors, which require a compulsory shutdown---which made the RBMK very cost-effective in comparison with competitive reactor types.

Because the Soviet civil nuclear program originated from the military nuclear program, many approaches for designing and constructing civil reactors came from military experience. In the 1940s, USSR was eager to overtake Americans in the construction of nuclear bombs. In this race, drawing mainly from domestic assets and also from the German specialists they have been able to recruit, the Soviets were significantly constrained by a shortage of resources, both material and human, in comparison with the Americans who had invited the best nuclear physicists from around the world and had suffered no loss on their territory while the Soviets had to reconstruct after the most devastating war in the Union as well as Russian history with casualties mounting to more than 27 million people. Nevertheless, in 1949, the Soviets tested their first nuclear bomb (four years after the Americans). By 1953, the Union overtook the States in the development of thermonuclear weapons. In 1954, Soviet nuclear scientists and engineers commissioned in Obninsk the first industrial civil nuclear reactor in the world: an uranium-graphite channel water-cooled reactor, it was a predecessor of the RBMKs. Academician Dollezhal outlined the experience of building this reactor as follows: "*In 1951, when designing of the reactor was in full swing ... building the world's first nuclear power plant has already begun by laying the foundation of the plant* ... *During experiments \[i.e. during the simultaneous design and construction of the reactor\], more and more new knowledge was revealed that was impossible to ignore. Not often, indeed, but still sometimes, there was the need to reconstruct already designed components and devices \[of the reactor\]... One thing is beyond doubt: if the construction \[of the reactors\] had been carried out 'by the rules', where construction was started \[only\] after the final completion of the design of the reactor, then the nuclear power plant would have been launched several years later*".[207](#Fn207){ref-type="fn"} This approach was continued in the 1970s for the RBMKs: many design solutions for the new reactor were practically tested during operation of the first pilot model, while the construction of the first serial RBMKs was already launched. Minsredmash constructed and launched the first pilot RBMK reactor near Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) in 1973, while the foundations of Chernobyl NPP was already laid in 1970. Academician Valery Legasov, an executive at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy during the Chernobyl disaster, recalled: "*The first launch of the pilot RBMK reactor at Leningrad NPP already showed \[that running an RBMK reactor safely\] is quite a difficult task for the plant's operator. \[There was\] a problem with the instability of neutron fluxes and the challenges of managing them ... It should be said that, of course, a positive coefficient of reactivity in this reactor appeared unexpected \[for the developers\] ... We had to change the degree of nuclear fuel enrichment, and carry out a number of other technical measures in order to facilitate the operation of the reactor. Even after these measures, managing the reactor required tremendous attention from a plant's operator and it was always quite difficult*".[208](#Fn208){ref-type="fn"} This shows that knowledge of serious intrinsic problems with the RBMK was present, but rampant misinformation and lack of communication nurtured the Chernobyl catastrophe.

#### RBMK Reactor Design and the SCRAM Effect {#Sec27}

There is no single universally accepted version of the cause of the reactor excursion, but the majority of investigators mention two main causes: a combination of imperfections of the RBMK reactor design---especially a phenomenon known as the "positive SCRAM effect"[209](#Fn209){ref-type="fn"}---and unconscious mistakes by the executives and operators of Chernobyl NPP, who approved and conducted the experiment on Reactor \#4. The reactor's developers blame the staff of the plant and vice versa. The "positive SCRAM effect" first came to light during operation of the first RBMK reactor near Leningrad, in an incident in November 1975. There was a reactor reactivity excursion after SCRAM (emergency shutdown), which overheated a small part of the core, rupturing a channel of the reactor. The investigation commission in 1976 concluded that some elements of the reactor core needed to be redesigned in order to reduce the void coefficient, change some features of the control rods and increase the speed of the SCRAM system.[210](#Fn210){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [211](#Fn211){ref-type="fn"} But these recommendations were only implemented ten years later, after the Chernobyl disaster. The IAEA report after Chernobyl noted: "*The slow speed of the emergency protection system (the time for total insertion \[of the control rods\] into the core from the upper limit position is 18* *s) and defects in the design of the rods (i.e. the positive reactivity excursion) resulted in a situation where, for a number of reactor operating modes, the emergency protection system not only did not function, but itself initiated a reactor runaway*".[212](#Fn212){ref-type="fn"}

From 1976 onwards, Vladimir Volkov, head of the reliability and safety laboratory at the Kurchatov Institute, sent numerous memoranda to his supervisors about calculation errors in the design of the RBMK, and gave suggestions for their improvement. He mentioned the positive SCRAM effect, defined as a localized increase of activity in the bottom of the core of a nuclear reactor during emergency shutdown. But executives at the Kurchatov Institute and NIKIET did not pay serious attention to his warnings, or those of others.[213](#Fn213){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [214](#Fn214){ref-type="fn"} Academician Valery Legasov concluded: "*I did not see in the Soviet Union a single collective body, which more or less competently put together and considered \[i.e. made a systematic search of sources of problems and critical shortcomings of existing reactors, which could lead to accidents at nuclear plants, and assessed the probability of each\]... \[On the contrary\] the struggle against \[critical shortcomings of the reactors\] was conducted as a separate struggle within each particular case: if there was failure of the steam generator at a plant* -- *than it launched a decision*-*making process about changing the design of steam generators. And, of course, sooner or later, it led to improvements in the situation... \[There would be an improvement of that exact shortcoming and things would then\] calm down until the next case*".[215](#Fn215){ref-type="fn"}

The developers of the RBMK assumed that the positive SCRAM effect would only manifest in rare cases, and preferred to take organizational measures to ensure the safe operation of the reactor (clear instructions, staff training, etc.) rather than making technical changes to the reactor design.[216](#Fn216){ref-type="fn"} They were confident that the high quality of education and self-discipline of the staff at military-prone Minsredmash would compensate for any technical disadvantages of the RBMK when it became operational. Moreover, due to Western sanctions against the USSR during the Cold War, Soviet scientists and engineers were not able to use American supercomputers in the 1960s and 1970s to calculate technical solutions for the reactors at the design stage without testing their assumptions on prototypes. An IAEA report in 1992 mentioned the following: "*There are a number of explanations for the poor quality of the calculation analysis of the safety of the design of \[RBMK reactors\]. These include the fact that, until recently, Soviet computer techniques were chronically outdated and the standard of computer codes was very low. Three*-*dimensional non*-*stationary neutron*-*thermal*-*hydraulic models are required in order to calculate the physical parameters of a RBMK reactor under different operating conditions. Such models first became available only shortly before the Chernobyl accident and were not really developed until after the accident... As a result of the misguided selection of the core's physical and design parameters by the designers, the RBMK*-*1000 reactor was a dynamically unstable system with regard to power and steam quality perturbations. The steam quality, in its turn, was dependent on many parameters characterizing the reactor state*".[217](#Fn217){ref-type="fn"}

#### Economic and Political Pressure to Quickly Build Many RBMK Reactors {#Sec28}

The Politburo put strong pressure on the RBMK developers to launch serial production of the reactors immediately in order to satisfy domestic electricity needs. So, in parallel with the test operation of the prototype RBMK in Leningrad, full-scale construction was initiated not only at the Chernobyl NPP near Kiev (in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), but at Kursk and Smolensk in the Russian Soviet Socialistic Republic, and at the Ignalina NPP near Vilnius (in the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic). The original RBMK design was not fundamentally redeveloped or revised for these serial units, and did not even include the improvements recommended after the 1975 accident at Leningrad NPP.[218](#Fn218){ref-type="fn"} Academician Valery Legasov concluded that "*\[The Soviet Union\] built the world's first nuclear power plant \[in Obninsk\], but later we slowed down the development of this technology and the review of all safety issues associated with the operation of such plants \[until changes in our energy supply strategy for the western part of the USSR, when we\] began to hurry. Consequently this haste led to more units being built with limited funding. There was a need from the economy. Keeping the costs down began with \[rejection to construct\] containment \[buildings over reactors, which would have increased the construction costs of Soviet NPPs by 30* *% and lengthened the construction period for the plants\]... We all began to show concern about the quality of education and training of the personnel responsible for the design, construction and operation of nuclear power plants, because the number of units increased dramatically, but the quality of the personnel involved in the process decreased \[while developers of the RBMK expected that comprehensive organizational measures could compensate the technical shortcomings of the reactors\]... There was a constant need for new buildings, new benches, new people for this job, because the number of units \[reactors\] increased. However this development was still not qualitative, \[only\] quantitative... \[The problems of the Soviet nuclear energy, revealed in the Chernobyl disaster\] generally originate from the organizational approach toward development, more rapid development, of new technology*".[219](#Fn219){ref-type="fn"} It was common practice for the Politburo to issue deadlines for the construction of nuclear plants according to the date of the next Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, with no regard for the availability of equipment for the plant or for the recommended schedule for proper construction. All this resulted in constant rush in the development of the Soviet civil nuclear industry in the 1970s and 1980s, repeating the practice that had prevailed during the nuclear arms race between the USSR and the West in the late 1940s and 1950s.

#### A Fatal Regulation Mistake {#Sec29}

The Politburo issued another pivotal decision: responsibility for all the new RBMK NPPs would be transferred from the predominantly military Minsredmash to the civil Ministry of Energy and Electrification of the USSR. There were several explanations for this decision. The developers of the RBMK reactor---all nationally respected and honored scientists---convinced everybody, especially the senior executives of the Soviet Union, of the absolute safety of the RBMK reactor and the infallibility of Soviet nuclear technology.[220](#Fn220){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [221](#Fn221){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [222](#Fn222){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [223](#Fn223){ref-type="fn"} Their overconfidence persuaded Politburo members and executives at the Ministry of Energy and Electrification that it was safe to hand over the operation of nuclear power plants to personnel who had experience of running thermal power stations, but no education in nuclear science. For instance, the General Director of Chernobyl NPP, who was in place from the digging of the foundations of the plant in 1970, had training and experience as a turbine specialist and had worked on a coal power station before his appointment at Chernobyl. On one occasion before the accident, the director vividly revealed his wishful thinking about the harmlessness of nuclear reactors: "*What are you worried about, the nuclear reactor is a samovar \[a traditional Russian pot used to heat water for tea\]. It is much easier \[to operate\] than a thermal station, and we have experienced personnel* -- *and nothing will happen*".[224](#Fn224){ref-type="fn"} The background of the deputy of the Ministry of Energy and Electrification and department head, who was responsible for the construction of all nuclear plants in USSR, was in the building of hydropower plants. The head of the Ministry's unit, who was responsible for the exploitation of all nuclear plants in USSR, was a former executive of the State Planning Commission without any experience in nuclear industry.[225](#Fn225){ref-type="fn"}

In addition, the plant's Chief Engineer was an electrician, who had worked previously on thermal power stations and the national electric grid. The Chief Engineer latter played a critical part in developing the plan for the experiment with the emergency power supply system on Reactor \#4 that led to the disaster. This experiment was necessary because the emergency operating modes had not been properly tested prior to the RBMK being rolled out across the USSR.[226](#Fn226){ref-type="fn"} It involved testing the potential rotational energy of the turbine during emergency shutdown of the reactor, in order to produce emergency electrical power for the water pumps (for a duration around 1 min) until the emergency diesel generators on the plant could be started up to full capacity.[227](#Fn227){ref-type="fn"} The experiment was stipulated in the development project for the reactor, but the detailed steps involved were left to the personnel of each plant. In the case of Reactor \#4, the plan for the experiment was not submitted to the developers because there was no requirement to obtain their approval for experiments.[228](#Fn228){ref-type="fn"} The Chief Engineer of the plant---with no experience of running nuclear plants and little understanding of the risks involved in such a test to be performed on an RBMK[229](#Fn229){ref-type="fn"}---decided to conduct it as a routine electrotechnical test within a turbine-generator system, during a regular service break of Reactor \#4 in April 1986, as part of compulsory measures stipulated by the reactor project.[230](#Fn230){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [231](#Fn231){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, staff at the Ministry of Energy and Electrification was less competent in nuclear matters than the Minsredmash team who had developed the reactor, and did not have advanced knowledge of the physics involved.

Overall, there was a deficit of qualified personnel to run the constantly growing number of nuclear plants in the USSR. After the accident, Academician Alexandrov explained his position regarding the safety of the experiment: "*Nobody within our institute (the Kurchatov Institute) knew about the impending experience or participated in its preparation. Academician Dollezhal, Chief Design Engineer of the reactor, was also unaware of it. \[Later, after the accident\], when I was reading the plan of the experiment, I was shocked. Many actions of this plan led the reactor beyond its design state... Let's also ask who developed the plan. Executives of the NPP employed for this project* -- *an organization that had no experience with the nuclear power plant \[the organization was contractor of the Ministry of Energy and Electrification and specialized only in electric equipment\]. Dilettantes can be well intentioned, but they could cause immense catastrophe* -- *which happened at Chernobyl. The director of the station, without summoning even the deputy chief engineer of the plant who had education in physics, signed a contract with \[the service contractor\] to develop the plan of the experiment. The final version of the experiment was sent for consultation and testing by the Hydroproject Institute \[the designers of the Chernobyl plant\]... Members of the Institute, who had some experience with nuclear power plants, did not approve the plan and refused to endorse it... I often think now what would have happened if the Hydroproject Institute had informed us! However, the staff \[of the Institute\] could not even have imagined that the plant \[staff\] would dare to conduct the experiment. Minsredmash was not informed about the experiment because Chernobyl NPP had been transferred into the control of the Ministry of Energy... In Minsredmash ... were professionals with military*-*like discipline, who strictly followed the instructions, which in our case are extremely important... There are instructions, which must be followed by any NPP staff. This technical regulation is a guarantee of safety \[of the plant\]... \[Furthermore\], the experiment plan violated applicable instructions for operating nuclear power plants in twelve sections! We can say that the design of the reactor has flaws. However, the cause of the accident, after all* -- *\[was\] a poorly prepared experiment, \[in\] flagrant violation of the instructions for NPP operations... I repeat, there are deficiencies in the reactor. Nowadays, these disadvantages are reduced. \[Nevertheless\], the problem is not the construction of the reactor. \[Imagine\] you are driving a car and turning the steering wheel in the wrong direction* -- *and an accident takes place! Is it the fault of the engine? Or the designer of the car? Everyone will answer that it is the fault of the unskilled driver*".[232](#Fn232){ref-type="fn"} In 1999, Academician Dollezhal also stated his position: "*We left our chairs with Alexandrov \[after the Chernobyl accident\]. We, of course, are guilty \[as developers of the reactor\]. I have my version of the accident. First of all, the personnel was terrible; we were sending warnings in all instances but without results; we warned about the negligent regime of operation*".[233](#Fn233){ref-type="fn"} Nikolay Fomin, Chief Engineer of Chernobyl nuclear power plant during the disaster, confirmed also his responsibility and that of his staff with respect to the accident: "*I was largely blamed. Not everything that has been said about me was fair, as I see it. Nevertheless, one thing I blame myself for: I have always believed that the key to the work of the nuclear industry is technology* -- *but it turned out that the main thing is people. I underestimated their value*".[234](#Fn234){ref-type="fn"}

#### Tragic Lack of Communication Between the Main Responsible Agencies {#Sec30}

The situation was exacerbated by a total lack of communication about accidents between the military Minsredmash and the civil Ministry of Energy and Electrification, because of the culture of total secrecy[235](#Fn235){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [236](#Fn236){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [237](#Fn237){ref-type="fn"} that developed within Soviet military nuclear programs during the Cold War. Consequently, neither the developers of the reactor nor Minsredmash officials informed personnel at other Soviet NPPs with RBMK reactors about the accident at the Leningrad NPP in 1975, or about technical imperfections of the reactor design.[238](#Fn238){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [239](#Fn239){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, because developers did not eliminate defects revealed during the accident in 1975, the positive SCRAM effect within the RBMK series was observed again at Ignalina NPP, and during the launch of RBMK-1000 Reactor \#4 at Chernobyl NPP in 1983.[240](#Fn240){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [241](#Fn241){ref-type="fn"} The Chief Design Engineer for the RBMK reactors discussed the problem with his colleagues by correspondence,[242](#Fn242){ref-type="fn"} stating that design changes would be made to correct the problem. But he made no such changes, and the procedural measures he recommended for inclusion in plant operating instructions were not adopted.[243](#Fn243){ref-type="fn"} At the Interdepartmental Science and Technology Council on Nuclear Power In December 1984, it was decided to postpone improvements of the RBMK---including the elimination of the positive SCRAM effect---for several years, until a period of planned reconstruction of the existing reactors.[244](#Fn244){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [245](#Fn245){ref-type="fn"} Apparently, there was a widespread view that the conditions under which the effect would be important would never occur.[246](#Fn246){ref-type="fn"} Personnel at the NPPs across the USSR were informed neither about these discussions within the development team, nor about near-miss cases of positive reactivity on other NPPs.

It important to ask the question: where were the regulators of the Soviet civil nuclear industry? Why did they allow 14 reactors with technical defects to go into operation? After the collapse of the Soviet Union, some supporters of Michael Gorbachev declassified secret shorthand records of Politburo meetings during the Chernobyl disaster. These records clearly show the complexity of the situation regarding the regulation of the developers of the RBMK, and the way shortcomings of the reactor were concealed to the Soviet government and the operators of the NPPs.

May 22, 1986. Mikhail Gorbachev declared: "*The Institute (the Kurchatov institute) was the only one \[in the country\] that was engaged in nuclear matters. It worked and nobody among us \[the Politburo\] knew what was going on. But it was only after Chernobyl that it was checked, 'exposed', and we saw a dangerous monopoly. The Director of the Institute, and President of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR \[the collective Soviet body of advanced scientists from different fields, which could adequately assess any theoretical conclusions regarding the physics of the RBMK\] is comrade academician Alexandrov in one person. He locked all things \[regarding any criticism of nuclear matters\] on himself... \[There was\] a 40*-*year friendly relationship \[between the executives of the Kurchatov institute, NIKIET and Minsredmash\]* -- *and that's what happened*".[247](#Fn247){ref-type="fn"}

June 5, 1986. Mikhail Gorbachev pronounced: "*\[In this crisis situation, we have to eliminate the influence of\] narrow departmental interests \[when each ministry cares only about their field of responsibility at the expense of others\]. Sometimes we hear \[from ministers\]: 'I have only my own object'. Everyone has its own object. No, we all have one object* -- *Chernobyl!*".[248](#Fn248){ref-type="fn"} Such non-coordination led to a situation where the Kurchatov institute, NIKIET, Minsredmash and the Ministry of Energy and Electrification of the USSR did not transmit information about their problems or shortcomings, or critical information about the operation of the reactor to each other, and nobody understood the whole picture of risks associated with the RBMK; later there was similar non-coordination during response measures to the accident and Gorbachev called on ministers to enjoin them to cooperate.

#### The True Scale and Nature of the Faults Revealed in Meetings of Politburo in July 1986 {#Sec31}

July 3, 1986. Boris Sherbina (Deputy Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers---the Soviet government---and Head of the State Commission for liquidation of the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster) said: "*Evaluating the operational reliability of the RBMK reactor, a group of professionals working on behalf of the Commission concluded that its characteristics fall short of modern safety requirements... RBMK reactors are potentially dangerous... Apparently, all were under the impression that nuclear power plants were highly safe, as they were aggressively advertised to be... \[Therefore\] since 1983, the executive board of the Ministry of Energy and Electrification has never discussed the issues related to the safety of nuclear power plants... \[Everybody\] believed that the issue of civil nuclear safety was solved. A statement to this effect was in a Kurchatov Institute publication*".

Mikhail Gorbachev declared: "*Over the last 30* *years, we have heard from you \[scientists, experts, and ministers\] that everything here \[in the nuclear industry\] is reliable. In addition you expect that we will look at you as to gods. From this, all went wrong \[concerning the regulation of the Soviet nuclear industry\]. It occurred because all ministries and research centers were out of control \[of the Politburo and the Soviet government\]. Finally it ended in failure... It was the responsibility of the staff \[of Chernobyl NPP\] that the accident took place \[because the experiment on Reactor \#4 was approved by executives of the plant, while it was not endorsed by the Science Director and the Chief Design Engineer of the reactor; operators chose to deviate from the program of the experiment; several instructions were violated during the experiment,* etc*.\], nevertheless, the scale of the accident \[was caused by\] reactor physics \[and is therefore the responsibility of the developers of the RBMK\]... \[The Politburo\] did not receive information about what was happening in reality... All \[nuclear*-*related\] matters were classified and kept away from the reach of the Politburo. No representative of the \[Communist\] Party was allowed to meddle in this sphere. Moreover, \[the Soviet\] government had no power to determine which type of nuclear reactor \[the country\] should develop. Within the entire system \[the nuclear energy industry\], there was a spirit of servility, fawning, factionalism, persecution of dissidents \[as in the case of Vladimir Volkov, the whistle blower from the Kurchatov Institute\], window dressing, personal ties and different clans around different executives*".

A representative of the State Committee for supervision of the safe conduct in the nuclear industry of the USSR (Gosatomenergonadzor USSR) said: "*Everybody in the industry should be afraid of Gosatomnadzor!* [249](#Fn249){ref-type="fn"} *... It is impossible to ensure the complete safety of existing nuclear power units. However, if operators strictly follow standing orders and instructions \[they could be operated safely\]. With the approval of the reactor design, it was known that it would have* '*positive void*' *and* '*positive temperature*' *effects... Nevertheless, \[Gosatomenergonadzor\] never checked and studied the shortcomings \[of the reactor\] concerning the 'physics' and the degree of danger*". The majority of the staff of Gosatomenergonadzor USSR during the Chernobyl disaster were former specialists from Minsredmash; obviously, they did not want to criticize former superiors, and thus the government oversight over the industry was not independent. In addition, academician Valery Legasov stated after the disaster that most of those at the Kurchatov Institute (part of Minsredmash) tried not to ask executives of Minsredmash embarrassing questions because they were receiving bonuses from the ministry. The general opinion was the following: "*If I say anything about \[the necessity of\] the containment \[vessels at Soviet NPPs\], obviously, I will not receive a premium \[from the Ministry\]! If I express anything \[against the mainstream within the industry and the opinion of the management\], I will not be published and \[my\] dissertation will be not defended*"*...* [250](#Fn250){ref-type="fn"}

... Mikhail Gorbachev \[question to representatives of Minsredmash\]: "*What can you say about the RBMK reactor?*"

Alexander Meshkov *(First Deputy Minister of Minsredmash):* "*It is a proven reactor. However it does not have containment. If \[the staff of the NPPs\] comply strictly with the instructions, then it is safe*".

Mikhail Gorbachev: "*Meshkov continues to assure us that the reactor is safe... So, is it \[still\] possible to operate them and to construct more? ... All that we collected about Chernobyl by this time leads to one conclusion* -- *the reactor should be decommissioned. It is dangerous. And you \[to Meshkov\] defend esprit de corps*".

Alexander Meshkov: "*No, I am advocating nuclear power*".

... Mikhail Gorbachev: "*What should be done by the Kurchatov Institute*?

Anatoly Alexandrov (Science director of RBMK, director of the Kurchatov Institute, president of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR): "*I'm sure that we will not build RBMK reactors in future. Concerning improvement \[of the RBMK series\], the costs will not be compensated. \[Nevertheless\], I think that \[positive reactivity\] of the reactor can be eliminated \[on existing reactors\]. We have some ideas about possible solutions to this problem. This could be done in one or two years... The existing reactors can be made safe. I put my head on the block... that they can be improved. I beg you to release me from the duties of President of the Academy of Sciences and give me a chance to correct my mistake about the shortcomings of this reactor*".

... Mikhail Gorbachev speaks to representatives of Minsredmash: "*The reactor is unreliable. The reactor was transferred to the industry and \[further\] theoretical studies \[of physics of the reactor\] were suspended. Why was theoretical research not continued? ... Academician Alexandrov confirmed it \[the unreliability of the reactor\]. \[Moreover\] he missed something. He is \[taking his mistakes\] seriously, although he bears great responsibility for it \[the defects of the reactor\]. Whereas Meshkov lumps all accusations onto the operators \[of Chernobyl NPP\]*".

Alexander Meshkov: ... "*\[However, we\] will not allow one \[RBMK\] reactor to be built every year \[to solve urgent domestic energy needs\]. This involves* -- *constant rush. Consequently, it leads to \[low\] quality of the equipment and \[poor\] safety measures*". *...*

... Gennady Shasharin (First Deputy Minister of Energy and Electrification): "*The ministry believed that Chernobyl NPP was exemplary.* [251](#Fn251){ref-type="fn"} *We appointed the best director to the plant ... \[The main problem was\] that we began to interact with nuclear energy on a first*-*name basis, but it \[nuclear energy\] requires respect. The staff \[of Chernobyl NPP\] did not know that the reactor can accelerate. Moreover, we \[the Ministry of Energy and Electrification\] did not know \[about the 'positive SCRAM effect'\]. The staff \[of Chernobyl NPP\] is responsible for the accident. Nevertheless, I agree that the scale of the accident was caused by the physics of the reactor... Obviously, the first stages of Smolensk NPP, Kursk NPP and two reactors on Leningrad NPP should be closed. They are not subject for reconstruction... It is possible to get some units on these NPPs into shape. However, it will take one year. In addition, it will be very expensive*".

Mikhail Gorbachev: "*The statement of Shasharin about \[immediate\] decommissioning of \[RBMK\] NPPs is not serious*".

... Mikhail Solomentsev (member of Politburo) speaks to Gennady Shasharin: "*Did you know that the reactor was unreliable?*"

Gennady Shasharin: "*Yes, I did. But it was not acknowledged on paper. There was a lot of resistance. Alexandrov was against it. The Academy of Sciences too. Minsredmash required \[the Ministry of Energy and Electrification\] to increase the production of energy in nuclear power plants by 2000*"*...*

*...* Victor Bryukhanov (Director of Chernobyl NPP): "*We did not know that something similar had happened at the Leningrad nuclear power plant in 1975*".

... Mikhail Gorbachev: "*The director of the plant ... was sure that nothing could happen \[with an RBMK reactor\] ... The Chief Engineer \[of Chernobyl NPP\] is an electrician. \[His\] main concern is supplying more electricity*"*...*

... Anatoly Mayorets (Minister of Energy and Electrification): "*This reactor does not ... and will never meet safety regulations even under ideal \[conditions\]. Sooner or later, it \[catastrophe\] could happen. Alexandrov says that \[the RBMK\] can be modified. In the meantime, what do we have to do \[about electricity production for the Soviet economy\]? ... It is necessary to bring all matters relating to the nuclear power plants together into one ministry. Moreover, we need to implement paramilitary discipline \[within the new ministry\]!*"

Vladimir Dolgikh (Soviet-Russian political figure and head of the Metallurgical Department of the Central Committee Secretariat): "*Radical reconstruction of the reactor makes it uneconomical. For many years, we were unaware what might happen. We stubbornly moved towards the accident. It was inevitable as a result of such behavior. A legend was created about the safety of nuclear power*".

Nikolay Ryzhkov (Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers: the equivalent of Prime Minister in Western countries and second in command within the Politburo after Mikhail Gorbachev): "*At the dawn of the nuclear industry, everything was conducted strictly and soundly. Gradually, the civil nuclear industry has gone beyond the boundaries \[of Minsredmash\], but \[military\] discipline 'has not fallen off' ... In addition, there was evidence of excessive authority in the hands of \[the executives of Minsredmash\] and Alexandrov. Things became less exacting and vigilant on all levels. After all, there was no single year without emergency situations at \[Soviet nuclear\] plants \[according to data revealed at this meeting for the period 1981*-*1985, there were 1042 emergency showdowns among all nuclear reactors in the USSR, including 381 at RBMK reactors; at this time, there were 104 incidents at Chernobyl NPP\]. There were no conclusions from the accident at Leningrad NPP. There were shortcomings ... and they were obscured, concealed in order to avoid publicity. Principalities took less responsibility. Without serious measures, we are not guaranteed against repetition \[of the disaster\]*".

Egor Ligachev (Politburo member): "*This is the lesson \[about what happens when we have\] a monopoly in science and production! We need to fully replace the structure of the nuclear industry. The current structure implies irresponsibility. \[We are witnesses that\] within the Ministry of Energy \[and\] at the Academy of Sciences, there has been extreme self*-*confidence*".

Mikhail Gorbachev: "*The accident could have been prevented. If there had been proper and timely information \[about the features of the RBMK\], then \[the Politburo\] could have taken action and we would have avoided this accident. However, we were faced with an extreme manifestation of irresponsibility*".[252](#Fn252){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [253](#Fn253){ref-type="fn"}

This meeting took place in July 1986; those present knew that a Soviet delegation had been invited to the International Atomic Energy Agency's Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety in Vienna the following month, to present the main causes of the disaster to the international nuclear community. The Politburo discussed this problem too as follows.

Anatoly Mayorets (Minister of Energy and Electrification): "*Based on analysis of foreign sources, we can see that they have carried out a reconstruction of the accident at Chernobyl. So, do we submit a lie to IAEA \[by attributing responsibility for the accident to the plant staff and denying the existence of defects in the reactor\]?* "

... Valery Legasov (Deputy Director of the Kurchatov Institute and a key member of the government investigation committee of the Chernobyl disaster): "*The reactor does not meet safety requirements in critical areas*".

... Mikhail Gorbachev: "*We have suffered huge losses, not only economic, not only human. Huge political damage: there is some attempt to cast doubt on the level of our energy program. Throwing ideas around criticizing and dismissing the Soviet Union, Soviet science and technology, saying that our nuclear energy is ugly... In any case, we will not agree to ... hide the truth... \[We have to\] frankly inform the socialist countries, IAEA, the world public. All nations should be aware of the consequences of our actions and our response measures. Secrets will only bring losses for us. Openness will benefit us. We will lose if we do not say everything fully and clearly. Let's give the world as much information as possible \[about the accident\]. In any case, the actual situation is \[already\] known to the West*".[254](#Fn254){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [255](#Fn255){ref-type="fn"}

It is also interesting to note that the information deficit was not solved by the layers of bureaucrats watching others, such as KGB agents. The opened KGB archives about the disaster confirm the existence of a lot of confusion among Politburo members due, as we have shown, to a lack of comprehensive situation assessment before and during the disaster from advanced Soviet intelligence, quite similarly to the situation during TMI---nobody in Washington understood the severity of the accident during the first few days. It is fair to conclude that intelligence services are powerless to mitigate industrial disasters probably because their goals are actually quite different: gathering risk information about technical problems of NPPs is a side job compared to antiterrorist surveillance. Other KGB reports and documents about the disaster are still classified and are likely to remain closed from public access until the decommissioning of the last RBMK reactor in 25--50 years.

#### Official Declarations Covering up the Truth {#Sec32}

Nevertheless, in August 1986, Soviet officials headed by academician Valery Legasov declared to the IAEA that the major responsibility for the accident fell to the staff of Chernobyl NPP, not the developers of the RBMK. They even claimed the developers had informed the NPP operators about the positive SCRAM effect.[256](#Fn256){ref-type="fn"} The official Soviet press also blamed mainly the operators, not the developers. In addition, there was a closed court hearing resulting in ten-year prison terms for key staff at the plant. In April 1988, on the second anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster, academician Valery Legasov committed suicide. Right before his suicide, he recorded on audio cassettes his confessions about previous concealment actions regarding flaws of RBMK and challenges concerning the development of the civil nuclear industry in USSR, excerpts of which we mentioned above.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the free press of Russia and Ukraine conducted several interviews with former personnel at the Chernobyl NPP, some of whom also published their own books. All of them asserted that they had not known about any technical shortcomings of RBMK reactors, and had believed that these reactors were absolutely safe. Moreover, they did not have any special instructions on how to handle RBMK reactors to avoid the positive SCRAM effect.[257](#Fn257){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [258](#Fn258){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [259](#Fn259){ref-type="fn"} So, on April 26, 1986, when the operators of Chernobyl NPP pushed the emergency SCRAM button of Reactor \#4 during the experiment, they were unaware of the existing technical shortcomings of this type of reactor and were convinced that an accident beyond the reactor design parameters could not happen.[260](#Fn260){ref-type="fn"}

The truth of the matter was only revealed to the world community in 1992, when the IAEA published the INSAG-7 report---an updated version of their 1986 report, including new conclusions issued by the Soviet state committee for the supervision of safety in industry and nuclear power in 1991: "*The reactor designers were aware that the dangerous property of the reactor they had developed could be a cause of nuclear instability, but failed to estimate quantitatively its possible consequences and attempted to protect themselves by imposing operating limitations which, as it turned out, provided extremely poor protection... However, the defects identified in the reactor design and its unsatisfactory physical parameters have not been widely publicized among the scientific community and general public in the Soviet Union. They were also not included in the papers presented to the IAEA \[in August 1986\]*... *The design deficiencies and instability of the physical and thermal*-*hydraulic characteristics of the RBMK*-*1000 reactor had been theoretically and experimentally determined prior to the accident on 26 April 1986. However, no adequate remedial action was taken, firstly, to eliminate the defects and, secondly, to warn the personnel about the consequences of these dangerous characteristics and to provide them with appropriate training in the operation of the reactor, the parameters of which did not comply with the requirements of the technical documentation standards. The designers and authors of the standard operating procedures for the RBMK*-*1000 reactor did not inform the personnel about the very real danger of a number of reactor characteristics if certain possible personnel actions (including erroneous ones) were taken, because they failed to understand the possible cost of the consequences of personnel actions in operating such a reactor... The personnel violated the Operating Procedures... Some of these violations did not affect the initiation and development of the accident, others created favorable conditions for the manifestation of the negative design characteristics of the RBMK*-*1000 reactor. The violations were largely the result of the poor quality of the operating documentation and its contradictory nature caused by the poor quality of the RBMK*-*1000 reactor design*".[261](#Fn261){ref-type="fn"}

It is noteworthy that these imperfections in the design of RBMK reactors were eliminated shortly after the accident[262](#Fn262){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [263](#Fn263){ref-type="fn"} and, for more than two decades, a dozen RBMK units have been operating without severe accidents in the ex-Soviet Union countries until their gradual decommission. After Chernobyl, only one new RBMK reactor was commissioned---at Smolensk NPP in 1990---while the remaining eight RBMK units under construction were cancelled. Nowadays, RBMKs represent only 3.4 % of all operating nuclear power plants in the world.[264](#Fn264){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec33}

#### Information Misrepresentation Due to Disbelief in the Improbable {#Sec34}

Only many months after the disaster was the whole picture concerning operating risks of RBMK reactors recognized by all parties involved in the Soviet nuclear industry. Before that time, many of the people responsible were working without a full understanding of the real situation, which led to huge mistakes in their response in the first critical days and weeks after the accident. Immediately after the explosion, personnel at the plant did not believe that the worst-case scenario had actually happened. During the trial of the plant personnel who had conducted the experiment on that tragic night, they shared their perception of what happened in the first hours after the accident: "*Everyone was shocked... Total shock... Frankly speaking, I still believed that something had happened with the turbine... In spite of the night and poor lighting, it was clear enough. The roof and two walls of the reactor building were gone... This was Hiroshima... Walking around the reactor building, it became clear to me that the reactor was wrecked... \[As Deputy Chief Engineer of the plant, with huge experience of running military and civil nuclear reactors\], I'm probably guilty in that in my haste I did not explain to anyone \[to the reactor operators in the control room, to the Chief Engineer and the Director\] that the reactor had perished and that cooling \[by pumping water into the destroyed reactor\] was not necessary... I have been running uranium graphite reactors for 34* *years, but never, never, have I known them to explode*".[265](#Fn265){ref-type="fn"}

Several hours after the accident occurred, the Director of Chernobyl NPP arrived at the plant and saw that there had been an explosion, which had blown off the roof of Reactor \#4 and caused a fire that was still burning. Obviously, the reactor was no longer there. Nevertheless, the director was given assurances from the operators who had been running the reactor during the accident that it was not damaged. He could not immediately verify this statement[266](#Fn266){ref-type="fn"} and, during the first few hours, felt obliged to send encouraging reports to his superiors in Kiev and Moscow: "*The reactor is intact, continuing to pump water into the reactor, the radiation level is within the normal range*".[267](#Fn267){ref-type="fn"} One hour after the accident, the chief of the Civil Defense Service reported to the director that radiation levels near the plant were 80,000 times the maximum acceptable level. However, the plant director did not believe him and ordered his arrest for spreading rumors and causing panic.[268](#Fn268){ref-type="fn"} He continued to send reports to his superiors giving understated levels of radioactivity at the plant.[269](#Fn269){ref-type="fn"} This misinformation of the authorities delayed by more than 36 h the evacuation of the residents of Pripyat, a town of 47,000 inhabitants located near the nuclear power plant.[270](#Fn270){ref-type="fn"} Twenty-five years later, Mikhail Gorbachev revealed: "*Regarding information \[about real condition of damaged Chernobyl NPP\], we tried to obtain it \[immediately after the accident\], but we could not do it. Even people, who, I believe, were honest and open with me (Academician Velikhov and many other young smart, intelligent, energetic academics) could not initially assess what happened \[on the plant\]*".[271](#Fn271){ref-type="fn"} And because top-level managers in the Soviet central government were deceived by false reassurances from the plant, they did not understand the real scale of the accident, and could not take appropriate managerial decisions. The government commission, which arrived at the site of Chernobyl NPP from Moscow in the late evening on the day of the disaster, found that managers and all services of plants were demoralized. Later, the plant director said: "*People have been doing this \[misrepresentation\] with no malice. This was the practice within the industry: nothing bad to report. We always had to say* -- *everything is going well*".[272](#Fn272){ref-type="fn"} Ukrainian writer Boris Oleynik characterized the communication between industry executives and Communist Party officials in the following way: "*Talk more and prettier, in order to please your boss. You can act as you think best, even if your work is the polar opposite of your words*".[273](#Fn273){ref-type="fn"} In a crisis situation, this common practice of passing on completely inaccurate information led, as already mentioned, to a critical delay in the evacuation of a city of some forty seven thousand people.

The behavior of the operators and of management of Chernobyl NPP---their certainty that a worst-case scenario was impossible, their unwillingness to believe extreme instrument readings, their misjudged if not consciously misleading status reports to superiors during the first and most important hours after the disaster---all these resemble the actions of the staff at the TMI-2 reactor of Three Mile Island in the US, seven years before Chernobyl. Unfortunately, openly published accounts of what happened at TMI-2---including the recommendations of protagonists and regulators regarding human factors, managerial decisions in a crisis situation and problems with timely and accurate communication about the plant status---were obviously not accessible to common Soviet nuclear specialists.

After the disaster, a middle manager at the Soviet Ministry of Energy and Electrification in the early 1980s confirmed the lack of communication about risks within the Soviet nuclear industry and the impossibility of accessing accident reports from abroad: "*In those years, information about any accidents and malfunctions at NPPs was strongly filtered by the Ministry: the publicity of such information was allowed only if superiors found it necessary to publish. I well remember a landmark event of those years* -- *the American nuclear power plant accident at Three Mile Island on March 28, 1979, which inflicted the first serious blow to the nuclear industry and dispelled the illusion of the safety of NPPs... \[Nobody among my colleagues\] had complete information about this accident. Details about the accident in Pennsylvania were published only as a restricted memo. However, it was common practice: only senior management had access to negative information, while subordinates \[had to be\] satisfied with truncated information, which did not contradict the official point of view about the complete safety of nuclear power plants*".[274](#Fn274){ref-type="fn"}

#### Refusal to Learn from Western Experience and Soviet Arrogance {#Sec35}

Vladimir Asmolov was a middle manager at the Kurchatov Institute at the time of the Chernobyl accident (he is now an executive at Rosenergoatom, the operator of all Russian NPPs). He recalls: "*\[We presented to superiors\] the first documents about the structured protection \[of Soviet NPPs\] in 1982, but we received ... very simple feedback: 'In the West, they have oppression, capitalism, they do not think about the people and they have breakdowns in their reactors, as at Three Mile Island, for example. However, we have safe reactors, because they \[the reactors\] are Soviet!'*".[275](#Fn275){ref-type="fn"} This arrogant dismissal of the experience of their colleagues from other industries and countries could naturally lead to the repetition of tough lessons. The case of Chernobyl clearly confirms this thesis---but unfortunately on a much bigger scale than Three Mile Island. On October 2, 1986, during a Politburo meeting, Mikhail Gorbachev accused Soviet nuclear scientists of not exchanging experience with international colleagues: "*It is a disgrace when we avoid participating in international scientific symposia about civil nuclear safety and we do not send our delegations to these for 10* *years. \[At these symposia\], the experience of nuclear accidents occurring in the West has been summed up. What is it? Overconfidence, carelessness or the absence of a mechanism for regulating such participation? Chernobyl in this regard should provide a lesson* -- *that people should not try to reinvent the wheel*".[276](#Fn276){ref-type="fn"} Indeed, the preventive implementation of many recommendations from the TMI-2 accident could have reduced the magnitude of the disaster. If the Soviet nuclear industry had been able to take into account what was learnt in America---about the common practice of concealing minor shortcomings in the hardware, about the human factor during the operation of reactors in emergency situations, and about the need to communicate correct information and organize timely evacuation in the first hours after an accident---the story of Chernobyl might have been very different.

In the days following the disaster, the Politburo could not get reliable information about the conditions at the plant and the possible consequences of the event in Chernobyl.[277](#Fn277){ref-type="fn"} A commission of Soviet executive scientists was sent to the site of the accident but, at this stage, the real scale of the disaster was unclear.[278](#Fn278){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [279](#Fn279){ref-type="fn"} Because of the lack of scientifically verified information about the accident in the first few days, the Politburo adopted a policy of keeping quiet and underplaying any possible threat. The central press issued a small statement in the evening of April 28, 1986: "*There was an incident at Chernobyl nuclear power plant. One of the reactors was damaged. Measures are being taken to eliminate the consequences of the incident. Necessary assistance is being given to victims. A government commission is investigating the accident*".[280](#Fn280){ref-type="fn"} The IAEA was informed on the same day---only 60 h[281](#Fn281){ref-type="fn"} after the disaster. Two days later, the Party leaders had the residents of Kiev---140 km from Chernobyl NPP---out on the streets for the First of May celebrations without any warning or precautionary measures. After the Soviet Union collapsed, documents were published demonstrating that the level of radiation on that day in Kiev exceeded normal background radiation levels by a factor of 125.[282](#Fn282){ref-type="fn"}

#### Mismanagement of Information Communication to Soviet Citizens {#Sec36}

The first official government statement to the people of the USSR about the situation at the plant was made by Michael Gorbachev on the central TV channel, a full 18 days after the accident.[283](#Fn283){ref-type="fn"} Even at this stage, the scale of the accident was played down to avoid alarm. Meanwhile, the international media were in hysteria, publishing data from Scandinavian countries about the heightened level of radiation there without any information from the Soviet Union. Through various unofficial channels, information about the accident eventually began to trickle to Soviet citizens from abroad. This led to huge public disappointment in the ability of Mikhail Gorbachev and other communist leaders to deal adequately with the situation. Later, Mikhail Gorbachev stated that Chernobyl disaster was one of the triggers for the collapse of the Soviet Union.[284](#Fn284){ref-type="fn"}

However, communist leaders still had a unique chance to convince their own citizens and the wider international community of their competence, power and ability to manage the country. In the first days after the accident, an operation unprecedented in world industrial history had been launched to liquidate the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster. For this mission, a group was established that included not only top scientists, but also military experts on chemical warfare, the air force, both military and civil engineers, civil defense forces, military logistics, controls and communications units, as well as coal miners to dig beneath the reactor and construct a core melt trap. Between 1986 and 1987, 240,000 military personnel and civilians took part in the liquidation. By the end of the operation, more than 600,000 people had been involved.[285](#Fn285){ref-type="fn"} Finally, the emission of radioactive particles was halted and the temperature inside the reactor began to fall. By November 1986---only 7 months after the accident---a massive concrete cover known as the Sarcophagus had been constructed over Reactor \#4, and most of the radioactive material released in the explosion had been collected and stored inside the reactors, or in special landfills.

Unfortunately, the strategy initially adopted by officials of misinforming their own citizens had created a situation where the Soviet population responded negatively and with distrust to any subsequent news about Chernobyl. As a result, the liquidation operation---which was one of the most remarkable and heroic achievements of the Soviet Union---was lost in the rhetoric of accusation. One devastating result of concealing the real information about the consequences of irradiation, and about the availability of effective antidotes, was psychological: a widespread phobia of radiation that seized thousands of Soviet citizens, leading to psychosomatic disorders, chronic heart disease and psychological problems. According to the Nuclear Safety Institute at the Russian Academy of Sciences, the death rate from such diseases was much higher than the death rate from radiation.[286](#Fn286){ref-type="fn"}

##### Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar5}

**Short-term profitability**, and the production of cheap nuclear energy in the Soviet Union, **took priority over the long-term resilience of the Soviet nuclear industry** and the protection of the environment.**A "rush culture"** was established by the Politburo in order to increase the speed of construction of nuclear power plants to meet urgent domestic energy needs. This environment of constant haste encouraged people to ignore possible measures to correct minor shortcomings of the reactor, which were perceived by developers as insignificant and unlikely to cause a serious problem in practice.The **nationalistic arrogance** of Soviet nuclear executives, and their **over-confidence** in the infallibility of Soviet nuclear technology.**Habituation/wishful thinking/self-suggestion/self-deception** among representatives of the Soviet civil nuclear industry about the minuscule probability of severe accidents at Soviet nuclear reactors: they totally **refused to believe that a serious disaster could happen**. As a result, the Politburo allowed the transfer of the control of nuclear power stations to the civil Ministry of Energy and Electrification, which was unprepared for such a complicated task.The Kurchatov institute, NIKIET, Minsredmash and the Ministry of Energy and Electrification **focused only on their narrow departmental interests,** which **prevented timely and adequate communication of risk information between different agencies**.**National security secrecy**. Before the accident, **operators at the plant did not receive any information about the accidents that had occurred previously** at other Soviet NPPs, or about international nuclear accidents.The developers of the RBMK reactor were **reluctant to confess their own mistakes** in the design of the reactor. They were **afraid of accusations of incompetence**. The prosecution of the plant's operators that would inevitably follow from such accusations was again **question of national security** because the developers of the RBMK reactor were members of the development team for the Soviet nuclear weapon. If they were found guilty, it would then cast doubts on the reliability of the Soviet civil nuclear program and of the Soviet nuclear weapons.It was common practice among Soviet bureaucrats to present themselves to superiors in the best possible light, which created an **organizational culture of "Success at Any Price" and "No Bad News" within the industry**. So the real defects of the RBMK were concealed from the Politburo - who also received misleading information about the real condition of the plant during the first hours after the accident, delaying the evacuation of the residents of Pripyat.The Politburo's delay in making any public announcement about the accident to the Soviet people and the international community was caused by the following factors: **uncertainty about the real scale of the disaster** in the first few weeks, the **absence of objective estimates of the possible consequences of the disaster**, and the **fear of panic** in the region of Kiev because, in the public perception, nuclear accidents and radiation constitute the most dangerous threats.

Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (USA, 1989) {#Sec37}
----------------------------------

On March 24, 1989 at 12:04 a.m., the oil tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound in Alaska (USA). The vessel was carrying approximately 1.2 million barrels of North Slope oil, which was loaded in port Valdez (40 km from the site of the accident). In the collision, eight of the ship's eleven cargo tanks were punctured, resulting in the leakage of around 250,000 barrels of oil during the first 3.5 h after the accident.[287](#Fn287){ref-type="fn"} The total amount of leaked oil is estimated to be between 250,000 and 260,000 barrels.[288](#Fn288){ref-type="fn"} The slow and inadequate response to the spill resulted in extensive oil contamination of 2000 km of pristine coastline on the Gulf of Alaska.
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The main cause of the collision with Bligh Reef was the decision of Joe Hazelwood, the Exxon Valdez's captain, to deviate from the approved tanker route in order to avoid colliding with small icebergs from the nearby Columbia glacier. However, the third mate failed to properly maneuver the ship and collided with Bligh Reef.[289](#Fn289){ref-type="fn"} At the time of the accident, the captain may have been drunk[290](#Fn290){ref-type="fn"} and the third mate was suffering from exhaustion.[291](#Fn291){ref-type="fn"} The exceptional size of the oil spill was caused by the lack of oil spill response equipment and professional personnel at the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, which was the responsible party in the first hours and days after any oil spill in the Valdez harbor and some areas of Prince William Sound. According to the Alyeska contingency plan, the oil spill response barge should have reached the area during the first 5 h after the accident but, in the case of Exxon Valdez, the spill response team arrived at the site only after 14 h.[292](#Fn292){ref-type="fn"} The tanker was fully surrounded by containment booms only within 36 h after the accident. In the first 72 h, less than 3000 barrels of spilled oil were collected in spite of Alyeska's previous assurances that they could collect 100,000 barrels in less than in 48 h.[293](#Fn293){ref-type="fn"} In addition, Alyeska, Exxon and the government of Alaska underestimated the possibility of a large oil spill in this area and, as a result, none of the parties had the essential amount of oil spill response equipment installed in the Valdez port area at the time of the accident. The clean-up operation in the summer of 1989 required 10,000 people, 1000 vessels, 38 oil skimmers and 72 aircraft. Over the 4 years following the accident, Exxon exerted huge efforts to clean the beaches of the Gulf of Alaska. Exxon's total expenses to deal with the consequences of the accident including penalties exceeded US\$4.3 billion.[294](#Fn294){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec38}

#### Pledge of Oil Companies to Protect the Pristine Environment of Alaska During the Exploitation of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline and Marine Oil Transportation {#Sec39}

In 1968, the supergiant Prudhoe Bay Oil Field, the largest in North America with estimated resources of 25 billion barrels, was discovered on the Alaska North Slope on the Arctic Ocean. The main problem facing oil companies exploiting this field would be the transportation of extracted oil. Due to the continuous ice and severe wind conditions of the Arctic Ocean, year-round oil export by icebreakers and oil tankers seemed risky and unpredictable. A trans-Canadian pipeline route was rejected because of U.S. energy security concerns. In the end, oil companies proposed the 1,287 km Trans-Alaska pipeline from the Arctic Ocean (Prudhoe Bay) to the Pacific Ocean, emerging at the year-round ice-free port of Valdez. For the construction and management of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) pipeline, the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (Alyeska) was established. Majority of shares in Alyeska were distributed between BP Pipelines (50.01 %), ARCO Pipeline Company (21.35 %) and Exxon Pipeline Company (20.34 %).[295](#Fn295){ref-type="fn"} In the early 1970s, the idea of a Trans-Alaska pipeline met with opposition from environmentalists and Alaskan native tribes, but after the 1973 oil crisis, when oil prices dramatically increased from US\$3 to US\$12 per barrel, the pipeline development went ahead. The project was finished by July 1977. By the end of the 1980s, TAPS was carrying 25 % of US domestic oil production---around 2.2 MMbbl/day.[296](#Fn296){ref-type="fn"}

Alyeska pledged to focus on the safe transportation of North Slope oil through the last American wilderness---and especially on the safe marine transportation from port Valdez through the pristine Prince William Sound. In March 1977, Alyeska promised regulators to deploy so many booms in the case of large oil spill that it "*would be like the Normandy invasion*".[297](#Fn297){ref-type="fn"} The company demonstrated to officials the existence of booms stored along the U.S. West Coast (26.6 km of booms in total from sites spanning Prudhoe Bay to San Francisco) and assured that a sufficient number could be transported by air in case of emergency; however, response times were not indicated.[298](#Fn298){ref-type="fn"} Alyeska's worst-case scenario was estimated at 200,000 barrels of oil spill, but the probability of such an event was calculated as once in every 241 years.[299](#Fn299){ref-type="fn"} The company never believed the worst-case scenario could happen, declaring that the most likely spill volume for vessels operated by the Valdez terminal "*appears to be in the 1000 to 2000 barrel range*" and "*we feel Alyeska has adequately addressed the major issues*".[300](#Fn300){ref-type="fn"} After the accident, Frank Iarossi, president of Exxon Shipping Co., said that "*there is no doubt that all of these contingency plans and all of this planning and everything did not anticipate ever having to respond to a spill this big. I do not know why it didn't. I wasn't involved in the plan, but clearly no one ever anticipated trying to handle 250,000 barrels of oil on the water. This spill just overwhelmed everybody. No one was organized to control a spill of this magnitude*".[301](#Fn301){ref-type="fn"} With such optimistic risk assessment, Alyeska decided in 1977 that 5.5 km of oil spill booms were enough for Port Valdez.[302](#Fn302){ref-type="fn"}

#### Weak State Government Control Over the Activities of the Main Taxpayer of Alaska's Budget {#Sec40}

From the first months after the launch of the Valdez terminal, Alyeska neglected the maintenance of the oil spill response equipment and team. Thus, in December 1977, a representative of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) found out that 137 pieces of oil spill response equipment were broken or missing from a compulsory list of 170 items at the Valdez terminal.[303](#Fn303){ref-type="fn"} Alyeska was the major taxpayer of the State of Alaska and had a strong influence on the State decision-making process for decades. In spite of a considerable increase in the budgets of both the State of Alaska and ADEC, which went from US\$125 million in 1969 to US\$2 billion in 1989 for the former, staff complained that ADEC's Prince William Sound District Office "*has been under*-*budgeted and under*-*staffed to adequately inspect the terminal and keep in touch with their day*-*to*-*day operations*".[304](#Fn304){ref-type="fn"} Valdez oil terminal was just one of 93 onshore oil terminals under the oversight of ADEC. The regulator was responsible for more than 400 facilities (tankers, barges, and drilling platforms). In 1988, when ADEC asked for an additional US\$0.5 million to hire inspectors to review contingency plans and inspect facilities, the department received only US\$0.15 million.[305](#Fn305){ref-type="fn"} Over many years, ADEC Prince William Sound District Office representatives pointed out problems at the terminal, including outdated oil spill recovery equipment, reduced training programs and questionable equipment reliability. They criticized the practice of staff-only drills, which showed that "*Alyeska's spill response activities have regressed to a dangerous level*". The reaction of the president of Alyeska to these revealed shortcomings illustrates well the real power of Alyeska within the State of Alaska: instead of making safety improvements, he changed the procedures for the access of ADEC to the terminal! He decided that ADEC officials should give "*preferably one day's notice*" before inspections, he refused to allow them to bring video cameras and he assigned a designated Alyeska representative "*who will accompany them at all times during their stay on the terminal to answer any questions or address any concerns they may have at the time*".[306](#Fn306){ref-type="fn"}

This dangerous lack of maintenance continued for a decade. Thus, Jim Woodle, U.S. Coast Guard commander at the Marine Safety Office of the Port of Valdez, testified that the equipment was not in good shape. He said five booms were physically in the inventory---although the contingency plan required all booms to be situated on the oil spill barge for quick response. Moreover, Alyeska reduced the number of response team members from 18 to 10 or 8 people. Woodle asked to test all booms and inflate them, but the Alyeska oil spill response team said that "*they didn't have 1) the capability of activating all five at one time from the standpoint of manpower; 2) they weren't sure that three of them could operate. They basically kept two available for drill purposes, and the other three had never been used*". In 1984, Woodle wrote a letter to the president of Alyeska concerning oil spill recovery: "*Due to reduction in manning, age of equipment, limited training opportunities, and lack of experienced coordination personnel, serious doubt exists that Alyeska would be able to contain and clean*-*up effectively a medium or large size oil spill*".[307](#Fn307){ref-type="fn"}

#### Concealment of Alyeska's Inability to Respond Adequately to Large Oil Spills {#Sec41}

Apparently, the management of Alyeska did not react adequately to such information over the following few years. The reasons were as follows. Firstly, the statistics of oil spills in Prince William Sound made a large oil spill seem unlikely. For instance, from 1977 to 1989, 8700 oil tanker transits occurred, with only 400 small oil spills, the majority of which were located in the Port of Valdez during oil tanker loading.[308](#Fn308){ref-type="fn"} The largest oil spill happened when the Thompson Pass oil tanker leaked 1700 barrels (150 times less then Exxon Valdez) within the terminal area.[309](#Fn309){ref-type="fn"} Secondly, in 1982, the Exxon Company stated that "*for most tanker spills, the response plan outlined in the Alyeska plan will suffice. However, in the event of a major spill by an Exxon owned and operated vessel, it is anticipated that the Exxon Company, U.S.A. Oil Spill Response Team... would be activated to manage the spill response*".[310](#Fn310){ref-type="fn"} Thirdly, the oil companies that owned Alyeska came to a mutual agreement that Alyeska's area of responsibility should be limited to "*Valdez Arm and Valdez Narrows only. Further efforts in the Price William Sound would be limited to use of dispersants and any additional efforts would be the responsibility of the spiller*".[311](#Fn311){ref-type="fn"} However, the authorities, including ADEC representatives and the U.S. Coast Guard, were not informed about these internal organizational issues between Alyeska and its owners. This was a violation of Alyeska's agreements with both the United States and the State of Alaska. In 1973, in exchange for the right to build the Trans-Alaska pipeline on public lands, Alyeska signed an agreement where, in the section on oil spill contingency plans, they promised to control and clean up any oil spill: "*If during any phase of the construction, operation, maintenance or termination of the Pipeline, any oil or other pollutant should be discharged from the Pipeline System, the control and total removal, disposal and clearing up of such oil and other pollutant, wherever found shall be the responsibility of Permittees, regardless of fault... Full scale, company*-*wide field exercises will be held at least once per year to insure overall readiness for response to large scale oil spills... Alyeska will direct cleanup operations of spills resulting from operation involving tankers carrying or destined to carry crude oil transported though the Trans*-*Alaska Pipeline System, occurring at Valdez terminal, in Port Valdez, Valdez arm or Prince William sound* ".[312](#Fn312){ref-type="fn"} Because of the agreement, it was widely anticipated within Alaska that Alyeska would immediately react to any oil spill in the first days after an accident while the spiller was launching an independent oil spill response plan.

On 6--7 April 1988, ten months before the accident, Theo L. Polasek, vice president of operations of Alyeska, made a presentation to an internal operation subcommittee comprising representatives from BP Pipelines (Alaska), ARCO Pipeline Company, Exxon Pipeline Company and other companies participating in the Alyeska consortium. In the presentation, entitled "*Alyeska Response Capability to Spills at midpoint of Prince William Sound*", Polasek stated that an "*immediate, fast response to midpoint of Prince William Sound \[is\] not possible with \[the\] present equipment complement*".[313](#Fn313){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [314](#Fn314){ref-type="fn"} One of the members of the operations subcommittee, who represented BP Pipelines (Alaska), proposed an "*acceptable compromise*", which stated that "*\[the\]* *current stockpile of clean up equipment is adequate*" for spills at the terminal, but "*should be maintained to the highest state of readiness*". It was offered to use dispersants "*on a widespread basis*" for possible spills occurring in Prince William Sound.[315](#Fn315){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, Alyeska's proprietors secretly decided that Alyeska would not respond to an oil spill in Prince William Sound in the way prescribed in the contingency plan.[316](#Fn316){ref-type="fn"} Apparently, information about the real condition of the Alyeska oil spill response team, and about the decision not to respond to an oil spill in Prince William Sound, was withheld not only from regulators and the government of Alaska, but even from management of oil companies included in the Alyeska consortium. For example, after the Exxon Valdez accident, Don Cornett, CEO of Exxon Company in Alaska and spokesman on the accident, said that he was not aware of any cutbacks in Alyeska's response team,[317](#Fn317){ref-type="fn"} which suggests that he was probably also unaware of the inadequate amount of equipment for first response actions and of its poor condition. The same lack of awareness of the risks prevailed among local communities: the majority of them believed in Alyeska's promise, issued during discussions about the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) project, that "*the contingency plan which will be drawn up will detail methods for dealing promptly and effectively with any oil spill which may occur, so that its effect on the environment will be minimal... operations at Port Valdez and in Prince William Sound \[will be\] the safest in the \[w\]orld*".[318](#Fn318){ref-type="fn"}

#### Nobody Among Oil Executives Understood the Whole Picture of Risks Associated with Transportation of Oil Through Alaskan Waters {#Sec42}

There is no evidence that executives of Exxon Shipping Co. (the oil transportation subdivision of Exxon Company) were informed about the real level of Alyeska's response capability, either by Alyeska representatives or by the Exxon Pipeline Company. In the 1980s, Exxon Shipping Co. practiced the risky strategy of reducing the running costs of its oil tankers because the industry was in depression, with a third of the world's supertankers out of business. In the early 1980s, the government of Alaska tried to impose additional requirements on oil transportation, with wide-ranging authority over the design, equipment, navigation, operation, certification, inspection, financial responsibility, oil spill liability, cleanup capability and responsibility of oil tankers entering Alaskan waters.[319](#Fn319){ref-type="fn"} However, in 1984, the industry organized a lawsuit (Chevron v. Hammond), which claimed that Alaska's new oil transportation laws and regulations were unconstitutional.[320](#Fn320){ref-type="fn"} This enabled oil companies to reduce the cost of tankers and to continue using single-hulled tankers instead of safer but more expensive double-hulled tankers. Exxon Shipping Co. also cut down expenses on tanker staff. By 1989, the required number of crewmembers shrunk by a factor 18 as a result of the automation of oil tankers and their transformation to diesel propulsion.[321](#Fn321){ref-type="fn"} Thus, on the Exxon Valdez in 1989, there were only 0.35 crewmembers per million gallons of oil. This meant that the tanker's crew had little time for rest, and felt constantly tired because of the excessive workload.[322](#Fn322){ref-type="fn"} In addition, Exxon Shipping Co. did not implement the agreed system of health checks on all crewmembers before shifts, and made no effort to prevent alcohol and other restricted substances. After the accident, Exxon officials confirmed that they were aware that Captain Hazelwood had gone through a program of alcohol detoxification, but allowed him to command the Exxon Valdez nonetheless.[323](#Fn323){ref-type="fn"} However, Exxon Shipping Co. emphasized that Captain Hazelwood concealed from his supervisors that he kept drinking while on duty. Exxon Valdez crew members, who later admitted drinking with Hazelwood aboard, knew they had violated company rules and had concealed it from the company's management.[324](#Fn324){ref-type="fn"}

As a result, nobody within the Alyeska consortium of oil companies, the hierarchy of Alyeska itself, the Exxon Shipping Co., or the regulators of the State of Alaska understood the whole picture of risks, namely that oil was being shipped in tankers with chronically fatigued and in some cases alcoholic staff, in areas that were dangerously vulnerable to large oil spills because of a total lack of oil spill response equipment and reliable personnel.

##### Exxon Valdez Oil Spill: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar6}

**Short-term profitability won priority over the long-term sustainability** of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and over environmental protection.**Habituation/wishful thinking/overconfidence/self-suggestion/self-deception** among representatives of the Alyeska consortium about the low probability of a severe oil spill in Prince William Sound after more than a decade of intensive shipping of supertankers. This led the consortium being reluctant to admit the importance of readiness in the case of a large oil spill and to pay for a high-capacity oil spill response team.**Lack of consideration of scenarios** that could lead to large oil spills, such as a super-tanker collision: only past spills that had occurred were considered as representative of possible future events. This is well-known as historical sampling bias.**Cozy relationships between the Alyeska consortium and representatives of the State of Alaska**, who allowed Alyeska to exert a strong influence on state government decisions concerning the regulations of the consortium's activity, the funding of the state government environmental regulator (ADEC) or heeding its warnings. This helped the Alyeska consortium to conceal for years and with impunity the risks resulting from the inadequately prepared oil spill response.A **fragmented perception of risks** (i.e., the **absence of the whole picture of risks**) among decision-makers of the stakeholders led companies to resist revealing their own risks to members of the oil spill response team. Ultimately, nobody understood the risks existing in other involved organizations.A **permanent rush culture** among the crew of Exxon Valdez, because of unrealistic projections about the shipping schedule, which compelled the crew to conceal their chronic fatigue from employers. **Crew members were also afraid to lose their jobs** during the depression occurring in the oil supertanker market.

Ufa Train Disaster (USSR, 1989) {#Sec43}
-------------------------------

On the night of June 3--4, 1989, about 50 km from the city of Ufa in the Bashkiria region of the Ural Mountains, the Western Siberia/Ural/Volga natural gas liquids pipeline ruptured, causing the build-up of a potentially explosive hydrocarbon-air mixture. At 1:15 a.m., two passenger trains came into the zone of gas contamination, passing in opposite directions with a total of 37 railroad cars carrying 1284 passengers and 86 crew members. Apparently, a spark from a susceptor on one of the electric locomotives ignited the lethal gas mixture, causing an explosion in which 575 people perished and 623 were injured.[325](#Fn325){ref-type="fn"} The explosion, equivalent to 300 tons of TNT, became the most deadly railway accident in the history of the Soviet Union and of the Russian Federation. The leader of the USSR, Mikhail Gorbachev, stated that this disaster was "*caused by mismanagement, irresponsibility, \[and\] disorganization*".[326](#Fn326){ref-type="fn"}
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec44}

#### Contrast Between the "Crude Oil Pipeline" of Official Documents Versus the "Natural Gas Liquids Pipeline" in Reality {#Sec45}

In December 1980, the Minister of Petroleum of the USSR sent a letter to the Council of Ministers of the USSR, pointing out the serious deficit in raw materials for the Soviet petrochemical industry in the Volga region. He proposed reallocating a surplus of assorted petroleum gas from the gigantic oil fields of Western Siberia by constructing an 1852 km Western Siberia/Ural/Volga natural gas liquids (NGL) pipeline, to transport a mixture of methane, propane, butane and pentane. He also mentioned that, because there were as yet no rules and regulations for the proposal of such large NGL pipelines in the USSR, the design stage of the pipeline alone would take more than two years. To speed up the construction of the pipeline, he offered to use standard blueprints for oil and gas pipelines and begin construction immediately in parallel with the design of the pipeline.[327](#Fn327){ref-type="fn"} We have already seen how the Soviet civil nuclear industry adopted the practice of simultaneously designing and building sophisticated technological facilities, leading to the tragic consequences revealed in 1986 at Chernobyl. In the case of Soviet petroleum, the consequences of this practice became clear in 1989.

Less than a month later, in January 1981, the Council of Ministers of the USSR issued permission to the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum for the construction of a "crude oil pipeline", while everybody in the industry was aware that this "crude oil pipeline" would in fact be the proposed NGL pipeline. The development was launched immediately. Because the Ministry had available the documentation for standard crude oil pipelines with a diameter of 720 mm, this diameter was chosen for the NGL pipeline. In making this decision, Ministry executives were ignoring the main condition for safe NGL transportation through pipelines, which requires that the diameter of such a pipeline should not exceed 400 mm including the bold wall of the pipe. At that time, nobody in the world was operating NGL pipelines wider than this diameter of 400 mm[328](#Fn328){ref-type="fn"}: this requirement is dictated by the physical features of the hydrocarbon mix in NGLs, which reduces the temperature of the pipe. Moreover, to provide anticorrosive insulation, the constructors used polymer films designed for oil pipelines,[329](#Fn329){ref-type="fn"} not suitable for NGL transportation characterized by continuous temperature changes. The combination of the thin wall of the pipe and of the temperature changes as the mixture flowed through it made the pipeline a highly dangerous structure. And in the case of a break, faster leakage of hydrocarbons from the wrecked segment of a wider-diameter pipeline could greatly increase the magnitude of the disaster. The experience obtained from safe operation of NGL pipelines showed that reducing the diameter of the pipeline to below 400 mm, and constructing several parallel pipelines with lower capacity in each line, constitute efficient preventive measures against giant leaks. During his testimony before the Supreme Court of the USSR, the chief engineer of the project admitted that, with the normal sequence of research, design and construction, the development of the pipeline would have taken 5 to 6 years. But in the design of this pipeline, there had been violations of the normal technological process: the blueprints were provided directly from the Ministry, the design of the pipeline was changed four times and all works were carried out in a rush in order to launch within four and a half years. Other witnesses also confirmed that there had been undue haste, compromising the quality of construction.[330](#Fn330){ref-type="fn"}

By 1984, the "crude oil pipeline" was in the final stage of construction, and the Ministry of Petroleum proposed the urgent re-commissioning of the pipeline from oil to NLG.[331](#Fn331){ref-type="fn"} Naturally, the USSR had a state regulatory body for the construction industry, responsible for checking project documentation to ensure the safety of buildings and prevent the development of facilities that would violate the rights of individuals or other organizations. But---based on existing construction norms and rules---the regulator rejected re-commissioning of the existing 720 mm pipeline. Obviously, when the pipeline had originally been proposed to transport oil, the pipe diameter and the route were judged to be acceptable; but the new project would involve transporting a far more flammable mixture through highly populated areas of the Ural Mountains. The safe transportation of NGLs through a 720 mm diameter pipeline demanded a total replacement of the type of pipes used. Nevertheless, the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum lobbied the Council of Ministers of the USSR to waive the requirement to assess the new project; and ultimately the pipeline was re-commissioned according to the parameters mentioned above.[332](#Fn332){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [333](#Fn333){ref-type="fn"} A French international expert in NGL pipeline construction warned Soviet petroleum officials at the design stage that the proposed pipeline would be dangerous to operate. This cautioning warning was ignored by Soviet petroleum representatives, and was not revealed to the Council of Ministers of the USSR, pipeline operators or railway representatives.[334](#Fn334){ref-type="fn"}

Because of the tormented landscape of the Ural mountains, and in order to reduce costs and give easy access to maintenance using nearby transport infrastructure, the pipeline was constructed dangerously close to the railway: for 273 km, they were less than 1 km apart. Moreover, the pipeline crossed the bed of the railroad, which included the high traffic Trans-Siberian railway, in 14 places.[335](#Fn335){ref-type="fn"} In this connection, another French expert warned construction team managers that heavy freight trains could generate intensive vibration and that the pipeline would thus require special joints to cope with the impact of this vibration on the pipes; but builders replied that "*all necessary safety measures are stipulated in the design of the pipeline in Moscow and that the joints are not necessary*"[336](#Fn336){ref-type="fn"}

#### Massive Cost Reduction on Safety Matters During Construction and Exploitation of the Pipeline {#Sec46}

Furthermore, in May 1984, executives of the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum canceled the installation of an automatic telemetry system for real-time control of possible leaks from the pipeline.[337](#Fn337){ref-type="fn"} The Supreme Court enquiry did not find an adequate explanation of this decision, but some witnesses testified that there had been a shortage of investment, others about the lack of import equipment or service contractors qualified to install the system.[338](#Fn338){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, regular helicopter sorties to check for possible high concentrations of methane in the atmosphere near the pipeline, and squads of trackmen with gas leakage detectors, worked effectively during the first years after the launch of the pipeline in October 1985.

Constructors of the pipeline were aware of the risks posed by possible NGL leakage to human habitation areas. Therefore, in September 1985, builders returned to one segment of the pipeline to construct a bypass around the village of Sredniy Kazayak, which was less than 1 km from the pipeline. According to the project schedule for the pipeline, the residents of the village should have been relocated elsewhere, but in 1985 the village was still inhabited. (There were 35 places along the pipeline where the pipes were very close to populated localities[339](#Fn339){ref-type="fn"}). By the end of October 1985, the bypass was built and connected to the main pipeline by special valves. During the construction process, a powerful excavator caused considerable mechanical damage to the pipe close to the valves, which became the main cause of the NGL leakage in 1989. Moreover the soil in the area was rocky, but there was no special protection---like, for instance, a cushion of sand---where the vulnerable pipeline ran among rocks. In addition, nobody from the construction and maintenance crews checked the condition of the pipe---by ultrasonic scanning or even visual checks---before resuming the flow of hydrocarbons through the bypass section.[340](#Fn340){ref-type="fn"} The pipeline operator was not aware of these hidden defects, but had a very low opinion of the quality of the pipeline construction and design in general: "*When in 1987 the pipeline was transferred from builders to us \[the pipeline operator\], we conducted an investigation of the condition of the pipeline and recognized that the pipeline was not fit for operation. We drew up a statement with remarks \[to the Ministry\], but nobody wanted to listen to us* -- *we were forced to accept the transfer of the pipeline into full operating regime*".[341](#Fn341){ref-type="fn"} The initiators and builders of the pipeline received government awards for developing the project in record time.

In the next four years, more than 50 incidents occurred over the whole length of the pipeline, fortunately with no casualties. Nevertheless, because of pressure from executives of the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum to keep costs down, the helicopter sorties stopped and the teams of trackmen with gas leakage detectors were disbanded. Until this point, up to 15--20 workers---on horseback because of the steep slopes of the Ural mountains---had been conducting regular monitoring of the pipeline, and the condition of the pump equipment, on the segment where the accident took place. But after the budget cuts, the maintenance team had to rely on information from locals about leaks on the pipeline! Four days before the disaster, the maintenance team published a warning in a local newspaper about possible leaks, with a request to be immediately informed about them if they were to be noticed by local inhabitants. The warning included the following: "*...before the arrival of representatives of the pipeline, there is necessity to cordon off \[the hazardous area\] and prohibit the movement of equipment and people...*".[342](#Fn342){ref-type="fn"} But inexplicably, the administration of the pipeline did not inform railway officials or local rail traffic controllers of possible leaks in the area, or of the dismissal of the monitoring teams.[343](#Fn343){ref-type="fn"} Railway representatives were of course aware of the existence of the pipeline near their lines, but they assumed that it was perfectly safe because originally it had been an oil pipeline.[344](#Fn344){ref-type="fn"} They were not told about the lack of specialist equipment or regular surveillance by the NGL pipeline operators to detect leaks, but would presumably not have realized such measures were necessary.

#### Failure of Inter-organization Risk Transmission Led to Catastrophe {#Sec47}

A critical difference between NGL pipelines and conventional oil and gas pipelines is the fact that the hydrocarbon mixture stays in a liquid state only if there is sufficient pressure within the pipeline -- in this case at least 10 atmospheres. Below this pressure, it will revert to the more unstable gaseous state. So, for safe transportation, operators should use a pressure of around 84 atmospheres. But in this instance, the operators generally maintained only 36--38 atmospheres, because of fears that the pipeline would not sustain such high pressure due to the thin wall of the pipes, the low quality of construction and certain features of the NGL mix.[345](#Fn345){ref-type="fn"} Several hours before the disaster, operators received a call from one of their NGL consumers, the Minnibaevsky Gas Processing Plant, that the plant had detected reduced pressure within the pipeline and that the NGL delivery rate had gone down. The pipeline control room was located 250 km from the wrecked segment---and as we have seen, the staff did not have the resources to immediately verify the pressure drop, because there was no telemetry system and the pipeline monitoring squads had been disbanded. To make matters worse, the conversation between the operator and the refinery took place just before a shift change in the pipeline control room, and the outgoing operator was in a hurry to catch the bus home; so all he said to the next operator was that the pressure had dropped and would need to be increased.[346](#Fn346){ref-type="fn"} Because a constantly high pressure had to be maintained within the system, the new operator just turned up the NLG flow at the nearest compressor station to get the pressure back to normal.[347](#Fn347){ref-type="fn"} Reduced pressure in a given section of the pipeline was common practice, and a regular occurrence for the operators: usually the pressure had been cut intentionally because of maintenance works on the pipeline. So, on the night of the disaster, the operator simply assumed that the drop was not dangerous. The investigation after the accident concluded that a 1.7 m crack had developed in the pipeline only 20--40 min before the explosion, at the exact point of the bypass construction in 1985.[348](#Fn348){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, some locomotive drivers and local residents later testified that they had noticed the smell of gas for 20--25 days before the explosion.[349](#Fn349){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [350](#Fn350){ref-type="fn"} This would mean that the pipeline lost integrity at least three weeks before the disaster but, in the absence of regular monitoring, the leak was not identified. On the night of the disaster, when the operator increased the pressure in the system, it provoked a more serious rupture of the pipe at the already weakened joint---and the massive gas release that ensued caused the explosion.

A few hours before the disaster, the driver of a freight train informed a traffic controller that there were serious gas levels in that area, but the controller was unwilling to stop the trains. Obviously, several factors influenced the decision not to close the line despite gas warnings. Firstly, there had been no information about previous and potential leaks from the pipeline administration, and the railway dispatchers had no direct contact line with the pipeline control room. Secondly, the timing of the gas warnings in the night from Saturday to Sunday made it difficult to launch a prompt and detailed investigation of the cause of the gas smell by railway workers. Finally, because railways were the major means of transport for industrial goods and passengers alike in the Soviet Union, local traffic controllers had to follow an intensive train schedule---more than 100 trains a day in both directions; they had no authority to decide, without consulting supervisors, to halt a key section of the Trans-Siberian railway. In the hour before the accident, nine freight trains passed the contaminated section. Consequently, passenger trains were given the green light to enter what was to become the disaster zone.

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec48}

After the disaster, the pipeline was finally shut down and abandoned. Remarkably, immediately after the disaster, the pipeline's designer issued a special order prohibiting the construction of NGL pipelines with diameters greater than 400 mm and without a leakage telemetric system. And Soviet railway management issued permission for locomotive drivers and dispatchers to suspend traffic if gas contamination was suspected.

The investigation that followed the disaster was biased. From the beginning, prosecutors focused mainly on scapegoating among subordinates, especially the members of the bypass team who had carried out such a poor quality job in 1985. These were the executives of the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum who had ordered costs to be cut and safety rules to be violated at all stages of the project's development: lobbying for the construction of a dangerous piece of industrial infrastructure within highly populated areas; promoting an environment of total rush and the constant raising of productivity targets during construction of the pipeline, at the expense of construction quality and safety[351](#Fn351){ref-type="fn"}; canceling the telemetry system, the helicopter surveillance and the manual monitoring of leaks; and neglecting to inform other organizations operating in the immediate vicinity about the absence of leakage detection equipment on the pipeline. Ministry executives were ultimately charged, but they were amnestied during the preliminary investigation because they were highly respected captains of industry---with numerous Soviet state awards (including for the fast construction of this pipeline) and merits. The investigation dragged on for six years, and the court hearing eventually took place after the collapse of the Soviet Union---when Russian society paid little attention to the lenient sentences handed down to the defendants, because there were too many other serious challenges facing the newly independent Russia.

Neither Soviet government officials nor petroleum executives published any investigation reports describing the causes of the disaster. This led to a situation where executives of the Russian oil, gas and petrochemical industries did not learn lessons out of it. Thus, more than twenty years after the disaster, Russian oil and petrochemical lobbies are proposing the construction of new NGL pipelines with a diameter of more than 400 mm, instead of the more expensive option of doubling the lines to keep the diameter below the 400 mm diameter known to be safer.[352](#Fn352){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [353](#Fn353){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, one of the consortiums bidding to develop a NGL pipeline plans to transport a mixture with up to 27 % ethane---even though such a high proportion of ethane reduces the temperature of the NGL mixture and thus of the pipe walls to −66 °C. This makes the pipeline dangerously unreliable due to the fragility of metal at such extremely low temperatures.[354](#Fn354){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [355](#Fn355){ref-type="fn"} In the absence of officially recognized findings or recommendations from the inquiry after the Ufa disaster, and with inadequate implementation of that previous experience, a similar disaster could well occur again.

#### UFA Train Disaster: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar7}

**Short-term tasks** (timeline, productivity, carrier opportunities and awards) **took priority over long-term consequences** (quality of works, safety and reliability of the pipeline in the long term).There was a **rush work culture** prevailing during development and construction of the pipeline.**Executives of the Soviet Ministry of Petroleum were reluctant of to admit their own mistakes** during the redesigning and lobbying for the pipeline, or their negligence during its subsequent operation (long-term spending cuts on the maintenance of the pipeline; cancellation of the telemetry system for real-time monitoring of leaks; scrapping the helicopter and ground monitoring teams; poor quality of reconstruction works, and so on).The **lack or absence of communication between representatives of the pipeline, Soviet railways, and local residents**, in spite of the fact that the pipeline had 50 leakage incidents over 3 years and was constructed parallel to the railway for a length of more than 270 km. In addition, **nobody could imagine that such a catastrophic event could ever take place**.The fact that railway traffic controllers had **no authority** to preventively halt traffic on any section of the Trans-Siberian railway during the detailed investigation of the causes of the gas smell.

Sayano-Shushenskaya Hydropower Station Disaster (Russia, 2009) {#Sec49}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The Sayano-Shushenskaya Hydropower Station (SSHPS), on the Yenisei River in south-central Siberia, is the largest hydroelectric power plant and the largest power producing facility in Russia in terms of its installed capacity (6400 MW). The station produces 2 % of all Russian electricity, and 15 % of the country's hydroelectricity. In 2009, the station was the sixth largest hydroelectric plant in the world, exceeded in average annual power generation only by Three Gorges in China, Itaipu in Brazil/Paraguay, Guri in Venezuela, Tucuruí in Brazil, and Churchill Falls in Canada. On August 17, 2009, the rotor of SSHPS Turbine 2 shot out. This flooded the turbine hall of the station, damaged nine of SSHPS's ten turbines and killed 75 station workers. After the disaster, the Minister of Emergency Situations for the Russian Federation evaluated the event as "*the biggest man*-*made emergency situation \[in Russia\] in the past 25* *years \[after Chernobyl\]* -- *for its scale of destruction, for the scale of losses it entails for our energy industry and our econom*y".[356](#Fn356){ref-type="fn"} Recovery costs after the accident came to over US\$1.5 billion and the reconstruction of the station took more than 5 years.
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec50}

#### The Problems Coming from Simultaneous Design and Construction of Highly Sophisticated Energy Infrastructure (Common Soviet Practice, as We Have Seen in Previous Cases) {#Sec51}

In 1962, one year after the Soviet Union launched the first human being into space, the Communist Party set an ambitious new goal for Soviet engineers---to construct the largest hydropower plant in the world at that time on the powerful Yenisei River in Siberia, to provide extremely cheap electricity for large non-ferrous metal plants. In 1963, an initial design for the plant was developed. In 1968, construction started on a unique arch-gravity dam, 245 m high. It was ten years before the first turbine of SSHPS began to generate electricity, and another ten years before the whole project was completed. The erection of the dam and the completion of the station took such a long time because of Siberia's extreme continental climate: during the winter months, temperatures can fall to −44 °C. These conditions required special treatments to enable the solidification of massive amounts of concrete, and innovative approaches to many other areas of design and construction, which had never been tested in other projects before the installation of SSHPS.

The design of this hydropower station proceeded in parallel with its construction in a manner similar to the design/construction of several of the major Soviet energy projects we have already seen: the first Soviet civil nuclear plant in Obninsk in the 1950s, the RBMK reactor series in the 1970s and the Western Siberia/Ural/Volga natural gas liquids pipeline in the 1980s. As in these cases, the motive of parallel design and construction was to accelerate the commissioning of SSHPS to solve an energy shortage for the heavily industrialized economy of the USSR: the cost of construction had to be minimized, and the USSR lacked the automated computational capabilities to calculate design solutions for such a complex technical project, so the developers had no choice but to test many of their ideas on real operating facilities.

In 2000, before a full-fledged operating permit was issued for SSHPS, a report noted: "*The essential disadvantages of organizing the construction \[of the station\] include the fact that the general scheme of construction was not finally adopted before construction was started and for \[both\] objective and subjective reasons, the station's design was changed in the middle of construction... \[This\] caused several negative consequences (incidents) which were eliminated during \[the\] operation \[of the station in the 1990s\]... The existing expertise for \[the\] construction \[of hydropower stations in the USSR\], coupled with a lack of funding, did not allow \[developers to carry out\] a full program of preparatory works \[or\] ensure the readiness of construction phases stipulated in the design, resulting in a significant lengthening of the construction period. The actual duration of the preparatory period was 12* *years (against 5* *years provided for the design), and the total duration of construction of the station* -- *27* *years (against 9* *years*)".[357](#Fn357){ref-type="fn"}

Moreover, the turbines were commissioned while the construction of the dam body was still incomplete. For example, the Politburo and the State Planning Commission set a deadline for Turbine 1 to be commissioned by December 1978, despite the fact that the builders were behind schedule on the paving by 0.9 million m^3^ of concrete: by the deadline, they had laid only 3.2 million m^3^ while the design required 4.1 million m^3^ to be in place before Turbine 1 could be fully commissioned. This decision to launch Turbine 1 before the dam was fully developed led to changes in the water flow circuit during flooding in 1979, as a result of which the passage of floodwater could not be fully controlled, and the station building and turbine warehouse were flooded. And the subsequent launching of other turbines with the body of the dam still incomplete led to cracking processes in the concrete of some of the dam pillars, and the decompaction of the bedrock foundation, resulting in increased water seepage through the body of the dam and partial degradation of the concrete in these zones. The consequences of these violations of the station's design were subsequently eliminated by the operating personnel when the station was running.[358](#Fn358){ref-type="fn"}

In addition, during the construction of the station in the 1960s and 1970s, important safety features for the turbines were not included in the master plan. The absence of these elements predetermined the enormous scale of the accident in 2009 when, due to the failure of just one turbine, the other nine were flooded and damaged. For example, blueprints for the turbines had initially included penstock butterfly valves, which would shut off water flow through the turbines in case of an emergency. If the turbines at SSHPS had been fitted with such valves, the scale of the accident could have been limited to the destruction of Turbine 2 and water would not have uncontrollably flooded other turbines. However, penstock butterfly valves were eliminated from the station's master plans: it was simply beyond the limits of Soviet technology at that time to produce such valves on a scale gigantic enough for the tallest dam in the USSR, and strong enough to withstand the tremendous water pressures involved. Some other safety elements specified in the initial plans (e.g., a shore spillway) were also dispensed with during construction to cut costs and save time; but the projected parameters of power generation and load on the equipment---which had only been envisaged together with these safety elements---were not changed.

Finally, in 1988, the station got its permit for trial operation. Obtaining a fully-fledged operating permit was postponed because technical shortcomings had emerged in the design of the station, which would require further improvements to resolve. Then in 1991, the Soviet Union collapsed; for the next decade, the new Russian government, which now owned SSHPS, did not have the budget to invest in the station to eliminate these imperfections in the dam and the turbines. From 1988 until 2009, the station had no severe accidents; nevertheless, there were a significant number of minor turbine incidents, and minor breaches in the body of the dam when water seepage went beyond the design specifications.[359](#Fn359){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [360](#Fn360){ref-type="fn"}

#### Lack of Communication About Minor Incidents in the Soviet Electro-Energetics Industry in the 1980s as a Key Cause of the Accident at SSHPS in 2009 {#Sec52}

On July 9, 1983, there was an incident with Turbine 1 at Nurek hydropower station, in what was then the Soviet Socialist Republic of Tajikistan. At 304 m high, the Nurek dam was the tallest in the world at that time. The radial vibration of the turbine bearing led to metal fatigue in the stud-bolts of the turbine cap, and 50 out of a total of 72 bolts finally broke off from the cap. Fortunately, the station staff quickly detected the water flowing out of the turbine shaft into the generator hall, and used the penstock butterfly valve to shut down Turbine 1 with no consequences to the other turbines. Despite the prompt and effective resolution of the problem, information about this incident was not widely distributed by the Soviet Ministry of Energy and Electrification among engineers and managers of other Soviet hydroelectric stations. The event was only mentioned in a classified annual review of accidents and other disturbances at Soviet power stations and electric networks for 1983.[361](#Fn361){ref-type="fn"} This review was available to executives and special engineering staff of Soviet hydropower stations---although not to the public---but information about the incident was scant and the majority in the industry paid little attention to it.

After the incident, staff at Nurek hydropower station carried out obligatory six-monthly tests on the condition of stud-bolts by ultrasound; between 1983 and 2009, 154 stud-bolts on the turbine caps failed the test.[362](#Fn362){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, no special ministerial requirement was issued to make this practice mandatory at other stations, including SSHPS.[363](#Fn363){ref-type="fn"} There are several reasons why obligatory ultrasound testing of the stud-bolts on turbine caps was not implemented on all Soviet hydropower stations. Firstly, because Nurek Turbine 1---like all the turbines of the station---was fitted with a penstock butterfly valve, the water flow was cut off as soon as the turbine cap started to tear away from the body of the turbine; so the event remained a minor incident at one of many Soviet power stations, rather than a major nationwide disaster. But because the incident was perceived as relatively unimportant, nobody took it as a diagnostic of a more systemic problem. Secondly, the specialist engineers on any particular hydroelectric facility tend to see their site as absolutely unique: a unique master plan is drawn up for each station, taking into account the specific natural features of the area in which the station will be located, and consequently specific technical solutions will be proposed for the generation of electricity with a given dam height and river flow rate. Although hardware vendors also develop unique equipment for different hydroelectric stations, their experience shows that they often use generally the same technical solution for different stations. Nevertheless, hydropower engineering specialists hold to the belief that their site is unique. This assumption means there is generally far less communication about risks---and even actual incidents---between different hydroelectric station operators than between the operators of thermal power plants, which are built to a broadly unified master plan for a whole plant series. In the case of the Nurek hydropower station, neither the turbine manufacturer from Kharkov nor the Ministry of Energy and Electrification of the USSR could imagine that similar processes of turbine bearing vibration and turbine cap stud-bolt fatigue would also be observed on other equipment produced by other manufacturers; in the case of SSHPS, for example, the turbines were designed and manufactured in Leningrad. So, the Kharkov turbine manufacturers made changes according to the repair checklist for its equipment; and when the Ministry were informed by Kharkov about the changes, they passed this information to other producers but did not require them to change their regulations on repairing their turbines. Finally, the operators at SSHPS received no information about the incident at Nurek beyond a brief paragraph in the report we have mentioned.

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, risk information exchange between stations from different republics was dramatically reduced, because the responsibility for running the electric utilities of each republic was transferred from the Soviet Ministry of Energy and Electrification to the governments of the 15 republics.[364](#Fn364){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, there was very little international collaboration between hydroelectric industries, because different countries used completely dissimilar equipment and the Soviet and Western energy systems operated in very different ways---so Russian specialists did not receive detailed information about an accident at Manitoba Hydro's Grand Rapids hydropower station in Canada in 1992, when turbine failure led to the flooding of the turbine building. The problem was subsequently traced to the stud-bolts of the turbine cap, which had apparently failed.[365](#Fn365){ref-type="fn"} Russian hydroelectric specialists only became aware of the Canadian accident in 2011, during the investigation of the accident at SSHPS.

#### Soviet Electro-Energetics in the Post-Soviet Russian Market-Oriented Economy {#Sec53}

During communist rule, a single technological electro-energetics complex called the Unified Energy System of the USSR was developed across the entire Soviet Union, which covered 12 time zones from the Pacific to the Atlantic. It enabled the transmission of electricity to be organized across the largest country in the world from more than 1000 power stations. A reliable electricity supply was ensured by coordinating the operations of all these stations within a single nationwide technological complex. The efficiency of the Unified Energy System was achieved by optimizing the modes of operation of different stations and by the construction of trunk transmission lines, which reduced production costs and ensured low tariffs for both the industrial and domestic sectors.

In 1992, a year after the collapse of the Soviet Union, a joint stock company was formed called the Unified Energy System of Russia (RAO UES), in which the Russian Federation---represented by the Federal Agency for Federal Property Management---had a majority of shares. RAO UES became the legal successor on Russian Federation territory of the Unified Energy System of the USSR, taking control of 72 regional grids---which comprised 70 % of the country's installed electric capacity including the majority of its hydropower stations, 96 % of its high-voltage grids and over 70 % of its transmission lines. The only sites not included in RAO UES were those that had already been transferred to the control of regional authorities or privatized. Around a decade into the post-Soviet era, Russian electro-energetics was generally working well without severe accidents or massive blackouts, in spite of very tough economic conditions for industrial consumers of electricity during the country's dramatic transition from a planned economy to a market economy. At that time, the industry did not receive real money for generated electricity---only 15 % of the total revenue was in cash---and used a system of netting, bill obligations and barter. The absence of severe accidents on electric facilities during this period suggests that Soviet engineers in general had laid solid foundations for the resilience of the nationwide electrical system, even under extreme conditions, for decades into the future.

The new Russian liberal government that replaced the Politburo was strongly oriented towards financial efficiency. This led to a situation where financiers and managers---loyal to the new anticommunist government but with no experience in electro-energetics---became executive managers of RAO UES, and began to implement massive savings by cutting back on capital renewals and investment on safety. In the early 2000s, less than 25 % of RAO UES board members had qualifications in the field of electricity, and most were not competent to manage a potentially dangerous high-tech power generation grid like the Unified Energy System of Russia.[366](#Fn366){ref-type="fn"} In addition, the Russian liberal government was constrained by the terms of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, which in exchange for loans required the reform of Russian monopolies in natural gas production, railways and electro-energetics.[367](#Fn367){ref-type="fn"} International financial institutions expected the dissolution of former Soviet unified energy and transport complexes through the promotion of free-market relations between different parts of the complexes. With regard to electro-energetics, this involved the separation of the Unified Energy System of Russia into numerous mutually independent companies for the production, transmission, distribution and sale of electricity. This led to the disintegration of centralized supervisory control over Russian electro-energetics. Thus, the departments responsible for unified technical development, and industry-wide technical inspections of all electric power plants and infrastructure, were eliminated. Research work on maintenance and repair operations, and even the development of specialized equipment, was stopped.[368](#Fn368){ref-type="fn"} From 2003, the system for reporting on equipment reliability and on emergencies occurring on Russian electrical installations ceased to function. Professor Vasily Platonov analyzed the disintegration of the Unified Energy System of Russia between 1998 and 2005 and came to the conclusion that profits amounting to US\$39.5 billion were not invested in modernization and repair of electric equipment, while cash accumulated in the accounts of the vast number of independent companies created during the reforms of Russian electro-energetics.[369](#Fn369){ref-type="fn"} Consequently, decades of investment shortage and the elimination of professional staff from all levels of the industry resulted in severe accidents in several Russian regions: in the winter of 2000/2001, a massive black-out occurred in the Far East of Russia and Eastern Siberia; and in 2003, the Ural interregional accident took place.

In spite of the fact that unified Russian electro-energetics infrastructures were clearly deteriorating during these monopoly break-up reforms, an executive of RAO UES, during a discussion of the massive Northeast blackout in the United States and Canada in August 2003---when 50 million people were affected for a period of 44 h---arrogantly claimed: "*For us \[Russians, who have a united and centralized electricity network\] it is impossible. Obviously, Americans have systemic problems \[with their nonintegrated national electricity network\]*".[370](#Fn370){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [371](#Fn371){ref-type="fn"} These statements were shown to be vacuous in May 2005, when the massive Central Russia blackout initiated 35-h power cuts for more than 6.5 million people---half of Moscow, Tula, Kaluga, Ryazan and other regions---resulting from an unskilled response by dispatchers to an accident at the Chagino substation. The substation was equipped with six high-to-low transformers, three of which were built in 1958 and had not been maintained adequately after the collapse of the Soviet Union. An investigation concluded that the equipment at the substation had badly deteriorated---90 % of the equipment was still in operation after replacement age.[372](#Fn372){ref-type="fn"} Other causes of the blackout were attributed to the disintegration of the formerly unified Moscow region energy system. It had been divided into several separate units, each of which was involved in generating, transporting, distributing or selling electricity without strong and efficient coordination between its own dispatchers and those of other units. The Moscow blackout revealed the urgent need for massive investment in Russian electro-energetics, in order to compensate for decades of shortage of capital investment to replace the equipment. If Russia wanted fast economic growth in the mid 2000s, there was an urgent need to get new electric capacity into operation and modernize the existing stations and infrastructure. President Vladimir Putin and his government agreed with the proposal of the liberal, pro-market senior management of RAO UES that they should continue to dismantle the system into generation, transportation, distribution and electricity sale units, which could compete with one another in a free market. The idea of dividing the formerly Unified Energy System of Russia into privatized sections was based on the assumption that these smaller units could be easily controlled and managed by invited domestic and foreign investors. The rationale was that these new private owners would invest billions in Russian electro-energetics, instead of the government having to find the budget for the whole Unified Energy System of Russia. However, it became clear from the outset that these investors were focused on getting short-term return on their investment by raising electricity prices, rather than on the public-service priorities of the Unified Energy System of the previous USSR---whose aim had been to provide a reliable electro-energetics network in a gigantic country with a tough climate, while keeping tariffs low for consumers.

By July 2008, the Unified Energy System of Russia had been dismantled. In its place were six wholesale thermal power generation companies; 14 regional thermal power generation companies; the hydropower giant RusHydro -- which operated 53 hydropower stations, including SSHPS, and became the world's third largest hydroelectric power producer and the largest power-generating company in Russia; the Federal Grid Company; the System Operator of the Centralized Dispatching Administration; and other companies. The former chief engineer of RAO UES (1993--1996) and Deputy Minister of Energy of Russia (1996--2003) estimated that after the reorganization, the number of electricity sale companies quadrupled and exceeded 320; and the total number of power grid companies reached an astronomical level at around 3600.[373](#Fn373){ref-type="fn"} Only about US\$36 billion of private investment was attracted[374](#Fn374){ref-type="fn"} in spite of forecasts by the management of RAO UES before the reorganization of a potential \$79 billion of investment.[375](#Fn375){ref-type="fn"} Between 2008 and 2012, only 16.1 GW of new capacity was installed, instead of the 21.8 GW that RAO UES management had estimated before reorganization.[376](#Fn376){ref-type="fn"} During this period, the world economic crisis, climaxing with the collapse of Lehman Brothers investment bank and the bailout by the US government of AIG, the largest insurance company in the world, in September 2008,[377](#Fn377){ref-type="fn"} led to a suspension of any significant private investments; and the Russian government through state-owned companies was forced to become once again the major investor in Russian electro-energetics after the apparent failure of RAO UES's reforms.

Ten years of reforms within the industry had seen electricity tariffs increase by a factor of ten, from US\$0.01/kWh in 1998 to US\$0.1/kWh in 2008, and the reliability of the nationwide power supply had gone down as a result of the disintegration of the unified system.[378](#Fn378){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, electricity prices in Russia reached a level 1.5 times higher than those in China and the United States---which made several Russian industries, which had been dependent on cheap power supply, less competitive on the international market.[379](#Fn379){ref-type="fn"} This rise in tariffs was influenced by the need for the industry to attract/recoup investment. Because most of the units of the former RAO UES were now public companies, their managers began to focus on maximizing profits and financial efficiency, instead of the reliability of the sites and infrastructure they were supposed to be running. These became the priorities for the partly government-owned RusHydro---and at SSHPS in particular, according to one member of the Russian parliamentary commission, which investigated the accident at SSHPS: "*The operation of the station was subordinated to the main task* -- *to generate profit... Therefore, financiers and economists were the main force in RusHydro and, perhaps, they had influence or put pressure on engineering services. It is hard to explain in any other way, why in spite of the fact that the technical lifecycle of Turbine 2 was practically expired, a new turbine had not been ordered and a special plan for the safe operation of the obsolete turbine was not even developed* ".[380](#Fn380){ref-type="fn"}

#### Tragic Consequences of the Ultra-Liberal Reforms of RAO UES on the Safe Operation of SSHPS {#Sec54}

SSHPS had been producing hydroelectric power on a provisional operating permit from 1988 until 2000, because of several technical shortcomings that the Soviet Ministry of Energy and Electrification expected to eliminate during the 1990s. Nevertheless, in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the complicated financial situation of RAO UES, nobody could afford to plough hundreds of millions into constructing the shore spillway for the dam at SSHPS or changing the station's still unperfected turbines. During the 1990s, only minor, inexpensive and urgent maintenance works were carried out. When RAO UES top management began to discuss the reorganization of the Unified Energy System, managers came to the conclusion that the largest hydropower station in Russia could not be recognized as an asset for a prospective public company like RusHydro, given its provisional operating permit. Consequently in May 2000, RAO UES executives issued a fully-fledged operating permit for SSHPS despite the existence of unsolved technical shortcomings at the station in previous years. The forms accompanying the permit mentioned many shortcomings of the station, and the management of the station and RAO UES received recommendations regarding these imperfections. For instance, several problems with the turbines were emphasized: "*In the initial period of operation of \[SSHPS\], some design flaws were identified in several parts of the turbines \[abnormal vibration of turbines during different operating regimes\], which were partially eliminated by operating staff and manufacturers. Nowadays, works to improve the reliability of individual components of the turbines are continuing, in particular, the station's staff \[are eliminating\] cracks on the blades of the turbines... More than 20* *years... after the start of electricity production at SSHPP, therefore, there is the necessity to replace obsolete equipment and facilities (\[the automatic process control system\], the turbine impellers, \[*etc*.\])... After 50 thousand hours of operating time \[of the turbines\], the volume of repairs has increased significantly. Annually, such repairs are performed on 4*--*5 turbines \[SSHPS has 10 turbines in total\]; \[such activity\] requires large labor costs and an increase of turbine downtime due to repair... Replacement of turbines is required*".[381](#Fn381){ref-type="fn"}

In spite of these recommendations for major corrections to the flaws of the turbines and other imperfections, there was little serious investment from RAO UES at the beginning of the 2000s. The focus of top managers was on demonstrating the financial efficiency of the assets in order to attract potential investors and raise capitalization value: for ten years from 1998 to 2008 the capitalization of RAO UES rose from US\$12 to \$50 billion, while the degree of asset deterioration on RAO UES sites increased from 50 % in 1999 to 59 % in 2006; this measure had been 43 % in 1995.[382](#Fn382){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [383](#Fn383){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [384](#Fn384){ref-type="fn"} Increasing the flow of water in SSHPS's reservoir, instead of dumping water vainly through the spillway embedded in the body of the dam, made for greater profitability because it raised electricity production on the station. Furthermore, dumping water was even more dangerous for the body of the SSHPS dam, because the idle discharge of water could destroy the base of the tailrace of the dam due to the absence of a shore spillway at that time. Thus, in 2006, the station generated record electricity outputs due to the heightened water inflow to the Yenisei River. In 2006, the net profit of RusHydro was US\$47 million, and it continued to rise in the following years: in 2008, it increased more than 12 times to \$605 million.[385](#Fn385){ref-type="fn"} On July 3, 2009---45 days before the disaster---the station issued a press release celebrating new record levels of electricity production due to a higher than average inflow of water to the river: "*In June, the historical maximum output of hydroelectric power generation on SSHPS was recorded... More than 100 million kWh per day were produced*".[386](#Fn386){ref-type="fn"} This record was reached with obsolete turbines, in spite of the recommendations issued in 2000 to replace them. At the time of the disaster, Turbine 2 had been in operation for 29 years and 10 months. The maximum period of operation during which the manufacturer guaranteed full compliance with design specifications was 30 years; but naturally this guarantee assumed timely and comprehensive routine maintenance of the turbine, provided by station personnel or special repair contractors. However, the fact is that at the moment of the accident, no plan was in place for Turbine 2, which would soon come to its 30-year safe operating limit, whether to extend its operation into the following decade or withdraw the turbine from service and replace it. Incidentally, it should also be noted that the station never worked at its full capacity (6400 MW), because the existing electrical network to the station was not able to take a load of more than 4000 MW.

Running obsolete turbines with known deficiencies and giving priority to economic concerns should have been compensated by serious attention to thorough equipment monitoring and the complex maintenance of the turbines. However, the reorganization strategy of RAO UES stipulated that the repair departments in all power stations had to be independent business units with a profit-based approach, and that all maintenance contracts should take place on a tender basis. This meant that the repair staff of SSHPS, who had decades of experience and knowledge, had to be transferred into a separate company. This company, Sayano-Shushensky HydroRepair---100 % of which was owned by SSHPS---now had to compete with other repair organizations on tenders and provide the lowest possible prices for maintenance of the unique equipment of the station. The separation of repair departments from Russian power stations was influenced by the prevailing free-market ideology among executives of RAO UES, which assumed that competitive markets would always be more effective.

Another reason for the transfer of repair staff from station to a separate company stems from the fact that, during Soviet times, there were several huge nationwide repair holdings, which had multi-station repair experience and were far more effective than the repair staff at any ordinary station in carrying out major overhauls; local staff focused on ongoing minor repairs. However, these holdings collapsed during the 1990s due to privatization and the total lack of funds at power stations to pay for outsourced repairs---so by the time RAO UES was reorganized, the most advanced repair staff in the industry were within the stations rather than with any of the external repair holdings.

In the case of SSHPS---which is located in a remote mono-industrial city in the Siberian taiga near the Mongolian border, 3500 km from Moscow and 600 km from Novosibirsk---the only qualified service staff available to repair the turbines were former and current personnel of the station. In order to comply with the formalities of tenders dictated by the reform of RAO UES, the management of SSHPS founded a company called HydroRepair, which began to "compete" with Sayano-Shushensky HydroRepair for the station's tenders. Among the founders of HydroRepair were the CEO of SSHPS, the station's chief engineer (who formulated the tender requirements, and after repairs made formal acceptance of the work carried out), the chief financial officer and other executives of the station.[387](#Fn387){ref-type="fn"} This looks like a clear example of a conflict of interests with signs of corruption. But SSHPS management were forced to go through the motions of running both Sayano-Shushensky HydroRepair and HydroRepair in order to prevent inexperienced companies, with no competence in repairing the station's sophisticated turbines, from winning repair contracts. Such companies could easily win contracts simply by offering the lowest price on maintenance work: Russian contracting legislation is flawed in that it requires the buyer to choose the lowest bid on tenders, without taking into consideration the experience of the bidding organizations or the quality of their previous performance (moreover, according to Russian legislation concerning turbine repair works, service companies are not required to obtain licenses, therefore, a company without any experience in repairing turbines can participate in the tenders).

The tender system had another grave shortcoming. The high-quality repair of sophisticated and unique equipment during its life cycle requires a constant accumulation and transfer of knowledge about previous repairs---so that long-term contracts, which guarantee ongoing work if the repair company fulfils its obligations, are beneficial and even necessary for safe operation. But after the reform of RAO UES, stations had to make contracts only for precisely defined maintenance tasks; along with the requirement to give work to the lowest bidder, this resulted in a high turnover of contractors. Therefore, in response to the demand of RAO UES for the withdrawal of repair units from the station staff, SSHPS managers chose what seemed for them to be the option that would minimize damage to the station---they founded and established the HydroRepair company, transferred the maintenance personnel from the station to the company and reduced the likelihood of tenders being won by unscrupulous competitors.

In 2005, the turnover of Sayano-Shushensky HydroRepair was around US\$10 million, but the company began to lose contracts to the management-affiliated HydroRepair. Between 2005 and 2008, the total turnover of HydroRepair reached US\$30 million. By 2009, the company was winning the majority of the repair contracts for SSHPS; and in particular, it was HydroRepair who repaired Turbine 2 from January until March 2009.[388](#Fn388){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [389](#Fn389){ref-type="fn"} Only five months after this medium scale repair, it was damage to this turbine that became the main cause of the disaster at SSHPS. Nowadays, it is hard to determine the quality of the repair work that was performed on Turbine 2, because of the total destruction of the turbine. Moreover, after the accident, investigators did not look into the legality of contracts with HydroRepair and there was no investigation of the quality of the repairs carried out on Turbine 2 early in 2009. All opinions expressed after the accident about this repair can only be considered as personal assessments by experts and officials, which are not supported by judicial decisions. And these opinions are radically different. For example, a senior representative of the plant designers concluded that the repair of Turbine 2 was made properly according to all existing standards[390](#Fn390){ref-type="fn"}; on the other hand, an executive member of the Russian parliament's investigation commission, who was on the board of directors at RAO UES between 1997 and 1998 and has been on board of RusHydro since 2013, declared: "*They \[the staff of HydroRepair\] repaired \[the turbines\], but did not in reality make full*-*scale repairs, in spite of documentation which they provided describing fully*-*fledged repairs... We had assumptions that the management of the hydropower station had affiliated companies. This is true. Some repairs were not made at all \[however, funds for these repairs were received by HydroRepair\]*".[391](#Fn391){ref-type="fn"} Later Vladimir Putin, during meetings about the accident, commented on the situation: "*It would be irresponsible and even criminal to save money on safety or entrust repairs to companies that are 'affiliated' with anyone, but especially with the management of facilities... The audit conducted by the Energy Ministry in some state*-*funded companies ... show\[s\] that many senior officials of these state*-*funded companies are also involved with commercial companies. \[T\]here was a conflict of interests, meaning that officials of state*-*funded companies should not use their position to conduct other commercial activity in the interests of private, generally speaking, family businesses... \[W\]e must fundamentally improve technological discipline in industry. Performance at sophisticated technological facilities is ... bad. Technological discipline is very low*".[392](#Fn392){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [393](#Fn393){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [394](#Fn394){ref-type="fn"} Shortly after these harsh assessments following the disaster, some senior managers of RusHydro were forced to resign, and just over a month later RusHydro---whose main shareholder is the Russian government---appointed a new CEO.

#### The Problems of Assessing the Real Characteristics of the Vibrations in Turbine 2 {#Sec55}

Operation of the repaired Turbine 2 was resumed on March 16, 2009 without detectable abnormal vibrations during the following 35 days. According to RusHydro comments given after the disaster, the sophisticated tender scheme for repairs on SSHPS was disclosed by management in April 2009, and consequently HydroRepair lost all contacts.[395](#Fn395){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, the founders of HydroRepair all remained in their positions; this was explained by the fact that in previous years there had been no cause for complaint about the quality of repair work produced by HydroRepair.[396](#Fn396){ref-type="fn"} But during spring 2009, when the station began to generate electricity under additional pressure caused by the spring flood and high reservoir levels, increased vibration levels were registered in all the turbines.[397](#Fn397){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [398](#Fn398){ref-type="fn"} From April 21, staff at the station began to detect abnormally high vibrations in Turbine 2, based on data from one of sensors installed inside the turbine. By August 17, according to this sensor, the vibration amplitude of the bearing of Turbine 2 rose to 840 µm, more than five times the maximum permitted safe level of 160 µm.[399](#Fn399){ref-type="fn"} Station safety instructions dictate that, in case of any sudden increase of vibration of the turbine bearing over 160 µm, the chief engineer must be consulted and the turbine must be unloaded or stopped immediately.[400](#Fn400){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, SSHPS executives---including the founders of HydroRepair---took no action to investigate the vibration, eliminate this technical failure during the months before the disaster or order an emergency stoppage of Turbine 2.

There are several explanations for this inaction.

Firstly, SSHPS executives were not able to properly assess the risks involved in operating the turbines at the station, and the operators did not even consider that a serious accident could occur. In fact, engineers had been recording minor vibrations in the station turbines over decades---especially in Turbine 2 during the first years after the station was launched in 1979, when the turbine was equipped with a poor-quality interim rotor.[401](#Fn401){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [402](#Fn402){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [403](#Fn403){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [404](#Fn404){ref-type="fn"} In spite of that, there had been no serious turbine accidents. This is a clear example of habituation---the unwillingness to believe that the worst could happen, and the growth of a misplaced confidence in the soundness of the system.

Secondly, during routine maintenance on the turbines of SSHPS, the condition of the turbine cap stud-bolts was checked visually, without ultrasonic scanning. We have seen that similar accidents had occurred at Nurek hydropower station in 1983 and Grand Rapids in 1992, but that information about these accidents was not widely distributed among executives and engineers of the station for the reasons we described---so nobody thought that unusual vibrations could lead to such catastrophic consequences.[405](#Fn405){ref-type="fn"} After the disaster, laboratory tests revealed that the average degree of fatigue in the stud-bolts was about 60--65 %, and that the majority of them had fatigue cracks.[406](#Fn406){ref-type="fn"} But the laboratory did not estimate when the fatigue had started to develop, and thus could not establish whether it dated from 1979--1983, when a poor-quality interim rotor was installed on the turbine causing excessive vibration, or from the more recent period when HydroRepair had begun to service the turbine. The scanning of stud-bolts on other turbines did not reveal the same massive levels of fatigue seen in those of Turbine 2.

Thirdly, the systems in place to track and monitor the functioning of the turbines at SSHPS were not being used effectively. In 1999, the former director of SSHPS, who had been in post from 1977 and remained until 2001, wrote in a monograph about the development of the station: "*\[The laboratory of technical diagnostics at SSHPS\] conducted a study aimed to develop a system for permanent tracking of the mechanical state of critical components of the turbines. This system should provide information about malfunction and, eventually, provide recommendations for halting a \[problem\] turbine. Unfortunately, up to now in most cases, the vigilance of operators in the control room and the dial indicator remain the main monitoring instruments of the mechanical condition of turbines at the majority of HPSs in Russia. \[The laboratory of technical diagnostics at SSHPS has made\] repeated attempts to install and use modern instruments of vibration control to continuously monitor the mechanical state of turbines in order to receive a warning signal in case of off*-*limit vibration. However, the low level of accuracy, narrowness of frequency band, absence of full*-*scale spectrum of the diagnosed signal, and low reliability of the monitoring equipment did not lead to a practical positive result*".[407](#Fn407){ref-type="fn"} By the late 2000s, the station was equipped with more than 11,000 sensors for controlling all aspects of operation.[408](#Fn408){ref-type="fn"} In March 2009, a new vibration monitoring system was installed on SSHPS's turbines on a trial basis, but it was working only as an internal information system: there were no specifications from the government regulation body, or requirements from the turbine manufacturer, as to how such systems should be used with the turbines. After the accident, an investigation by the Federal Service for Ecological, Technological and Nuclear Supervision of the Russian Federation (Rostechnadzor) concluded that "*The continuous vibration monitoring system installed on Turbine 2 in 2009 was not put into operation and the station's operating personnel and management did not take into account \[the data it provided\] during decision making*".[409](#Fn409){ref-type="fn"} In other words, this system was collecting information about the vibrations---we know about this because investigators demonstrated an array of recorded vibration data regarding the turbines at SSHPS---but information from the detectors was not recognized by the technical staff as a reliable basis for decision-making. This was because there were four sensors attached to Turbine 2, but only the one for the turbine bearing indicated abnormal vibration levels (up to five times the approved limit), while the others registered acceptable levels of vibration.[410](#Fn410){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [411](#Fn411){ref-type="fn"} Technical staff had been used to high vibration levels on Turbine 2 for decades, and as we have seen were unaware of the accidents on the Nurek and Grand Rapid stations; so they evaluated the abnormal vibration of the turbine bearing on Turbine 2 during the summer of 2009 as incorrect/inexact, because the other sensors on Turbine 2 did not demonstrate serious deviation from their approved limits. Moreover, even when Turbine 2 was temporarily suspended during the summer months of 2009, the sensor still showed that the vibration of the suspended turbine bearing was 160 µm.[412](#Fn412){ref-type="fn"} Believing that the sensor was recording the vibration level incorrectly, station managers neither logged this "faulty sensor" in their records nor carried out tests on the actual level of the vibration with portable diagnostic equipment. They perceived it as an unimportant defect, which they were not obliged to report to RusHydro headquarters.

After the disaster, during restoration work on SSHPS in 2010--2011, an advanced vibration monitoring system was installed on the turbines. Nevertheless, 15 cases of faulty sensors within Turbines 3, 4, 5, and 6 were registered. The main cause of incorrect turbine vibration measurements was "*multidirectional dynamic impulses of forces from the flow of water coming off the rotor blades*".[413](#Fn413){ref-type="fn"} However, during the investigation of the accident, a laboratory examination of the assumed faulty sensor was carried out and its results were presented to the court---it turned out that the sensor was fully functional.[414](#Fn414){ref-type="fn"} But why it showed abnormal vibration when other sensors indicated the turbine's vibration to be within the normal range, will never be known, because the turbine was completely shattered in the accident and all electrical circuits were also destroyed in the ensuing flooding. This means that after the event, nobody can draw any conclusions about the real vibration characteristics of the bearing of Turbine 2 on the day of the accident. It would be unreasonable to claim that the possibility of a sensor fault implies that there was no vibration in the turbine before the disaster. But there is further compelling evidence against such a claim: the head of Rostechnadzor revealed that "*seismologists recorded abnormal vibration at Sayano*-*Shushenskaya Hydropower Station 15*-*45* *minutes before the accident*".[415](#Fn415){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [416](#Fn416){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, a combination of evidence allowed investigators to conclude that "*the cause of the destruction of the turbine cap stud*-*bolts was fatigue cracks in the body of the stud*-*bolts. The origin and intensive development of \[these\] cracks resulted from actions and efforts influenced by the horizontal vibration of the turbine bearing*".[417](#Fn417){ref-type="fn"} In December 2014, a court supported this accusation.

A fourth probable reason for the unwillingness to shut down Turbine 2 relates to another hydropower station in the region. In 1988 SSHPS, with its operating output of 6,400 MW, had been combined with the smaller Bratsk HPS for power regulation under the supervision of the System Operator of the Unified Energy System (SO UES) within the whole Siberia region. Bratsk HPS was located 700 km from SSHPS on the Angara River, and had an output of 1,400 MW. At midnight on August 17, 2009, there was a fire affecting the communication channels of Bratsk HPS, which led to loss of control over the station by the dispatcher of the Siberian branch of SO UES. Therefore, the operator ordered SSHPS to launch all available turbines in order to compensate for any possible suspension of output from Bratsk HPS. At 3:14 a.m. on August 17, 2009, Turbine 2 was resumed and was operating automatically as part of the "*regulator group for active and reactive power*" of the Siberian branch of SO UES. On the day of the disaster, the reservoir level at the SSHPS dam was 212 m instead of the optimum level of 197 m. The turbines of SSHPS only had a narrow range of adjustment to their output if the reservoir level was higher than 197 m. This meant that the turbines could operate safely with the reservoir at 212 m only from 0 to 265 MW and from 570 MW to 640 MW. Therefore, during load changes with this heightened reservoir level, the turbines would pass through a "*not recommended for use*" zone between 265 and 570 MW, during which there would be transient hydrodynamic processes, pressure fluctuations and high vibration. From the resumption of operation during the incident at Bratsk HPS, the load regime of Turbine 2 was changed twelve times and the turbine passed six times through the "*not recommended for use*" zone; in the longer period from March 2009, Turbine 2 passed through this zone 210 times---regulations allowed it to pass through the zone not more than 750 times annually---and was there for 2520 s. Thirteen minutes before the disaster, when the dispatcher of the Siberian branch of SO UES gave the order to reduce the output of Turbine 2 from 600 MW to 475 MW, the vibration amplitude of the turbine bearing rose by 240 µm according to the detector, from 600 µm to 840 µm. It is likely that the station's chief engineer and operator staff did not stop Turbine 2 in spite of the obvious extreme vibration within the machine, because of the continuing incident at Bratsk HPS, which was fully eliminated only by 2:03 p.m. on August 17, 2009---roughly 6 h after the disaster at SSHPS.[418](#Fn418){ref-type="fn"}

Finally, SSHPS executives were obviously afraid to shut down Turbine 2 over many months because of the potential scandal with the questionable tender practice and inevitable questions about the quality of the repairs over the previous three years. Five months earlier, SSHPS executives had lost an affiliated business with US\$30 million turnover due to suspicions about conflicts of interests and evidence of corruption; they did not wish to give any occasion for more inconvenient scrutiny about the business activities they were engaged in on top of their managerial duties. The main reason for such concealment lays in avoiding potential criminal charges against the management of SSHPS for using questionable repair tender schemes as well as in steering clear of questions about the quality of repair of the station's equipment. Long before the disaster, RusHydro had a very long chain of communication of risk information. Typically, RusHydro's top management actually received information about technical incidents---even insignificant ones---not from the managers of hydropower stations but from the RusHydro security services, which monitored the station environment independently from the station's personnel.[419](#Fn419){ref-type="fn"} Thus, a typical reply from stations to any question from Moscow about their reliability was "*everything is under control*".[420](#Fn420){ref-type="fn"} In this case, RusHydro security services also missed the existence of abnormal vibrations in the plant. This is reminiscent of the KGB falling short of recognizing the importance of the SCRAM effect in RBMK nuclear plants.

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec56}

After the disaster, Rostechnadzor issued an investigation report about the technical causes of the disaster. Rostechnadzor's findings were selected as the basis for a criminal investigation by Russian prosecutors towards the management and staff of SSHPS. Finally in December 2014, more than five years after the accident, the court found the director of SSHPS, the station's chief engineer and other technical managers of the station guilty of violations of safety regulations at work---in particular through their disregard of the signs of excessive vibration within Turbine 2---causing the death of more than two persons. The main defendants were given six-year prison sentences. Nevertheless, the accused staff of the station did not accept the judgment, and filed an appeal declaring that the main causes of the accident were the imperfection of the turbine design and the poor quality of production of Turbine 2 at the manufacturer's Leningrad plant, and wider shortcomings in the design of the station.[421](#Fn421){ref-type="fn"} As we mentioned earlier, the prosecutors did not conduct a detailed investigation of HydroRepair's tender practice and the evident conflict of interests involved; nevertheless, most of the founders of HydroRepair were ultimately found guilty by the court in their principal roles as executives of SSHPS, but not as executives of the dubious HydroRepair.

The lack of interest from state prosecutors towards HydroRepair was hardly surprising: if they revealed this scheme to the public, the Russian government would have to admit their own mistake in allowing the reform of Russian electro-energetics according to ultra-liberal conceptions of a free-market economy. So, the managers who were ultimately responsible for the proper operation of the turbines were punished in any case, but without public disclosure of the corruptive tactics of the reformed Russian electro-energetics industry. The prosecutors also neglected to investigate the possible guilt of the top management of RAO UES, who had implemented an apparently misguided reorganization of Russian electro-energetics, damaging the interests of national energy security, with the approval of the Russian government. This omission is all the more glaring in that some RAO UES executives, as well as some former government officials, were mentioned in Rostechnadzor's report as persons "*who contributed to the occurrence of the accident*".[422](#Fn422){ref-type="fn"} After the disaster, the Russian parliament's investigation commission stated: "*Most of the causes of the disaster are systemic and multifactorial, influenced by indigenous deficiencies of the existing organizational scheme and functioning of domestic electro*-*energetics... During radical changes of property relations and principles of conduction of the sector \[i.e. during the reforms of RAO UES\], comprehensive conditions for ensuring technological safety were not formed* ".[423](#Fn423){ref-type="fn"}

#### Sayano-Shushenskaya Hydropower Station Accident: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar8}

The Politburo and State Planning Commission **focused** **on the short-term reduction of safety costs** through the redesign of the station, **and demanded constant rush** during the construction phase, because they wanted to accelerate the introduction of new energy facilities to meet the needs of the national economy.There was a general **reluctance** within the Soviet and Russian electro-energetics industry **to investigate in detail the causes of previous accidents/near-miss cases,** or to transmit the results among decision-makers, so that the remedies learned from the experience of previous accidents on other electro-energetical facilities could be implemented across the industry.After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the liberal-oriented government **gave priority to** **short-term financial results** in the operation of electro-energetical facilities, and to indicators of market capitalization, over the long-term reliability of Russian electro-energetics.**Habituation/wishful thinking/overconfidence/self-suggestion/self-deception:** engineers and management at the station believed that a severe turbine accident was highly unlikely, because of the station's 30-year history of generally safe operations.SSHPS managers were afraid of **potential criminal charges** for using questionable repair tender schemes, which they felt obliged to implement after the misguided reorganization imposed by RAO UES. They were also afraid to seem incompetent in the eyes of RusHydro's superiors.**The Russian government was unwilling to admit its own mistakes in pushing through unreasoned free-market reforms of Russian electro-energetics,** or to admit the evident failure of its reorganization of RAO UES. This led to a situation where only SSHPS staff faced criminal charges after the accident.

Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill (USA, 2010) {#Sec57}
---------------------------------------

From January to April 2010, floating in the Gulf of Mexico 66 km from the coast of Louisiana State, the Deepwater Horizon oil platform was drilling the Macondo exploratory well. The total depth of the well was 6500 m: 1500 m below sea level and 4000 m beneath the seafloor in Block 252 of the Mississippi Canyon. The proven reserves of the field were 110 million barrels[424](#Fn424){ref-type="fn"}; the potential income from extraction of this amount of oil was approximately US\$10 billion. The platform was owned by Transocean Ltd., the largest offshore drilling operator in the world. BP (formerly known as British Petroleum) leased the rig for exploration of the Macondo field. Halliburton Company, one of the world's largest oilfields services companies, was engaged as the cementing contractor.

On April 20th, 2010 at 9:45 p.m. US Central Time, a blowout of oil, gas and concrete from the well occurred on the Deepwater Horizon platform, causing an explosion and a fire that sunk the platform. There were 126 crewmembers on the rig during the accident; 11 people perished and 17 were injured. The rest of the crew survived unharmed, but the accident led to oil being discharged from the well for 87 days---for a total of 3.19 million barrels.[425](#Fn425){ref-type="fn"} This was the third largest oil spill in the history of the oil industry, after the Kuwaiti oil fires in 1991 where the approximate discharge was 10 million barrels and the blowout at Lakeview Gusher Number One oil well in Kern County, California, which was out of control for nine months in 1910--1911 and led to the release of approximately 9 million barrels. BP was forced to cover all expenses incurred in shutting down the deepwater leak and in cleaning up the American part of the Gulf of Mexico coastline---an area where 14 million inhabitants reside---contaminated by spilled oil. In addition, they paid compensation to the fishing and coastal tourism industries in the area and a fine issued by the U.S. government. BP's total losses from the accident were estimated at US\$46 billion (US\$28 billion was spent on the accident and \$18 billion on additional government fines and penalties[426](#Fn426){ref-type="fn"}) and by June 2010, BP's stock market value had fallen by US\$70 billion.[427](#Fn427){ref-type="fn"} Because of the disaster, the U.S. government suspended any deepwater offshore activity in the United States for 6 months. In the middle of June 2010, the President of the United States Barack Obama declared: "*this oil spill is the worst environmental disaster America has ever faced*". More than 47,000 people and 7000 vessels[428](#Fn428){ref-type="fn"} took part in the response to the spill.

In January 2011, the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling (hereafter the National Commission) stated in a report to the President of the United States that "*The explosive loss of the Macondo well could have been prevented. The immediate causes of the Macondo well blowout can be traced to a series of identifiable mistakes made by BP, Halliburton, and Transocean that reveal such systematic failures in risk management that they place in doubt the safety culture of the entire industry. Fundamental reform will be needed in both the structure of those in charge of regulatory oversight and their internal decision*-*making process to ensure their political autonomy, technical expertise, and their full consideration of environmental protection concerns*".[429](#Fn429){ref-type="fn"}
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec58}

#### Geological and Regulatory Contexts {#Sec59}

In 1947, in Louisiana State, a first well was drilled by a fixed platform, which was located offshore, out of sight of land.[430](#Fn430){ref-type="fn"} After the 1973 oil crisis, which led to a dramatic increase in oil prices, oil companies intensified offshore drilling. In 1978, Shell Oil Company's Cognac production platform launched drilling at a depth of 1000 ft (304 m) underwater. In 2006, Chevron, Devon Energy and Statoil drilled the Jack 2 exploratory well, 7000 ft (2133 m) underwater,[431](#Fn431){ref-type="fn"} reaching a total depth of 28,125 ft (8572 m). In 2009, BP, working from the Deepwater Horizon platform, discovered the gigantic Tiber Oil Field, with resources between 4 and 6 billion barrels of oil at a total depth of 35,056 ft (10,685 m) and under 4130 ft (1258 m) of water.[432](#Fn432){ref-type="fn"} In 2011, 30 % of U.S. crude oil production was extracted from the Gulf of Mexico.[433](#Fn433){ref-type="fn"}

In 1982, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) under the U.S. Department of the Interior was established to regulate such intensive offshore drilling. Due to the widespread idea that government oversight of private enterprise should be kept to a minimum, active lobbying from the industry and cuts in public funding, the budget of MMS dropped from US\$250 million in 1984 to less than US\$200 million in 2009 (representing less than \$100 million in 1984 dollar value due to inflation), even though oil companies progressed considerably in the development of deepwater drilling over this period.[434](#Fn434){ref-type="fn"} The regulator had no budget for hiring advanced specialists who understood innovations in the field, and MMS came to rely on the expertise of deepwater operators and contractors. Moreover, by 2009, the number of unannounced MMS inspections of offshore oil infrastructure reached a negligibly low level compared with the 1980s.[435](#Fn435){ref-type="fn"} The impotence of the US regulator led to a situation where innovations in the safety requirements for offshore drilling, which were widely implemented as compulsory measures in other countries after accidents, were left to the discretion of U.S. offshore drilling operators.[436](#Fn436){ref-type="fn"} For example, in Norway and in Brazil, all deepwater blowout preventers have an acoustics trigger for remote emergency shutdown of a well---these triggers cost over US\$0.5 million apiece---but in the USA the use of such devices was optional.[437](#Fn437){ref-type="fn"} In addition, BP did not have a contingency plan for any emergencies arising while drilling the Macondo well, because such plans were not obligatory under U.S. deepwater drilling legislation.[438](#Fn438){ref-type="fn"}

When BP filed the plans for the drilling of the Macondo exploratory well to MMS in 2009, the probability of an oil spill in this area was assessed as low ("*\[it is\] unlikely that an accidental surface or subsurface oil spill would occur from the proposed activities*").[439](#Fn439){ref-type="fn"} This was despite the fact that, since 2001, according to U.S. officials, there had been 948 fires and explosions on offshore oil platforms in the Gulf of Mexico, many of which were associated with the drilling of exploratory wells, where the risk of blowouts was extreme.[440](#Fn440){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [441](#Fn441){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, the U.S. Department of the Interior exempted BP from a detailed evaluation of the environmental impact of the Macondo well after concluding that a massive oil spill was unlikely[442](#Fn442){ref-type="fn"}---in spite of previous MMS study findings that 50 % of tested blowout preventers failed to cut through the pipe and halt the flow of oil during emergencies.[443](#Fn443){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [444](#Fn444){ref-type="fn"} In fact anonymous representatives of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement---the federal agency that regulates offshore drilling---had recognized "*that the designs of blowout preventers were not adequate and that new requirements were needed, along with tougher government inspections*".[445](#Fn445){ref-type="fn"} After the accident, new BP CEO Robert Dudley said that BP had never anticipated such a tremendous spill: "*we've been drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, in the deep water for 20* *years now. You just never see an accident like this*".[446](#Fn446){ref-type="fn"} However, in 1979, there had been a blowout on the Mexican Ixtoc I oil rig in the south-western part of the Gulf of Mexico, which was unable to shut down for 10 months at a depth of just 50 m, and which resulted in 3 million barrels of oil being discharged.

The Minerals Management Service (MMS) has also been accused of being corrupted by oil companies in return for money, sex favors and drug.[447](#Fn447){ref-type="fn"} After the disaster, MMS was dismantled and replaced by two separate organizations (Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE)).

#### Business Pressure and Miscommunications Between BP, Halliburton and Transocean {#Sec60}

The platform started to drill the Macondo well in February 2010, aiming to finish the job in 51 days with a budget of US\$96.2 million.[448](#Fn448){ref-type="fn"} However, with drilling still incomplete following delays and over expenditure, BP managers urged the staff of Transocean and Halliburton to operate faster[449](#Fn449){ref-type="fn"} because BP expenses on leasing the platform exceeded US\$1 million a day: by the disaster date, the delay added to 43 days and BP were already more than US\$58 million over budget.[450](#Fn450){ref-type="fn"} Some BP engineers considered that "*this has been \[a\] nightmare well, which has everyone all over the place*"[451](#Fn451){ref-type="fn"}; nevertheless, by the middle of April 2010, the well was successfully drilled.

On the morning of the accident, the cementing engineer of Halliburton sent an e-mail to his colleague in Houston: "*We have completed the job and it went well*"[452](#Fn452){ref-type="fn"} and a BP engineer informed onshore colleagues: "*just wanted to let everyone know the cement job went well. Pressures stayed low... The Halliburton cement team ... did a great job*". The reply from BP executives was encouraging: "*Great job guys*!".[453](#Fn453){ref-type="fn"} The quality of the cement job is critical for the safe exploitation of deepwater wells: according to an MMS study, cementing was the single most significant factor in 18 of 39 well blowouts in the Gulf of Mexico over a 14-year period.[454](#Fn454){ref-type="fn"} To save money and time, BP managers had reduced the number of centralizers, which distribute cement evenly in a well, from 21 to 6. Transocean's rig crew and several BP's representatives were unaware that Halliburton had run three laboratory tests of cement stability for the Macondo well between February and April 2010, all of which had failed.[455](#Fn455){ref-type="fn"} The BP team was relying on the good quality of Halliburton's cement to compensate for previous BP cost-reduction measures: BP managers even canceled the final acoustic test of the cement job on the morning of the disaster day, thinking that they had saved \$128,000 in doing so.[456](#Fn456){ref-type="fn"}

After the disaster, the National Commission found out that managers of Halliburton "*did not comment on the evidence of the cement slurry's instability, and there is no evidence that BP examined the foam stability data in the report at all*... *Documents identified after the blowout reveal that Halliburton personnel had also conducted another foam stability test earlier in February. The earlier test had been conducted under slightly different conditions than the later one and had failed more severely. It appears that Halliburton never reported the results of the earlier February test to BP... Halliburton conducted another round of tests in mid*-*April, just before pumping the final cement job. By then, the BP team had given Halliburton more accurate information about the temperatures and pressures at the bottom of the Macondo well, and Halliburton had progressed further with its cementing plan. Using this information, the laboratory personnel conducted several tests, including a foam stability test, starting on approximately April 13. The first test Halliburton conducted showed once again that the cement slurry would be unstable. The Commission does not believe that Halliburton ever reported this information to BP... It appears that Halliburton personnel responded instead by modifying the test conditions* -- *specifically, the pre*-*testing conditioning time* -- *and thereby achieving an arguably successful test result... In fact, it appears that Halliburton did not even have testing results in its possession showing the Macondo slurry was stable until after the job had been pumped. It is difficult to imagine a clearer failure of management or communication... BP's fundamental mistake was its failure* -- *notwithstanding the inherent uncertainty of cementing and the many specific risk factors surrounding the cement job at Macondo* -- *to exercise special caution before relying on the primary cement as a barrier to hydrocarbon flow... BP, Transocean, and Halliburton failed to communicate adequately. Information appears to have been excessively compartmentalized at Macondo as a result of poor communication. BP did not share important information with its contractors, or sometimes internally even with members of its own team. Contractors did not share important information with BP or each other. As a result, individuals often found themselves making critical decisions without a full appreciation for the context in which they were being made (or even without recognition that the decisions were critical)*".[457](#Fn457){ref-type="fn"}

A year after the disaster, in April 2011, BP filed a lawsuit against Halliburton accusing it to have intentionally destroyed the evidence related to Halliburton's non privileged cement testing, in part because it wanted to eliminate any risk that this evidence would be used against it in any trial that would attempt to determine the adequacy of Halliburton's cement job on the Macondo well. In return, Halliburton blame BP for reducing the number of centralisers, a course of action that allowed hydrocarbons to escape through channels that formed in the cement liner.[458](#Fn458){ref-type="fn"} In 2013, in its coverage of the trial, Dow Jones Newswires published the following statement: "*Halliburton had concealed and failed to disclose evidence 'as part of an effort by upper management to ratify and conceal Halliburton's pre*-*blowout callous disregard for safety'*".[459](#Fn459){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, during the trial, former Halliburton lab manager testified "*that a company official asked him not to record the results of a cement stability test related to BP's* *blown out* *Macondo well*". This allowed BP to declare: "*Plaintiffs respectfully submit that Halliburton willfully and intentionally concealed and/or otherwise failed to preserve and/or timely produce and disclose material evidence and/or potentially relevant evidence to the parties and to the court in advance of trial... The cumulative effect of Halliburton's pattern of destruction and spoliation of evidence has been to deprive the court and the parties of significant post*-*incident evidence relevant to the inherent quality and performance of the cement Halliburton provided for the job at the Macondo well, and the role of that Halliburton slurry design as a cause of the events of April 20, 2010*".[460](#Fn460){ref-type="fn"} Tommy Roth, Halliburton vice president, noticed that "*these tests weren't authorized and he didn't know about them*" and that he was aware "*in April 2011 that a Halliburton employee had conducted unauthorized tests and in 2012 that the results were discarded*".[461](#Fn461){ref-type="fn"}

After the cement job on the morning of April 20, 2010, the staff of the platform made several tests of the well's integrity (positive- and negative-pressure tests). The positive-pressure test passed successfully, but the negative-pressure test showed contradictory information. Operators interpreted this data as the "*bladder effect*" and concluded that the negative-pressure test was successful.[462](#Fn462){ref-type="fn"} "*Many BP and Halliburton employees were aware of the difficulty of the primary cement job. But those issues were for the most part not communicated to the rig crew that conducted the negative*-*pressure test and monitored the well*".[463](#Fn463){ref-type="fn"} So nobody from the rig crew immediately informed decision makers, either on the platform or at onshore headquarters, about the apparently contradictory condition of the well. On being questioned by a Transocean executive "*You got everything under control here?*" the drilling master said "*Yes, sir*"; to the question "*How did your negative test go*?" a rig crew member answered "*It went good*".[464](#Fn464){ref-type="fn"} For everybody on the platform, the blowout that followed was unexpected. For a number of technical reasons, the blowout preventer on the Macondo well failed to cut the pipe, and a flow of oil and gas began to surge from the well.

BP managers arrived on the day of the disaster to celebrate the safety award earned by Transocean for the previous year and all staff members were eager to party. The staff did not wait long enough for the cement to dry and they did not see the blowout coming through a series of faults due to the haste to finish the well. They died for it.

The National Commission stated that "*each of the mistakes made on the rig and onshore by industry and government increased the risk of a well blowout ... the cumulative risk that resulted from these decisions and actions was both unreasonably large and avoidable*".[465](#Fn465){ref-type="fn"}

#### Lack of Learning from Earlier Disasters {#Sec61}

It is remarkable that, in 1988, two decades before this disaster, the Piper Alpha offshore platform in the North Sea was destroyed because of failure of communication as well as blatant disrespect for safety rules.[466](#Fn466){ref-type="fn"} In this case, the problem that led to the explosion arose between two repair shifts operating within the existing "permit-to-work system", when the second team was not informed that the first had removed a pressure safety valve for routine maintenance.[467](#Fn467){ref-type="fn"} This absence of information about a minor maintenance process had major consequences, when the unwittingly dangerous actions of the second shift caused a leakage of condensate---which exploded, causing a massive fire in which 167 crew members perished. Dr. M. Elisabeth Paté-Cornell, in a discussion of the lessons to be learnt from the Piper Alpha disaster in 1993, wrote: "*The culture of any industry that discourages internal disclosure and communication of bad news leads to ignoring small incidents and near*-*misses as long as they do not result in full*-*scale accidents. In such an environment, the fact that a severe accident did not occur seems to be sufficient proof that the system works and that 'an inch is as good as a mile'. The possibility that several minor problems could occur at the same time does not seem to be considered. Consequently, small, isolated incidents are seldom discussed openly since they would constitute a black mark for the personnel involved. Therefore, the same problems are likely to recur elsewhere. In fact, even when an accident does occur, appropriate measures to avoid its recurrence are not necessarily taken. The permit*-*to*-*work system, for example, had failed before, in particular on Piper Alpha in 1987, when a worker was killed... The accident was the result of a breakdown of communications in the permit*-*to*-*work system and an error in the shift handovers. In spite of memos and warnings to other \[offshore installation managers\], the lesson was not learned on Piper Alpha itself*".[468](#Fn468){ref-type="fn"} After the explosion, the safety rules were updated, showing that they were previously insufficient and inadequately enforced. In their turn, BP, Transocean and Halliburton also failed to learn the serious lesson of Piper Alpha.

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec62}

Over 87 days, the wellhead discharged a total of 4.9 million barrels of oil; on April 22, the daily discharge was 62,200 barrels and on July 14 it was still 52,700 barrels.[469](#Fn469){ref-type="fn"} However, in the first few days, BP and the U.S. Coast Guard hesitated in concluding that there was an oil leakage: they assumed that the blowout preventer had shut down the well properly and that the oil slick consisted predominantly of 700,000 gallons[470](#Fn470){ref-type="fn"} of diesel fuel from the sunken platform.[471](#Fn471){ref-type="fn"} Coast Guard Admiral Mary Landry told correspondents "*We are only seeing minor sheening on the water... We do not see a major spill emanating from this incident*".[472](#Fn472){ref-type="fn"} After remotely operated submarines dived to the wellhead, could not manually stop the blowout preventer and found oil leaking from the end of the riser, BP declared a leakage of 1000 barrels per day[473](#Fn473){ref-type="fn"}---2 % of the real discharge. Later, the U.S. Coast Guard and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration estimated the leakage at between 5000 and 8000 barrels per day[474](#Fn474){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [475](#Fn475){ref-type="fn"}---still just 10--15 % the actual discharge from the well---and these estimates became official during the following four weeks.[476](#Fn476){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, in the first few days---the most important time in any crisis---this underestimation of the seriousness of the spill affected not only public perception, but also the response inside the crisis team, which led to a delay in preventive measures for oil dispersion and collection far away from the coastline. For example, Louisiana State declared a state of emergency only on the ninth day after the accident. Surprisingly, American oil-spill removal organizations were not able to supply enough containment booms for such a large oil spill. After the well was finally capped, the federal government released a report entitled "*BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Budget: What Happened to the Oil?*" in which they assumed that 75 % of the spilled oil was "*gone*".[477](#Fn477){ref-type="fn"} However, the public and the media were skeptical about these estimates: "*From the start of the disaster, the government has badly underestimated the amount of oil spewing from the runaway well. That poor track record makes people understandably skeptical of \[the Oil Budget\] report*".[478](#Fn478){ref-type="fn"}

The Center for Public Integrity revealed that, in the hours after the Deepwater Horizon oil rig caught on fire, the US Coast Guard failed to follow its own internal firefighting procedures.[479](#Fn479){ref-type="fn"} They did not call for an expert to assist them and poured 6000 tons of salt water per hour on the rig to attempt to extinguish the fire, while it is well known that fires involving hydrocarbon fuels should be quenched with foam and not water. As a consequence, the ballasts of the platform were filled with water causing it to sink and, dramatically, the riser piper to rupture. And the riser pipe did not start leaking until after the rig sank. According to Jean Laherrère, a retired geologist and oil engineer from Total who is known for his work on risk management of the oil industry, the lack of competence and communication concerning fires of hydrocarbon substances led to the wrong decision with horrendous consequences.[480](#Fn480){ref-type="fn"} From a technical point of view, letting the fires burn (until extinction with the right foam[481](#Fn481){ref-type="fn"}) and keeping the platform afloat would have avoided the marine pollution and would have allowed to shut off and secure the riser. Could it have been that some decision makers found more appealing to sink a very visible and inconvenient blaze from the media and public? Moreover, the discussion of the U.S. Coast Guard actions would have been also problematic, given the political and public will to pass on the blame to BP, Transocean, and Halliburton, with good reasons.

#### Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar9}

**Habituation/wishful thinking/false reassurance/self-deception** among representatives of the Minerals Management Service, BP, Halliburton Company, and Transocean Ltd. in assuming **that a massive well blowout on American deepwater oil fields was unlikely**.The **nationalistic arrogance of American regulators and oil companies**: they ignored international experience of previous disasters on deepwater drilling platforms, and assumed that they could neglect advanced oil drilling requirements because the Americans were pioneers in deepwater oil drilling and had the most skilled staff.**Deliberate lobbying by the American oil industry to persuade government to deregulate the sector and massively reduce the budget of the regulators**: unattractive wages, lack of skilled staff, inadequately qualified government officers, and so on. This led to a situation where regulators began to rely on information concerning new technologies from, and on the experience of, oil companies and their contractors, the very entities they were supposed to independently assess and regulate; as a result, **regulators failed to identify systemic failures in risk management, which the industry was trying to hide from regulators and the public**.**Fragmentary risk perception (failure to see the whole picture of risks) and lack of communication among representatives of the different organizations** working on the project about the real risks involved.**Rush during drilling because of delays in the schedule and cost overrun**, which encouraged those involved to ignore warnings and conceal information from other participants about defects during the cementing job in order to save time and money.

Raspadskaya Coal Mine Burnout (Russia, 2010) {#Sec63}
--------------------------------------------

In 2006, the Raspadskaya coal mine together with other mines managed by the open joint stock company (OJS) "Raspadskaya" had 781 million tons of coal reserves, but only 22 million tons were extracted by 2008.[482](#Fn482){ref-type="fn"} The company still had more than 750 million tons of coal reserves---assets that could lead to substantial profits for their owners for decades to come. The coal company was very profitable: in 2009, its profitability was an incredible 51 %, while Gazprom, the Russian natural gas giant, exhibited a profitability of 36 %, and Lukoil, the largest Russian private oil company, of only around 17 %.[483](#Fn483){ref-type="fn"}

The Raspadskaya coal mine itself was the largest underground mine in Russia with reserves of 450 million tons of coking coal: the mine produced up to 20 % of the coking coal in Russia and was among the top ten coking coal producers in the world. It was located in the Kuznetsk coal basin (Kuzbass) in the southern part of Western Siberia. On the night of 8 to 9 May 2010, two blowouts occurred at the mine. As a result, 91 people were killed and 94 injured. The blowouts ignited a huge underground fire, which continued to burn for years, destroying 300 km of coal roadways and making it one of the worst in the history of coal mining worldwide.
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec64}

#### Flawed Regulation of Coalfield Exploitation with High Concentrations of Methane {#Sec65}

Kuzbass produces 56 % of Russia's coal and about 80 % of the coking coal for ferrous metallurgy.[484](#Fn484){ref-type="fn"} The coal beds of Kuzbass contain high concentrations of methane, which has led to a tremendous number of methane-related blowouts since the Soviet industrialization of Siberia. The privatization of coal mining in Russia in the 1990s deteriorated the situation regarding production safety. Most of the current Russian underground coalmine projects were designed in the 1960s and 1970s, when the productivity of coal-plow machines was modest. During coal plowing in some Kuzbass mines, as much as 15--30 m^3^ of methane could be released for every ton of coal. Soviet designers calculated the requirements for methane-ventilation equipment in mines according to the capacity of the coal-plow machines at the time.

During the collapse of the Soviet Union and the privatization that followed in the 1990s, neither the Russian government nor the new private mine owners had the investment resources to make significant upgrades to the mines overall design; but the productivity of the modern coal-plow machines had dramatically increased since the 1970s. This led to a situation where the productivity of the mines increased manifold and the length of coal roadways expanded to hundreds of kilometers, but the capacity of ventilation systems for the timely elimination of methane and the anti-coal dust equipment in the mines did not keep pace. In addition, private owners did not have the resources to ensure preventive degassing of the methane from the belts prospective coal belts by the process of expensive drilling of special degassing wells to depths of up to 500 m: each well could cost up to \$1 million and hundreds of wells are required for each coalfield. Over a period of up to five years, these wells allow for the concentration of methane within a prospective coal belt to be seriously reduced.[485](#Fn485){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [486](#Fn486){ref-type="fn"} Such methods are used in the United States and Australia, where it is strictly prohibited to produce coal if a coal belt releases more than 9 m^3^ of methane per ton of coal.[487](#Fn487){ref-type="fn"} However the new Russian private owners, instead of investing in expensive methane venting equipment and a comprehensive system for degassing the coal roadways of prospective coal belts, usually preferred to pay compensations to the families of coal miners killed in methane blowouts---just US\$35,000 per death.[488](#Fn488){ref-type="fn"} Sergey Slastunov, a professor at the Russian mining university, commented on the situation: "*Nowadays, Russia has 50 mines, in which the concentration of methane has increased, but in our country, no one spends on degassing: this process takes at least three years. Therefore, the owners of the mines cannot wait* -- *they need to quickly make a profit, and for them it is cheaper to bury the miners, rather than to wait a few years until the methane is eliminated*".[489](#Fn489){ref-type="fn"}

The government's approach to overseeing the mining industry was based on the assumption that private owners would not violate safety procedures because of their own interest in the long-term productivity of mines, which would bring stable profitability and growing business capitalization value. However, experience showed that this assumption did not uphold in practice. Private owners focused only on short-term profitability instead of long-term benefits, as in many other cases involving various industries reported in this book. At the same time, accusations of extortion and corruption by some representatives of the state regulator in the coal industry led to the deregulation of government control. Any immediate shutdown of mine production following a detected safety violation became quite a complex process for the regulator. As a result, the regulator could issue countless orders to mine managers, who would just ignore them with no serious impact on the profitability and functioning of the mines.[490](#Fn490){ref-type="fn"}

During the decade before the accident, Raspadskaya mine was considered a leader in safe coal production in Russia. For example, in August 2002, the mine was selected for its exemplary safety record as a site for a field meeting of the State Council to discuss the problems of developing Russian coal mining; the meeting was attended by the President of Russia, ministers, and all the top executives of the Russian energy sector.[491](#Fn491){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, after the accident, a very different picture of the working conditions at the mine emerged. In the 16 months before the accident, the regulator issued more than 1400 orders to eliminate safety violations at the mine, but the majority of them were ignored because the legislatively approved penalties were not enough of a deterrent. On four occasions, the regulator threatened to disqualify the mine director, but they could not act on their threats because there was no legal framework to back them up after the deregulation of state oversight.[492](#Fn492){ref-type="fn"}

#### Deficient Remuneration System of Coalminers Promoting Information Distortion About the Real Level of Methane Concentration in the Mine {#Sec66}

After the accident, workers at the mine revealed disgusting safety management practices that were informally introduced by the owners and the top management of the mine, and which could have led to the accident.[493](#Fn493){ref-type="fn"} For example, the owners and the management set up a remuneration system based on the coal production performance of each shift, so that there was a direct dependence between the volume of coal produced and the earnings of each miner. A comprehensive system for degassing the coal roadways had been installed in the mine; but the performance-related pay system motivated coalminers to illegally block the methane detectors---which indicated dangerous levels of methane in the air when the new highly productive coal-plow machines were in operation. The methane detectors would have otherwise automatically halted coal production on the whole roadway until the air had been degasified. The blocking of the methane detectors thus ensured continuous coal production and maintained the coalminers income.[494](#Fn494){ref-type="fn"}

This led to a situation where the degassing system recorded completely inaccurate data about the concentration of methane within the mine. Therefore during any criminal investigation, it would be hard to prove the direct guilt of managers, because they had not directly ordered workers to continue coal production in methane-saturated air. Because the system would not have recorded a high concentration of methane, it would appear that there had been no such high concentration during the hours before any accident, and that the blowout must either have had an unavoidable cause---such as a sudden unpredictable methane emission---or been the fault of the miners who had blocked the methane sensors. Therefore, the miners themselves were unofficially allowed to make decisions about their own productivity and income... as well as safety. Because Kuzbass has a high rate of unemployment, thousands of young, strong but poorly educated workers were glad to get a coalmine job with a salary exceeding the average income in the region; the owner of the Raspadskaya mine, at a meeting with its personnel before the accident, stated that "*if somebody does not like the job, he could leave the company and the management of the coal mine could easily hire cheap Chinese coal miners*".[495](#Fn495){ref-type="fn"} As a result, the blocking of methane detectors became a widespread practice in many Kuzbass coalmines.

In 2007, there were two methane blowout accidents on the nearby Ul'yanovskaya and Yubileynaya mines, in which 149 coalminers perished. In both accidents, it was revealed that there had been extensive blocking of the methane detectors, leading to the accumulation of methane to dangerous concentrations. The owners and management of both mines had put in place a payroll scheme that unofficially forced coal miners to violate safety rules in order to increase the profitability of coal production.[496](#Fn496){ref-type="fn"} In the case of the Ul'yanovskaya mine, prosecutors found out in addition that management had corrupted representatives of the state safety regulator, who developed a strong loyalty to the managers so as to turn a blind eye to safety violations. In return, the coalminers even provided computers and office supplies to the regulator.[497](#Fn497){ref-type="fn"} After the accident at the Raspadskaya mine, investigators found out that, at the time of the disaster, 40 % of the methane detectors in the mine were inoperative: the seals on 150 out of 400 detectors had been tampered with.[498](#Fn498){ref-type="fn"} This could also explain the massive fire, which continued for years after the accident burning out 300 km of coal roadways: over the years when methane detectors had been routinely blocked, neither management nor regulators nor coalminers had received any real data about the actual methane concentration in the air throughout the mine. After the accident, the owner of the coalmine admitted that he could not imagine that a disaster of such a tremendous scale could ever take place in reality.[499](#Fn499){ref-type="fn"}

Ironically, the financial results of this economy based on biased incentives were devastating for the mine owners who had unofficially supported such dangerous practices.[500](#Fn500){ref-type="fn"} After the accident, restoration costs were estimated at US\$280 million, on top of the losses of the burned-out coal.[501](#Fn501){ref-type="fn"} Six months after the accident, the market value of OJS "Raspadskaya", which had been the most lucrative coal company in Russia, had dropped by 59 % from US\$6 billion to US\$1.88 billion.[502](#Fn502){ref-type="fn"} Total losses from the accident exceeded hundreds of times the profits resulting from implementing the remuneration system that had motivated miners to violate safety standards. The accident provoked social upheaval in the miners' hometown, where 3000 participants of a post-accident meeting and hundreds of other workers clashed with the police. This attracted the attention of government executives and the accident site was visited by Prime Minister Vladimir Putin. The accident led to new regulations on coal mining in Russia, bringing, amongst other changes, a new legal framework for the payment of miners.

Criminal charges of responsibility for the accident were brought against the mine's former director, his deputy, the managers of the coalmine plots and some mechanics at grassroots level. Unfortunately, for the majority of coal miners and residents of the Kuzbass region, the investigators could not find direct evidence that owners of the mine had given orders to miners to violate safety rules; some commentators attribute this to the close relations between Roman Abramovich, the Russian billionaire whose Evraz Holding company partly owns OJS "Raspadskaya", and high-ranking Russian politicians.[503](#Fn503){ref-type="fn"}

Let us stress the remarkable similarity in all aspects between the Raspadskaya coal mine burnout disaster and the subprime financial crisis described in Sect. [2.2.3](#Sec100){ref-type="sec"}---in terms of incentives, the response of employees, the lack of culpability of management for designing an incentive structure that led directly to unethical or irresponsible behavior of employees, the emphasis on short-term profits over long-term benefits... and the fact that the ultimate disaster wiped out all previous gains.

##### Raspadskaya Coal Mine Burnout: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar10}

The owners and management focused on **short-term profitability instead of the long-term resilience of the coal mining business**. They created a sophisticated unofficial payroll scheme, which motivated coalminers to knowingly break safety rules. As a result, miners were potentially implicated in any possible methane blowout. This approach ensured that miners kept quiet about risky working practices.**Government oversight over Russian coalmining had been deregulated,** which allowed the management of the coalmine to violate safety rules with impunity.**Habituation/wishful thinking/overconfidence/self-suggestion/self-deception:** the owners and management of the mine totally underestimated the impact of a possible blowout of methane/coal-dust/air mixture during the intensive exploration of methane-saturated coal belts by powerful coal-plow machines, in parallel with the systematic desensitization of the methane detectors.

Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Disaster (Japan, 2011) {#Sec67}
------------------------------------------------

"Nancy G. Leveson, Professor at MIT, on the widespread hindsight bias exhibited by experts during the analysis of causes of disasters:*After an incident: easy to see where people went wrong, what they should have done or avoided; easy to judge about missing a piece of information that turned out to be critical; easy to see what people should have seen or avoided \[, but\] almost impossible to go back and understand how world looked to somebody not having knowledge of outcome.We need to mobilize* "*scientific imagination*" *in the process of decision*Hiroyuki Kameda (Lessons learned from the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, 2012)"
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Twenty-five years after Chernobyl, Japan repeated many of the mistakes of the Soviet nuclear industry during the Fukushima-Daiichi (Fukushima-1) nuclear disaster.

### Summary of the Disaster {#Sec68}

On March 11, 2011 at 2:46 p.m., a seaquake of magnitude 9.0--9.2 on the Richter scale occurred 70 km from the east coast of the Tohoku region in Japan. This was the largest earthquake ever recorded in Japan, and the United States Geological Survey considered that it was the fifth largest recorded worldwide since 1900.[504](#Fn504){ref-type="fn"} The earthquake generated a large-scale tsunami, which reached the coastlines of Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures approximately 50 min after the main shock, destroying hundreds of kilometers of coastline infrastructure and killing more than 18,800 people.[505](#Fn505){ref-type="fn"}

There were five NPPs located in the disaster zone on the east coast of Japan. Several were hit by the tsunami but, at the Fukushima-Daiichi plant owned by Tokyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO), the largest electric utility in Japan, it led to a severe nuclear disaster---level 7, the highest level on the International Nuclear Event Scale. The plant had 6 reactors (Units 1--6) and large pools with spent nuclear fuel, but only Units 1--3 were operating when the seaquake occurred: Units 5 and 6 were shut down for routine inspection, and Unit 4 was on reconstruction. The emergency shutdown (SCRAM) system on all operating reactors was activated successfully after the main shock. The maximum ground acceleration at the Fukushima-Daiichi plant was 550 Gal (550 cm/s),[506](#Fn506){ref-type="fn"} while the containment vessels were designed to retain functionality up to a seismic ground acceleration of 270 Gal and important buildings, structures, and equipment piping systems were designed to withstand 180 Gal.[507](#Fn507){ref-type="fn"} Although the ground acceleration of the seaquake was beyond design limits, Unit 1 only had a leakage of coolant.[508](#Fn508){ref-type="fn"} However, the plant lost all AC power sources because the earthquake had destroyed both external transmission lines and the Shin-Fukushima transformer station. DC power sources (diesel generators and batteries) generated electricity to cool the reactors for the next 51 min---until the tsunami reached the plant.[509](#Fn509){ref-type="fn"} The maximum designed height of the protective seawall of the NPP was 5.7 m.[510](#Fn510){ref-type="fn"} Vulnerable objects like seawater pumps were located beyond the seawall---4 m above sea level; diesel-generators and batteries were inside the reactor buildings---10 m above sea level.[511](#Fn511){ref-type="fn"} But the tsunami waves generated by the Tohoku seaquake had built up to a height of 14--15.5 m by the time they hit the plant.[512](#Fn512){ref-type="fn"} As a result, Fukushima-Daiichi NPP lost all sources of electricity to cool the reactors of Units 1, 2 and the spent fuel pool of Unit 4; Unit 3 had battery power for about 30 h; emergency diesel engines provided emergency power only to Units 5 and 6. Damage to the reactor core -- and the resulting meltdown of nuclear fuel---began on Unit 1 3 h and 15 min after the tsunami struck, on Unit 3 after 43 h and on Unit 2 after 76 h.[513](#Fn513){ref-type="fn"} There were 257 tons of nuclear fuel in the three operational reactors---Units 1 and 2 were fuelled by low-enriched uranium (LEU) and Unit 3 was fuelled by mixed oxide (MOX) fuel that contained plutonium---and 264 tons of spent nuclear fuel in the pool of Unit 4 at time of the disaster.[514](#Fn514){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [515](#Fn515){ref-type="fn"} The accident resulted in the release of approximately 900--940 PBq of radioactive substances into the atmosphere,[516](#Fn516){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [517](#Fn517){ref-type="fn"} compared with the 5200 PBq estimated for the 1986 Chernobyl accident. Thus, the Japanese government reported to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) that the release was 1/6 of the emissions from the Chernobyl accident when converted to iodine. One hundred and fifty thousand residents were evacuated for a long time[518](#Fn518){ref-type="fn"} because of radioactive contamination: 1800 km^2^ of the Fukushima Prefecture have levels that would give a potential cumulative dose of 5 mSv/year or more.[519](#Fn519){ref-type="fn"}

### Environmental and Economic Consequences of the Disaster {#Sec69}

It is expected that more than 40 years will be needed to remove the melted nuclear fuel on the plant and to clean vast areas contaminated by radiation: the Japan Center for Economic Research estimates that the cleanup from the accident may require 20 trillion yen[520](#Fn520){ref-type="fn"} which is around US\$200 billion or 4.2 % of the Japanese GDP. Since the disaster, the plant has been contaminating 400 tons of water daily to cool the melted reactors and spent nuclear pools. In the two years since the disaster, 280,000 tons of contaminated water have been stored in tanks at the plant.[521](#Fn521){ref-type="fn"} In April 2011, TEPCO---in violation of the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter but with the approval of the Japanese government---dumped 11,000 tons of low-radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean.[522](#Fn522){ref-type="fn"} According to the opinion of Juan Carlos Lentijo, leader of the International Atomic Energy Agency mission team, "*it will be nearly impossible to ensure the time for decommissioning such a complex facility in less than 30*--*40* *years as it is currently established in the roadmap*".[523](#Fn523){ref-type="fn"}

After the accident, the Japanese government dramatically changed its position about the role of nuclear energy in the country's energy balance, aiming to reduce its input from 35 % in the 2010s to zero by 2035. Before the accident, the country had been planning to get more than 50 % of its energy from nuclear energy by 2030. In 2011--2012, Japan faced a serious shortage of electricity for industrial and domestic needs---by mid-May 2011, only 17 out of the remaining 50 reactors in the country were operating due to intensive safety inspections. From May until July 2012, all Japanese nuclear reactors were suspended. This led to additional spending of US\$40 billion on hydrocarbon fuel imports.[524](#Fn524){ref-type="fn"} The shutdown of Japan's entire nuclear fleet has had profound economic consequences for the country due to the US\$134 billion trade deficit in 2013 brought about by increased fossil fuel imports and lower productivity. Higher electricity prices and increased CO~2~ emissions are also of concern. Together with on-going dire economic problems of the "two lost decades" following the bursts of the stock market and real-estate bubbles in Japan in 1990, this additional stress is catalyzing a reassessment of these political decisions. In June 2014, the three major business lobbies urged the Industry Minister to expedite restart of the nuclear reactors. "*The top priority in energy policy is a quick return to inexpensive and stable supplies of electricity*", they said.[525](#Fn525){ref-type="fn"} There thus seems to be a rising political will to reinstall the nuclear industry as a major source of energy in Japan. For instance, in July 2014, Kyushu's Sendai nuclear power plant has been given draft approval to restart by Japan's Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA), having met the greatly upgraded safety requirements published in July 2013. This is a major step towards actually returning to service, after Kyushu committed some US\$3 billion on post-Fukushima upgrades for its nuclear plants. So far, ten more PWRs (pressurized water reactors) are queued for approval by NRA, the reconstituted safety regulator, plus seven BWRs (boiling water reactors), which required more major upgrading and also need formal approval from local government.[526](#Fn526){ref-type="fn"}

After the accident, the National Diet, Japan's legislative body, established the Fukushima Nuclear Accident Independent Investigation Commission (NAIIC) with the legal authority to request---and take action to obtain---any necessary documents or evidence required. During the investigation, the commission performed interviews with 1167 people and organized 900 h of hearings. The commission concluded that the "*accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant cannot be regarded as a natural disaster. It was a profoundly manmade disaster* -- *that could and should have been foreseen and prevented. The accident was clearly* '*manmade*'*. We believe that the root causes were the organizational and regulatory systems that supported faulty rationales for decisions and actions, rather than issues relating to the competency of any specific individual. We found an organization*-*driven mindset that prioritized benefits to the organization at the expense of the public*".[527](#Fn527){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec70}

#### Common Interests of the Japanese Government and Private Corporations Towards the Development of the Civil Nuclear Industry in Japan {#Sec71}

Japan began to develop civil nuclear energy in the mid 1960s. Nuclear energy has been a national strategic priority since the oil crisis in 1973 because of Japan's heavy dependence on imported fuel, which provided 84 % of its energy requirements in the 2010s.[528](#Fn528){ref-type="fn"} Before the accident, nuclear energy was both promoted and regulated by the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA), working under the authority of the Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry (METI). There was a deep seated conflict of interests: the primary goal of NISA was to protect society from radiation threat but, at the same time, NISA focused on the energy independence of Japan---which meant supporting large low-cost electricity production from a large number of nuclear plants, and maintaining a stable financial climate for private operators of nuclear plants to enable the further development of nuclear energy. For decades, a cozy relationship developed between operators, regulators and academics, which led to a situation where "*the regulators and the operators prioritized the interests of their organizations over the public's safety, and decided that Japanese nuclear power plant reactor operations 'will not be stopped'. Because the regulators and operators have consistently and loudly maintained that 'the safety of nuclear power is guaranteed', they had a mutual interest in averting the risk of existing reactors being shut down due to safety issues, or of lawsuits filed by anti*-*nuclear activists. They repeatedly avoided, compromised or postponed any course of action, and any regulation or finding that threatened the continued operation of nuclear reactors*".[529](#Fn529){ref-type="fn"}

#### Unlearned Lessons from Three Mile Island and Chernobyl Accidents {#Sec72}

The Chernobyl disaster had little influence on Japanese nuclear safety measures because of the national perception of Japan's unique technical culture, which was assumed to be better able to avoid, or else endure, such catastrophes. In 1986, the country was at the peak of a three-decade long "Economic Miracle" and the Japanese felt "*great pride in its global reputation for excellence in engineering and technology*".[530](#Fn530){ref-type="fn"} As a result, "*the regulators also had a negative attitude toward the importation of new advances in knowledge and technology from overseas... At a time when Japan's self*-*confidence was soaring, a tightly knit elite with enormous financial resources had diminishing regard for anything 'not invented here*".[531](#Fn531){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [532](#Fn532){ref-type="fn"} They came to the conclusion that "*Japanese plants are safe, because we are Japanese*".[533](#Fn533){ref-type="fn"} Leonid Bol'shov, head of the Russian Safety Institute of Atomic Energy Sciences, established after the Chernobyl accident, stated: "*we did not learn the lesson after the Three Mile Island accident and so we were faced with Chernobyl. After Chernobyl, we have learned the lessons, but it seems that the Japanese have not learned them and now they have been faced with Fukushima. In 1992, I went to Japan to various facilities, including nuclear power plants, where we were shown simulators for operators. We asked staff of the station: 'Do operators simulate severe accidents?' They replied to him: 'No, we have a good station'. That is why we need to learn from the mistakes of others. A point of view, that abroad everything is bad and in my country everything is good, is very dangerous*".[534](#Fn534){ref-type="fn"} The Japanese never believed that a beyond-design accident would ever happen, and they never prepared for one. In addition, according to Akihisa Shiozaki, an attorney who was instrumental in putting together the first independent, non-governmental investigation of the Fukushima nuclear disaster, the government and the industry were reluctant to consider worst-case scenarios because of Japan's unique history: after World War II and the destruction of Nagasaki and Hiroshima by nuclear weapons, the Japanese population vehemently opposed all use of nuclear power in their country. Therefore, at the beginning of civil nuclear development in Japan, the government undertook a campaign to persuade people of "*the absolute safeness*" of nuclear power. "*Absolute safeness meaning that there was no risk that something could go wrong, no risk that a meltdown could happen. Well, that myth of absolute safeness developed over the years into a culture where it almost became a taboo to even talk about this... Discussing a worst*-*case scenario was feared because it might bring panic to the citizens. And therefore it was omitted from the regulatory discussions*". Eric Feldman, a law professor at the University of Pennsylvania, considers that there were significant political and economic forces backing nuclear power, and that as a result, "*talking about worst*-*case scenarios was avoided not simply because it would scare people, but because such fear would mean that local communities would oppose the building of reactors, and without local support the reactors would not be built*".[535](#Fn535){ref-type="fn"}

Consequently, the government and the industry thought they did not need to implement serious safety improvements learnt from the experience of foreign nuclear accidents because Japanese stations were already designed for severe disasters like high-magnitude earthquakes. In 1991, this assumption led to a situation in which safety measures applied on Japanese nuclear stations became voluntary and independent from the control of regulators: "*the accident management, including expedient and flexible measures that might be required under actual situations, shall be considered and implemented by the operators based on their 'technical competency' and 'expertise'*, *but \[it\] shall not require authority to regulate the specific details of measures*".[536](#Fn536){ref-type="fn"} After the accident, it was revealed that Japanese nuclear operators had ignored and/or delayed implementation of many IAEA recommendations and guidelines about safety measures generated by nuclear accidents elsewhere in the world.[537](#Fn537){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [538](#Fn538){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [539](#Fn539){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, reluctance to reveal the failure of Japanese nuclear plants to conform to international standards, and fears of the possible restructuring of the nuclear community in Japan, led to the decision by the Japanese nuclear regulator to decline overseas scientific assistance to Fukushima-Daiichi NPP.[540](#Fn540){ref-type="fn"} The NAIIC commission stated: "*this was a disaster* '*Made in Japan*'*... Its fundamental causes are to be found in the ingrained conventions of Japanese culture: our reflexive obedience; our reluctance to question authority; our devotion to 'sticking with the program'; our groupism; and our insularity... This conceit \[disregard for anything 'not invented here'\] was reinforced by the collective mindset of Japanese bureaucracy, by which the first duty of any individual bureaucrat is to defend the interests of his organization. Carried to an extreme, this led bureaucrats to put organizational interests ahead of their paramount duty to protect public safety. Only by grasping this mindset can one understand how Japan's nuclear industry managed to avoid absorbing the critical lessons learned from Three Mile Island and Chernobyl; and how it became accepted practice to resist regulatory pressure and cover up small*-*scale accidents. It was this mindset that led to the disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant*".[541](#Fn541){ref-type="fn"}

#### Concealment of Minor Incidents Was a Decade-Long Practice Within the Nuclear Industry {#Sec73}

In 2002, the government of Japan launched an investigation into the widespread practice of falsifying routine safety inspection data at TEPCO NPPs because the true data had been deleted. In the end, TEPCO confirmed 200 cases of data falsification between 1977 and 2002. Tsunehisa Katsumata, appointed as president of TEPCO after the falsification scandal, revealed "*serious cases of inappropriate conduct in which employees should have reported cracks in the shroud to the national government \[and\] failure to keep records of problems. The engineers involved were afraid that, if they notified the national government of the problem, they would have to shut down the plant for a longer period of time than planned. This fear resulted in a conservative mentality that led them to avoid reporting problems to the national government as long as they believed that safety was secured. Engineers, who were reluctant to report problems, therefore eventually came to believe that they would be allowed not to report faults if the faults did not pose an immediate threat to safety and, as a result, they went as far as to delete factual data and falsify inspection and repair records*".[542](#Fn542){ref-type="fn"} The same practice occurred within other nuclear operators---for instance, in 2007, Hokuriku Electric Power confessed to hiding a nuclear incident on Shika NPP in 1999.[543](#Fn543){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, according to research of James Acton and Mark Hibbs, "*the relationship between NISA and the Japanese government, on the one hand, and that between NISA and industry, on the other, was not fundamentally challenged*" after the falsification scandal.[544](#Fn544){ref-type="fn"}

#### Tragic Underestimation of the Threat of High-Wave Tsunamis to TEPCO's Nuclear Power Plants {#Sec74}

In 2003, after the restart of nuclear plants that were suspended in the falsification scandal (the suspension and the restart cost TEPCO about US\$1.9 billion[545](#Fn545){ref-type="fn"}), TEPCO "*implemented a company*-*wide program to reduce cost, including measures to curb maintenance expenditures*".[546](#Fn546){ref-type="fn"} NISA helped operators to reduce costs on safety installations by allowing that "*actions should be taken autonomously by the operator*". Moreover, "*Since 2006, the regulators and TEPCO were aware of the risk that a total outage of electricity at the Fukushima Daiichi plant might occur if a tsunami were to reach the level of the site*... *NISA knew that TEPCO had not prepared any measures to lessen or eliminate the risk, but failed to provide specific instructions to remedy the situation... NISA informed the operators that they did not need to consider a possible station blackout because the probability was small and other measures were in place. It then asked the operators to write a report that would give the appropriate rationale for why this consideration was unnecessary*".[547](#Fn547){ref-type="fn"}

An important reason why the regulators and TEPCO underestimated the risk of a high-wave tsunami was that the Japanese nuclear industry had focused so much on the possibility of earthquakes. They felt confident that they had made comprehensive calculations that guaranteed safety from beyond-design accidents. In the 1960s, when the Fukushima-Daiichi plant was designed by American companies General Electric (who designed the boiling water or BWR reactors) and EBASCO (who designed the plant), its foundations were at a height of 35 m above sea level on a bluff, but civil engineering staff of TEPCO lowered the bluff by 25 m in order to mitigate the threat posed by earthquakes and reduce the cost of running the seawater pumps.[548](#Fn548){ref-type="fn"} The maximum expected height of a tsunami wave near Fukushima-Daiichi NPP was only 3.1 m above sea level, based on 13 earthquake tsunami statistics dating from 1611. Among them, the 1960 Chilean Earthquake tsunami, at 3.122 m, was the largest tsunami to have hit the Fukushima coastline since 1611.[549](#Fn549){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, since 1498, there had been 12 tsunamis off the coast of Japan and the Russian Kuril Islands with maximum amplitudes of more than 10 m---half of which had maximum amplitudes over 20 m---generated by earthquakes with magnitudes between 7.4 and 9.2.[550](#Fn550){ref-type="fn"} In particular, the Jogan Jishin earthquake in AD 869 occurred near the Fukushima Daiich Nuclear power plant, and created the largest tsunami in this region until that of 2011. The Active Fault and Earthquake Research Center (AFERC) developed a detailed study the Jogan Jishin earthquake tsunami.[551](#Fn551){ref-type="fn"} Based on the study,[552](#Fn552){ref-type="fn"} Mr. Okamura, a researcher at AFERC, warned in 2010 the nuclear and industrial safety subcommittee, the seismic and structural design subcommittee, and the working group for "earthquake, tsunami and geological features, the ground", that there was a possibility for a huge earthquake and tsunami near Fukushima. The meeting was held at the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in June 24, 2010, and TEPCO officers were included as member of the working group. Mr. Okamura asked the officer of TEPCO (Mr. Nishimura) why the official report of the meeting did not mention the Jogan Jishin earthquake and the associated risk of a huge tsunami. He called for a thorough investigation of the risk of unexpected tsunamis. In spite of Mr. Okamura's warning, TEPCO never prepared for the risk.[553](#Fn553){ref-type="fn"}

The design of BWR reactors located on the ocean coastline of Japan came from American experience of reactors sited near rivers, which had never been intended to face sudden high-level waves or flash flooding. American engineers placed backup emergency diesel generators and DC batteries in turbine buildings around 4 m above sea level, and TEPCO agreed with this solution because nobody expected a tsunami wave of more than 3.1 m.[554](#Fn554){ref-type="fn"} NISA never objected to this solution because the regulator had focused for decades on earthquake-resistant solutions rather than dealing with any possible tsunami threat. NISA also preferred to fund academic grants on earthquake safety, thereby marginalizing tsunami safety.[555](#Fn555){ref-type="fn"} During the construction of the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP, Toshiba engineers wanted to improve on the General Electric design, but TEPCO blocked any major changes: "*TEPCO, conservative by nature, didn't allow the Japanese companies building the plant to make any alterations to GE's basic design*... *\[TEPCO\] told the Japanese makers to build the plants exactly in the same way as those of foreign makers... TEPCO was very bureaucratic*".[556](#Fn556){ref-type="fn"} And once the Fukushima-Daiichi plant was operating, many engineers there were worried about the placement of the generators: "*If an earthquake hits and destroys some of the pipes above, water could come down and hit the generators. DC batteries were also located too close to the diesel generators. It's not at all good in terms of safety. Many of the middle*-*ranking engineers at the plant shared the same concern*".[557](#Fn557){ref-type="fn"} In 2002, when the Japan Society of Civil Engineers issued a new tsunami assessment method for nuclear power plants, TEPCO raised the estimation of the maximum tsunami to which the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant could be exposed to 5.7 m and notified NISA. However, the company made only minor improvements, which did not affect the position of emergency generators and backup batteries.[558](#Fn558){ref-type="fn"}

#### Internal Risk Communication Failure {#Sec75}

The risk of a potentially severe accident never appeared in TEPCO's list of risks. Any question about operating risks and nuclear safety was under the competence of the on-site plant department and would never have been raised at central risk management meetings.[559](#Fn559){ref-type="fn"} Masatoshi Toyota, a former senior vice president of TEPCO and one of the executives who oversaw the construction of the Fukushima plant, stated: "*I didn't know until March 11 that the diesel generators were placed in the turbine buildings. If I had known, I would have definitely changed that*".[560](#Fn560){ref-type="fn"} The Japanese "*reluctance to question authority*" and their slow bureaucratic system, geared only to passing on good news, led to a situation when executives had little understanding of the real condition of their plants and were fully satisfied with reassuring reports from the stations. Moreover, the TEPCO corporate system "*tolerated or encouraged the practice of covering up problem*s"[561](#Fn561){ref-type="fn"} so that "*utilization of risk information was insufficient, and the risk of \[a station blackout\] was not widely recognized by the management*".[562](#Fn562){ref-type="fn"} The regulator required that "*nuclear reactor facilities shall be designed such that safe shutdown and proper cooling of the reactor after shutting down can be ensured in case of a short*-*term total AC power loss*".[563](#Fn563){ref-type="fn"} However "*short*-*term*" blackout, for the majority of nuclear plants, meant just 30 min or less, because of the high-performance repair service of transmission lines in Japan after earthquakes. Nuclear executives "*fundamentally believed that,* *if we lost off*-*site power, we would be back up on the grid in no more than about half an hour*".[564](#Fn564){ref-type="fn"} After the accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi plant, TEPCO Chairman Tsunehisa Katsumata said that the possibility of an unanticipated tsunami---resulting in a blackout lasting days rather than hours---had not been communicated internally to him when he was president of the company in 2008, because "*such \[a\] tsunami would not happen in reality*".[565](#Fn565){ref-type="fn"}

This assumption was clearly demonstrated by the complete lack of response from TEPCO management to a chain of great natural disasters and scientific warnings in the preceding few years. Thus, the company's engineers took no account of an incident on the French Blayais NPP in December 1999, when the extratropical storm Martin brought a combination of high tide and strong winds, flooding the plant and cutting its off-site power supply.[566](#Fn566){ref-type="fn"} In 2006, a group of junior employees at TEPCO, inspired by one of the consequences of the Indian Ocean tsunami in December 2004---which flooded seawater pumps at the Madras NPP in India[567](#Fn567){ref-type="fn"}---estimated "*that if ... a 10* *m tsunami occurred, there was a risk that the emergency seawater pump would cease to function and core damage could occur; and that if ... a 14* *m tsunami occurred, there was a risk that electrical equipment would cease functioning as the building flooded, making it impossible to use the emergency diesel generator, external AC power supply, or DC power supply, thereby causing the loss of all power sources*". The company shared this information with NISA.[568](#Fn568){ref-type="fn"} The group also asked for 25 million dollars to implement appropriate measures, but TEPCO executives said that the study session had been conducted as training for junior employees, and that the company did not really expect such a large tsunami.[569](#Fn569){ref-type="fn"}

In February 2008, TEPCO engineers, following new simulations taking recent events and the longer historical perspective into account, stated that a tsunami wave between 9.3 and 15.7 m in height could hit Fukushima-Daiichi NPP. However Sakae Muto, Deputy General Manager of TEPCO's Nuclear Power Plant Division in 2008, and others thought that no urgent action was required because such a tsunami was very unlikely.[570](#Fn570){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, they did not convey the results of the simulations to the president of TEPCO. During NAIIC commission hearings, Tsunehisa Katsumata, who was president of TEPCO between October 2002 and June 2008, confirmed that he had never received any information about the threat of a tsunami leading to a total blackout at a TEPCO station during his presidency.[571](#Fn571){ref-type="fn"} "*Information* *\[about tsunami risks\]* *was stopped at \[TEPCO\]* *headquarters*"[572](#Fn572){ref-type="fn"} because "*the majority view in the company was that no major tsunami was likely*".[573](#Fn573){ref-type="fn"} In fact, TEPCO bureaucrats reported the results of the simulations to NISA only three years after the simulations, on March 7, 2011, four days before the disaster.[574](#Fn574){ref-type="fn"} It is remarkable that this risk was not revealed to NISA when the regulator was making the decision to issue a new ten-year license for the forty-year-old Unit 1 in February 2011, less than a month before the disaster.[575](#Fn575){ref-type="fn"} Unfortunately, it was only after the accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi plant that NISA ordered operators to reconstruct all seawalls around coastal NPPs with a minimum height of 15 m.[576](#Fn576){ref-type="fn"}

#### External Risk Communication Failure {#Sec76}

Ultimately, before the disaster, nobody from central government, the prefectural governments, or the local community was aware of the operating risks of the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP. Thus, Yuhei Sato, the governor of Fukushima Prefecture at the time of the accident, said that he did not know that the safety systems on the plant did not include anti-tsunami measures.[577](#Fn577){ref-type="fn"} And Katsutaka Idogawa, mayor of the nearby city of Futaba, said, "*Ever since I was appointed as the mayor, I kept expressing our concern about the nuclear power plant to TEPCO and NISA. They kept telling us there is no need to worry, that the plant is absolutely safe*".[578](#Fn578){ref-type="fn"} People from the towns hosting nuclear power plants testified that "*there was no communication about potential issues that are out of human control*". They always heard "*how safe the plants are*".[579](#Fn579){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec77}

#### Repetition of the Mistakes Done During Chernobyl Accident in the Japanese Crisis Response Actions to the Nuclear Disaster {#Sec78}

Just as in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident, the insufficient or falsely reassuring information transmitted from the operators at Fukushima-Daiichi NPP to TEPCO headquarters and the authorities delayed crucial appropriate reactions from officials to the most serious challenge for Japan since the Second World War. Fact is that, at least 8 h after the tsunami, TEPCO headquarters still believed that "*Reactor (Unit 1) was shut down and nuclear steam is \[being\] cooled by the isolation condenser*" and spread this information to NISA, the government and the public.[580](#Fn580){ref-type="fn"} This message implied that the situation at the station was not too dangerous in the view of TEPCO executives, NISA and the government. The isolation condenser in Unit 1 was a passive non-electronic backup cooling system, which is located under BWR reactors to cool the stream from the reactor core and restore condensed water to the reactor by gravity. After the earthquake, this system had started up automatically, but the operators of Unit 1 soon recognized that the condenser was cooling the core too quickly and shut it down manually in order to protect the reactor from damage.[581](#Fn581){ref-type="fn"} After the tsunami, when operators lost all information from all gauges, they could no longer evaluate the condition of the condenser. Moreover, communication between the on-site emergency control center and each control room was limited to a single wired telephone line.[582](#Fn582){ref-type="fn"} In addition, it was impossible to walk anywhere on the site of the plant in the first few hours, because of debris caused by the tsunami.[583](#Fn583){ref-type="fn"} According to an investigation by Japanese public broadcasting corporation NHK, involving dozens of interviews with TEPCO staff[584](#Fn584){ref-type="fn"} over the previous 40 years, the isolation condenser had never been tested during safety checks---so nobody on the plant knew that, during correct functioning of the condenser, it should emit a loud sound and large amounts of redundant steam escape through holes in the wall of the reactor building. Due to the absence of data from instruments, and their own lack of technical knowledge, operators and management of the plant assumed that the isolation condenser was working properly, even though staff at the plant heard no noise and observed little or no steam flowing from holes in the wall of the reactor building.[585](#Fn585){ref-type="fn"} As a result, they conveyed incorrect information to their superiors. In reality, reactor core damage and the meltdown of nuclear fuel on Unit 1 set in just 3 h and 15 min after the tsunami hit. But it was only 21 h after the tsunami that TEPCO confirmed that the isolation condenser had not yet been used, remarking reassuringly that "*we are implementing a measure to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessels in order to fully secure safety. The reactor water level is decreasing, we will continue injecting water step by step*".[586](#Fn586){ref-type="fn"} During the investigation, TEPCO officials declared that they had failed to respond promptly to the loss of cooling functions because they mistakenly believed that an emergency core cooling system was still functioning after the tsunami.[587](#Fn587){ref-type="fn"} They probably believed that the cooling function could be restored within that time frame. So they issued a report to the Prime Minister's office (the Kantei) reassuring them: "*There will be no problem for eight hours even if no cooling \[of the reactors\] occurs*".[588](#Fn588){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, the Chairman of the Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan visited the Kantei several hours after the disaster and said that "*\[t\]he situation is not one in which radiation is leaking to the outside atmosphere. While there are problems with the power source, the nuclear chain reaction has been completely stopped. The only thing left is to cool the reactors*".[589](#Fn589){ref-type="fn"} In reality, with no cooling taking place, pressure inside the reactors of Unit 1 and Unit 3 reached twice the design limit between 8 and 11 h after the tsunami.[590](#Fn590){ref-type="fn"} The main threat of high pressure inside BWR reactors is the possibility of the containment vessel exploding, releasing huge quantities of radioactive materials---dozens to hundreds of times more than were emitted at Chernobyl.[591](#Fn591){ref-type="fn"} US protocols on handling accidents at similar reactors call for venting before pressure exceeds the design limit.[592](#Fn592){ref-type="fn"} According to the NAIIC commission report, "*\[t\]he actual on*-*site situation of the vent in Unit 1 was not communicated to NISA or the Prime Minister's office \[Kantei\], which helped create an atmosphere of distrust between TEPCO's on*-*site management, the regulatory agencies and the Prime Minister's office*".[593](#Fn593){ref-type="fn"} TEPCO was unwilling to vent, because they knew that venting radioactivity would cast doubt on the safety of the nuclear industry around the nation.[594](#Fn594){ref-type="fn"} Exposure to radiation is a very sensitive theme for the Japanese after the nuclear destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In addition, the staff of the plant would not easily be able to vent the reactors: without electricity for the air compressors, the manual opening of vent valves was a very laborious and time-sensitive task, which would require preventive evacuation of nearby residents due to radiation emissions.[595](#Fn595){ref-type="fn"} In the NAIIC hearing, Sakae Muto---executive vice president of TEPCO and general manager of the nuclear power plant division at the time of the disaster---confirmed that he was aware that TEPCO could not manage such a severe accident independently, but did not inform the Prime Minister of Japan or other authorities about TEPCO's needs.[596](#Fn596){ref-type="fn"} Consequently, the Japanese government did not take emergency measures such as large-scale military helicopter assistance to transport diesel generators, air compressors, batteries, pumps, and so on to the site on the day of the disaster. Instead, the unhurried TEPCO tried to transport the needed staff by car, on roads disrupted by traffic jams! After the disaster, the Japanese military said that forces did not move in because they were not requested by TEPCO. Japan's Self-Defense Forces had personnel and equipment at the ready 15 miles away, but "*we have to wait for TEPCO to come to us and request help*".[597](#Fn597){ref-type="fn"}

#### Absence of Decisiveness in Taking Urgent and Costly Solutions {#Sec79}

There was a lack of fresh water sources at the site for emergency reactor cooling. There was plenty of salt water from the ocean---but using salt water would render the reactors permanently inoperable, resulting in billions of dollars of assets being lost. Akira Omoto, a former TEPCO executive and a member of the Japan Atomic Energy Commission, confessed that "*\[TEPCO\] hesitated because it tried to protect its assets*".[598](#Fn598){ref-type="fn"} Operators and management at the plant did not have the credentials to make this decision, and available TEPCO managers were reluctant to take responsibility for it because the President of TEPCO was out of Tokyo on a business trip and the Chairman was in China. According to the NAIIC commission "*The top three management members (the president, chairman, and vice president) were unavailable when the accident broke out. \[The chairman\] only found out that the president had been away after the accident happened. A lack of a sense of impeding crisis was obvious from the fact that \[the chairman\] made no contact with the president after the president's return from abroad until his return to the head office... At the time of the accident, neither the Chairman nor the President of TEPCO were present or accessible, an inconceivable situation for an operator of nuclear power plants. The Chairman and the President also had different understandings of the emergency response structure, a fact that very likely contributed to the delay in TEPCO's response to the accident*".[599](#Fn599){ref-type="fn"} But 24 h after the tsunami, a hydrogen explosion occurred on Unit 1, and the Prime Minister of Japan Naoto Kan intervened. The NAIIC commission described his influence: "*\[Because\] the situation deteriorated and the planned government accident response systems failed to function, control of the emergency response was taken by the Kantei, with Prime Minister Kan at the center of an ad hoc* *group of politicians, advisors and the chairman of NISA. This group included people who were neither experts nor had an adequate understanding of the on*-*site situation*".[600](#Fn600){ref-type="fn"} TEPCO finally began to pump seawater into Unit 1 reactor 29 h after the tsunami; and it was not until the third day after the tsunami that they started to use seawater for the other reactors.[601](#Fn601){ref-type="fn"} At the time, Naoto Kan complained that TEPCO "*has almost no sense of urgency whatsoever*" and on the sixth day after the disaster, when the situation had reached the worst-case scenario---meltdown of three reactors and a fire in the spent nuclear fuel pool of Unit 4---the government shifted full responsibility for dealing with the situation from NISA and TEPCO to the military.[602](#Fn602){ref-type="fn"}

#### Struggle Between Political Camps as a Major Obstacle to the Adequate Risk Information Transmission in Crisis Situation {#Sec80}

TEPCO and NISA communicated only the most limited information to the government from the beginning of the disaster. The main reason for this was the complicated political environment inside Japan. Prime Minister Naoto Kan represented the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), which in 2009 defeated the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP); center-right conservatives had been in power from 1955 until 2009. The LDP was the main lobbying force for nuclear energy in Japan, had a close relationship with American Republicans and represented the interests of the Japanese elite and bureaucracy. Naoto Kan and the DPJ, on the other hand, had a center-left political position and aimed to "*overthrow the ancient régime locked in old thinking and vested interests, solve the problems at hand, and create a new, flexible, affluent society. We shall build a society governed with transparent, just, and fair rules*".[603](#Fn603){ref-type="fn"} DPJ politicians distrusted the United States[604](#Fn604){ref-type="fn"} and criticized the fact that the Japanese nuclear industry originated from the American nuclear industry. After the disaster, Naoto Kan tried to close down all the nuclear stations in Japan. It was only after elections in December 2012, when the LDP won back a majority, that the nuclear strategy of Japan was turned round again: the new Prime Minister Shinzo Abe declared the restart of existing NPPs and started a program to build new ones.[605](#Fn605){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, in March of 2011, NISA and TEPCO executives---who had had a cozy relationship for decades and shared the old history of falsification and risk information concealment within the industry---represented the camp opposite to that of Naoto Kan. In the crisis, this led to mutual distrust. Thus, the NAIIC commission found out that "*TEPCO had been reporting to NISA, as was the standard protocol, that it was in the process of venting \[on Unit 1\]. But there is no confirmation that the venting decision was conveyed to senior members of METI, or to the Kantei. This failure of NISA's function and the scarcity of information at TEPCO headquarters resulted in the Kantei losing faith in TEPCO*".[606](#Fn606){ref-type="fn"} METI executive Banri Kaieda described the situation vividly: "*from immediately after the breakout of the accident, communicating and sharing information among the accident site, the Kantei, and TEPCO headquarters was like the telephone game 'whispering down the lane'*".[607](#Fn607){ref-type="fn"} During the NAIIC testimony, Naoto Kan stated that when he questioned them about the reasons for the delay with the venting process on the first day of the disaster, TEPCO answered: "*we do not know*".[608](#Fn608){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, he remarked that TEPCO did not have the same technical background as General Electric, which designed the BWR reactors on Fukushima-Daiichi NPP, and questioned whether TEPCO staff fully understood their structure and technical pattern.[609](#Fn609){ref-type="fn"} Due to the absence of valid information from TEPCO executives and NISA, the Kantei "*participated in discussions of technical matters regarding the nuclear reactors. Prime Minister Kan asked for the mobile phone number of the head of the plant at Fukushima, leaving the top management of TEPCO out of the loop*".[610](#Fn610){ref-type="fn"} This mistrust reached its peak 15 h after the tsunami when Naoto Kan, dissatisfied with the lack of information about conditions at the plant and the venting process on Unit 1, flew by helicopter to Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in order "*to understand the situation, as he could not obtain any meaningful information from the members of NISA, the NSC, or the technical advisor from TEPCO*".[611](#Fn611){ref-type="fn"} TEPCO also failed to inform him immediately when Unit 1 exploded 24 h after the tsunami---so the leader of Japan was informed about the explosion by TV news! In the ensuing telephone call with TEPCO executives, Prime Minister Kan exclaimed: "*What the hell is going on?*", because nothing had been said to him for about an hour.[612](#Fn612){ref-type="fn"} Kenichi Shimomura, former deputy director general for public relations and chief spokesman of the Kantei, described the impossible situation in which Naoto Kan found himself: "*Being a leader without information... information about the nuclear crisis was a luxury we did not have in the prime minister's office at the time*".[613](#Fn613){ref-type="fn"} Although TEPCO and the regulators "*had agreed on how to deal with the vent and the injection of seawater, the Kantei was unaware of this, and intervened, resulting in further disorder and confusion*".[614](#Fn614){ref-type="fn"} In its turn, TEPCO and NISA were also unaware of the details of discussions held among Kantei members, since Prime Minister Kan surrounded himself with numerous experts of his own, independent from them.[615](#Fn615){ref-type="fn"} As a result, managerial decisions about the plant and the evacuation were discordant. In addition, both sides held press conferences and briefings separately. Ultimately, the Japanese public and the international community concluded that the authorities and the industry could not communicate, manage and take responsibility for such a challenging event, and this caused panic both inside Japan and worldwide.

#### Distortion of Information About the Condition of the Plant Led to Inadequate Governmental Crisis Response Measures {#Sec81}

The lack of reliable information about the situation on the plant led to a chaotic organization by the Kantei of the evacuation of residents in areas neighboring the plant. There were further examples of risk information concealment. The Associated Press found and reported one case: "*Yukio Edano, the chief Cabinet spokesman, is the face of Japan's government. At 7:45 p.m. \[around four hours after the tsunami\], his job was to make an unprecedented statement to the nation* -- *but made it sound routine and reassuring. 'We have declared a nuclear emergency,' he said from behind a podium in the press conference room at the prime minister's office. 'Let me repeat that there is no radiation leak, nor will there be a leak'. He was wrong. Recently released TEPCO documents revealed that radiation was detected at the plant perimeter at 5:30 p.m. \[two hours after the tsunami\], but the utility apparently didn't fax those readings to the government until shortly after 9 p.m.*".[616](#Fn616){ref-type="fn"}

The NAIIC commission revealed that "*regarding the disclosure of an increase of reactor vessel pressure at Unit 2, TEPCO issued a press release about seawater injection at 23:00 on March 14, but made no disclosure about an increase in radiation dosage at the entrance of the plant that occurred between 19:00 and 21:00 on the same day. TEPCO also downplayed the severity of the situation in their disclosure regarding the critical problems in the suppression chamber of Unit 2; moreover, there was a significant delay between the time when TEPCO informed the Kantei and when it disclosed the information publicly. TEPCO noted that they did not inform the public of an increase in reactor vessel pressure at Unit 3, as of 8:00 on March 14, because NISA had banned the release. In fact, the Kantei had merely instructed TEPCO to inform them of the contents of releases when they were made. In obeying NISA's order to halt the release of this crucial information, TEPCO effectively prioritized its own interests and those of NISA over the greater good of the public and their right to be informed* ".[617](#Fn617){ref-type="fn"} As a result, "*the central government was not only slow in informing municipal governments about the nuclear power plant accident, but also failed to convey the severity of the accident. Due to the breakdown in communication from the central government in the post*-*accident time period, neither the Fukushima prefectural government nor the central government were aware of each other's actions: for example, the Fukushima prefectural government unilaterally ordered that residents within a two*-*kilometer radius of the plant be evacuated, based on prior emergency prevention training. This was followed 30* *minutes later by the central government ordering the evacuation of residents within a three*-*kilometer radius. Similarly, the speed of information in the evacuation areas varied significantly depending on the distance from the plant.* *Residents were informed of the accident a few hours after it occurred, but they did not receive any information about the situation or the accident, or information that would be useful for their evacuation. Many residents had to flee with only the barest necessities and were forced to move multiple times or to areas with high radiation levels. There was great confusion over the evacuation, caused by prolonged shelter*-*in*-*place orders and voluntary evacuation orders. Some residents were evacuated to high dosage areas because radiation monitoring information was not provided*".[618](#Fn618){ref-type="fn"}

The government also did not use data from the SPEEDI system (System for Prediction of Environment Emergency Dose Information), which had been designed in the 1980s to make forecasts of radiation dispersal, because "*the information was incomplete*": the earthquake and tsunami had injured some sensors near the plant. "*Without knowing the strength of the releases, there was no way we could take responsibility if evacuations were ordered*," said Keiji Miyamoto, who manages SPEEDI.[619](#Fn619){ref-type="fn"} However, some experts consider that "*officials there did not want to take responsibility for costly evacuations if their estimates were later called into question*".[620](#Fn620){ref-type="fn"} On the sixth day after the disaster happened, the U.S. State Department advised American citizens to evacuate from the area within a 50-mile (80-km) radius of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP,[621](#Fn621){ref-type="fn"} but, at the same time, the Japanese government started to evacuate citizens from within a 20-km radius. TEPCO officially confirmed the meltdown of all three reactors only after 2 months when all rods inside the reactors were melted: the "*delay in confirming the meltdowns at Fukushima suggested the utility feared touching off a panic by disclosing the severity of the accident earlier*".[622](#Fn622){ref-type="fn"} Taken together, these events have provoked strong public anxiety and distrust of the Japanese nuclear industry and the government. During his testimony, Yuhei Sato (Governor of Fukushima Prefecture at the time of the accident) told the commission that "*the government failed to provide the necessary information at the time of the accident:* "*I still cannot trust the government*"".[623](#Fn623){ref-type="fn"} This likely contributes to the fact that the majority of Japanese support the phasing out of nuclear power.[624](#Fn624){ref-type="fn"}

##### Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Disaster: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar11}

The distinctive position of the nuclear industry within the Japanese economy and the **misplaced loyalty of regulators concerning shortcomings in the design and operation of Japanese NPPs**, which allowed plant operators to neglect basic safety rules and conceal the occurrence of many safety violations from regulators and the public with impunity.The **national arrogance of both executives and regulators in the Japanese nuclear industry**, who refused to learn from the experience of other countries that had faced nuclear accidents, or to implement IAEA's recommendations and advanced safety requirements. The Japanese preferred to rely on their supposed technical superiority over the rest of the world. They assumed that falsifying data about minor equipment faults would never lead to catastrophic results and that the Japanese attitude toward work would always compensate for minor imperfections in reactor design during natural disasters.**Habituation/wishful thinking/overconfidence/self-suggestion/self-deception** among representatives of the Japanese nuclear industry concerning the low probability of a severe nuclear accident caused by a tsunami.TEPCO's focus on the **short-term profitability of operations and on ongoing cost reduction** provoked reluctance among executives to reveal the risks of NPPs---whether to IAEA specialists, representatives of local authorities or emergency services, investors or local residents---because this would entail additional expenses on advanced safety measures.The **specific national risk perception and organizational culture**: Japanese corporate mentality is based on unconditional submission of employees to their supervisors and does not approve of employees asking embarrassing questions. This makes the working environment uncomfortable for whistleblowers.The **absence of a prompt risk assessment system**, and the long chain of communication between field staff and senior management, made urgent decision-making difficult during the disaster: field staff had no authority for even minor on-site decisions during the development of the critical situation.The **political struggle** between the Democratic Party and the Liberal Democratic Party, which generated massive distortion of information about the real condition of the plant after the disaster. Both parties used the accident in their own political interests.Misleading comments from the Kantei, NISA and TEPCO about the accident during the first days after the disaster to the Japanese people and the international community were caused by the following factors: **lack of information and misjudgment about the real scale of the disaster** in the first days; the **absence of objective estimates of possible consequences of the disaster**; **fear of massive panic** in Japan and in nearby countries because nuclear accidents and radiation are the most dangerous threats in public perception; **reluctance to confess that regulation of the Japanese nuclear industry had been defective**, and that concealing the imperfections and risks of Japanese NPPs had been common practice for decades.

Other Cases of Risk Information Concealment {#Sec82}
-------------------------------------------

### Minamata Mercury Poisoning (Japan, 1932--1968) {#Sec83}

In 1956, in Minamata city in Japan, a strange epilepsy-like neurological disease was discovered among locals, as well as in their cats and dogs. They called the disease "*dancing cat fever*". Initially, scientists thought that it was an infectious disease but, when they tested marine creatures on the coast nearby, they discovered extremely high levels of mercury contamination, which was determined as being caused by industrial wastewater discharge from the adjacent Chisso Corporation chemical factory. The factory used mercury sulfate as a catalyst in the production of acetaldehyde, and had been discharging the compound into Minamata Bay for 25 years. And seafood from the bay had been the main diet of local residents and their domestic animals for decades.

Chisso Corporation knew about the potential damage to the health of locals and to the environment, but was reluctant to construct expensive wastewater treatment facilities. Moreover, the company continued to discharge mercury-contaminated waste after the cause of the disease had been confirmed. It lobbied to cut back pollution control regulation, and obstructed detailed investigation by scientists and the media. Ultimately, 2265 victims have been officially certified---1784 of whom died from the poisoning---and over 10,000 people have received financial compensation from the company, which paid out a total of more than US\$170 million.[625](#Fn625){ref-type="fn"}

During the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear disaster described above, many commentators compared the neglectful behavior of TEPCO with the actions of Chisso Corporation during the Minamata crisis. They concluded that, in the intervening 50 years, the Japanese industry had not changed in its willingness to risk the health, and even the lives, of local residents through its activities.[626](#Fn626){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [627](#Fn627){ref-type="fn"}

#### Minamata Mercury Poisoning: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar12}

Chisso Corporation prioritized **short-term profitability over the long-term resilience** of the chemical factory, or the protection of public health and the environment.

### Asbestos Crisis (Worldwide, 1970s) {#Sec84}

Asbestos became a very popular construction material at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries because of its resistance to fire, heat, electrical and chemical damage, and its sound absorption, average tensile strength, and affordability. The first evidence that asbestos fibers cause lung cancer and mesothelioma was discovered among asbestos miners, and had been scientifically proven by the 1930s to 1940s. Nowadays, the World Health Organization estimates that about 125 million people around the world are annually exposed to asbestos in the workplace, and about 100,000 workers die each year from an asbestos-related disease.[628](#Fn628){ref-type="fn"}

In the United States, it took more than three decades for the government to impose strict regulations concerning the working conditions of employees dealing with asbestos. Regulations were finally developed as the consequence of a lawsuit during which specific documents were provided proving that industry officials knew of the dangers of asbestos and tried to conceal them from workers to avoid the costs of improving the safety conditions of workplaces. During an exemplary lawsuit, it was stated that "*\[t\]he manufacturers put a lethal risk of harm in (the plaintiff's) work environment, then allowed him unwittingly to confront the risk with tragic results, on a daily basis*".[629](#Fn629){ref-type="fn"} The asbestos industry had also been hiding health risks from customers, because of the fear of losing whole markets. After the risks were revealed, dozens of American firms had to file for bankruptcy due to asbestos liabilities---and with 600,000 claims from individuals so far, the total cost of asbestos compensation is estimated to be more than US\$200 billion.[630](#Fn630){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, China and India still consume large amounts of asbestos imported from Russia, Canada and Kazakhstan.[631](#Fn631){ref-type="fn"}

#### Asbestos Crisis: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar13}

The **priority of short-term profitability**, and the industry's reluctance to confess the harmfulness of asbestos, thereby destroying the market and generating millions of lawsuits seeking compensation for health damage.

### Savar Building Collapse (Bangladesh, 2013) {#Sec85}

On 24 April 2013, in Savar in the Greater Dhaka Area of Bangladesh, 1127 workers at garment factories died when the Rana Plaza building collapsed on them. There are more than 5000 competing garment factories in Bangladesh, which provide cheap labor for the tailoring of many world-famous brands. The average monthly salary of a sewing machine operator is only US\$38, but the garment industry produces garments for up to US\$20 billion and provides Bangladesh with 77 % of its exports.[632](#Fn632){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [633](#Fn633){ref-type="fn"} The Rana Plaza was originally designed as a six-story building for shops and offices, but the owner of the plaza illegally constructed three additional floors using low-quality materials---and sited five garment factories there, deploying heavy machinery, which generated excessive vibrations.

The day before the collapse, local authorities discovered cracks in the building and issued an order to evacuate the whole building. The personnel on the lower floors with shops and a bank were not permitted to their workplaces until inspectors had confirmed the safety of the building; but managers of the garment factories insisted that their staff should go to work, otherwise they would all lose their monthly salary.[634](#Fn634){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, they misled the sewers by telling them that the building had been inspected and declared safe.[635](#Fn635){ref-type="fn"} The motives of the managers were simple: if operations were shut down, they would be fined by their customers---world-famous high street clothing brands---for delays with shipping, and could lose contracts in a highly competitive market. Two years earlier in 2011, Walmart and GAP had refused to sign a new industry agreement to pay Bangladeshi factories a higher price, so the garment industry could not afford safety upgrades on their sewing factories.[636](#Fn636){ref-type="fn"}

#### Savar Building Collapse: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar14}

**Short-term profitability** in a highly competitive market took priority over the safety of personnel.The owners of the garment factories were **afraid of losing customers** in case of a prolonged time-out of the factory.

Financial Sector {#Sec86}
================

"*Financial genius is a short memory in a rising trend*John Kenneth Galbraith*K Street has replaced the Invisible Hand of perfect competition with the Visible Fist of money and corruption*Dr. Woody Brock in American Gridlock*Over a protracted period of good times, capitalist economies tend to move from a financial structure dominated by hedge finance units to a structure in which there is a large weight to units engaged in speculative and Ponzi finance... The greater the weight of speculative and Ponzi finance, the smaller the overall margins of safety in the economy and the greater the fragility of the financial structure*Hyman Minsky, 1992As Jeremy Grantham said when asked what investors would learn from this crisis:"*In the short term, a lot. In the medium term, a little. In the long term, nothing at all. That is the historical precedent*". Or as John Kenneth Galbraith put it, markets are characterized by "*Extreme brevity of financial memory ... There can be few fields of human endeavor in which history counts for so little as in the world of finance*""

Barings Bank Collapse (Singapore-UK, 1995) {#Sec87}
------------------------------------------
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In February 1995, Barings PLC---the oldest and the most reputable bank in Britain---collapsed from the unauthorized trading of Nick Leeson, a Singapore-based trader at the bank, who single-handedly lost about US\$1.4 billion (₤827 million).

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec88}

During its 233-year history, Barings Bank financed the British side of the Napoleonic Wars, the Louisiana Purchase and the Erie Canal and was the personal bank of Queen Elizabeth II. Francis Baring, one of the founders of the bank, described it as "*unquestionably the first merchant in Europe* -- *first in knowledge and talent, and first in character and opulence*".[637](#Fn637){ref-type="fn"} In 1986, Margaret Thatcher's Conservative government suddenly deregulated the British financial sector and allowed traditional commercial banks to provide investment bank services (for instance, securities brokerage and securities underwriting). They wanted to increase the competitive advantage of British banks on the international markets and ensure the status of London as one of the world's financial centers. Following the deregulation, Barings Bank secured more than 50 % of its total profit from securities.[638](#Fn638){ref-type="fn"}

In 1989, Nick Leeson came to Barings in London from Morgan Stanley, to take a back-office position focusing on the control of security transactions. Soon, he was sent to Indonesia for another back-office project, working with stock certificates and bearer bonds. In 1992, he was appointed to the position of general manager and head trader at Barings Securities (Singapore) Limited (BSS). There, he had clearance for "*transacting futures and options orders for clients or for other firms within the Barings organization, and riskless arbitraging of price differences between Nikkei futures traded on the SIMEX \[Singapore Exchange\] and Japan's Osaka exchange*".[639](#Fn639){ref-type="fn"} Given his lack of trading experience, many of his deals were not making profit, and he began to hide his losses via an already existing secret "client" account, number 88888. By February 1995, he had generated losses of over US\$1.4 billion (₤827 million) and brought Barings to bankruptcy. Incredibly, neither external auditors, nor supervisors, nor regulators had detected Leeson's true position prior to the collapse.[640](#Fn640){ref-type="fn"} Leeson admitted that the main reason why he had concealed his own losses and falsified his profits was "*fear of failure*"---because the surrounding environment, both on the Singapore stock exchange and within Barings bank, extolled success and profits and despised failure and losses: if his true losses were revealed, it would highlight his "*incompetence, negligence and failure*".[641](#Fn641){ref-type="fn"} He also expected that the consequences of his deception would be dramatic, but not catastrophic for the entire Barings business.

From 1992 to 1995, Barings headquarters and internal control did not spot the hidden losses, for several reasons. Firstly, Leeson, as both general manager and head trader of BSS, combined the functions of trader and back-office manager. These roles were usually divided between different people, from different departments of an investment bank and with different professional missions: earning money through deals as a trader, keeping risks within acceptable limits and keeping deals legal as a manager. In this period, BSS "*was operated almost entirely by Leeson alone*".[642](#Fn642){ref-type="fn"}

Secondly, Leeson had more than 5 years' experience as a back-office clerk in Morgan Stanley and Barings Bank; he had a very clear understanding of the shortcomings of the internal control system of a huge financial institution. Thus, his secret "88888" account escaped detection by several external and internal auditors---who accepted a forged guarantee letter, and sent reports to top managers back in London assuring them that Leeson's transactions were credible. Two other major rogue traders---Jerome Kerviel from Société Générale, who lost US\$6.9 billion in unauthorized trading, and Kweku Adoboli from UBS who lost US\$2.3 billion---also worked in back-office departments before their trading careers.[643](#Fn643){ref-type="fn"}

Thirdly, both the senior management and those responsible for control functions at Barings had a merchant banking background: they knew little about derivatives[644](#Fn644){ref-type="fn"} and associated them with tremendous risks. Later, Leeson characterized Barings managers as "*idiots*"[645](#Fn645){ref-type="fn"} who did not understand the basics of the futures trading business: "*How little did the management of Barings know about what was going on? They had no clue. In 1994 \[they\] came from London, New York, and Tokyo to receive an award from SIMEX for the* '*Highest Customer Volume'*".[646](#Fn646){ref-type="fn"} Because they knew so little about derivatives, the management team was blinded by falsified profits from Singapore, which had a direct influence on their annual bonuses; they believed that Leeson was making fully matched trades at no real risk to Barings.[647](#Fn647){ref-type="fn"} Thus, they continued to send money to Singapore to cover Leeson's losses, comforting themselves that Leeson would bring them millions: "*\[Barings was\] driven to make profits, profits, and more profits...*".[648](#Fn648){ref-type="fn"} "*\[I\]t was their greed that lay at the root of the whole problem. They did not want to know about the internal structure of the firm*".[649](#Fn649){ref-type="fn"} For instance, in 1993, Leeson's "transactions" appeared to be making 10 % of all Barings' profits.

Finally, Barings had an exclusive relationship with the Bank of England: according to Lord Hollick, the British central bank had an "*informal regulatory regime*" concerning Barings.[650](#Fn650){ref-type="fn"} This fact allowed Barings to violate restrictions on regulatory capital or capital adequacy: "*\[Barings bank's\] capital base was only \$250 million, \[but\] at the end of 1994 I had \$500 million in Singapore, so twice the capital base of the bank. I think it was 10 times the legal limit that \[a bank\] could lend to a subsidiary, which the Bank of England had allowed to happen*".[651](#Fn651){ref-type="fn"} In 1993, the bank's chairman Peter Baring commented to Brian Quinn, Director of the Bank of England: "*The recovery in profitability has been amazing following the reorganization, leaving Barings to conclude that it was not actually terribly difficult to make money in the securities markets*".[652](#Fn652){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, the regulator was pleased that its efforts towards deregulation seemed to be leading to greater profitability in the British banking sector...

After the fraud was revealed, Leeson was sentenced to 6^1^/~2~ years in a Singaporean prison, but was released in 1999 for good conduct and due to colon cancer. Since this time, he has become a risk perception and risk control systems consultant and conference speaker. He also explained his story in the book "*Rogue Trader*", which has since been adapted as a Hollywood blockbuster.

#### Barings Bank Collapse: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar15}

By authorizing the use of unfamiliar and risky financial instruments, Barings managers gave priority to **short-term profitability over the long-term financial stability of the oldest bank in the UK**.The **climate of wishful thinking** at the bank made it uncomfortable for people to spread warnings, or make a sober assessment of suspicious operations or phenomenal earnings.**Habituation/false reassurance/self-suggestion/self-deception** among executives at the Bank of England and Barings Bank concerning the low probability of massive losses from **deregulation and innovative financial instruments** (derivatives). The tendency among decision-makers not to see the **whole picture about risks**.The widely accepted "**success at any price**" **organizational culture** within the investment banking industry, and the fear of being blamed as incompetent, forced Nick Leeson to start to hide his own losses, leading to a fatal spiral.**Ignorance about derivatives and their associated risks** among executives of the bank and representatives of the internal control department, which allowed Leeson to falsify data with impunity for 3 years.

Enron's Bankruptcy (USA, 2001) {#Sec89}
------------------------------

"*It is difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary depends on his not understanding it*Upton Sinclair"

### Summary {#Sec90}

In December 2001, the American company Enron went bankrupt, losing US\$63.4 billion in assets. At the time, this was the largest bankruptcy in US history, though this record was subsequently beaten shortly thereafter by WorldCom in 2002 in a similarly accounting scandal---with lost assets of US\$107 billion---and then again in 2008 by Lehman Brothers, who lost more than US\$600 billion in assets.[653](#Fn653){ref-type="fn"}

Enron had a predecessor, Metallgesellschaft AG, whose aim it copied. Metallgesellschaft was formerly one of Germany's largest industrial conglomerates based in Frankfurt, with 20,000 employees and revenues in excess of 10 billion US dollars in 1993. It had over 250 subsidiaries specializing in mining, specialty chemicals (Chemetall), commodity trading, financial services, and engineering (Lurgi).[654](#Fn654){ref-type="fn"} The unsuccessful maturity transformation in Metallgesellschaft's hedging long term contracts with short term futures[655](#Fn655){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [656](#Fn656){ref-type="fn"} was echoed by banks and derivative dealers in the financial disasters discussed below. It is interesting to note also that, upon Metallgesellschaft's collapse in 1993, virtually all its staff were hired by Enron in the early days.[657](#Fn657){ref-type="fn"}

Enron focused on wholesale merchant and commodity market businesses, management of retail customer energy services, operation of gas transmission systems, and management of energy-related assets and broadband services through approximately 3500 domestic and foreign subsidiaries and affiliates. For years before the bankruptcy, Enron executives routinely practiced fraud in the firm financial records in order to increase Enron's perceived revenue, so that the company's value in the market---and their own income---would continue to grow in the short-term. In 2000, Enron's falsified revenue exceeded US\$101 billion and the company was ranked the seventh largest company in the USA.[658](#Fn658){ref-type="fn"} Enron's falsified revenue came from trading operations, such as the trading of energy derivatives. As a result of the bankruptcy, 59,000 shareholders---including several pension funds and university endowments---lost a total of more than US\$60 billion, up to 25,000 Enron employees were deprived of a total of US\$2 billion in pension funds and stock options, and 20,000 creditors got back only 14 to 25 cents on every dollar lent to Enron.[659](#Fn659){ref-type="fn"} In the wake of Enron's collapse, Arthur Andersen accountancy firm failed in 2002 following the irreparable damage to its reputation: Arthur Andersen was Enron's external and internal auditor, and one of the "Big Five" accounting firms in the world along with Price Waterhouse Coopers, Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young and KPMG.

Later, accounting frauds were found at WorldCom, Tyco, HealthSouth, and other companies, in investigations triggered by the undermined trust of millions of American and foreign investors in the credibility of financial reporting and audit processes in the United States. Moreover, another accounting scandal at the Italian dairy producer Parmalat revealed a €14.3 billion hole in the company's account sheets in 2003; an investigation found that senior managers at Bank of America, Citigroup, Deloitte & Touche and Grant Thornton were also involved in the fraud.[660](#Fn660){ref-type="fn"} To restore public confidence, the US Congress hurriedly enacted on July 30, 2002, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, also known as the 'Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act' (in the Senate) and the 'Corporate and Auditing Accountability and Responsibility Act' (in the House), regulating the disclosure of information by U.S. public company boards and management, public accounting firms and investment banks. Under the new legislation, directors or accountants found to have knowingly concealed financial risks from investors and regulators in a firm's accounting would face decades in prison. Unfortunately, these changes could not prevent inflating earnings and routine concealment of debts---through off-balance-sheet partnerships or repo agreements---during the subsequent real estate bubble and the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008. Ernst & Young, Lehman Brothers' auditors, knew about debt concealment in the company (repo agreement 105 temporarily removed as much as \$50 billion in bad assets from their balance sheet in 2008), but did not inform the Board of Directors or the regulators.[661](#Fn661){ref-type="fn"} "*So the mere passage of a statute does not appear to serve as a remedy for bad human behavior*" as John Nugent observed.[662](#Fn662){ref-type="fn"} According to some researchers "*Enron is too complex a story to avail of one single explanation for its rise and fall*".[663](#Fn663){ref-type="fn"}
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### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec91}

#### Origins and the Rise to Stardom {#Sec150}

Enron was created in 1985 by the merger of two natural-gas pipeline companies, Houston Natural Gas and InterNorth Inc., in order to develop the first nationwide natural gas pipeline system. The new company aimed "*to become the premier natural gas pipeline company in North America*"[664](#Fn664){ref-type="fn"} after federal deregulation of natural gas transportation in the United States. Ken Lay, chairman and CEO of Enron from 1985 to 2002, was an economics Ph.D. who started his career in Nixon's Administration as undersecretary of energy, and a supporter of deregulation of the US energy sector.[665](#Fn665){ref-type="fn"} In the early 1980s, Lay was an executive at Florida Gas Transmission. After the debt-financed merger of Houston Natural Gas and InterNorth Inc., Enron was left with a monster debt of US\$4.3 billion. Moreover, because of deregulation, Enron lost exclusive rights on its pipelines in the highly competitive natural gas market, and natural gas prices went down: gas producers were able to sell sources directly to end users, and required pipelines to run their volumes for a simple transport tariff.[666](#Fn666){ref-type="fn"} Searching for a new strategy, which could generate profits and cash flow in the long-term, was a real challenge for the Enron management team.[667](#Fn667){ref-type="fn"}

In 1987, Lay started to hear about unauthorized---and sometimes fabricated---oil commodities trading at Enron Oil Trading (EOT), one subdivision of the former InterNorth Inc. Traders were running double books and using undisclosed accounts to "*\[move\] excess profits from one \[accounting\] quarter to the next through entities operating outside the Enron books*"[668](#Fn668){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [669](#Fn669){ref-type="fn"} Later, internal investigation found out that traders made these actions in Enron's interests. The unit seemed profitable: in 1985, the company as a whole showed US\$79 million losses, recovering to make US\$557 million profit in 1986, while EOT earned US\$10 million in 1985 and US\$28 million in 1986 without need of capital investments in infrastructure.[670](#Fn670){ref-type="fn"} This case demonstrated to Enron's management the possibility of earning money without investment in low-profit real energy infrastructure by using a flexible accounting approach. Ultimately, the management sent a fax to Enron Oil with the following message: "*please keep making us millions...*".[671](#Fn671){ref-type="fn"} In 1987, Enron Oil Trading generated losses of up to US\$1 billion, but ultimately Enron managed to reduce them to US\$142 million; however, an EOT executive was found guilty of fraud and sentenced to 1 year in prison.[672](#Fn672){ref-type="fn"}

In spite of these losses, Lay realized that commodity derivatives were a new prospective market for Enron, which could gain billions with proper management. When in 1989 Jeffrey Skilling, then a management consultant at the Houston office of McKinsey & Company, offered to establish "Gas Bank" service for Enron, insuring long-term fixed prices on natural gas for buyers and suppliers by means of futures and options, Lay offered Skilling an executive position at Enron Finance Corporation to enable him to implement this "*trading partners*" strategy.[673](#Fn673){ref-type="fn"} It was the first step in Enron's transition from an old-fashioned regional energy company to an innovative nationwide energy-trading corporation. During the following few years, Enron successfully became the largest energy trader in the United States with more than 25 % of the country's gas and electricity transactions, Houston became the Wall Street of energy trading,[674](#Fn674){ref-type="fn"} and Enron launched significant energy trading on the British deregulated wholesalers market and initiated operations in more than 30 countries. The company even changed its mission statement, announcing its intention "*to become the world's leading energy company*"[675](#Fn675){ref-type="fn"} and later issued a new one: "*we make markets*".[676](#Fn676){ref-type="fn"} As an interesting fact, John LeBoutillier, former Professor of Harvard Business School where Jeffrey Skilling graduated near the top of his class, remembered that Skilling stated at that time: "*I'd keep making and selling the product \[in spite of the fact that it was discovered that his fictional company produces a potentially lethal product\]. My job as a businessman is to be a profit center and to maximize return to the shareholders. It's the government's job to step in if a product is dangerous*".[677](#Fn677){ref-type="fn"}

In 1997, Jeffrey Skilling was promoted to President and Chief Operating Officer of Enron, his mission to bring about the full-scale transformation of the company into a global energy-trading corporation. Under his leadership, Enron's annual revenues rose from about US\$9 billion in 1995 to US\$100 billion by 2000.[678](#Fn678){ref-type="fn"} In 1999, Enron launched Enron Online, an internet trading site for electronic commodities: Enron was counterparty to every transaction conducted on the platform, with credit risk management to ensure a safe trading environment. By the following year, Enron Online had traded a total of US\$335 billion.[679](#Fn679){ref-type="fn"} By 2000, trading operations produced about 99 % of the company's income, 88 % of income before tax and 80 % of identifiable assets.[680](#Fn680){ref-type="fn"} In 1996, Fortune named Enron the most innovative company in America, and they continued to award this title to Enron for the next six years until the company went bankrupt.[681](#Fn681){ref-type="fn"} A tribute to Enron from the magazine's April 2000 edition starts in this way: "*Imagine a country*-*club dinner dance, with a bunch of old fogies and their wives shuffling around halfheartedly to the not*-*so*-*stirring sounds of Guy Lombardo and his All*-*Tuxedo Orchestra. Suddenly, young Elvis comes crashing through the skylight, complete with gold*-*lamé suit, shiny guitar, and gyrating hips. Half the waltzers faint; most of the others get angry or pouty. And a very few decide they like what they hear, tap their feet ... start grabbing new partners, and suddenly are rocking to a very different tune. In the staid world of regulated utilities and energy companies, Enron Corp. is that gate*-*crashing Elvis. Once a medium*-*sized player in the stupefyingly soporific gas*-*pipeline business, Enron in the past decade has become far and away the most vigorous agent of change in its industry*".[682](#Fn682){ref-type="fn"}

#### Political Context and Network {#Sec92}

Active lobbying for deregulation of the energy and financial sectors played an important role in Enron's growth. Lay had a cozy relationship with the Bush family as a devoted friend and major contributor to the gubernatorial and presidential election campaigns of George H. W. Bush, George W. Bush and other Republicans.[683](#Fn683){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [684](#Fn684){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [685](#Fn685){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [686](#Fn686){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [687](#Fn687){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [688](#Fn688){ref-type="fn"} This familiarity helped Lay and Enron to benefit from the easing of government control in several spheres.

Firstly, George H. W. Bush was Vice President of the USA during the eight-year presidency of Ronald Reagan, who in his turn was an apologist for deregulation in many spheres, including finance, transport and energy. Reagan declared his position in the following way: "*Government is not the solution to our problem; government is the problem*"[689](#Fn689){ref-type="fn"}; "*We who live in free market societies believe that growth, prosperity and, ultimately, human fulfillment are created from the bottom up, not the government down... \[We\] believe in the magic of the marketplace*".[690](#Fn690){ref-type="fn"} From 1989 to 1993, George H. W. Bush continued Reagan's deregulation strategy as President of the USA in his own right. In the dozen years of Republican power, new principles were established for the federal deregulation of the American wholesale and retail electricity markets. In the 1990s, this energy deregulation continued on a state level. For example, Pete Wilson, the Republican Governor of California from 1991 to 1999, implemented state electricity deregulation in 1996: the state sold their own power plants and bought electricity from a single wholesale pool, the California Power Exchange.[691](#Fn691){ref-type="fn"} However in 2000--2001, an electricity crisis erupted in California. Enron energy traders manipulated the supply of electricity---creating an artificial power shortage and causing blackouts by shutting down Californian power plants---to jack up state wholesale prices by 1000 %; the price of natural gas (in Enron's pipelines) jumped by the same amount.[692](#Fn692){ref-type="fn"} Enron earned billions on Californian energy contracts and overpriced natural gas. After the 2000 presidential elections, George W. Bush, on Lay's recommendation, appointed Pat Wood (former chairman of the Public Utility Commission of Texas) as Chairman of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which regulates the transmission and wholesale sale of electricity, natural gas and oil in interstate commerce, and so on. Spencer Abraham, Bush's Secretary of Energy, had previously received campaign contributions from Enron as Republican senator for Michigan.[693](#Fn693){ref-type="fn"} In spring 2001, when Gray Davis, the Governor of California, asked George W. Bush's Republican administration for a federal response to the state's electricity crisis, Bush refused any federal government intervention or price controls. He maintained that California legislators had left too many regulatory restrictions in place in the electricity market, and that the federal government had nothing to do with energy companies manipulating the market; and he personally did not see Enron's role in the California crisis.[694](#Fn694){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [695](#Fn695){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [696](#Fn696){ref-type="fn"} The passive attitude of the Bush administration was likely motivated by the wider political context, in particular, given that California had voted for the Democratic candidate Al Gore in the recent presidential elections, and Democrat Gray Davis had presidential ambitions for the 2004 election cycle.[697](#Fn697){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, Davis had earlier signed the nation's first state law requiring car makers to limit auto emissions---damaging the interests of oil companies and car manufacturers, both heavyweight supporters of the Republican Party through campaign contributions. This crisis helped Republicans reverse the gubernatorial election result by the electoral recall of the incumbent, for only the second time in American history: ultimately, Davis was succeeded by Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger in November 2003.[698](#Fn698){ref-type="fn"} In an analogous political context, in 2005, the federal government responded similarly passively to the Hurricane Katrina crisis, when Democrat Kathleen Blanco was Governor of Louisiana. And in 2008, Republican Bobby Jindal duly won the gubernatorial election in Louisiana.

Secondly, US accounting practice is based on state regulation, and both the Texas-registered Enron and the Houston office of Arthur Andersen were under the jurisdiction of the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy (TSBPA).[699](#Fn699){ref-type="fn"} Mike Conaway was appointed as TSBPA chairman until 2004 during George W. Bush's term as Governor of Texas (1995--2000). In the 1980s, Conaway was chief financial officer of Arbusto/Bush Exploration.[700](#Fn700){ref-type="fn"} The worst falsifications of Enron's accounting reports occurred while Conaway was at the TSBPA.

#### Weak Regulatory Climate {#Sec93}

Thirdly, Enron benefited from the weakening regulatory oversight over energy futures trading. In 1989, early in George H.W. Bush's presidency, Enron started trading natural gas commodities and commodity derivative financial contracts. From this time, along with the investment banks, Enron lobbied for the removal of regulatory restriction on over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives---and particularly energy derivatives---from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. In 1989, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) "*began requiring that managers make specific disclosures of financial contingencies and off*-*balance*-*sheet arrangements when a particular 'trend, demand, commitment, event or uncertainty' was 'reasonably likely'. \[However\], if management determined that the contingency was not reasonably likely to occur, no disclosure was required* ".[701](#Fn701){ref-type="fn"} And on January 30, 1992, SEC accepted the mark-to-market accounting method for the energy contracts of Enron Gas Services group, which later allowed Enron to voluntarily calculate its revenue by the market value of derivative trading and to create the illusion of being "*larger*" than General Electric, Citigroup, or IBM.[702](#Fn702){ref-type="fn"} Active lobbying continued after George H. W. Bush lost his second presidential race in 1992---for which Lay was co-chairman of Bush's re-election committee. Derivative traders also found support from Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve during four US presidencies (Reagan, Bush, Clinton and Bush), and from Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers, Secretaries of the US Treasury during Clinton's terms---who were all ardent apologists for deregulation in the financial sector.[703](#Fn703){ref-type="fn"} This deregulation would ultimately be a significant catalysis in the dynamics ending with the global financial and economic crisis in 2008--2009. In 2001, Harvey who has represented each of the "Big Five" accounting firms,[704](#Fn704){ref-type="fn"} including Arthur Andersen, was appointed as Chairman of the SEC in George W. Bush's administration.[705](#Fn705){ref-type="fn"} Over decades of lobbying, the SEC budget was consciously reduced[706](#Fn706){ref-type="fn"}; meanwhile the complexity of derivatives trading was rising.

Ultimately, the informal relationship between Enron's senior managers and American political decision makers and regulators resulted in the weakening of government oversight of the energy and financial sectors. This allowed Enron's management to implement several sophisticated methods of accounting, ensuring the regular growth of Enron's revenue and allowing debts to be hidden off the balance sheet in special purpose entities---which together resulted in the permanent growth of Enron's capitalization and multi-million-dollar earnings for executives. Worthy of mention, according to findings of Peter Fusaro and Ross Miller: "*Kenneth Lay, was not only on good terms with George W. Bush, he was a strong supporter of Al Gore's environmental program. It seemed that Enron would get in bed with any politician who could wield influence on its behalf*".[707](#Fn707){ref-type="fn"}

#### Stellar Performance {#Sec94}

Thus, the tremendous annual growth of Enron's revenues, from about US\$13 billion in 1996 to US\$138.7 billion for the first 9 months of 2001, was achieved by the aforementioned mark-to-market accounting method and the "*merchant model*". These methods were based on reporting, for deals on the Enron Online platform and elsewhere, "*the entire value of each trade on which it was a counterparty as its revenue, rather than reporting as revenues only its trading or brokerage fees*".[708](#Fn708){ref-type="fn"} A similar accounting approach was also applied in other companies like Dynegy, Reliant Energy and El Paso, even though investment banks used the more conservative "*agent model*" based on brokerage fees alone.[709](#Fn709){ref-type="fn"} According to the calculations of Bala Dharan and William Bufkins, Enron's revenues were "*increased as much as fifty times, compared to what they would have been under more traditional accounting... We estimate that an adjustment for both MTM \[mark*-*to*-*market\] accounting and merchant accounting would have pushed down Enron's reported revenues to US\$6.3 \[billion\] in 2000 instead of the reported US\$100.8 \[billion\]...* *This allowed Enron to report expected benefits from future transactions into current period income ... An article in the Texas edition of the Wall Street Journal on September 20, 2000... referred to the soaring stock prices of Enron... and continued: 'What many investors may not realize is that much of these companies' recent profits constitute unrealized, non*-*cash gains. Frequently, these profits depend on assumptions and estimates about future market factors, the details of which the companies do not provide, and which time may prove wrong'*... *Enron used revenues* -- *not profits \[reported profits were microscopic relative to revenues\]* -- *as its primary financial objective, performance driver and measure of success. Enron's use of distorted,* '*hyper*-*inflated*' *revenues was... important to it in creating the impression of innovation, high growth and spectacular business performance*".[710](#Fn710){ref-type="fn"}

And, with consulting support from the Houston office of Arthur Andersen, Enron financial executives used special purpose entities (or special purpose vehicles or financial vehicle corporations) to hide debts and losses from Enron's balance sheets in order to keep Enron's credit rating on investment grade and keep down the cost of capital borrowing. When Jeffrey Skilling became Enron's chief operating officer in 1997, CFO Andrew Fastow developed a network of 3000 special purpose entities, which were unconsolidated on Enron's balance sheet. He did this "*to accomplish favorable financial statement results, not to achieve bona fide* *economic objectives or to transfer risk. Some transactions were designed so ... Enron could have kept assets and liabilities (especially debt) off its balance sheet... They allowed Enron to conceal from the market \[between 1997 to 2001\] very large losses resulting from Enron's merchant investments by creating an appearance that those investments were hedged* -- *that is, that a third party \[partnership with companies Chewco, LJM1, LJM2, Condor, Raptor I*--*IV and other\] was obligated to pay Enron the amount of those losses* -- *when in fact that third party was simply an entity in which only Enron had a substantial economic stake... These transactions resulted in Enron reporting earnings from the third quarter of 2000 through the third quarter of 2001 that were almost \$1 billion higher than should have been reported*... *In virtually all of the transactions, Enron's accounting treatment was determined with extensive participation and structuring advice from Andersen, whose management reported to the Board of Enron. Enron's records show that Andersen billed Enron \$5.7 million for advice in connection with the LJM and Chewco transactions alone, above and beyond its regular audit fees*".[711](#Fn711){ref-type="fn"} In the 1990s, there was the longest bull market in the history of the USA,[712](#Fn712){ref-type="fn"} but in the early 2000s the market was under the impact of the dot-com bubble burst and the 9/11 attack. "*If the market reversed, mark*-*to*-*market accounting required the recognition of losses, possibly enormous losses... Enron hid, delayed or ignored the loss. Andersen apparently did not question any of the values assigned to the contracts or object to tactics to hide, delay or ignore losses. Some of Enron's most abusive special purpose entities* *were created to avoid reporting mark*-*to*-*market losses*".[713](#Fn713){ref-type="fn"} Due to accounting falsifications, from 1996 to 2000, Enron's declared that its market value grew by more than 4^1^/~2~ times, reaching over US\$60 billion---70 times earnings and six times book value.[714](#Fn714){ref-type="fn"} In this five-year period, Enron paid five executives more than US\$500 million via options, bonus payments and salaries.[715](#Fn715){ref-type="fn"}

Because of the cozy relations between Enron executives and American politicians, regulators failed to prevent the worst-case scenario from happening in the Enron case. However, during the five years leading up to the bankruptcy, other audiences failed to recognize---or helped to cover---the concealment of risk by Enron executives: the company's auditors, its board of directors, other employees, investment banks and the media.

#### Arthur Andersen {#Sec95}

In the 1990s, Arthur Andersen actively developed an accounting consulting practice as a supplement to their main auditing practice. The units within Arthur Andersen competed with each other, failed to communicate about the problems of their clients and sought only permanent growth of revenue regardless of the source of that revenue, the quality of clients or the legality of their recommendations.[716](#Fn716){ref-type="fn"} Enron was Arthur Andersen's second largest client worldwide---the largest was WorldCom, which filed for bankruptcy in 2002---and the largest client in the accountants' Houston office.[717](#Fn717){ref-type="fn"} The Houston office of Arthur Andersen provided both auditing and the new consulting service to Enron. Andersen consultants helped to implement aggressive accounting and the use of special purpose entities (more than 70 % of the fees that Andersen received from Enron came from consulting) while at the same time, the Andersen audit unit earned US\$1 million a week for internal and external auditing (less than 30 % of Enron's payments to Andersen).[718](#Fn718){ref-type="fn"} Enron had no fraud examiners and no internal audit department.[719](#Fn719){ref-type="fn"} Enron outsourced their own "internal audit" to Arthur Andersen and many of Enron's internal accountants and controllers were former Andersen executives.[720](#Fn720){ref-type="fn"} Joseph Berardino, Andersen's chairman, testified that "*in the previous year (2000), Andersen had received \$52 million in fees from Enron, of which only \$25 million could be directly attributed to the audit. Of those fees, \$13 million were clearly for consulting work and the remaining \$14 million is arguably related to the audit because it is work that can 'only be done by auditors'*".[721](#Fn721){ref-type="fn"} The bonuses of staff at the Houston office of Arthur Andersen depended on Enron's stable growth, and many Andersen employees, "*\[l\]ured by promises of undreamt*-*of*-*wealth... aspired to work for Enron and were therefore very reluctant to 'rock the boat' with the company*".[722](#Fn722){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, this led to a situation where auditors approved falsified accounting reports in order to earn more.

Carl Bass, among other Andersen auditors, expressed concern over Enron's practice of mark-to-market accounting and use of special purpose entities---but immediately after Bass' complaint David Duncan, Andersen senior executive at the Houston office, removed Bass from the Enron account.[723](#Fn723){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, if Bass had revealed his finding to the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy---which as we have noted was under the control of a friend of George W. Bush and Ken Lay---he could have lost his job and put a cross on his carrier as an auditor in Texas state without any assurance that the falsification case would even be properly investigated by the TSBPA. In the end, despite being later recognized as an accounting hero, Bass lost his auditor's license along with other former auditors of Enron.[724](#Fn724){ref-type="fn"}

Moreover, Andersen headquarters had a weak system of internal control over its regional units, and Andersen executives were delighted by the continuous growth of the Houston office's revenue, so they avoided asking what would be considered awkward questions about the details of consulting and audit practice. After the falsification was revealed, Andersen's Houston office immediately destroyed thousands of e-mails and papers relating to their auditing and consulting for Enron from 1997 to 2001[725](#Fn725){ref-type="fn"}; consequently, Andersen was found guilty only of obstruction of justice for shredding these documents and company files, and they were fined just US\$0.5 million.[726](#Fn726){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, investors were left in doubt about Andersen's accounting reports for other clients over the previous decade. As a result, the company failed to restart its business after the Enron case, as auditing is based mainly on trust and on the reputation of the auditor.

According to some researchers, "*Enron's board of directors simply did not understand what was going on; they trusted that Jeffrey Skilling's and Andrew Fastow's labyrinthine special purpose entities made sound financial sense; after all, both Skilling and Fastow had graduated from top MBA programs. Thus, neither the auditors nor the Board of Directors performed effectively their function of monitoring the activities of insiders for the benefit of outsiders*...[727](#Fn727){ref-type="fn"} *The Auditing Committee of the Board of Directors continued to rely on its public auditing firm, Arthur Andersen, who continued to write favorable opinion letters that ENRON's accounting was 'adequate to provide reasonable assurance as to the reliability of financial statements'*".[728](#Fn728){ref-type="fn"} Others suggest that Enron's board of directors kept silent for financial reasons: "*Each director received nearly \$350,000 per year for serving on Enron's board. That amount was double the high end of normal large public company director fees. The board routinely bragged about Enron's management team. One may ask how much of their 'Enron can do no wrong' attitude was impacted by the fees they received*?".[729](#Fn729){ref-type="fn"}

#### Enron's Culture {#Sec96}

Under the leadership of Jeffrey Skilling, who got the nickname of Darth Vader for his ruthless behavior,[730](#Fn730){ref-type="fn"} a "*cut*-*throat*" corporate culture, unusual for an energy company, was developed at Enron. This culture would have been more appropriate for an investment bank. Because the mark-to-market accounting approach allowed the recording of profits from long-term deals in the current year, it put enormous pressure on traders to keep providing gigantic new deals, which continued Enron's revenue and market capitalization growth. According to Peter Fusaro and Ross Miller: "*Enron's corporate culture was essentially focused on two things: The first was profits and the second was how to make even greater profits. The firm didn't strive to create long*-*lasting business relationships and had little desire to be involved in anything that smacked of the low margins associated with retail*-*oriented business*".[731](#Fn731){ref-type="fn"} At Enron, it was not the quality of a deal but the size of the deal and the maintenance of a constant 'deal flow'[732](#Fn732){ref-type="fn"} that mattered: "*Good deal versus bad deal? Didn't matter. If you could give it a positive Net Present Value it got done*".[733](#Fn733){ref-type="fn"} As soon as a deal was done, the trader immediately received compensation and forgot about the future of the deal. Therefore, the entire staff of Enron was focused on short-term output.[734](#Fn734){ref-type="fn"} Enron preferred to hire "*the best and the brightest*" young MBA school graduates, who at first were too inexperienced to understand the real flaws of Enron's corporate system---but were very smart, aggressive, and hungry to make short-term money. Enron paid extremely large rewards to traders who met their earnings targets: some common traders were able to earn up to US\$15 million a year.[735](#Fn735){ref-type="fn"}

The corporate message was simple: "*If you were smart enough and tough enough to work at Enron, you deserved to live like last year's Oscar winner*".[736](#Fn736){ref-type="fn"} On bonus day, luxury car dealers set up showrooms around the Enron headquarters building. In 2000, the base salary at Enron exceeded the peer group average by 51 %, bonus payments by 382 % and stock options by 484 %.[737](#Fn737){ref-type="fn"} Because employees' pension funds were invested in Enron stock and significant compensation was in the form of stock options, employees were motivated to increase Enron's capitalization by any means. In exchange for such large compensation, Enron claimed enormous productivity, total loyalty to superiors and faith in Enron's unique path: the staff were nicknamed "*Enronians*" and "*believers*".[738](#Fn738){ref-type="fn"}

Moreover, Jeffrey Skilling created the most rigid system of selection and ranking of personnel in corporate America. The system was called the Performance Review Committee (PRC), and it focused on assessing the amount, profitability and permanency of the deals an employee had brought into Enron during the previous six months. Every six months, 15 % of staff found themselves on the bottom rank of the PRC rating; if they remained there in the next review, they were fired.[739](#Fn739){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [740](#Fn740){ref-type="fn"} Such a system strengthened competition and atomization between traders, which prevented anyone in the company being honest with anyone else about the risks they were taking: "*Clearly, the switch from affirmation to punishment within Enron meant that employees regularly received mixed messages. On the one hand, they were the cleverest and best in the world* -- *a form of positive reinforcement, or love bombing, that it would be hard to better. On the other, they could be branded as 'losers', and fired at any time. Consistent with general cultic norms, the overall effect was disorientation, an erosion of one's confidence in one's own perceptions and, most crucially, a further compliance with the group's leaders that strengthened conformist behavior in general*... *It is clear that Enron management regarded kindness as a show of weakness. The same rigors that Enron faced in the marketplace were brought into the company in a way that destroyed morale and internal cohesion. In the process of trying to quickly and efficiently separate from the company those employees who were not carrying their weight, Enron created an environment where employees were afraid to express their opinions or to question unethical and potentially illegal business practices. Because the rank*-*and*-*yank system was both arbitrary and subjective, it was easily used by managers to reward blind loyalty and quash brewing dissent... \[There was a\] prevailing culture \[of\]* '*the undiscussability of the undiscussable also undiscussable'... \[A\] former senior manager's summary of the internal culture: 'There was an unwritten rule... a rule of 'no bad news.' If I came to them with bad news, it would only hurt my career'*".[741](#Fn741){ref-type="fn"} "*Paranoia flourished and trading contracts began to contain highly restrictive confidentiality clauses. Secrecy became the order of the day for many of the company's trading contracts, as well as its disclosures*".[742](#Fn742){ref-type="fn"} "*Enron Gas Services was developing a reputation as a predatory place where people would sell each other out to survive*".[743](#Fn743){ref-type="fn"}

This internal climate of concealment about risk soon extended to communication with external audiences: Mark Koenig, Enron's former head of investor relations, testified the following "*I wish I knew why I did it. I did it to keep my job, to keep the value that I had in the company, to keep working for the company. I didn't have a good reason*".[744](#Fn744){ref-type="fn"} Sherron Watkins---Enron vice president, subordinate of Andrew Fastow, former auditor at Arthur Andersen and ultimately famous in the USA as an internal whistle-blower---sent an anonymous memo to Lay about the possibility of a wave of accounting scandals after the unexpected resignation of Jeffrey Skilling as CEO in August 2001; later she sent a signed letter to Lay, and visited him personally.[745](#Fn745){ref-type="fn"} Watkins began her letter with these selfish words: "*Has Enron become a risky place to work? For those of us who didn't get rich over the last few years, can we afford to stay?*".[746](#Fn746){ref-type="fn"} She honesty outlined to Lay possible risks from accounting fraud, but the motivation for her whistleblowing attempts was not concern about investors (many of them were pension funds and education organizations; she mentioned them once in the letter), but apparently about the personal wealth of employees---their options and pension funds---and her career prospects: "*I am incredibly nervous that we will implode in a wave of scandals. My eight years of Enron work history will be worth nothing on my resume, the business world will consider the past successes as nothing but an elaborate accounting hoax*".[747](#Fn747){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, she recommended to cover-up the problems ("*clean up quietly if possible*").[748](#Fn748){ref-type="fn"} Her letter was found only during the investigation, when the falsifications were revealed, but she had kept silent about Enron's frauds for years before the bankruptcy. Apparently, it was impossible for a conscientious person to survive unscathed in Enron's "*cut*-*throat*" environment for 8 long years...

#### Enron and the Investment Banks {#Sec97}

Investment banks made serious money from underwriting merger deals, while broker fees brought insignificant profits in comparison. They got large investment-banking fees from Enron transactions, they were investors in Enron's off-balance-sheet special purpose entities and had credit exposure to Enron.[749](#Fn749){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, investment bank analysts were urged to publish positive analytic reports about Enron, and sell-side bank traders promoted Enron's stock among their clients---though with an average annual growth of over 65 %, Enron stocks did not require a lot of effort to promote.[750](#Fn750){ref-type="fn"} If the occasional dissident---like John Olson, an analyst at Merrill Lynch---made a "*sell*" recommendation on Enron stocks or published "*neutral*" reports, he or she would be fired, since all the investment banks had a close relationship with Enron's executives. Later, in gratitude for the dismissal of John Olson, Merrill Lynch received at least US\$45 million in fees from Enron deals.[751](#Fn751){ref-type="fn"} Enron's impressive projections to become "*the world's leading company*" attracted investors from all around the world. The company declared: "*We believe wholesale gas and power in North America, Europe and Japan will grow from a US\$660 billion market to a US\$1.7* *trillion market over the next several years. Retail energy services in the United States and Europe have the potential to grow from US\$180 billion to \$765* *billion in the not*-*so*-*distant future. Broadband's prospective global growth is huge* -- *it should increase from just US\$17* *billion today to \$1.4* *trillion within five years. Taken together, these markets present \[a several\] trillion \[dollar\] opportunity for Enron... Our stock price is going to go to \$120 per share*".[752](#Fn752){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [753](#Fn753){ref-type="fn"} The registered maximum for an Enron share was US\$90 in August 2000; as things turned out, the value of the share in late November 2001 was less than US\$1. A Goldman Sachs analytic report extolled Enron: "*Enron has built unique and, in our view, extraordinary franchises in several business units in very large markets*".[754](#Fn754){ref-type="fn"} In early 2001, according to Thomson First Call, 13 of Enron's 18 analysts recommended to buy Enron's stocks.[755](#Fn755){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, 10 out of 15 analysts who followed Enron were still rating the stock as a "*buy*" or a "*strong buy*" as late as November 8, 2001, when Enron finally confessed to accounting falsifications.[756](#Fn756){ref-type="fn"}

#### The Academics Are Impressed {#Sec98}

Impressed by the company's fantastic growth in the market, Harvard University prepared a case study about Enron's success for MBA students; Business Week, Forbes, Fortune and other business magazines and newspapers were dazzled by the "Enron Miracle" and published articles portraying the company in a favorable light.[757](#Fn757){ref-type="fn"} For example, Fortune evaluated Enron stocks among its "*10 stocks to last the decade... that should put your retirement account in good stead and protect you from those recurring nightmares about stocks that got away*"[758](#Fn758){ref-type="fn"}; Skilling was named "*The \#1 CEO in the USA*" for embracing innovative theories of business and receiving enormous income from these innovations.[759](#Fn759){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, this was a tale of "*individual and collective greed born in an atmosphere of market euphoria and corporate arrogance. Hardly anyone ... wanted to believe the company was too good to be true... Many kept on buying the stock, the corporate mantra and the dream*".[760](#Fn760){ref-type="fn"} It was only on March 5, 2001 that Fortune magazine published the first serious investigation into the accounting practices of Enron---an article by Bethany McLean entitled "*Is Enron Overpriced?*"---which provoked great attention from investors to the problems.[761](#Fn761){ref-type="fn"}

#### The Demise {#Sec99}

At the peak of Enron's stock price, Ken Lay and Jeffrey Skilling secretly began to sell their stock options. At the same time, they assured the employees that the stock would probably rise.[762](#Fn762){ref-type="fn"} On October 16, 2001, after Skilling's resignation in August and following the activity of Sherron Watkins, Lay was forced to announce the first quarterly losses for more than four years, of US\$618 million; net assets declined to US\$1.2 billion.[763](#Fn763){ref-type="fn"} Sherron Watkins assessed Skilling's resignation as a trigger that would lead to unearth the cover-ups in Enron's "success story": "*I believe that the probability of discovery significantly increased with Skilling's shocking departure. Too many people are looking for a smoking gun*".[764](#Fn764){ref-type="fn"} Soon, Enron revealed that the company had overstated its earnings during the last four years by US\$586 million, and hidden US\$3.1 billion in debts.[765](#Fn765){ref-type="fn"} After these statements, it became clear to everybody that Enron had been falsifying its accounts for years. From the first investigations of possible accounting fraud, the Enron fall began...

Lay probably counted on the help of George W. Bush, his close friend, but due to tremendous media pressure after the fraud revelations, Bush tried to disown his relationship with Lay, and Enron's massive contributions to his election campaigns. Several Enron executives pleaded guilty, and got decades-long jail sentences with multi-million-dollar fines. Ken Lay died in July 2006 before serving his sentence. Jeffrey Skilling and Andrew Fastow were sentenced to 24 and 10 years in prison respectively.

##### Enron's Bankruptcy: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar16}

**Close and corrupting relationships between Enron executives and representatives of the US political elite led to deregulation changes** that allowed Enron to build a flawed business model. The risks of such a model could be hidden with impunity because of the absence of a strict regulatory framework, and extensive informal relationships between Enron executives, regulators and politicians. Employees of Enron and Arthur Andersen were afraid to reveal risks to the public because they feared they would not find support from regulators, who seemed to have a cozy relationship with Enron's management team.The business model was geared to constantly raising the earnings of Enron executives by maintaining the permanent growth of the company's market value. This growth could be achieved by a continual increase of Enron's short-term revenue figures and low debts. Therefore, **Enron's executives corrupted their auditors and several investment banks with lucrative years-long contracts for reaching the required figures**.**Wishful thinking of the board of directors, and among investors, employees and the media**---they preferred to believe only in what they wanted to believe, and ignored facts and early warnings. The unwillingness of the majority of investors to go deep into Enron's complex financial operations while the company was steadily expanding in the market.**Unfathomable complexity** of the financial engineering through which Enron generated its false financial results was key. This was a precursor to the absolute impossibility of penetrating the CDO-squared structure of the mid-2000s. It was not just an unwillingness, it was an inability.The **reluctance of Enron executives to confess any shortcomings of the created business model** in the early stages of Enron's ascent, because doing so could lead to accusations of incompetence and the collapse of capitalization. The **fear of criminal prosecution after the majority of the falsifications** had occurred caused Enron's management to continue distorting information about the real situation within the company until bankruptcy.**A "success at any price" and "no bad news" culture**, the **secrecy** of deals at Enron, the **absence of internal control within the company and its frequent labor turnover**: all these processes were consciously implemented by executives to provide a **fragmentary picture of risks among employees**.

Subprime Mortgage Crisis (USA, 2007--2008) {#Sec100}
------------------------------------------

"*The experience of France in the Belle Époque proves, if proof were needed, that no hypocrisy is too great when economical and financial elites are obliged to defend their interests.*Thomas Piketty*Thirty per cent of OTC derivatives are bought and seventy per cent are sold.*Michael A.H. Dempster"
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### The LTCM 1998 Precursor in Addition to the Enron Precursor {#Sec101}

The subprime mortgage crisis that started in 2007 in the USA had two notable precursors: (i) as reported earlier, Enron was a precursor with respect to the complexity of its financial engineering constructions; (ii) the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM), which collapsed of in 1998,[766](#Fn766){ref-type="fn"} was a precursor with respect to excess leverage (its positions were quite straightforward and very easy to understand, unlike Enron's structures) and the potential for a single firm to have systemic catastrophic impact on the global financial system.[767](#Fn767){ref-type="fn"}

With 1997 Memorial Nobel prize winners Myron S. Scholes and Robert C. Merton among its principals, LTCM developed arbitrage positions betting on the convergence of what was deemed mispriced spread between bonds and between equity pairs and also traded options. In its first few years, LTCM achieved remarkable returns but had to escalate its leverage to enormous proportions, as its capital base grew and investment opportunities decreased. Thus, at the beginning of 1998, the firm had equity of US\$4.72 billion and had borrowed over US\$ 124.5 billion with assets of around US\$129 billion, for a debt to equity ratio of over 25 to 1.[768](#Fn768){ref-type="fn"} The debt of LTCM was developed with counterparties being most of the important banks on Wall Street. Starting with the 1997 East Asian financial crisis followed by the 1998 Russian government bond default, the convergence arbitrages that LTCM had bet upon actually diverged, leading to huge losses. As LTCM's capital was composed of funds from the same financial professionals with whom it traded, its difficulties led Wall Street to fear that LTCM liquidation of its securities to cover its debt would further push price down in a positive feedback loop, and could cause a chain reaction with catastrophic losses throughout the financial system. On September 1998, the Federal Reserve supervised a bail out of LTCM involving 14 financial institutions for a US\$3.6 billion recapitalization allowing to avoid further liquidation in order to prevent the vicious cycle that was feared to possibly collapse the entire world financial system.

Unfortunately, the Federal Reserve, the US treasury and regulators did not learn anything or choose to ignore the lessons offered by the LTCM debacle, allowing essentially the same leverage dynamics to develop industry wide with catastrophic consequences that are still echoing.

### Brief Summary of the Crisis {#Sec102}

During the 2000s, an American real estate bubble was forming,[769](#Fn769){ref-type="fn"} which burst during 2007--2008. More than eight million American households lost their homes due to foreclosure. More than US\$17 trillion of household wealth was wiped out within 21 months after the burst. The American subprime mortgage crisis triggered a global financial and economic crisis in 2008--2009,[770](#Fn770){ref-type="fn"} which caused the most severe recession in over 50 years. Total stock market losses exceeded US\$30 trillion worldwide.[771](#Fn771){ref-type="fn"} In order to prevent a total collapse of the world financial system, governments imperiled trillions of taxpayers' money on bailouts of private financial institutions, which were "*too big to fail*". This global salvage operation disrupted the stability of government finance not only in the USA, but also in many European countries. The US federal deficit (the amount by which federal spending exceeds federal income in a given fiscal year) grew from US\$161 billion in 2007 to \$1.4 trillion in 2009[772](#Fn772){ref-type="fn"}; and total public debt (the total amount owed by the federal government, including debts from intra-governmental holdings) increased by US\$3.5 trillion, from \$8.8 trillion in the middle of 2007 to \$12.3 trillion at the end of 2009.[773](#Fn773){ref-type="fn"}

After the crisis, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (FCIC) was created by the United States government to "*examine the causes of the current financial and economic crisis in the United States*". During hundreds of witness hearings under oath, numerous cases of risk information concealment were revealed, which had led to an inadequate perception of mortgage-related risks among US officials and financial industry executives. The commission stated: "*The crisis was the result of human action and inaction, not of Mother Nature... The captains of finance and the public stewards of our financial system ignored warnings and failed to question, understand, and manage evolving risks within a system essential to the well*-*being of the American public. Despite the expressed view of many on Wall Street and in Washington that the crisis could not have been foreseen or avoided, there were warning signs. The tragedy was that they were ignored or discounted... Little meaningful action was taken to quell the threats in a timely manner*".[774](#Fn774){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, the deregulation of the financial sector over decades, the highly fragmented state of US financial regulation and the desire of both government and financial institutions to ensure permanent growth of income and of the economy as a whole, in an illusionary belief in a perpetual money machine[775](#Fn775){ref-type="fn"}---all of these together led to this crisis. There are strong arguments and compelling evidence that the financial meltdown was predictable and thus avoidable, and resulted from an exaggerated implementation of the free-market ideology and shareholder-value capitalism, with strong asymmetric information and misaligned incentives between shareholders and managers (the so-called agency problem), competition of the corporate-elites and, arguably, a shocking failure of leadership.[776](#Fn776){ref-type="fn"}

From a macro-economic view point, the crisis had its roots in non-sustainable global unbalances, in particular in the exploding China trade surplus with respect to the US, and the associated growing US debt bought by the Chinese, Japanese and Germans: "*If foreigners hold the debt, the interest rate stays stable. Mercantilist only works as long as they are willing to take the losses with the inflation that is coming along. Avoids social consequences of supernormal growth rates for them; subsidizes us by buying our debt. Good deal for us: they give us goods and we give them paper. Herb Stein would say: unsustainable trends have to end*".[777](#Fn777){ref-type="fn"} Even the New York Fed admitted that, because of this trade, rates were held artificially low and drove the search for yield leading up to the crisis.[778](#Fn778){ref-type="fn"} This sounds all too familiar regarding the five years of Quantitative Easing (QE) that have followed and created many short lived bubbles and other unsustainable unbalances![779](#Fn779){ref-type="fn"} The crisis has forced us to pay closer attention to the deregulated derivatives market, whose notional size amounts for more than US\$600 trillion[780](#Fn780){ref-type="fn"}---10 times more than the annual global world GDP. Nobody really knows what kind of threats derivatives could bring to the world financial system...

### Risk Concealment Before the Disaster {#Sec103}

#### Decades-Long Destruction of the Legislation that Followed the Great Depression {#Sec104}

In 1933, after the Great Depression, the Banking Act, usually referred to as the Glass--Steagall Act, was passed. In four provisions of the Act, securities activity by commercial banks and affiliations between commercial banks and securities firms were restricted to avoid conflicts of interests. The creation of a single financial institution combining an investment bank, a commercial bank and an insurance company was prohibited. In 1934, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) was established to regulate secondary trading of securities, by regulating stock exchanges and enforcing sanctions against criminal acts of fraud.[781](#Fn781){ref-type="fn"} In the 1970s, American economists suggested that deregulation of the economy could increase competition within industries, reduce the price of goods and services through the interdependency of supply and demand, and enhance the economic growth of the United States. In 1971, during the Nixon presidency, the first step towards deregulation was made in the transportation industry with the deregulation of rail and truck transport. In 1978, during the Carter administration, the Airline Deregulation Act was passed.

In 1981, U.S. president Reagan promoted a new economic policy based on the reduction of government spending, federal income tax and capital gains tax, and on minimizing government intervention in the economy with the goal to stimulate jobs creation and productivity gains. To implement the "Reaganomics" strategy, Donald Regan---former chairman and CEO of the investment bank Merrill Lynch---was appointed to the position of Secretary of the Treasury, the American equivalent of finance minister. In 1982, the Garn--St. Germain Depository Institutions Act was passed in order to help savings and loan associations compete with mutual funds, which were offering more lucrative interest rates during the high inflation of the 1970s--1980s.[782](#Fn782){ref-type="fn"} In a short speech describing his motivations for the Garn--St. Germain Depository Institutions Act, Reagan "*told an audience of S & L executives, bankers members of Congress, staffers, and journalists that the bill* -- *which bore the names of Republican Senator Jake Garn of Utah and Democratic Congressman Fernand St Germain of Rhode Island* -- *would cut S & Ls loose from the girdle of old* -- *fashioned regulation. One of Reagan's campaign platforms was deregulation, to get government off the backs of businesses to help the struggling economy create new jobs. When Reagan took office in 1981, mortgage rates were in nosebleed territory: 14 percent. (And this was for home buyers with good credit.) A year later rates would be even higher* -- *16 percent. ... Reagan signed the Garn* -- *St Germain bill, he said the legislation would create more housing, more jobs, and growth for the economy. 'All in all', 'he proclaimed', 'I think we've hit the jackpot'*".[783](#Fn783){ref-type="fn"} The act broadened the range of legally permitted loans and investments, allowing banks to provide variable-rate mortgage loans. Mutual funds, established by investment banks, were serious competitors of commercial banks: the assets of mutual funds surged from US\$3 billion in 1977 to more than US\$740 billion in 1995, and US\$1.8 trillion by 2000.[784](#Fn784){ref-type="fn"} These funds were not regulated: according to the testimony of Paul Volcker, former chairman of the Federal Reserve, "*There was no regulation. It was kind of a free ride*".[785](#Fn785){ref-type="fn"} These funds had complete freedom of investment activity and did not participate in the deposit insurance system. Clients' protection against losses was based only on the investment bank's reputation for protecting money market funds.[786](#Fn786){ref-type="fn"} The rise of mutual funds urged the commercial banks to "*put a lot of pressure on \[government\] institutions to get higher*-*rate performing assets*".[787](#Fn787){ref-type="fn"}

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 also promoted the house bubble and mortgage refinancing frenzy: "*And there was yet one more advantage to being a consumer finance company, especially one that was making loans (second liens) secured by a house. Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of 1986 -- signed into law by President Reagan* -- *which eliminated the ability of consumers to deduct interest payments on credit cards, auto loans, and all types of personal loans. Worried about a growing budget deficit, the politicians were hoping that by eliminating the tax deduction, this newfound money would feed the federal coffers. Consumers could no longer deduct the interest payments on their cars, credit cards, or personal loans, they might stop spending, which ultimately might hurt the consumer finance industry. Instead, it shifted borrowing* -- *to some degree* -- *away from personal loans to an asset class where Americans could still deduct the interest payments: the home*".[788](#Fn788){ref-type="fn"}

In 1986--1987, the Federal Reserve allowed American banks to make up to 5 % of gross revenues from investment banking business, and to underwrite commercial paper (unsecured promissory notes issued by banks or corporations), municipal bonds, and mortgage-backed securities.[789](#Fn789){ref-type="fn"} In August 1986, Alan Greenspan, a leading apologist for deregulation and the free market, was appointed as chairman of the Federal Reserve; he was to remain chairman for the following 18^1^/~2~ years until January 2006. In the same year, commercial banks obtained the right to get up to 10 % of their revenue from debt and equity securities; in 1996, this limit was raised to 25 %.[790](#Fn790){ref-type="fn"} Banks also got permission to deal with derivatives: debt securities (allowed from 1983), interest and currency exchange rates (from 1988), stock indices (from 1988), precious metals such as gold and silver (from 1991), and equity stocks (from 1994).[791](#Fn791){ref-type="fn"} During the 1980s and early 1990s, commercial banks began providing higher-risk loans with higher interest payments. They offered loans to oil and gas producers, financed leveraged buyouts of corporations, and funded residential and commercial real estate developers for international expansion.[792](#Fn792){ref-type="fn"} As a result, during the savings and loan crisis in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 1034 savings and loan associations failed with US\$160 billion losses.[793](#Fn793){ref-type="fn"} By contrast, 584 banks had failed between 1934 and 1980 when there was a rigid legal framework.[794](#Fn794){ref-type="fn"}

Later, Greenspan described the arguments for deregulation: "*Those of us who support market capitalism in its more competitive forms might argue that unfettered markets create a degree of wealth that fosters a more civilized existence. I have always found that insight compelling*".[795](#Fn795){ref-type="fn"} "*The market*-*stabilizing private regulatory forces should gradually displace many cumbersome, increasingly ineffective government structures*".[796](#Fn796){ref-type="fn"} The decline of government involvement in the economy had an ideological and geopolitical basis, coinciding as it did with the collapse of the Soviet Union, a unique example of total government control over political, social and economic activities. In addition, the financial lobby sought theoretical credibility for further deregulation from the academic world, and began to engage prominent professors and researchers to study the possible advantages of deregulated markets. They offered millions of dollars in funding and grants, tens of thousands of dollars in speaking fees and generous salaries for involvement on the boards of financial institutions.[797](#Fn797){ref-type="fn"} In fact, the academic founders of modern finance theory did not need to be induced into their theoretical positions. They deeply believed in the creative logic of their work.[798](#Fn798){ref-type="fn"} Unsurprisingly, all these elements combined to ensure the dominance of a free-market theory, supported by apparently solid scientific studies, which argued for the necessity to decrease the role of government in the economy. This research helped financial lobbyists to find a legal justification for deregulation, and convince politicians to disassemble the legal framework that had been in place since the Great Depression: from 1999 to 2008, the financial sector spent US\$2.7 billion on reported federal lobbying. In addition, the sector contributed more than US\$1 billion to political campaigns during this period.[799](#Fn799){ref-type="fn"}

#### "We Had a 21st-Century Financial System with 19th-Century Safeguards" {#Sec105}

In 1998, during the Clinton administration, Citibank announced a merger with Travelers Insurance Group---which owned Salomon Brothers investment bank---to establish the largest financial institution in the world, Citigroup Inc. It is remarkable that the deal was declared in violation of the Glass--Steagall Act of 1933, but the Federal Reserve made an exception for this merge. At the time of the deal, the Secretary of the Treasury was former Goldman Sachs executive Robert Rubin, who worked at Citigroup Inc. after the merger as a board member, chairman of the executive committee and chairman of the board of directors (1999--2009). Citigroup Inc. paid him up to US\$126 million.[800](#Fn800){ref-type="fn"} In 1999, after lobbying from the financial sector, Congress passed the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, which lifted all restrictions against the combination of banking, securities and insurance operations within a single financial institution. This paved the way for further mergers.[801](#Fn801){ref-type="fn"} Ultimately, by 2005, the ten largest US commercial banks held 55 % of the industry's assets---twice the proportion held by the top ten in 1990.[802](#Fn802){ref-type="fn"} Lawrence Summers, Rubin's successor as Secretary of the Treasury and a former academic economist and Harvard professor, said on the passing of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act: "*Today, Congress voted to update the rules that have governed financial services since the Great Depression and replace them with a system for the 21st century. This historic legislation will better enable American companies to compete in the new economy*".[803](#Fn803){ref-type="fn"} After the crisis, the FCIC commission stated that, in fact, "*we had a 21st*-*century financial system with 19th*-*century safeguards*".[804](#Fn804){ref-type="fn"}

Deregulation led to a situation where the banking, securities and insurance operations of the new merged financial institutions were still overseen by separate regulators: there was no single government regulator looking at all of their commercial activities. So neither government nor the executives of financial institutions had the whole picture of the risks involved in a complex combination of businesses with different interests---especially in the widening distribution of derivatives. For instance, the CEO of Citigroup told the FCIC commission that US\$40 billion invested in highly rated mortgage securities would "*not in any way have excited my attention*", and the co-head of Citigroup's investment bank said he spent "*a small fraction of 1* *% of his time on those securities*". The commission declared that "*too big to fail meant too big to manage. We conclude a combination of excessive borrowing, risky investments, and lack of transparency put the financial system on a collision course with crisis*".[805](#Fn805){ref-type="fn"}

The complexity of understanding the principles of the creation and calculation of derivatives, together with continued lobbying from financial institutions, resulted in the absence of serious government regulation over innovative financial instruments. We should also stress the prevalence of finance theories that rationalized and legitimized both public deregulation and extraordinary private risk-seeking behavior, while generating such complexity in the financial engineering and the underlying cash flows beneath the financial structures that literally no one could have penetrated in the cases of Enron and of the global financial crisis.

When the Commodity Futures Trading Commission expressed their intention to discuss the possible regulation of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, their attempts to do so were suspended by Alan Greenspan, Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers.[806](#Fn806){ref-type="fn"} Greenspan testified that there was no need for government oversight, because "*regulation of derivatives transactions that are privately negotiated by professionals is unnecessary*".[807](#Fn807){ref-type="fn"} In the 20 years from early 1990 to 2009, the unregulated global derivatives market---of which 90 % consisted of OTC derivatives---grew from US\$10 trillion to US\$605 trillion[808](#Fn808){ref-type="fn"}; the world GDP in 2010 was approximately US\$65 trillion.[809](#Fn809){ref-type="fn"} After the mortgage crisis in autumn 2008, Greenspan admitted that "*Those of us who have looked to the self*-*interest of lending institutions to protect shareholders' equity (myself especially) are in a state of shocked disbelief*".[810](#Fn810){ref-type="fn"} The FCIC commission considered that "*the enactment of legislation in 2000 to ban the regulation by both the federal and state governments of OTC derivatives was a key turning point in the march toward the financial crisis*".[811](#Fn811){ref-type="fn"}

#### Creation of Housing Bubble {#Sec106}

In order to stimulate economic growth, the administrations of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush set aggressive goals to increase home ownership, which could generate activity in the construction industry and create millions of new jobs. Deregulated financial products and a Federal Reserve interest rate of 1.75 %, the lowest in the previous 40 years, supplied accessible credit for potential borrowers. From 1999 to 2007, the average house price nationwide increased by 67 %; in 110 metropolitan areas, the price doubled. The floor area of an average new home grew by 15 % in the decade from 1997 to 2007.[812](#Fn812){ref-type="fn"} In 2005, more than 10 % of house sales were made for financial reasons by investors, speculators, or people buying second homes. Houses became a commodity---an asset---and could be mortgaged to get cash for putting children through college, medical bills, or sabbaticals to launch new businesses. As a result, home refinancing rose from US\$460 billion in 2000 to US\$2.8 trillion in 2003, despite stagnant wages.[813](#Fn813){ref-type="fn"}

Before the deregulation of the early 1980s, lenders selected borrowers carefully, because they needed, for their own sake, to ensure that a borrower could pay a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage. The stability of financial institutions depended on the reliability of their debtors. Even in the 1990s, only the highest quality clients who could comply with tough requirements---known as "prime" borrowers---were eligible. For example, one requirement was that first-time home buyers should be able to make a 20 % down payment. However, deregulation and active encouragement from the government allowed lenders to lower the acceptable standard for borrowers, and provide credit for people with no credit history or proof of income---and the "subprime" market was born. It was made possible by the creation of a securitization pipeline: lenders packaged loans into residential mortgage--backed securities, and these securities were repackaged again into collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) by investment banks like Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, Bear Stearns or Lehman Brothers. In their turn, CDOs were promoted among more conservative American investors (retirement systems, hospitals, endowment funds and the like) and global investors (pension funds and sovereign funds) as a "*super*-*senior*" and "*s\`*securities from a range of different quality debtors[814](#Fn814){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [815](#Fn815){ref-type="fn"} Economist James Grant described the "*mysterious alchemical processes \[by which\] Wall Street transforms BBB*-*minus*-*rated mortgages into AAA*-*rated tranches of mortgage securities*".[816](#Fn816){ref-type="fn"} Companies like American International Group (AIG)---the largest insurance company in the world---insured the banks against potential default by credit default swaps (CDSs). By 2007, AIG had issued CDSs on \$379 billion of underlying value.[817](#Fn817){ref-type="fn"}

A strong positive feedback mechanism developed between the home price dynamics and the loan origination process: "*Why would the defendants overvalue the homes? Answer: because the higher the house value, the larger the loan Ameriquest \[it was one of the largest sub*-*prime mortgage lender in the United States until shut down in 2007\] could fund. The larger the loan, the higher the commission the friends could earn. On \$9 million in retail loans that Ameriquest had extended on the 64 homes, the seven friends earned \$172,400, which works out to almost two points (2 percent) per loan. The loan officers, most of whom were in their 20* *s, found the borrowers by going through the company's 'turn* -- *down files' where LOs stored the names of customers who had previously been rejected for loans. But the borrowers didn't receive kickbacks from the LOs* -- *they were just happy to get a mortgage*".[818](#Fn818){ref-type="fn"} This fed on the absence of information concerning payments of subprime borrowers: "*Mike McMahon, the stock analyst, saw the problem coming. 'They were way too optimistic on the life of the loans,' he said. 'Everyone was guessing with limited historical data.' Historical data? As far as securitization went, subprime mortgages had no history. 'Everyone was guessing,' said McMahon. 'These weren't Fannie, Freddie, and FHA loans where there's 40* *years of past data to look at on how they'd perform*'".[819](#Fn819){ref-type="fn"}

#### Corruptive Assessments of American Rating Agencies {#Sec107}

In their book Chain of Blame, Paul Muolo and Mathew Padilla summarize the process as follows: "*Almost every mortgage they put into a bond was a loan made to a borrower who either had bad credit or was considered a stated* -- *income risk. Stated* -- *income mortgages worked like this: The borrowers stated their income and the lenders believed them. It was a wildly popular product and for obvious reasons: Borrowers got what they wanted even though they had to pay a slightly higher interest rate for it. Wall Street loved any type of loan that was paying a higher rate than the conventional or* "*A*" *paper rate of good credit quality mortgages sold to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, two congressionally chartered mortgage giants whose mission in life was to buy such loans. A higher* -- *yielding mortgage meant that a Wall Street firm like Bear Stearns could create a higher* -- *yielding bond to sell to an investor. Every time a bond salesman at Bear (or any other firm) sells a bond, he takes a fraction of the deal for himself. On a \$50 million bond, the commission might be an eighth of a point, which works out to \$62,500. Bond commissions are not openly publicized and can vary greatly depending on what type of bond is being sold. But one equation rings true* -- *the higher the yield on the bond, the higher the bond sale commission. Subprime mortgages were the highest* -- *yielding loans around that were backed by something tangible: a house*".[820](#Fn820){ref-type="fn"}

The CDOs' AAA rating was assigned by such respected rating agencies as Moody's, Standard & Poor's and Fitch. Investment banks "*paid handsome fees to the rating agencies to obtain the desired ratings*"[821](#Fn821){ref-type="fn"} -- between US\$0.5 million to 0.85 million for every mortgage-related security. In the 1990s, the quality of the obligations was not in doubt but, with the subsequent growth of lending, it became harder to carefully track the quality of borrowers. The rating agencies knew exactly what they were doing. One S&P employee wrote: "*Rating agencies continue to create an even bigger monster* -- *the C.D.O. market. Let's hope we are all wealthy and retired by the time this house of cards falters*". Another wrote in an instant message: "*We rate every deal. It could be structured by cows and we would rate it*".[822](#Fn822){ref-type="fn"} After the crisis, Moody's executives testified: "*We had almost no ability to do meaningful research*... *The threat of losing business to a competitor* \[Standard & Poor's or Fitch\], *even if not realized, absolutely tilted the balance away from an independent arbiter of risk towards a captive facilitator of risk transfer... Bankers were pushing more aggressively, so that it became from a quiet little group to more of a machine... Subprime \[residential mortgage*--*backed securities\] and their offshoots offer little transparency around composition and characteristics of the loan collateral... Loan*-*by*-*loan data, the highest level of detail, is generally not available to investors*".[823](#Fn823){ref-type="fn"} Moody's standard disclaimer -- stating that "*The ratings... are, and must be construed solely as, statements of opinion and not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, sell, or hold any securities*", gave the rating agency protection against any lawsuits from misled investors. From 2000 to 2007, Moody's rated nearly 45,000 mortgage-related securities as AAA. In 2006 alone, when earnings on mortgage ratings reached US\$887 million or 44 % of overall corporate revenue, Moody's was putting its AAA stamp of approval on 30 mortgage-related securities every working day. In 2007--2008 during the crash, 83 % of the AAA mortgage securities of 2006 were ultimately downgraded.[824](#Fn824){ref-type="fn"}

Following the onset of the financial crisis in 2008, banks and other financial firms have collectively paid more than \$40 billion as punishment for crisis-era misdeeds to the US government as off January 2015. But rating agencies have been also in the firing line and the US Justice Department has launched a lawsuit against S&P, a unit of McGraw Hill Financial, accusing S&P of giving top ratings to poor quality mortgage-backed securities between 2004 and 2007 and of knowingly misleading investors with inflated ratings of residential mortgage-backed securities and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). According to the lawsuit, S&P gave the deceptive ratings so it could collect fees from the financial firms that sold the securities. The Justice Department and more than a dozen state attorneys general argue that "*S&P's relationships with the banks that designed the mortgage deals 'improperly influenced' the ratings criteria. It also accused S&P of falsely claiming that its ratings 'were objective, independent, uninfluenced by any conflicts of interest'*".[825](#Fn825){ref-type="fn"} For fears of the negative impact towards shareholders, reputation damage and to avoid the embarrassment of paying the same or even more after a trial, ratings company Standard & Poor's has struck a \$1.37 billion settlement with the U.S. Justice Department over mortgage ratings that S&P issued leading up to the 2008 financial crisis, a penalty large enough to wipe out the rating agency's entire operating profit for a year[826](#Fn826){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [827](#Fn827){ref-type="fn"} According to the CNN announcement of February 3, 2015,[828](#Fn828){ref-type="fn"} the settlement also resolves lawsuits with attorneys general in 19 states and the District of Columbia and S&P will pay separately \$125 million to California's public pension fund to resolve claims that it was misled in three separate transactions. In January 2015, S&P already paid \$58 million to the Securities and Exchange Commission and \$19 million to settle similar charges with the attorneys general in New York and Massachusetts. Again, according to the CNN announcement of February 3,[829](#Fn829){ref-type="fn"} "*S&P said the latest settlement 'contains no findings of violations of law by the company'. However, federal prosecutors said the company has acknowledged the 'improper conduct that led to this settlement'*".

#### Development of CDO Monsters {#Sec108}

Once a mortgage securities package was sold, the lender had no need to monitor the financial situation of debtors, because all payments from borrowers were transmitted to the owners of mortgage securities. The minimum down payment was soon reduced to 3 % and, after Bush's "*Zero Down Payment Initiative*", it dropped to just US\$500. These lucrative terms attracted millions of subprime (near-prime, non-prime, and second-chance lending) borrowers, who had to pay a higher rate than prime borrowers: in California, the average subprime borrower was paying US\$600 per month more than a prime borrower on their mortgage payments because they had received a subprime loan.[830](#Fn830){ref-type="fn"} The share of subprime mortgages in the US mortgage market increased from 7.4 % in 2002 to 23.5 % in 2007.[831](#Fn831){ref-type="fn"} Subprime mortgages meant greater profitability for financial institutions. Investment banks wanted constant growth in the number of new CDOs (collateralized debt obligations), and encouraged lenders to issue new credit for everyone. In a permanently growing real estate market, such a model worked well: borrowers warmed up the property market by taking the new more accessible credit, and lenders did not have to worry about the creditability of borrowers because they were transferring risks through CDOs and other mortgage securities to investors, who in turn insured risks through CDSs. As this was developing in full force, Greenspan declared that the financial system had achieved unprecedented resilience.[832](#Fn832){ref-type="fn"} AAA ratings for mortgage securities maintained the illusion of a high quality of assets, which seemed to be among the safest in the world. One FCIC commission witness compared this financial creativity with "*cheap sangria, when a lot of cheap ingredients \[are\] repackaged to sell at a premium. It might taste good for a while, but then you get headaches later and you have no idea what's really inside*".[833](#Fn833){ref-type="fn"} One of the inventors of securitization testified that "*If you look at how many people are playing, from the real estate agent all the way through to the guy who is issuing the security and the underwriter and the underwriting group and blah, blah, blah, then nobody in this entire chain is responsible to anybody*".[834](#Fn834){ref-type="fn"} As the commission put it, "*They all believed they could off*-*load their risks on a moment's notice to the next person in line. They were wrong. When borrowers stopped making mortgage payments, the losses*---*amplified by derivatives*---*rushed through the pipeline*".[835](#Fn835){ref-type="fn"}

For the financial sector, the real estate boom became a major source of profit, as a result of the higher interest rates paid by borrowers and the chain of bond placements by Wall Street: "*A consumer (usually subprime) buying a home or refinancing and trying to keep closing costs low would agree to pay a higher interest rate on the mortgage in return for paying no points (or fewer points) at the closing table. The higher yield on the loan made that mortgage more valuable to the wholesaler (Countrywide, Wells Fargo, Washington Mutual), because the wholesaler could sell it to Wall Street at a better price than a lower* -- *yielding loan would garner. In the world of Wall Street, the higher the interest rate on a loan, the more valuable it became. Why? Answer: because the loan would be pooled into a bond, and bond investors loved higher* -- *yielding assets. A higher yield of even just 1 percent more on a billion* -- *dollar bond would translate into millions extra in income for the bondholder*".[836](#Fn836){ref-type="fn"}

From 1978 to 2008, the amount of debt held by the financial sector increased from US\$3 trillion to US\$36 trillion; more than 33 % of all corporate income in the United States was generated by financial institutions in 2003, while in 1980 the proportion had been 15 %.[837](#Fn837){ref-type="fn"} Before the 1980s, the majority of investment banks were private companies; a loyal employee would receive a bonus on retirement after a successful career lasting decades. After the 1980s, when investment banks became public companies and staff began to trade with shareholders' money, the compensation model completely changed: tremendously high annual bonuses urged executives and managers to focus on short-term financial results, increasing current capitalization and short-term profitability while ignoring the possible consequences of risky practice in the long-term. In 2007, Wall Street paid roughly US\$33 billion in year-end bonuses to New York workers.[838](#Fn838){ref-type="fn"} None of the executives wanted to overturn the defective mortgage market by revealing the shortcomings of the business model they had created. After the crisis Jamie Dimon, CEO of JP Morgan, testified that "*I blame the management teams 100* *% and ... no one else*".[839](#Fn839){ref-type="fn"} Federal, state and local government also benefited from the real estate boom through permanent economic growth, massive foreign investment in the US stock market, declining unemployment, rising revenues from individual and property taxes, etc. Any problem in the property market could lead to a cascade effect in many American industries, bankrupting millions of Americans, destroying profitability of the financial sector and bringing severe political consequences. So, decision makers in both the financial sector and US government were reluctant to ask questions or embark on a detailed investigation of common business practice within the securitization pipeline. This unwillingness encouraged the institutions involved in the pipeline to conceal information about the real situation within their businesses.

For example, lenders hired thousands of young people, with no mortgage experience, to sell credit products "*to, in some cases, frankly unsophisticated and unsuspecting borrowers*".[840](#Fn840){ref-type="fn"} Lenders promoted low monthly payments in the first few months after taking a loan and hid bigger fees in subsequent payments, which were seldom disclosed to borrowers. A study by two Federal Reserve economists confirmed that at least 38 % of borrowers with adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) did not understand the calculation of their interest rates.[841](#Fn841){ref-type="fn"} In 2006, during the Federal Reserve's Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act hearings, consumers testified that ARM loans were sold to people speaking "*primarily non*-*English languages \[migrants from Latin American and Asia\], only to be pressured to sign English*-*only documents with significantly worse terms*".[842](#Fn842){ref-type="fn"} The FCIC commission found out that lenders had made loans knowing that borrowers could not afford them, and that the percentage of borrowers who defaulted on their mortgages within the first few months had grown steadily. Lenders had been "*forcing them to pay into*---*pay loans that they could never pay off. Prevalent among these clients are seniors, people of color, people with disabilities, and limited English speakers and seniors who are African American and Latino*".[843](#Fn843){ref-type="fn"}

In 2003, Washington Mutual ordered an internal study "*to explore what Washington Mutual could do to increase sales of Option ARMs, our most profitable mortgage loan*".[844](#Fn844){ref-type="fn"} It revealed that Washington Mutual brokers "*felt these loans were 'bad' for customers* ... *a lot of (loan) consultants don't believe in it ... and don't think \[it's\] good for the customer*".[845](#Fn845){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, the company motivated brokers to focus precisely on selling ARMs: after 2004, more than 50 % of all Washington Mutual mortgages were adjustable-rate, and the volume of ARMs sold by Washington Mutual rose from US\$30 billion to US\$68 billion in 2004. Unfortunately, other lenders came to the same conclusion---and nationwide ARM sales rose from US\$65 billion in 2003 to US\$255 billion in 2006. During the subsequent crash, it was ARMs that generated the majority of defaults by borrowers as well as the greatest losses for mortgage securities holders.

During the boom, executives of Countrywide---a company that was financing up to 20 % of all mortgages in the United States, around 25 million homebuyers---recognized that many of the loans they were originating could result in "*catastrophic consequences*" and "*financial and reputational catastrophe*" for the firm. Angelo Mozilo, the co-founder and CEO of Countrywide, wrote in an internal e-mail: "*In all my years in the business, I have never seen a more toxic \[product\]*".[846](#Fn846){ref-type="fn"} Nonetheless, Countrywide and the investment banks continued to sell these securities to investors, and insurance companies continued to insure them against default (in October 2010, Angelo Mozilo attained an agreement with SEC, in a settlement of the allegations against him that he misled Countrywide's investors. He was sanctioned to pay a record US\$67.5 million in fines[847](#Fn847){ref-type="fn"}).

The FCIC commission found that critical information was withheld from investors by other lenders too: Countrywide's portfolio consisted of 59 % non traditional loans, but Wells Fargo had 58 %, Washington Mutual 31 %, CitiFinancial 26.5 %, and Bank of America 18 %.[848](#Fn848){ref-type="fn"} In some cases, lenders distorted information about the earnings and workplaces of applicants to ensure fast confirmation of loans: some debtors were categorized as "antiques dealers" or "light construction" workers.[849](#Fn849){ref-type="fn"} After the bankruptcy of New Century Financial Corporation in 2007, it was revealed that 40 % of its mortgages were loans with little or no documentation. Consequently, mortgage fraud grew 20-fold between 1996 and 2005 and doubled again between 2005 and 2009.[850](#Fn850){ref-type="fn"} More generally, this process can be described as a kind of fraud pandemic: "*In 2004 and 2005, home lenders originated \$1.4 trillion in subprime loans* -- *almost all of it winding up in ABSs, with the riskier bonds going into CDOs. Reporters from National Mortgage News and the Orange County Register began to investigate the outsourcing firms, interviewing not only the executives at those companies but also their rank* -- *and* -- *file workers who were hired* -- *on a contract basis* -- *to sit in hotel conference rooms, armed with a laptop, with orders to review one loan an hour. Mortgages were given a rating of a one, two, or three. One meant pass, two meant so* -- *so, and three meant fail. 'You weren't supposed to fail loans unless they were horrendous,' one contract underwriter told the reporters. He also confessed that they were told by their supervisors at Clayton never to use a certain word* -- *'fraud'. Because competition was so stiff those years and because Merrill, Bear, J.P. Morgan, and other Wall Street firms were so hungry for product (which they could put into ABSs and CDOs), the goal, the underwriters said, was to pass as many loans as possible. Loan fraud is a fuzzy term that can mean many things, but in practice it boils down to two basic swindles: Either a borrower is lying about his or her income or the house is not worth what someone says it is. By late 2006, agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation were describing loan fraud as pandemic in the United States, singling out stated* -- *income loans (that is, so*-*called liar loans) being funded through mortgage brokers as a chief problem*".[851](#Fn851){ref-type="fn"} In spite of the warnings of the FBI about mortgage fraud, government regulators of the financial sector paid little attention to this inappropriate practice.

During the commission hearing, a criminologist observed that "*Lax or practically non*-*existent government oversight created what criminologists have labeled 'crime*-*facilitative environments', where crime could thrive*". "*The FBI did have severe limits*" because they were authorized to tackle the threat of terrorism; nevertheless "*\[they\] got virtually no assistance from the regulators, the banking regulators and the thrift regulators*".[852](#Fn852){ref-type="fn"} One former Bear Stearns executive testified that a Federal Reserve representative, on hearing that the housing securitization market was on a shaky foundation, said: "*We don't see what you're talking about because incomes are still growing and jobs are still growing*". Regulators "*relied extensively on banks' own internal risk management systems*" and expected that "*markets will always self*-*correct*".[853](#Fn853){ref-type="fn"}

#### Wall Street CEOs Reject Early Warnings {#Sec109}

In June 2006, Richard Bowen, chief business underwriter of Citi, discovered that up to "*60* *% of the loans that \[were bought\] and packaged into obligations were defective. If the borrowers were to default on their loans, the investors could force Citi to buy them back. He tried to alert top managers at the firm by 'email, weekly reports, committee presentations, and discussions'; but though they expressed concern, it 'never translated into any action'. He finally took his warnings to the highest level he could reach* -- *Robert Rubin, the chairman of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors and a former US treasury secretary. He sent Rubin and the others a memo with the words 'URGENT*---*READ IMMEDIATELY' in the subject line. Sharing his concerns, he stressed to top managers that Citi faced billions of dollars in losses if investors were to demand that Citi repurchase the defective loans. Rubin told the Commission in a public hearing in April 2010 that 'I do recollect this and that either I or somebody else, and I truly do not remember who, but either I or somebody else sent it to the appropriate people, and I do know factually that that was acted on promptly and actions were taken in response to it'. According to Citigroup, the bank undertook an investigation and the system of underwriting reviews was revised... There was no disclosure made to the investors with regard to the quality of the files they were purchasing... Bowen told the Commission that after he alerted management by sending emails, he went from supervising 220 people to supervising only 2, his bonus was reduced, and he was downgraded in his performance review*".[854](#Fn854){ref-type="fn"}

However, such practice was common not only in Citi, but also among other players of the securitization pipeline. Thus, Lehman Brothers CEO Richard Fuld was quickly eliminating internal critics who realized early that Lehman was heading for serious trouble. Any warnings from talented researchers and managing directors were ignored. There was a lack of communication and common understanding between the board of directors and senior management.[855](#Fn855){ref-type="fn"} By December 2006, Goldman Sachs executives recognized "*the major risk in the mortgage business*", and they secretly decided -- despite their own rule that "*clients' interests always come first*" -- to sell all mortgage securities to their own clients. The prevailing attitude is only too clear from these comments: "*Distribute junk that nobody was dumb enough to take first time around*"; "*\[They\] structured like mad and traveled the world, and worked their tails off to make some lemonade from some big old lemons*"; "*How much of that sh*---*deal did you sell?*".[856](#Fn856){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [857](#Fn857){ref-type="fn"} "*... If any other banking agencies in Washington were alarmed by the boom that occurred in subprime lending* -- *\$2.4 trillion in A* -- *to D mortgages originated from the beginning of 2004 to the end of 2007, or 20 percent of all loans funded in the United States (a record)* -- *they hardly voiced much concern, at least publicly. Perhaps because Wall Street was busy securitizing almost all of the loans being originated, they figured: If it's good enough for the Street it must be okay*...".[858](#Fn858){ref-type="fn"}

The commission found out that "*the firm targeted less*-*sophisticated customers in its efforts to reduce subprime*".[859](#Fn859){ref-type="fn"} In July 2007, Goldman Sachs failed to disclose to investors vital information about the low quality of one CDO, known as ABACUS 2007-AC1,[860](#Fn860){ref-type="fn"} which months later lost investors almost all of their \$150 million investment.[861](#Fn861){ref-type="fn"} In July 2010, the SEC found that "*Goldman also acknowledged that its marketing materials for the subprime product contained incomplete information*" and sued Goldman Sachs for a US\$550 million fine -- the largest penalty ever paid by a Wall Street firm until that time -- for withholding risk information. After the trial, one finance expert declared that this case was "*the most cynical use of credit information that I have ever seen... \[It is like\] buying fire insurance on someone else's house and then committing arson*".[862](#Fn862){ref-type="fn"} In 2013, JP Morgan Chase was fined US\$13 billion by the US government for overstating the quality of the mortgages the bank had been selling to investors before the subprime mortgage crisis.[863](#Fn863){ref-type="fn"} And in 2014, the Bank of America also agreed to pay out a very large penalty -- US\$16.65 billion -- to settle mortgage bond claims (by August 2014, large American banks paid a cumulative penalty of almost on US\$127 billion).[864](#Fn864){ref-type="fn"} These practices amounted to what John C. Bogle, the founder and previous CEO of Vanguard, has qualified as "*the general loss of the fiduciary principle*".[865](#Fn865){ref-type="fn"}

#### Nobody Understood the Whole Picture of Risks {#Sec110}

The FCIC commission declared: "*The mortgage pipeline also introduced leverage at every step. High leverage, inadequate capital, and short*-*term funding made many financial institutions extraordinarily vulnerable to the downturn in the market in 2007*".[866](#Fn866){ref-type="fn"} Over-the-counter derivatives enabled derivatives traders at five major investment banks (Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, and Morgan Stanley) to operate with leverage ratios on their capital as high as 40 to 1. In other words, for every US\$40 in assets, there was only US\$1 in capital to cover losses; less than a 3 % drop in asset values could bankrupt any major investment bank.[867](#Fn867){ref-type="fn"} Brokers at investment banks traded for and against the housing boom through credit default swaps. They often used clients' assets to raise cash for their own activities without informing clients. Warren Buffett, the chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., testified that derivatives were "*very dangerous stuff*", difficult to understand for market participants, regulators, auditors and investors. He added that he didn't think he could manage a complex derivatives book.[868](#Fn868){ref-type="fn"} However, it was revealed in November 5, 2011, that Buffett had sold equity derivatives (put options) to undisclosed buyers for \$4.9 billion. Liabilities on the so-called equity-index puts widened when four stock indexes fell from the levels they were at when Buffett made the contracts near the market peaks in 2006 and 2007. If the indexes are at zero when the agreements expire, the losses would be about \$34 billion. Bloomberg communicated that Buffett's foray in equity derivatives had put pressure on Berkshire, with profits dropping 24 %.[869](#Fn869){ref-type="fn"}

The leverage level was often hidden in derivatives positions, in off-balance-sheet entities or REPO transactions to prevent rumors about the real financial situation of investment banks on the market.[870](#Fn870){ref-type="fn"} Serious doubts about the financial state of any firm could restrict access to the interbank lending market and bankrupt the firm. So it was not only external observers, but also investment bank executives, who failed to understand the real influence of OTC derivatives on their business. Even senior managers at the financial institutions lacked a sense of "the whole picture" of the risks of derivatives; and yet they continued to reassure investors, competitors, partners and the authorities of the financial stability of their organizations. For instance in April 2008 -- just after the failure of Bear Stearns -- Richard Fuld, CEO of Lehman Brothers, assured shareholders at a meeting that "*the worst ... \[is\] ... behind us*".[871](#Fn871){ref-type="fn"} Some sources asserted that Fuld's personal experience was mainly as a bond trader, and that he had little technical understanding of such new financial instruments as CDOs and CDSs. Moreover, the majority of Lehman's board of directors had no specialized financial expertise: nine of them were retired, four of them over 75 years old, one was a theater producer, another a former Navy admiral... in fact only two had direct experience in the financial services industry.[872](#Fn872){ref-type="fn"} Even after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers---for which he voted---Fuld insisted that "*There was no capital hole at Lehman Brothers. At the end of Lehman's third quarter \[of 2008\], we had US\$28.4 billion of equity capital*".[873](#Fn873){ref-type="fn"} There was a similar situation in AIG: executives at the insurance firm told the FCIC commission that "*they did not even know about these terms of the \[credit default\] swaps until the collateral calls started rolling*" in July 2007.[874](#Fn874){ref-type="fn"} Not even the office of Thrift Supervision, the regulators who supervised AIG on a consolidated basis, knew the true level of risk the company was underwriting.[875](#Fn875){ref-type="fn"} By the fall of 2007, AIG management certainly knew where things were heading---and despite this, they too continued to convince investors that "*the risk we have taken in the U.S. residential housing sector is supported by sound analysis and a risk management structure ... we believe the probability that it will sustain an economic loss is close to zero ... We are confident in our marks and the reasonableness of our valuation methods ... \[AIG has\] active and strong risk management*".[876](#Fn876){ref-type="fn"} In September 2008, the US government took over AIG in a US\$85 billion bailout, because of AIG's liquidity shortage on credit default swap positions.

In addition, there was no unified regulator gathering information to build up a holistic picture of the risks involved in the housing bubble and the securitization pipeline. John Snow, US Secretary of the Treasury from 2003 to 2006, testified that regulators tended not to see a problem at their own institutions: "*Nobody had a full 360*-*degree view. The basic reaction from financial regulators was, 'Well, there may be a problem. But it's not in my field of view'*".[877](#Fn877){ref-type="fn"} One member of the FCIC commission observed that "*it appears that market participants were unprepared for the destructiveness of this bubble's collapse because of a chronic lack of information about the composition of the mortgage market. Information about the composition of the mortgage market was simply not known when the bubble began to deflate*".[878](#Fn878){ref-type="fn"} After the crash, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke admitted that he had missed the systemic risks: "*Prospective subprime losses were clearly not large enough on their own to account for the magnitude of the crisis*".[879](#Fn879){ref-type="fn"} In 2006, property prices peaked and Bear Stearns investment bank was found problematic during the following year, but regulators stated that it was a "*relatively unique*" case. They continued to convince the financial community that there was "*comfort about the capital cushions*" at the big investment banks until the collapse of Bear Stearns in March 2008.[880](#Fn880){ref-type="fn"} Henry Paulson, US Secretary of the Treasury during the crisis, had been CEO of Goldman Sachs---one of the key players of the securitization pipeline---from 1999 until 2006. He warned in October 2007 that the burst of the housing bubble was "*the most significant risk to our economy*".[881](#Fn881){ref-type="fn"} Despite his warning, and the occurrence of US\$100 billion mortgage-related losses in 2007, the government did not act decisively to assess the real situation of the financial institutions, or to mitigate the consequences of a possible crisis, until the autumn of 2008. Because nobody could really see the whole picture, few could guess the real magnitude of the approaching calamity---even in the last few months before the government takeover of "Fannie Mae" (the Federal National Mortgage Association) and "Freddie Mac" (the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) in August 2008.

#### "Why Are There no Jail Sentences for Wall Street CEOs?" {#Sec111}

When the crisis occurred, a great number of Americans asked each other: "*Why are there no jail sentences for Wall Street CEOs?*" There was plenty of evidence of fraud, conspiracy and lies, but no criminal prosecutions of the executives of investment banks and auditors as there had been when the cases of Enron, WorldCom or Madoff's 'Ponzi' scheme came to light. The answer is likely to be quite simple: this crisis was in significant part created as an unintended consequence of a close cooperation between the US government and private financial institutions---which were giving billions of dollars in contributions to the campaign coffers of both the Republican and Democratic parties. Nobody wanted to dig into the dirty laundry. The situation could be summarized by the following aphorism, which summarizes the generic problem underlying sound risk management: "*No one sees any pressing need to ask hard questions about the sources of profits when things are doing well*".

##### Subprime Mortgage Crisis: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar17}

**Deregulation** was implemented in the (mistaken) pursuit of long-term improvement in the efficient allocation of resources. In this respect, the transient triumph of the Efficient Market and Rational Expectations Hypotheses created an intellectual environment that rationalized and legitimized policy initiatives that created the opportunity for massive, unregulated pursuit of short-terms profits by all the intermediaries in the financial supply chain. So, **the captains of finance got carte blanche from the government to take further risks with derivatives**---and to conceal the risks they were taking---with near impunity.**Government representatives, and the executives and board members of financial institutions, did not fully understand the complexity of innovative financial instruments** and the potential consequences of deregulating the financial sector. **Government control over these complex systems was too weak** in the absence of a "mega-regulator", and there was only **fragmentary perception of the whole picture of risks** among representatives of the government and the top managers of companies in the mortgage pipeline.**Wishful thinking among borrowers, investors and the media**---they preferred to believe only what they wanted to believe and in particular in the illusion of a "perpetual money machine" promising endless wealth and prosperity for everyone based on the sure thing, the never ending growth of real-estate prices, and ignored known facts and early warnings about the real estate bubble and the low quality of CDOs.**Government executives were reluctant to admit mistakes in previous deregulation efforts,** which, together with the policy of low interest rates in 2002--2003, had help create the real estate bubble. Any admission of oversight would massively reduce the value of assets and lower US economic figures. So, government decision-makers preferred not to respond to clear evidence of risk before the collapse of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers.

Military, Social and Natural Disasters {#Sec112}
======================================

Unreadiness of the Soviet Red Army for the Nazi Invasion (1941) {#Sec113}
---------------------------------------------------------------
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On June 22, 1941 at 3:30 a.m., the Nazi German armed forces (the Wehrmacht) together with Italian, Romanian, Finnish, Hungarian, and Slovakian forces invaded the Soviet Union. It was the most powerful invasion in world history in terms of the number of soldiers: more than 5.5 million fighters were amassed in 192 divisions for the Eastern campaign. The forces had more than 4300 tanks, 5000 military airplanes and 47,200 artillery guns and mortars.[882](#Fn882){ref-type="fn"} The Soviet Red Army actually had numerical superiority over the Wehrmacht, but could not make use of it because of its unreadiness for the sudden attack. During the first day, the Wehrmacht penetrated between 25 and 50 km into Soviet territory. By the end of the first week, Minsk, the capital of the Soviet Republic of Belarus, was taken. By the third week, the depth of the invasion exceeded 600 km and the Wehrmacht was close to Leningrad (the former St. Petersburg) and Kiev (the capital of the Soviet Republic of the Ukraine). After 3^1^/~2~ months of fierce battles, the Nazis had advanced up to 1000 km and reached the suburbs of Moscow, the capital of the Soviet Union.

The first months of the war on the Eastern Front---a major part of the Second World War---turned out to be a military catastrophe for the Red Army: more than 850,000 soldiers died, more than 1 million soldiers were captured, and nearly 3500 military airplanes and 6000 tanks were lost. The Wehrmacht seized territory that normally produced up to 40 % of Soviet GDP.[883](#Fn883){ref-type="fn"} In doing so, they lost 100,000 soldiers, 950 airplanes and 1700 tanks.

From December 1941 until May 1945, the Red Army successfully counterattacked the Wehrmacht near Moscow, destroyed Nazi divisions near Stalingrad and Kursk, liberated Eastern Europe from the Nazis and reached Berlin.

Nevertheless, the military failure experienced by the Red Army in those first few months was unprecedented. It remains one of the most tragic examples of mismanagement in world history. As we will document below, the widespread concealment of risks---at all levels of the Soviet military and political hierarchy---led to the failure of Soviet political and military executives to assess the reality adequately right before the invasion.

### Risk Concealment Before the (Red Army) Disaster {#Sec114}

#### Confrontation Between Soviet Politicians and Red Army Executives {#Sec115}

There was a covert struggle extending over decades between the political and military executives of the Soviet Union. The fact is that Joseph Stalin rose to become the almighty leader of the Soviet Union and successor to Vladimir Lenin, the leader of the Communist Revolution of 1917, by systematic political struggle within the Communist Party and by his constant presence in Moscow, where all political decisions were made. He had huge political influence but did not have a military background and, during the Russian Civil War of 1918--1920, his military achievements were modest.[884](#Fn884){ref-type="fn"} By contrast, there was a small group of outstanding generals, who had won the Russian Civil war for the Bolsheviks. These officers had started to develop the Red Army from an initial small force of a few thousand soldiers in St. Petersburg and Moscow to end up creating a force that won control of the largest country in the world, and that defeated the well-equipped anti-communist forces of 14 countries, all trying to seize territory from a Russia weakened by the revolution. As the heroes of the Russian Civil War, they became the most prominent and popular people in the Soviet Union. To reduce their political influence and mitigate the possibility of possible military coups, Stalin appointed Kliment Voroshilov, his most loyal supporter, as People's Commissar for Defense (defense minister) of the Soviet Union in 1925, a position he retained until 1940. Like Stalin, Voroshilov did not have a military background and had little knowledge of modern military strategy, but he was able to control the ambitious, well-educated and self-determined generals.

Georgy Zhukov, one of the notable generals of World War II and Head of General Staff of the Red Army in 1941, remembered an episode which demonstrated the relationship between Voroshilov and the generals: "*I must say that Voroshilov, later People's Commissar for Defense, was incompetent in his position. To the end of his days, he remained a dilettante in military matters and never knew them deeply and seriously ... Responsibility for military questions fell to \[Mikhail\] Tukhachevsky, who was really a military expert \[and was Voroshilov's First Deputy\]. He had permanent struggles with Voroshilov and there were hostile relations between them. Voroshilov did not like Tukhachevsky... During the development of the \[Red Army's\] articles of war, there was an episode... Tukhachevsky, as Chairman of the articles of war commission, reported to Voroshilov. I was present at that moment. Voroshilov focused on some of the articles and began to express dissatisfaction and suggested changing something. Tukhachevsky, after listening to him, said: 'Comrade Commissar, the Commission can not accept your amendments'. Voroshilov asked 'Why?'. Tukhachevsky: 'Because your amendments are incompetent, Comrade Commissar'*".[885](#Fn885){ref-type="fn"} Tukhachevsky was perceived as the informal leader and innovator among the officers of the Red Army. He realized that further war with Germany was unavoidable, and proposed fundamental changes in the Red Army, turning it from an equestrian armed force to a mechanized one through massive production of tanks, aircrafts, missiles, and so on, and through the complete re-training of soldiers to use this new equipment.[886](#Fn886){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, he wanted to remove Voroshilov from the top military position because of the latter's inability to implement the required changes. However, Stalin saw in Tukhachevsky's opposition a threat, not only to his loyal ally Voroshilov, but also to his own political position.

Ultimately, a severe purge of senior and middle-ranking officers of the Red Army began in 1937, with the intention of eliminating any opposition from the military to the politicians and giving the Politburo total control over the Red Army. Between 1936 and 1938, the NKVD---the Soviet secret police and ancestors of the KGB---eliminated more than 44,000 officers, 7 % of the total number of commanders in the Red Army.[887](#Fn887){ref-type="fn"} Voroshilov personally signed orders for the executions of opposing officers.[888](#Fn888){ref-type="fn"} The majority of these officers, including Tukhachevsky, were executed on pro-German espionage charges. The question of whether any senior officers of the Red Army were actually involved in pro-German espionage remains open to this day. Nevertheless, by this severe purge, Stalin dealt with two problems: he eliminated any opposition to the central government among the Red Army command and put an end to any espionage activity within the Red Army ahead of the Second World War. One NKVD officer, arrested in 1939, testified in a statement that was eventually published in the late 1980s: "*The mass repression of decision makers could be explained by Stalin's dictatorial methods of running the country, he makes all decisions in the country by himself, he does not tolerate objections and ignores the opinion of others and organizes massive operations \[repressions\] against those individuals who contradict (criticize) him*".[889](#Fn889){ref-type="fn"} Stalin personally controlled the investigation process, received interrogation reports of the arrested officers and participated in deciding what to charge them with.[890](#Fn890){ref-type="fn"} Over several years, the entire regional command of the army---all commanders of regional army divisions, and of military training and administrative establishments---along with 90 % of the deputies and chiefs of arms, 80 % of the leadership at division level, and 91 % of regimental commanders and their deputies, were replaced.[891](#Fn891){ref-type="fn"} Many witnesses confirmed cases after the repressions where junior commanders (captains) became colonels, and were appointed to command whole regiments, because there were no superior officers left. From 1937 to 1942, a military commissariat in the Red Army was created to ensure political oversight of the military command and to re-educate or indoctrinate personnel with pro-Communist ideology. Ultimately, Stalin obtained a new executive officer corps, who were devoted to him and the Communist Party.

#### Distorted Red Army Causalities of the Finish Campaign {#Sec116}

In spite of the repressions, the modernization plans of the former military command were being implemented intensively. At the end of the 1920s, the Red Army had only 89 tanks and 1394 military aircraft imported from Europe but, by 1941, the army already had 20,000 tanks and 22,000 military aircraft, designed and manufactured in the Soviet Union.[892](#Fn892){ref-type="fn"} In order to test the modernized Red Army in a real war, between November 1939 and March 1940, the Soviet Union tried to bring Finland back under Russian control. Finland had been part of the Russian Empire from 1809 to 1917, but was lost during the Russian Civil War. Stalin and the renewed military executive were counting on the power of mechanized armed forces, confident that the huge amount of modern military equipment would ensure victory. Voroshilov reported to Stalin before the Finnish campaign that "*everything is good, everything is fine, everything is ready \[for a successful military operation\]*".[893](#Fn893){ref-type="fn"}

However, the Red Army made modest military progress, gaining back for Russia only 11 % of Finnish territory; originally Stalin had hoped for total reunification with Finland. Against the Red Army's military operation, Finnish generals---the majority of whom were former officers of the Russian Empire, just like the Soviet senior officers executed in 1937--1938---mounted a sophisticated defense strategy, adapting well to the terrain and carefully coordinating units of well-trained soldiers. As a result, the Red Army formally defeated Finland, but in reality failed to achieve its ambitious goal, and the two countries signed a peace treaty. During and after that war, Red Army commanders at all levels began to embellish the real situation in their reports to superiors, because of the fear of further repression from Stalin after such a poor performance from what was---despite its tremendous wealth of military equipment---an under-trained army with young and inexperienced commanders.

This embellishment manifested itself especially in the falsification of figures for war casualties. Red Army officers tried to underplay their own losses, and exaggerate those of the enemy, in their reports to Stalin and the General Headquarters of the Red Army. Thus---according to the report received by the Politburo and the Supreme Council of the USSR---48,475 Soviet soldiers were killed and 158,863 were injured during the Finnish campaign, but the Finnish Defense Forces lost more than 70,000 soldiers and 250,000 were injured. Decades later, historians found out that the Red Army had actually lost 95,200 soldiers, and the Finnish Defense Forces had lost 23,500.[894](#Fn894){ref-type="fn"} In other words, Red Army officers halved their own losses and exaggerated the losses of the enemy by a factor of three.

After the war, the Finns declared that the main defect of the Red Army was the weakness of its command. At debriefs, this statement was eventually admitted by the Red Army generals. They accepted that the troops did not suffer from a lack of equipment, but from an abundance of equipment and the inability of commanders of the infantry, tank divisions, the air force and the navy to interact effectively with each other: "*The war... showed that the weakest link in the chain was the level of training of commanders, who could not make the full use of... the personnel subordinated to them*".[895](#Fn895){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, nobody had the courage to inform Stalin and the politicians, and to state openly that the main cause of the low level of training of Red Army commanders was the previous purges of senior and middle military management. Everybody was afraid of further repression. As a result, Stalin began to receive the information he wanted to hear and not an honest appraisal of the condition of the Red Army. In 1937, Hitler had also eliminated opposition among generals of the Wehrmacht, who objected to his plans for further conquests. However, only 60 generals were replaced and these were retired. Hitler also surrounded himself with generals who did not criticize his maniacal desire to expand the Third Reich.

The poor level of training of the Red Army commanders was one of the key factors in Hitler's decision to open an Eastern Front. In January 1941 at an executive military meeting with the commanders of his armies, he stated that "*The Russian Armed Forces are like a headless colossus with feet of clay but we cannot with certainty foresee what they might become in the future. The Russians must not be underestimated. All available resources must therefore be used in the German attack*".[896](#Fn896){ref-type="fn"} In May 1941, Colonel-General Halder noted in his diary: "*The Russian officer corps is exceptionally bad. It produces a worse impression than \[the officer corps\] in 1933. It will take about 20* *years until it reaches the same level \[as 1933\]*".[897](#Fn897){ref-type="fn"} After the Second World War and Stalin's death, Alexander Vasilevsky, Marshall of the Soviet Union and Head of the General Staff of the Red Army (1942--1945), declared that "*without \[the repressions of\] the thirty*-*seventh year, there might not have been any war in the forty*-*first year. \[When\] Hitler decided to start the war in the forty*-*first year, the assessment about the degree of destruction of the military command \[that had\] occurred in the USSR played a significant role*".[898](#Fn898){ref-type="fn"}

After the Finnish campaign, the General Staff of the Red Army ordered their subordinates to improve the quality of military training of personnel. The subordinates began to send assuaging reports to Moscow about the supposed serious progress in training. In turn, the military command tried to reassure Stalin that the Red Army had already overcome the shortcomings identified during the Finnish war and that it was ready for any war. In May 1941, inspired by the apparent progress, Stalin declared that fundamental restructuring of the army was over, that they now had 300 divisions with 10,000--13,000 soldiers in each, and that one third of the divisions were mechanized.

#### Stalin's Self-deception {#Sec117}

Stalin did not believe that Hitler would attack the Soviet Union. There were several reasons for this view.

Firstly, Germany had a history of military failures caused by trying to wage a war simultaneously on two battlefronts, and Stalin expected that Hitler would not be keen to repeat this experience, but would wait for the total fall of Great Britain---especially since he had completely defeated France in only 1^1^/~2~ months in the summer of 1940.

Secondly, Stalin was relying on the Ribbentrop--Molotov Pact or Nazi--Soviet Pact, a mutual non-aggression pact signed in 1939, which determined agreed spheres of interests for both parties in Eastern Europe and declared the absence of aggressive motives.

Thirdly, if Hitler intended to attack the Soviet Union, the Wehrmacht would have to prepare for a period of winter warfare. Napoleon's "unbeatable" army was catastrophically defeated in Russia in the late autumn months of 1812 because they had not prepared for the long Russian winter. During 1940--1941, there was no intelligence evidence that the Wehrmacht was prepared for a winter campaign. Stalin always believed in taking a logical approach, and did not expect reckless actions from Hitler like launching an Eastern Front campaign with only summer equipment.

Fourthly, Russian military production output had risen sharply and this created the illusion that, as the Red Army had numerical superiority over any army in Europe, it would be in a favorable position to protect the Soviet Union from any external attack.

Fifthly, when the Red Army military intelligence service began to register serious movement of the Wehrmacht in Poland close to the western borders of the Soviet Union, Stalin suggested that it was a provocation from Hitler, and ordered the Red Army to give no reaction---to abstain from returning fire, or from shooting down German spy planes, and so on---in order to minimize the probability of any accusation of starting a war between the Soviet Union and Germany by mobilization of the Red Army. A quarter of a century earlier, on July 31, 1914, the Russian Empire had ordered the full mobilization of its troops in response to the attack by Austria-Hungary against Serbia, a close Russian ally; the next day, August 1, 1914, Germany had declared war on the Russian Empire and the First World War had started. With this dreadful precedent in mind, Stalin preferred not to mobilize the Red Army in order to avoid any blame for starting another war.

Sixthly, Stalin emphasized that all the foreign intelligence reports that had been warning him of Hitler's imminent invasion since late 1940 were merely provocations fabricated by Great Britain in its great distress, in order to draw the Soviet Union into the war with Germany. There was a meeting in the Kremlin on May 14, 1941, when the Soviet military command informed the Politburo about the concentration of German troops near the border of the Soviet Union, but Stalin categorically rejected the conclusions of the Soviet military: "*Germany is stuck up to its ears in the war on the West, and I believe that Hitler would not dare to create for himself a second front by attacking the Soviet Union. Hitler is not such fool as not to realize that the Soviet Union* -- *is not Poland, it is not France, and it is not even England and all of them put together... Do you \[generals\] propose to mobilize the whole country, raise troops and move them to the western borders? This is war! Do you \[military\] understand it? ... Comrade Zhukov, tell us, why is your information about deployment of German army correct?* -- *Comrade Stalin, all conclusions were refined by aerial reconnaissance and confirmed through a network of agents.* -- *A network of agents? Whose? Ours or English? Our agents send me every week a new date for the commencement of hostilities, but nothing happens... Have you come to frighten us by war or do you want war? Do you have shortage of awards or titles? Stop generating nonsense!*".[899](#Fn899){ref-type="fn"} Stalin was finally convinced than he was right a week later, when Nazi Germany launched an invasion on Crete on May 20, 1941, which was a base for the Allies (the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and Greece). Moreover, Hitler assured Stalin in personal correspondence that he had only ordered the concentration of the Wehrmacht's forces in Poland to reduce their losses from air raids by British bombers, which were occurring in France and Germany.[900](#Fn900){ref-type="fn"}

#### Subordinates Provide Calming Reports to Stalin {#Sec118}

In their turn, the Red Army command did not want to be seen by Stalin as British or German spies, so they did not try to transmit fully objective information from the western border. They preferred to change the "facts" to please Stalin. For example, Dmitry Pavlov, commander of the key Soviet Western Front in 1941, received extensive reports from subordinates about the Wehrmacht's prewar frontier activity, but in a call with Stalin, he said: "*No, Comrade Stalin, that's not true! I just came back from defensive positions. There is no concentration of German troops on the border, and my intelligence works well. I checked again, but I think it's just a provocation*". After the call, he commented to a colleague: "*Some bastards are trying to convince him \[Stalin\] that the Germans are concentrating troops on our* *border*".[901](#Fn901){ref-type="fn"} Moscow also tried to interpret German preparations as a provocation and "*assured \[subordinates\] that everything is in order, and \[they have to\] be quiet and not panic*".[902](#Fn902){ref-type="fn"} As a result, the order to bring troops to full combat readiness was sent from Moscow only a few hours before the invasion started.

Pavlov and several other generals were accused of "*failure to perform their duties*" and executed one month after the invasion. Nobody among the Politburo and the Red Army command blamed Stalin for mismanaging the situation, refusing to listen to warnings and, above all, for having set up a system of absolute fear, which prevented reasonable criticism and the communication of objective information about risks. Stalin received the usual servile replies from his subordinates to anything he said: "'*Yes, Comrade Stalin', 'Of course, Comrade Stalin', 'Quite right, Comrade Stalin', 'You have made a wise decision, Comrade Stalin...'*".[903](#Fn903){ref-type="fn"} After the war and Stalin's death, Georgy Zhukov stated that "*... it was the responsibility of the Red Army military executives that we did persistently demand to bring the army to full combat readiness \[before the war\] and urge early implementation of the necessary measures in case of war... Of course, we should be realistic about the possible consequences of any objections to Stalin about his assessment of the general political situation. Everyone remembers recent years during which, if anybody would speak aloud that Stalin was not right, it meant that this person immediately had to meet with the NKVD repression system*".[904](#Fn904){ref-type="fn"} Only once Stalin confessed his own mistakes---several days after the invasion, when he said angrily to his close subordinates: "*Lenin founded our state, and we've pissed it away*".[905](#Fn905){ref-type="fn"}

### Risk Concealment After the Disaster {#Sec119}

During the first days of the invasion, Stalin and the General Staff of the Red Army had little information about the real situation on the battlefronts. In the midst of such a disaster, few officers at any level of the Red Army would have dared to admit their own inability to resist the Wehrmacht because of fears of repression. Therefore, they distorted all figures about actual casualties, and tried to convince superiors that a counterattack was possible in the near future. Moreover, because communication channels had been destroyed, the General Staff lost contact with many army units. According to the memoirs of senior army officers and members of the Politburo, in the first weeks after the invasion, Stalin thought the enemy could be defeated in a very short time, because of reports from the front claiming minimal losses for the Red Army and serious damage to the Wehrmacht: "*\[The battlefront reports\] instilled confidence in him that \[the enemy could not continue for long to sustain such losses\] and soon the enemy would be defeated*".[906](#Fn906){ref-type="fn"} The General Staff of the Red Army were misinforming Stalin from the very first weeks: they consistently reduced casualty figures and concealed deplorable facts. For example, they informed Stalin that 700 aircraft had been lost in the first day because the order for full combat readiness came too late, but the real number of damaged aircraft exceeded 1200.

Later, Stalin began to understand that information had been withheld or distorted and shouted furiously: "*You \[the military\] are just afraid to tell us \[the Politburo\] the truth*".[907](#Fn907){ref-type="fn"} On the 12th day after the invasion, Stalin called Alexander Golovanov, long range aviation chief for the Red Army, and ordered the use of high-altitude bombers to collect information about the German forces and their own army: "*We are not well informed about the situation at the front. We do not even know exactly where our military units and their staff are located and do not know where the enemy is. You have the most experienced flight crews. We need credible data... It will be your main concern. All gathered information must be immediately transmitted to us*".[908](#Fn908){ref-type="fn"}

#### Concentration of Political and Military Power in Stalin's Hands for Effective Decision-Making {#Sec120}

Stalin soon recognized that only direct and simultaneous leadership of the Soviet economy and the Red Army, and deep immersion in the military decision-making process, could guarantee an effective response to the most challenging crisis in Russian history. Therefore, six weeks after the invasion, Stalin became Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces of the USSR, and combined political and military power in his hands. Georgy Zhukov remembered: "*Stalin had his own method of conducting a military operation... Before preparing the operation, he was calling the officers of the General Staff* -- *majors, lieutenant colonels, who oversaw the relevant operational areas. He called them for one*-*to*-*one meetings, worked with them for 1* ^*1*^ */* ~*2*~--*2* *hours in each specified situation. He was so prepared that he sometimes surprised the commanders of the battlefronts by his detailed knowledge... It was impossible to visit Stalin with a report with maps that had some* "*white spots*" *and reveal incomplete or exaggerated data. Stalin could not tolerate random answers, demanded exhaustive completeness and clarity. He had a special flair for weaknesses in the reports and documents. He immediately showed them and demanded exact clarification of the fuzzy information... Therefore, we tried to prepare reports very carefully*".[909](#Fn909){ref-type="fn"} This allowed Stalin to understand the reality of the situation at the battlefronts, competently discuss the planning of military operations with senior officers and increase the speed of the decision-making process. According to Georgy Zhukov: "*At the beginning of the war, Stalin understood poorly the matters of operational art. ... He could conduct operational issues well... in the last period of the Battle of Stalingrad \[winter of 1943\] and the Battle of Kursk \[summer 1943\]... He began to rely on objective reality. \[His previous\] viewpoint summarized by 'I decided about something and it must be done in any case' evolved into a sober attitude based on a more objective assessment of reality... \[More importantly\] his mind and talent enabled him \[to conduct military operations\] not worse, and sometimes even better than his subordinates \[professional battlefront commanders\]*".[910](#Fn910){ref-type="fn"}

Ultimately, the war of the Soviet Union with the Nazis continued for 1418 days and resulted in the deaths of up to 27 million Soviet people. The Red Army made a major contribution to the defeat of Nazi Germany and to the victory of Allied forces in the Second World War.

#### Comments from a Modern Russian Historian About an Alternative Account of the Nazi German Invasion of the Soviet Union {#Sec121}

After the preparation of this case, we sent it for comment to experts in the field. We received a very interesting assessment from Russian historian Sergey Nefedov, Senior Fellow in History at the Ural Federal University, about alternative views on the history of the Nazi German invasion of the Soviet Union---in particular addressing the question "*What if Stalin had ordered the Red Army to prepare for defense months before the actual time of the invasion?*" The following is Nefedov's conclusion: even if Stalin had not conducted repressions and the highest officer corps had been saved; even if Stalin had received reliable information about the state of the Red Army during 1940 and 1941; even if Stalin had trusted the intelligence data clearly warning him about a huge concentration of German forces in Poland in the summer of 1941, and about the high likelihood of an attack on the Soviet Union in June 1941; even if Stalin had declared a total mobilization of the USSR and ordered preparations for defense in the spring of 1941; even then the USSR would have suffered huge losses, and German troops would have been deep into Soviet territory in the late autumn of 1941.

The main problem was not that the USSR did not have fully mobilized forces and was not ready for defense, but the fact that the Soviet General Staff was preparing for the previous war (WWI)---much like the French military in 1940. They could not imagine that the Germans had developed far superior military strategy and tactics with their active use of "Blitzkrieg": fast mixed attacks by hundreds of tanks, attack planes and motorized infantry, deep into enemy territory through the weakest points in its defense lines. Such blitzkrieg attacks could not be stopped by defensive lines like the famous Maginot Line: in 1940 the Germans bypassed it through Dutch and Belgian territory, advancing suddenly with 1250 armored vehicles and outflanking the French troops to attack them from the rear. This operation was the main cause of their remarkable swift defeat of France in WWII. On the Eastern front too, the Wehrmacht found weaknesses in the thousand-kilometer defensive line of the Red Army; General Guderian's tank divisions slipped into the rear of the Red Army through these weak points, surrounding Red Army divisions and destroying them. Thus they advanced, gradually but inexorably, towards Moscow...

What stopped the Wehrmacht from continuing its unique military strategy into the late autumn of 1941, and caused its eventual defeat in the battle for Moscow, was the notorious Russian winter---nicknamed "General Frost"---which had also helped the Red Army's ancestors to destroy the "unbeatable" army of Napoleon in 1812. Even during November 1941, the temperature near Moscow was around −10 °C (−14 °F), well below freezing---but on December 4, the temperature dropped to −35 °C (−31 °F). The German tanks and motorized troops were completely frozen: with no adequate winter clothing or equipment, the Wehrmacht soldiers lost any motivation for further military breakthroughs in their desperate search for sources of heat. On 6 December, fresh Red Army units arrived, transferred from Siberia, and began a successful counterattack on Wehrmacht troops near Moscow. This turned the tide, and laid the foundation for their ultimate victory over Nazism three and half years later. In these later years, the German forces used blitzkrieg attacks less frequently, because the Red Army had learned how to anticipate such attacks and prevent them from developing. Dr. Nefedov published an article about his findings in a Russian history periodical.[911](#Fn911){ref-type="fn"}

Thus, according to Dr. Nefedov's assessment, Stalin and the Soviet Union had only one chance to avoid the tragic defeat that befell them in the first months of 1941, and save the lives of millions of its citizens: by a preventive attack on the Nazis in Poland. But in this case, the Soviet Union would have been recognized as the aggressor, violating the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact. Consequently, Great Britain and the United States would have been obliged to help  Germany in a war against the Communist Russia. Harry S. Truman---later to be president of the US---made the cynical position of the American establishment very clear on June 24, 1941, just three days after the Nazi invasion of Communist Russia: "*If we see that Germany is winning, we ought to help Russia and if Russia is winning we ought to help Germany, and that way let them kill as many as possible, although I don't want to see Hitler victorious under any circumstances*".[912](#Fn912){ref-type="fn"}

##### Unreadiness of the Soviet Army for the Nazi Invasion: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar18}

**The wishful thinking/overconfidence/self-suggestion/self-deception** of Stalin, who convinced himself in 1941 that an attack on the Soviet Union by Nazi Germany was impossible.**A prevailing culture of "success at any price" and "no bad news"**: the fear among Soviet army officers of being punished (dismissed, criminally prosecuted or executed) for communicating any information about the situation on the battlefronts that did not match Stalin's perception and expectations.

Worldwide Spanish Flu and SARS Outbreaks (1918--1919, 2003) {#Sec122}
-----------------------------------------------------------

"*Sunlight is the best disinfectant*" "William O. Douglas"

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) originated in Guangdong Province in China in November 2002. The Chinese authorities suppressed news of the outbreak of an unknown disease, concealing it both from residents of the province and specialists of the World Health Organization (WHO). As a result, large-scale preventive measures were delayed for four months. The WHO issued a global warning only in mid-March 2003. A unique collaboration of governmental organizations and research centers throughout the world made it possible to halt the last human chain of the transmission of SARS on 5 July 2003. But, by that time, the international spread of SARS had resulted in 8098 cases in 26 countries, with 774 deaths.[913](#Fn913){ref-type="fn"} Early preventive action could have reduced these numbers many times.
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### Risk Concealment Before and After the Disaster {#Sec123}

#### "Spanish Flu" Global Pandemic {#Sec124}

To understand what motivated the Chinese authorities to attempt to hide information about the disease, we will start by looking at the actions of the American and European governments during the global pandemic of 1918--1919 (also known as the "Spanish flu"), when around 500--600 million people---a third of the world's population at that time---were infected, and nearly 50 million lost their lives (some estimates put the figure at nearer 100 million casualties).[914](#Fn914){ref-type="fn"} The pandemic took five times more lives than the First World War. The H1N1 influenza virus originally came from birds, but then appeared in pigs before crossing the species barrier again to ignite the pandemic among humans. The first cases of the unknown disease were registered in Kansas, America, in January 1918. By March 1918, more than 100 soldiers fell ill at the US army camp in Funston, Haskell County, where more than 5000 recruits were training for further military operations on the European battlefronts of the First World War. Most of the recruits were farmers, had regular contact with domestic animals and were less resistant to viruses than recruits from cities. The high concentration of personnel in the camp simplified human-to-human transmission. At that time, viruses were not known to medicine, and some doctors had not even accepted the idea that microorganisms could cause disease.[915](#Fn915){ref-type="fn"} Later, the personnel of Funston camp were transferred to Europe by ship, and during the long transatlantic crossing the virus spread among soldiers coming from other parts of the USA. Upon arriving in Europe, American soldiers infected British and French forces, which in their turn infected German forces in hand-to-hand combat. When Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States from 1913 to 1921, began to receive reports about a severe epidemic among American forces, he made no public acknowledgement of the disease.[916](#Fn916){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, other governments involved in the war made similar decisions---censorship, lies, and even active propaganda---to keep up morale, allowing the disease to continue to spread without any preventive measures. The pandemic was named "Spanish flu" because Spain was a neutral country during the First World War and did not suppress the media, so it was only Spanish newspapers that published honest articles about the severity of the disease---despite the fact that it had originated in the USA and spread initially among American soldiers in the absence of a proper response by the US government. This lack of response was probably due to the US strategic goal of developing a strong political influence in the post-WWI peace process that was to shape international politics in the following decades.

In the USA alone, the disease claimed more than 650,000 lives during 1918--1919. One remarkable incident occurred in September 1918 in Philadelphia, during preparations for the Liberty Loan Parade. City officials received warnings about the flu threat from soldiers participating in the parade, but did not cancel it because the parade was expected to be the largest in the city's history and help sell millions of dollars in bonds to finance the war.[917](#Fn917){ref-type="fn"}

#### SARS Outbreak {#Sec125}

According to some virologists, the "Spanish flu" was "*the mother of all pandemics in the 20* ^*th*^ *century*".[918](#Fn918){ref-type="fn"} The H2N2 virus, which caused the Asian influenza pandemic in 1957, and the H3N2, which caused Hong Kong influenza in 1968, were both closely related to H1N1.[919](#Fn919){ref-type="fn"} In 1997 in Hong Kong---which was by then a Special Administrative Region of China---a highly pathogenic avian influenza A (H5N1) virus appeared, which crossed the species barrier between birds and humans in a local live poultry market. During the outbreak, 18 people fell ill and 6 perished; more than 1.5 million chickens were slaughtered to stop the spread of the virus. The consequences of the outbreak were severe for Hong Kong's economy and for its reputation as a center of international tourism in South East Asia, because of negative reports about Hong Kong in the world media.[920](#Fn920){ref-type="fn"} The frequency of aerial flu outbreaks originating in South East Asia led to a widespread opinion among the world virology community that the next high-mortality flu pandemic would start in South China, because of the high concentration of people who permanently live close to domestic animals.[921](#Fn921){ref-type="fn"} Obviously, based on these historical facts, the Chinese government understands the possible consequences of a third of the population of China becoming infected: based on the mortality statistics for "Spanish flu", such an epidemic would mean the possible death of at least 40 million people, with inevitable catastrophic political and economic consequences.

In the middle of November 2002, the first case of SARS was registered in Foshan hospital, in Guangdong province, South East China, 130 km from Hong Kong. Staff of the hospital informed a local anti-epidemic station about a "*strange disease*" by mid-December. Representatives of Chinese Ministry of Health landed in Guangdong province for a detailed investigation in mid-January 2003. On January 27, they issued a "*top secret*" report, which was distributed to executives of the provincial health bureau and to the Ministry of Health in Beijing. By the beginning of February, hospitals across Guangdong province were alerted, but the majority of staff did not receive any warnings because of the Chinese New Year holiday, which began on February 1 and continued for 15 days. No public warnings were issued.[922](#Fn922){ref-type="fn"}

The unauthorized transmission of health--related information is prohibited in China until there has been an announcement by "*the Ministry of Health or organs authorized by the Ministry*", in order to "*avoid confusion and panic*". Before such official acknowledgement, all data about infectious diseases is classified as a state secret: any doctor or journalist who reveals information about the development of a disease will be prosecuted for leaking state secrets.[923](#Fn923){ref-type="fn"} So, the provincial authorities were not allowed to discuss the SARS problem openly until the national authorities had authorized it.[924](#Fn924){ref-type="fn"} In the absence of any government statement, the growing number of apparently infected people led to rumors that were widely spreading among the Chinese concerning a "*deadly flu*". The rumors were carried by word-of-mouth, texting and conversing on social networks.[925](#Fn925){ref-type="fn"} By mid-February, nearly 50 % of people interviewed in Guangzhou City confirmed that they had heard about the disease from friends, relatives or the overseas media. The Great Chinese Firewall---a countrywide surveillance system---began to block the sending of SMS and Skype messages about SARS.[926](#Fn926){ref-type="fn"} Later, 93 people were arrested for spreading rumors.[927](#Fn927){ref-type="fn"}

On February 10, 2003, Guangdong health officials reported atypical pneumonia cases in the province---emphasizing that the disease was controllable and treatable. The government played down the risk of the illness.[928](#Fn928){ref-type="fn"} The WHO was first officially informed of the outbreak on February 11, 2003, when the Chinese Ministry of Health reported 305 cases of an unknown disease with five deaths in Guangdong Province. Transmission of the disease was largely confined to health care workers---105 doctors, nurses, and other medical workers were infected---and the friends or families of patients.[929](#Fn929){ref-type="fn"} The Chinese health authorities did not impose strict anti-epidemic measures (respiratory precautions to protect medical staff, taking people's temperature on entry to the hospital, and so on). In spite of clear evidence that hospital staff were the main source of transmission of the virus, Liu Jianlun, a Chinese doctor who had treated cases in Guangdong and had symptoms of SARS already from February 15, was allowed to travel to Hong Kong to attend a wedding ceremony. On February 21, he stayed in the Metropole Hotel and infected several people, who transmitted the virus to Canada, Vietnam, Singapore over the following few days, initiating a global SARS outbreak. By the end of February, 806 people were ill in China and 34 had died.[930](#Fn930){ref-type="fn"}

On March 12, 2003, the WHO issued a global health alert about the mysterious pneumonia and recommended that people avoid traveling to Hong Kong and Vietnam. After the WHO warning, Hong Kong airport lost 18 percent of flights.[931](#Fn931){ref-type="fn"} From February 11 to April 25, the Hang Seng Index---the market index in Hong Kong---lost 8.55 %, while the Dow Jones and NASDAQ Composite rose by 7--10 %.[932](#Fn932){ref-type="fn"}

Meanwhile, on March 1, SARS had been recorded in Beijing. Nevertheless, the Beijing municipal authorities hid this fact from the national authorities because they wanted to convince superiors that Beijing was implementing all necessary anti-epidemic measures, and there was no reason for canceling the upcoming National People's Congress meeting, which was planned for March 5--18 and to which up to 3000 representatives from every province of China were invited. Beijing's municipal government also convinced superiors that it had all the resources to deal with the situation, and refused any assistance from the central government. Many other local and municipal authorities demonstrated the same behavior: "*officials at all levels tended to distort the information they passed up to their political masters in order to place themselves in a good light*".[933](#Fn933){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, military hospitals, which were not obliged to reveal information about their activity to the civilian authorities, also tried to deny the existence of infected soldiers. As a result, the national authorities received encouraging statistics on SARS development and were convinced there was no need for urgent nationwide preventive measures. During March, they reassured themselves that the SARS outbreak was limited to Guangdong Province and Hong Kong. It was only on March 25 that the central government confirmed the spread of SARS outside of Guangdong Province. Moreover, when the Chinese authorities invited WHO experts to China, they would only allow them access to Guangdong Province until April 2. The decision to allow them wider access was only made under tremendous international pressure on China, when it became obvious that the Chinese authorities were covering up what was actually a national SARS outbreak. On April 5, Chinese Vice Premier Wu Yi announced "*the immediate establishment of a national medical emergency mechanism, with emphasis placed on public health information and an early warning reporting mechanism*".[934](#Fn934){ref-type="fn"} On April 6, China apologized for its slow reporting on the outbreak[935](#Fn935){ref-type="fn"} and the Chinese Health Ministry reported 19 cases and four deaths in Beijing.[936](#Fn936){ref-type="fn"} However, Dr. Jiang Yanyong, retired chief of surgery for a Beijing military hospital, had previously stated on TV channels that he was aware of a hundred cases and six deaths in his hospital---more than five times the number of cases announced by the authorities.[937](#Fn937){ref-type="fn"} So on April 9, WHO experts gained permission to inspect military hospitals in Beijing as well. After clear evidence that the real size of the outbreak was being hushed up, Chinese Communist Party executives launched their own investigation into the matter. On April 20, Health Minister Zhang Wenkang and Beijing mayor Meng Xuenong were fired for their mismanagement of the crisis.[938](#Fn938){ref-type="fn"} During May, more than 120 health executives were sacked and nearly 1000 government officials were reprimanded for their "*slack*" response to the outbreak.[939](#Fn939){ref-type="fn"}

On April 16, an international network of 11 leading laboratories under the leadership of the WHO discovered the etiological agent of SARS and suggested potential treatments. The cause of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome was determined as a coronavirus (subsequently named the SARS coronavirus, or SARSCoV) originating from bats. Virologists breathed a sigh of relief, as coronaviruses are less dangerous than flu viruses. Had SARS been a kind of influenza, the consequences for the world population could have likely been devastating.[940](#Fn940){ref-type="fn"} In such a scenario, the mismanagement and risk concealment demonstrated by the Chinese health system at the early stages of the epidemic could have cost millions of lives throughout the world---as it did in the case of the "Spanish flu" pandemic because of the inadequate response of the US government.

##### Worldwide Spanish Flu: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar19}

The military requirement to keep up the morale of the US nation caused deliberate suppression of any information about the disease. Such **secrecy on the grounds of "national security" was common during the war period**.**The absence of scientific knowledge about viruses, the principles of their transmission and the associated risks meant** that decision-makers underestimated the need for urgent and decisive action.American (and other allied countries) politicians apparently gave **priority to their** **political interests over the lives of hundreds of thousands of their own citizens, and millions of people around the World**.

##### SARS Outbreak: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar20}

National security concerns: the Chinese authorities were **afraid of massive panic, and were worried about the threat to social stability and continued economic growth** if SARS caused a similar death rate as the Spanish flu pandemic.**The Chinese provincial authorities wanted to be seen in a good light by the central government**, which in turn tacitly approved of the **"no bad news" culture** that existed within the Chinese communist party.

Great Wildfires in the European Part of Russia (Russia, 2010) {#Sec126}
-------------------------------------------------------------
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In July 2010, gigantic wildfires and a drought occurred in the western part of Russia caused by a record-breaking heat wave. Fifty-four people perished and 458 were injured in the wildfires themselves and, according to Munich Re estimates, around 56,000 people died from the effects of the smog and heat wave cause by the fires.[941](#Fn941){ref-type="fn"} More than 2000 buildings were destroyed and more than 9 million hectares of crops were lost. Total damages from the wildfires and drought were estimated at between US\$15 billion and \$50 billion.[942](#Fn942){ref-type="fn"} In June 2010, temperatures exceeded the previous Russian maximum 36 times, and in July 124 times.[943](#Fn943){ref-type="fn"} In July, maximum temperatures were recorded in all regions of the European part of Russia for the first time since records began.

After the wildfires were extinguished, the Russian Minister of Emergency Situations described the causes of the severe wildfires. Firstly, there had been no warnings of a wildfire threat from Russian regional authorities. Regional bureaucrats had simply repeated the same message to the federal authorities: "*We have enough forces and ability to deal with any situation*". For example, the government of the Nizhny Novgorod region refused federal help.[944](#Fn944){ref-type="fn"} Less than three days afterwards, fire coming out of the forest destroyed a whole village of 341 dwellings. Secondly, intervention by the federal forces should have been organized much earlier, despite the absence of requests from the regions and the misinformation about the real situation from local and regional authorities. Thirdly, federal authorities should have ignored the existing regional framework for granting legal permission to fight the fires, and unilaterally declared a state of emergency in the regions. Fourthly, aerial support should have been provided earlier in the development of the wildfires. Fifthly, local authorities should have taken the necessary firefighting measures in advance, and extinguished peat fields preventively. Sixthly, regional leaders were not paying attention to pessimistic weather forecasts or taking the necessary action over a whole month of heat waves, which later caused the wildfires.

This disaster confirms again that the distortion of information occurring on one level of the managerial hierarchy of an organization or a country leads to a situation where senior management receive information about risks too late to allow them to deploy serious force in time to respond adequately to foreseeable risks, resulting in a much larger-scale disaster.

### Risk Concealment Before and During the Disaster {#Sec127}

Russia accounts for around 20 % of all the forested area on the planet. In the Soviet Union, a centralized system of forest protection allowed firefighting forces from one region to be redeployed to another. The last giant wildfire disaster occurred in the European part of Russia in 1972, when tens of thousands of Red Army soldiers with military engineering equipment helped federal forest firefighters to extinguish the fires. However, by the 2000s, this event had been forgotten, and the Federal Forest Service had been eliminated as part of a wider deregulation movement and to reduce public expenditure. In 2007, a new Forest Code was passed that provided no federal forest protection whatsoever. State control was transferred to regional authorities who were expected to work with private logging operators to manage forest fires and fight wildfires. However, the regional authorities did not have the budget to do what was required: for example, Mordovia, a region the size of the state of Massachusetts and with 800,000 residents, had just 50 forest firefighters and 2 specialized fire trucks. In their turn, private logging operators were only concerned with the short-term profitability of business and were reluctant to invest in fire protection activity. The overall financing of Russian forest management dropped to US\$0.55 per hectare per year, although nearby Kazakhstan spent US\$1.05, the USA \$4 and Belarus---with forests contaminated by radionuclides from Chernobyl---\$7.45.[945](#Fn945){ref-type="fn"} In addition, the new provisions of the Forest Code did not regulate clearly the separate jurisdiction of federal, regional and local authorities during interregional wildfires, and the responsibility of the different authorities during fires moving from forests to settlements and conversely. Ultimately, after these legal changes, the area of forest destroyed by fire doubled. The public did not see the consequences of the absence of federal control over forests, until an unprecedented natural phenomenon occurred, perhaps associated with the phenomenon of global change due to anthropogenic causes: a two-month long anticyclone hovered over the European part of Russia and caused heat waves with temperatures up to +40 °C, hot wind storms with speeds of up to 30 m/s and a total absence of rainfall.

The heat and drought of summer 2010 were predicted by NASA analysts in December 2009 and confirmed by Russian scientists. On March 23, 2010, the Russian meteorological service Roshydromet issued a weather forecast for the coming summer season. It predicted an increased wildfire hazard in the European part of the Russian and Ural regions. Despite this warning, large-scale preventive actions were carried out neither by federal authorities (because there was no legal framework for intervention) nor by regional and local authorities, (because of the lack of money and resources). Moreover, none of the officials could imagine the possible consequences of two months of extreme heat and the resulting wildfires, because since 1972 there had been no similar disaster. In June 2010, when the wildfires started, regional agencies began to pass the responsibility for fire prevention and fighting to each other because it was not defined clearly enough in the existing legislative base. As a result, they just spent precious time playing bureaucratic games and lost the initiative in preventive action. In addition, the failure to manage forest firefighting was aggravated by the Russian political system. In December 2004, Vladimir Putin, President of Russia, had changed the rules for appointing regional leaders: instead of being elected by popular vote, all heads of Russian regions were appointed by the President. This led to a situation where their performance was evaluated in Moscow, rather than in their regions by the citizens they were supposed to be serving. Eager to make a favorable impression on Putin and ensure their continuation in power, regional leaders preferred to send only reassuring reports to the central government. They always tried to convince the federal authorities that they could handle any situation but, in reality, they did not have the power or the resources to deal with a crisis of this scale. Some of governors were continuing to send soothing reports to Moscow and reassure the residents of their regions that "*everything is under control*". Some, having delegated authority to their deputies, flew out from the regions for 2--3 weeks on planned vacations: such distasteful cases occurred in the Moscow, Vladimir and Voronezh regions. Without proper management, the situation was thus getting worse.

When the fires started to reach settlements in many of the regions, which were supposedly "*under control*", and Russian newspapers and social networks were filled with horrific details of deaths from fire and burned houses, the federal authorities realized the true scale of the disaster. Moreover, when smog from the giant wildfires covered Moscow---the information and control center of Russia---and all nearby regions, questions about the adequacy of the crisis response became the main agenda of both the Russian media and foreign correspondents. From this point, the swift extinction of the fires was seen as a test of the ability of Vladimir Putin and the federal government to manage emergency situations. This was perhaps ironic in that the crisis was created in the first place by the federal government's shortsightedness in deregulating forest management. The Russian political culture, which motivated subordinates to conceal risks, only aggravated the magnitude of the disaster.

In the end, the inaction of the regional authorities was balanced by the vigorous intervention of the federal authorities. Vladimir Putin and the Minister of Emergency Situations were presiding over the response forces directly from the Government Emergency Center, and were present in person in the most damaged places. Putin set a record in terms of the number of visits to disaster-stricken areas: at no other time in his political career has he attended affected regions six times to make decisions about comprehensive state assistance to the victims. Some remarkable facts include the following: Dmitry Medvedev, the President of Russia from 2008 to 2012, visited the ambulance control center in Moscow in place of the mayor, who had left the city on vacation during the worst of the smog, and would duly be dismissed after the disaster; and Vladimir Putin (who was President of Russia from 2000 to 2008, Prime Minster at the time of the disaster, and President again from 2012 till the time of writing \[summer 2014\]), personally flew a multipurpose amphibious firefighting aircraft to demonstrate his direct involvement and control over the situation to the public. Such actions gave these politicians additional credits to their ratings and drew the attention of Russian and world media, but also revealed the weakness of the state management hierarchy, which could not adequately and promptly react to risks without the intervention of federal government officials.

After the disaster, the Minister of Emergency Situations described the behavior of the regional authorities as follows: "*Half of the governors sat and waited until the fires died out themselves. Another half continued to relax, waiting for the Minister of Emergency Situations and the Prime Minister to come, who like the* *magicians on the blue helicopter could extinguish the fires*".[946](#Fn946){ref-type="fn"} The governors refused to admit that they could not cope with the fires, and that they needed external help, until the bitter end.

#### Massive Wildfires in the European Part of Russia: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar21}

**This propensity for hiding bad news** resulted in part from the change of the rules for appointing regional leaders: instead of being elected by popular vote, all heads of Russian regions were appointed by the President. This led to a situation where their performance was evaluated in Moscow, rather than in their regions by the citizens they were supposed to be serving. **Eager to make a favorable impression on Putin and ensure their continuation in power, regional leaders preferred to send only reassuring reports to the central government.** They always tried to convince the federal authorities that they could handle any situation. This led to massive distortion of information about the real situation concerning wildfires in several Russian regions and, as a result, delayed the reaction of Russian federal government to the threat. There is a prevalent Russian political culture, which motivated subordinates to conceal risks.This was further reinforce by the federal government's **shortsightedness in deregulating forest management**, leading to confusing and badly designed attribution of responsibilities among involved parties from local government to the private sector.

Krymsk Flooding (Russia, 2012) {#Sec128}
------------------------------
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On July 7, 2012 from 2 until 4 a.m., a powerful flash flood with a 6.8-m water surge occurred in the Krymsk district of Southwestern Russia. Krymsk is in the Krasnodar region, just 30 km from the coast of the Black Sea and 200 km from Sochi, where the Winter Olympic Games took place in 2014. For two days before the disaster, the volume of rainfall exceeded the monthly average by three to five times. The torrential rain caused a sharp rise in the water level of rivers flowing from the nearby Caucasus Mountains, which led to the flooding of several districts and cities. However, it was only in the Krymsk district that the consequences of the flooding were dreadful. The disaster affected 34,650 people, 171 people died---153 in the Krymsk district---and 2225 people (including 496 children) were injured. More than 7200 residential and public buildings in the district were destroyed or damaged by the flood.[947](#Fn947){ref-type="fn"}

The magnitude of the disaster---a large number of deaths and injuries---was caused by the absence of emergency information about the coming flood from local authorities, despite the fact that local officials received information about a dangerous rise in river levels more than 36 h before the flooding. Moreover, 12 h after the disaster, Vasily Krut'ko, the head of Krymsk district, reported directly to Vladimir Putin---who had immediately come to the affected district from the nearby presidential residence with a group of journalists---that local officials had declared a state of emergency in good time and taken action to inform the population 5 h before the peak of the flash floods. He claimed that the crisis information campaign had included personal visits to private houses in potential flooding areas, continuous coverage on local television and emergency SMS messages. However, investigations that following revealed that Krut'ko had lied about the decision by local officials to declare a state of emergency---it was actually issued 2 h after the gigantic flash flood occurred---and that the majority of the above actions were never implemented in reality. As a result, only 52 out of the 60,000 residents of Krymsk confirmed that they received warnings about the coming flood.[948](#Fn948){ref-type="fn"} The majority of the dead were elderly people who drowned while sleeping, or when it was too late to escape from their houses. Krut'ko was arrested after the investigation, on charges of negligence resulting in the death of two or more people. On March 2013, during the trial, he partially admitted his guilt. In August 2013, he and other former local officials were sentenced to between 3^1^/~2~ and 6 years in prison.

As in many other cases, this bottom line manager tried to convince his superiors that he had responded adequately, in spite of the presence of thousands of witnesses and a dozen journalists with TV cameras, and the likelihood of criminal prosecution for document forgery and bluffing. The Russian investigation committee declared: "*In this situation, the \[local\] officials worried more how they could justify their inaction by any means rather than how to minimize the consequences \[magnitude\] of disaster. \[Local executives\] instructed their subordinates to retroactively make official documents containing false information about the meeting of the Emergency Commission, declaration of state of emergency and warnings of the residents*".[949](#Fn949){ref-type="fn"}

Facts and documents published after the disaster clearly demonstrated that the actual scale of the flooding was unpredictable in advance by any meteorological or engineering service---let alone by local officials who had no specialist training or experience of hydrology---until the floods came. If only they had been honest and straightforward about their activities before and during the disaster, the local managers would probably never have become the main defendants following the disaster. Instead, their undeniable distortion of the facts about what they had done in the attempt to prove their competence by any means led them to prison...

### Risk Concealment Before and After the Disaster {#Sec129}

From the 1970s onwards, private houses began to be constructed without the permission of the authorities in flood zones on the banks of the River Adagum in Krymsk district. Local officials did not consistently oppose this activity: they ruled out the possibility of a disaster for the simple reason that, in the Soviet Union, the beds of rivers flowing from the Caucasus Mountains had been cleaned up on a regular basis. Flood-protection measures had been effective enough. But in post-Soviet times, the funding for cleaning riverbeds and limiting the deforestation of mountain areas was terminated,[950](#Fn950){ref-type="fn"} due to lack of financial resources and the dismantling of the integrated system of state control over the political and economic matters in 1991. Almost every year after 1995, Krymsk district faced minor floods of the River Adagum, with water surges of up to 1.5 m. In August 2002, after heavy rains in the Krasnodar region and the collapse of a dam reservoir, 7000 homes and commercial buildings were flooded, 4968 homes damaged and 447 destroyed. Two villages in Krymsk district were completely washed away, killing 62 people. An investigation initiated by the Parliament after these floods found that they were caused by the widespread unauthorized construction of private houses and the silting of riverbeds. In both cases, local authorities were found to have been negligent. The investigation commission stated: "*\[Local and regional\] officials ... were not recognizing their mistakes and are still trying to reduce the degree of \[their\] own guilt and amount of damage by misinforming federal authorities about the actual size \[of the disaster\]... The residents and tourists were not informed about the coming disaster... Responsible services did not take the necessary steps to prepare for a disaster: \[there was no\] drainage clearing, riverbeds were not maintained in a good state*".[951](#Fn951){ref-type="fn"} After the investigation, two local officials were sentenced to 3^1^/~2~ years on probation. According to one witness who survived the flood, "*those who were in the flood zone got from \[local and regional\] authorities significant compensations and everyone has forgotten about the incident*".[952](#Fn952){ref-type="fn"} After the flood, the Krasnodar regional authorities ordered hydrological studies of the affected districts, but did not subsequently implement the recommendations of scientists. None of the regional and local officials worried about complex anti-flooding measures because their had been no serious floods since 2002. Therefore, only 12 % of the budget intended for flood prevention measures---up to US\$40 million had been funded by federal government---was actually spent for this purpose.[953](#Fn953){ref-type="fn"}

Another problem was the high frequency of warnings about dangerous weather events issued by the Russian metrological service (Roshydromet). In 2010, Roshydromet released 2700 storm warnings throughout Russia; the average accuracy was 92 %.[954](#Fn954){ref-type="fn"} In 2011, the service released 1800 storm warnings throughout the country (average accuracy was 91 %) and 700 warnings about dangerous weather events (average accuracy was 88 %). More than 100 storm warnings were registered in Krasnodar region alone in 2011 (roughly one warning every three days). In the five days before the disaster, Roshydromet issued 18 weather forecasts[955](#Fn955){ref-type="fn"} and two storm warnings. Local authorities in Krymsk district received the first warning 36 h before the flash flood: "*in the next 3*--*6* *hours \[and during the whole of the next day\], heavy thunderstorms, severe hailstorms and strong winds up to 20 m/s are expected*".[956](#Fn956){ref-type="fn"} Six hours before the flash flood, they got a storm warning about possible natural hazards referring to the serious threat of flooding, severe rise of water levels and so on. During the investigation, it was revealed that, after receiving the second warning, local executives under the leadership of Vasily Krut'ko began to collect information about the current water level in the River Adagum by personal observation of the banks of the river. At 11:30 p.m. on 6 July 2012, about 2^1^/~2~ h before the flash flood, the level of the Adagum in the city of Krymsk had only risen by 24 cm (later investigators declared that the flash flood raised the water level in the river by up to 6.8 m!).[957](#Fn957){ref-type="fn"} Local officials were communicating regularly with each other by cell phones. Vasily Krut'ko, who had been the head of Krymsk district for the previous seven years, was reassuring subordinates: he emphasized that Roshydromet's storm warnings were always similar, such warnings came to him weekly and they had never been followed by serious flooding.[958](#Fn958){ref-type="fn"} After the disaster, Russian meteorologists calculated that the volume of rainfalls on the day of the flood was three times the average daily maximum, and the river discharge exceeded the previous maximum recorded flow rate by a factor of 2.5; the last record was during the 2002 flooding. The likelihood of such anomalous levels of precipitation has been estimated to correspond to one such event every 200--300 years.[959](#Fn959){ref-type="fn"} Despite this, Roshydromet's storm warnings did not point out that this was an exceptional event, unprecedented by any previous dangerous weather events in the Krasnodar region. Ultimately, local officials did not declare a state of emergency and did not wake up this district of 60,000 residents before the flash flood. All 52 witnesses who confirmed that they had heard an emergency signal had received it from three loudspeakers during the second hour after the flash flood reached Krymsk city[960](#Fn960){ref-type="fn"}: by this time, the abnormal level of water was obvious to local officials, and they turned on the emergency loudspeakers. Later, scientists found the cause of the sudden 4-m wave of water described by many witnesses: a huge amount of debris from previous flooding (wood, silt, stones, and so on) had accumulated on the uncleaned bed and banks of the River Adagum over the previous ten years, which blocked the river flow under railway and road bridges located near the city, forming in this way temporary "dams". When a critical amount of water had built up, the bridges were destroyed and a wave-like flash flood rushed down to Krymsk city.[961](#Fn961){ref-type="fn"} This explains why local officials did not record an unusual water surge within the city a couple of hours before the disaster.

Detailed investigations later proved the innocence of local executives, but their criminal activity after the disaster---forging documents and misleading residents and federal executives---guaranteed them prison terms and strong rebuke from the majority of Russians.

Even after the disaster, regional and some federal officials continued the practice of sending falsely reassuring reports to Vladimir Putin and the public. For example, in Krymsk district, the flood killed about 40,000 animals. When the temperature exceeded 30 °C, there was a high risk of the spread of disease if the carcasses were not eliminated immediately. Regional officials continued to assure the federal authorities that they had all the resources they needed to clean up Krymsk city. However, clearing the city of dead animals began only after the deployment of army units on the 8th day after the disaster. During the week after the flooding, the regional authorities were still sending messages to Moscow that "*everything is fine, we have everything \[we need\] to control the situation*".[962](#Fn962){ref-type="fn"} The Federal Minister of Health and Social Development assured Vladimir Putin immediately after the flood that all necessary vaccinations (tetanus, hepatitis and dysentery) would be made promptly. Nevertheless, a week later, the President said after his visit to affected areas: "*For me, it is strange now to hear that people were not vaccinated*". Victims complained to the President about difficulties in the state compensation process and the slow work of regional officials. Putin was furious about that: "*People complain that it is hard to reach the sources of state financial assistance. The queues are large. These queues crush. They say that 'We have already suffered. We need to deal with housing and children, but \[clerks\] force us to stand in queues'. It is necessary to change the situation radically. Next time \[on the president's next visit to Krymsk city\], I will come and stand myself* *in the queue. Is it so difficult to deploy mobile assistance offices throughout the city for comfortable* *handling?*".[963](#Fn963){ref-type="fn"} The phrase of Vladimir Putin---"*I will come and stand myself in a queue*"---is reminiscent of his piloting of a firefighting aircraft during the wildfires of 2010, when the then Prime Minister tried to sway his subordinates in order to ensure that crisis response actions were provided well.

The conclusion is simple: whenever a senior executive hears reports from subordinates in a crisis situation that everything is under control, generally the situation is much worse than reports state and the executive should personally go to the place of the disaster to check the actual conditions there. During the Krymsk tragedy, the Russian leader made three emergency visits in 18 days for crisis response meetings that he held personally, and two additional trips in the year after the flood to check on the reconstruction of the city. Obviously, such frequent visits and ongoing control of subordinates originated from previous leadership mistakes. For instance, during the Kursk submarine accident, Russian naval officials gave distorted information to Putin and the public, reassuring them that the Northern Fleet of Russia could mount a successful rescue operation, when Vladimir Putin was on vacation. And when hurricane Katrina struck the coast off Louisiana, George Bush was on vacation at his Texas ranch. In the midst of an uncoordinated response from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Louisiana state and local government, the National Guards and the US Army Corps of Engineers, Bush visited the Gulf Coast only on the fifth day after the disaster.

#### Krymsk Flooding: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar22}

**Habituation/false reassurance/overconfidence/self-deception** among representatives of the local authorities about the low probability of a catastrophic flash flood in Krymsk district.**Regional authorities were unwilling to investigate the causes of previous flash floods in detail**, since this would inevitably lead to the lengthy and embarrassing process of passing on the lessons learnt and making recommendations to subordinates.**The high frequency of flood and severe weather warnings** previously received by local authorities, which were often not realized, **leading to a** **"crying wolf" psychological response and growing complacency.Russian regional bureaucrats and federal ministers wanted to appear in a good light in the eyes of the Russian president**. This led to massive distortion of information about the timeliness of the state of emergency during the disaster and the adequacy of crisis response measures after the disaster.

Retail Production Industry {#Sec130}
==========================

"*Maybe it's shameful ... \[but w\]e live in a capitalist world*" "Jean-Claude Mas"

Nature of the Industry {#Sec131}
----------------------

This sector produces consumer goods: foods and drinks, drugs, cosmetics, electronic gadgets, cars and so on. The majority of risk concealment cases in the sector are similar because of its specific business practice. Mutually competing manufacturers tend to produce similar goods in every product segment because each manufacturer is continually watching competitors for any innovations, which will be implemented as fast as possible in the products of all manufacturers. Prof. Leveson assessed the problem very clearly: "*At the same time that the development of new technology has sprinted forward, the time to market for new products has greatly decreased, and strong pressures exist to decrease this time even further. The average time to translate a basic technical discovery into a commercial product in the early part of this century was thirty years. Today our technologies get to market in two to three years and may be obsolete in five. We no longer have the luxury of carefully testing systems and designs to understand all the potential behaviors and risks before commercial or scientific use. \[This leads to\] reduced ability to learn from experience*".[964](#Fn964){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, manufacturers try to launch new products as swiftly as possible to gain a competitive advantage during the first few months, and sometimes ignore defects in the design of innovative production.

Such problems have occurred in many cases with complex innovative products. The retail sector has seen the Ford-Firestone tire controversy (1990), the Intel Pentium FDIV Bug Crisis (1994), and problems with the antenna of the Apple iPhone 4 (2010) and with the brakes of the Toyota Prius (2010--2013). In the industrial sector, notorious cases include the lithium ion batteries on the Boeing 787 Dreamliner (2012--2013)[965](#Fn965){ref-type="fn"} and the chassis of the Sukhoi SuperJet (2013).[966](#Fn966){ref-type="fn"}

To take just one of these examples: the management of Apple was aware of problems with the quality of signal reception of the iPhone 4 long before it was released, but Apple's co-founder Steve Jobs liked the design of the new phone so much that he personally gave an order to launch it into mass production without redesigning the antenna. He also cancelled real-world testing before the launch -- the testing process usually takes a minimum of 14 weeks.[967](#Fn967){ref-type="fn"} Within three weeks of the launch, Steve Jobs and Apple were denying that the new phone had flaws. This position angered many people and attracted media attention to the problem. Ultimately, the company had no choice but to admit the problem, issue a temporary solution for the 25 million customers who had already bought the phone (a free case for the phone) and update the software.

Complexity, Cost Reductions, Arrogance and The Toyota Problems (USA--Japan, 2000s) {#Sec132}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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With recalls of millions of Toyotas in 2010, the automaker has been facing heavy criticism over the design of its cars, about concealment of information concerning known defects and on the matter of the arrogance of middle-managers in dealing with customers' complaints. The general perception in the West is that a main cause of this apparent drift away from the Toyota Way is the cost reduction war between carmakers. Interestingly, the typical view of Japanese business persons and researchers represented also by the Japanese media is different, emphasizing that the accidents happened because Toyota tried to produce too complicated products and did not manage the raising complexity imposed by social pressure and market demand.

### Toyota's Cost Reduction Challenge {#Sec133}

The typical narrative of the West draws attention to the need for companies to monitor the activity of competitors, while the market forces of supply and demand lead to a situation where prices on similar products become equalized. Usually, the race to keep prices competitive with similar products results in the reduction of production costs by any means necessary. Thus, Carlos Ghosn, Chairman and CEO of the Renault-Nissan Alliance, initiated an aggressive downsizing campaign in the late 1990s to rescue Nissan, the second largest car producer in Japan, from imminent bankruptcy. He was so successful with huge cost reductions---10 % down on supplier parts and US\$2.25 billion in savings---that he was nicknamed "*le cost killer*" and "*Mr. Fix It*".[968](#Fn968){ref-type="fn"} Toyota was forced to respond and adopt a similar action: the company launched a cost-cutting strategy called "*Construction of Cost Competitiveness for the 21st Century*" (CCC21) and may have perhaps broken its own cardinal rule that "*customers are always prior to profits*".[969](#Fn969){ref-type="fn"} CCC21 had an impact on many spheres of Toyota production. After its implementation, Toyota faced extensive recalls of cars because of flaws in design and supplied parts; between 2004 and 2006, the company recalled more vehicles than ever before in its history. In 2006, Japanese investigators found out that, since 1996, Toyota had been aware of a defective relay rod on the Toyota Hilux Surf, but recalled the model only after a lawsuit was initiated by relatives of people killed in a crash caused by the defective rod. Before the crash, Toyota managers thought that problems occurred only in "*unusual and extreme conditions*".[970](#Fn970){ref-type="fn"} Information about flaws in car designs, shortcomings in manufacturing processes and production defects in parts from other suppliers was not communicated well within the world's largest car-maker: according to insiders from the American branch of Toyota, "*working for the company is like working for the Central Intelligence Agency, where information is shared only on a 'need to know' basis*".[971](#Fn971){ref-type="fn"}

### The Acceleration Pedal Problem {#Sec134}

During the crisis of the uncontrolled acceleration of certain Toyota vehicles (2009--2010), investigators published internal correspondence between Toyota managers, confirming that 37,900 customer contact reports of unintended acceleration had been logged in Toyota's complaint coding system[972](#Fn972){ref-type="fn"} since the early 2000s. This problem had led to 34 deaths and thousands of customer complaints to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).[973](#Fn973){ref-type="fn"} Toyota knew about problems with gas pedals made by an Indiana-based supplier, and that the unintended acceleration problem only existed on US-made cars.[974](#Fn974){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, the company did not launch a detailed investigation of the problem and made only a limited recall, because of the significant incurred expenses: in 2007, they saved up to \$100 million on a limited recall of floor mats in Camry and Lexus ES sedans.[975](#Fn975){ref-type="fn"} But, in autumn 2009, the American media released a recording of a conversation between a 911 call center employee and the driver of a Lexus ES 350 in San Diego, California, who was asking for help with a stuck accelerator pedal. During the call, the car crashed, and all four occupants were killed.[976](#Fn976){ref-type="fn"} This case led to severe accusations of Toyota by the American media and attracted the attention of regulators. According to Jim Press, Toyota's former U.S. chief, "*The root cause of their problems is that the company was hijacked, some years ago, by anti*-*(Toyoda) family, financially oriented pirates... \[These executives\] didn't have the character necessary to maintain a customer first focus*".[977](#Fn977){ref-type="fn"}

The Japanese view emphasizing the role of complexity, and of mistakes in managing it, is well represented by economic professor Takahiro Fujimoto from the University of Tokyo, a leading authority on the Toyota production system and automotive product development. Toyota has been a frontrunner in making very complex products, like hybrids or luxury cars, at very high volume and then growing the volume. In addition, constraints on cars have grown tremendously in the last decade: "*What was okay 10* *years ago is not okay now... some of the things that are part of the Toyota problem now were not a big problem 20* *years ago. So customers and society are fussier and fussier about what they expect from car*... *For example, with the Prius recall, the problem resulted because Toyota tried to improve fuel efficiency and safety and quietness at the same time through a nice combination of very powerful regenerating brakes, plus the latest antilock brake system, plus the hydraulic braking system. But the relationship between the three kinds of brakes changed with the new design, and then drivers could have an uneasy experience when there was switching between the different brakes a little bit... Toyota failed to see this problem in the right way, at least in the beginning*.[978](#Fn978){ref-type="fn"}

Akio Toyoda, the president of Toyota, grandson of the company's founder, in his testimony before the US Congress in February 24, 2010, confirmed this view: "*At times, we do find defects. But in such situations, we always stop, strive to understand the problem, and make changes to improve further. In the name of the company, its longstanding tradition and pride, we never run away from our problems or pretend we don't notice them. Toyota has, for the past few years, been expanding its business rapidly. Quite frankly, I fear the pace at which we have grown may have been too quick \[to train adequately our personal\]. I would like to point out here that Toyota's priorities have traditionally been the following: first, safety; second, quality; third, volume. These priorities became confused. And we were not able to stop, think, and make improvements as much as we were able to before, and our basic stance to listen to our customers' voices to make better products has weakened somewhat. We pursued growth over the speed at which we were able to develop our people and our organization, and we should sincerely be mindful of that*".[979](#Fn979){ref-type="fn"}

Professor Fujimoto emphasized that all the problems associated with the Toyota recalls were design quality problems rather than manufacturing quality problems. He is adamant in pointing out that "*to my knowledge they are not trying to hide the problems. But when a very complex problem happened, they were not sure to what extent this was a responsibility for the company, and to what extent other parties were responsible. So their attitude was, 'Wait a minute. This is complicated'. They were sure that they were not the only party responsible for this problem*... *But it is also obvious that Toyota was at least partly responsible for many problems that were popping up one after another. Probably what they should have done was to deal with it as quickly as possible* -- *\[such as send\] a senior person to America as quickly as possible and then have \[the company\] apologize for whatever \[it felt was their\] responsibility. So a partial but thorough apology, and definitely a quick apology, was what they had to do. But they probably hesitated to come to the U.S. because they were not sure to what extent they were responsible for those problems. Then people saw that as, 'Gee, Toyota is escaping from responsibility for this problem'. This is not what Toyota meant* -- *but the way they handled the initial problem was very bad, I think*.[980](#Fn980){ref-type="fn"}

It is thus the combination of growing complexity, pushed by competition as well as society demands, together with overconfidence in being able to deal with the problems that led to Toyota's crisis. Overconfidence led Toyota managers to underestimate the difficulties in handling the novel kinds of arising complexities, and to believe that Toyota would do better than other companies: "*Ironically, as a result they probably took in way too much complexity. It was \[beyond\] their capacity*".[981](#Fn981){ref-type="fn"} According to professor Fujimoto, arrogance is the number one enemy of the Toyota philosophy: "*But they didn't take this seriously until big problems happened. I would probably say middle managers, particularly at headquarters, started to deviate from the Toyota Way by being arrogant, being overconfident, and also they started not to listen to the problems that customers raised*".[982](#Fn982){ref-type="fn"}

### Public Perception Versus Reality {#Sec135}

The Big Three US motor manufacturers Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler, who were in a complicated financial situation at the time, benefited from the accusations of the more successful and profitable Toyota.[983](#Fn983){ref-type="fn"} Only then, under public pressure and the threat of losing the American market,[984](#Fn984){ref-type="fn"} did Toyota finally decide to recall 8.5 million vehicles worldwide to solve the problem of accelerator pedal entrapment by loose floor mats, and other pedal problems. Fortunately for Toyota, suggestions that flaws with their electronic throttle control systems could be the main cause of unintended acceleration were not confirmed by a year-long NHTSA investigation.[985](#Fn985){ref-type="fn"} The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) aided by NASA Engineering and Safety Center concluded the following[986](#Fn986){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [987](#Fn987){ref-type="fn"}: "*After conducting the most exacting study of a motor vehicle electronic control system ever performed by a government agency, NASA did not find that the* ETC *electronics are a likely cause of a large throttle openings in Toyota vehicles as described in consumers' complaints to NHTSA... NASA found no evidence that any failures of the* ETC *system had an effect on the performance of the braking system*". Remarkably, they declared that it was mainly "*the publicity surrounding NHTSA's investigations, related recalls, and Congressional hearings \[that\] was the major contributor to the timing and volume of complaints*". Both also noted that "*the vast majority of complaints involved incidents that originated when the vehicle was stationary or at very low speeds and contained allegations of very wide throttle openings, often with allegations that brakes were not effective*". NHTSA's analysis indicated that "*the most likely cause of the acceleration was actually pedal misapplication (i.e., the driver's unintended application of the accelerator rather than, or in addition to, the brake)*".[988](#Fn988){ref-type="fn"}

The hysteria in the US against Toyota is an example of the "social proof" mechanism that Robert Cialdini has abundantly documented and dissected to describe group actions under social influence.[989](#Fn989){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [990](#Fn990){ref-type="fn"} Social influence describes the fact that people will do things that they see other people are doing, such as the famous example of someone looking up into the sky, leading to bystanders then looking up into the sky to see what he was seeing. This may partly explain the initial reluctance of Toyota management to acknowledge the responsibility of their product whose reliability they trusted so much. Thus, we can conclude that Toyota made essentially no mistakes in producing automobiles but made serious blunders in its management of the public perception and in dealing with the politics in Washington, as reported by US[991](#Fn991){ref-type="fn"} as well as Japanese media. As Mr. Yoshimi Inaba, the president of Toyota North America, said: "*there is sometimes a lack of communication because of the language differences, because of the cultural differences... \[about\] this sticky pedal situation... yes, we knew that probably a year ago in Europe. And I say that had not been shared enough well on this side. So we did not hide it, but it was not properly shared. We need to do a much better job in sharing. Whatever is happening in Europe should be known in the United States so we are all alert*".[992](#Fn992){ref-type="fn"} Toyota had thus a problem with managing the cultural difference in driving as well as the different expectations of their customers. Since then, imitating the major US firms that sell extensively to the government or depend on it for regulations, and must of necessity engage in lobbying (which is protected by the US constitution as an expression of free speech), Toyota has taken steps to strengthen its connections to US politicians and their cronies in Washington so as not to repeat the same mistake.

The recall cost more than \$2 billion.[993](#Fn993){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, Toyota was ordered to pay a record US\$1.2 billion to settle a criminal investigation into safety issues---the largest penalty ever levied by the US authorities on an auto company.[994](#Fn994){ref-type="fn"} These expenses are very significant compared with the previous cost-cutting measures that were an important contributor to the crisis, as suggested by some observers such as Rep. Dennis Kucinich during the testimony of Akio Toyoda before the US Congress in February 24, 2010.[995](#Fn995){ref-type="fn"}

### Genuine Cases of Concealment of Defects in Automotive Industry {#Sec136}

In 2014, information concealment practices were revealed within General Motors, which for ten years had been hiding a defect with a tiny part in the ignition switch. For the sake of a part worth just 57 cents, the concealment caused 13 traffic deaths, and 2.6 million cars had to be recalled.[996](#Fn996){ref-type="fn"} According to the more recent report of May 22, 2015 by The New York Times,[997](#Fn997){ref-type="fn"} "*in February 2014, the automaker began recalling 2.6 million Chevrolet Cobalts and other small cars with faulty ignitions that could unexpectedly turn off the engine, disabling power steering, power brakes and the airbags. The switch crisis prompted a wave of additional recalls by G.M. for various safety issues. All told, G.M. recalled more than 30 million vehicles worldwide last year, a record for the automaker*." And "*Justice Department investigators have identified criminal wrongdoing in General Motors' failure to disclose a defect tied to at least 104 deaths, and are negotiating what is expected to be a record penalty, according to people briefed on the inquiry*."

The recent Takata case concerning defective inflator and propellent devices that may deploy improperly in the event of a car crash is also a clear-cut case of risk information concealment. The available evidence suggests too much cost-cutting, early realization of problems by Takata (one of the world's leading suppliers of advanced automotive safety systems and products) that were intentionally hidden for years,[998](#Fn998){ref-type="fn"} eventually obliging many car makers to issue massive car recalls.[999](#Fn999){ref-type="fn"} "*Under pressure from safety regulators,* \[Takata\] *agreed* \[on Tuesday May 19, 2015\] *to declare nearly 34 million vehicles defective, doubling the size of its recall in the United States and making it the largest automotive recall in American history*".[1000](#Fn1000){ref-type="fn"}

The 17-Year Poly Implant Prothese Fraud (France, 1993--2010) {#Sec137}
------------------------------------------------------------

The French company Poly Implant Prothese (PIP) was founded by Jean-Claude Mas in 1991. PIP specialized in breast implants. In 1993, Jean-Claude Mas secretly decided to change the formula of the silicon gel used in the implants to reduce production costs. Instead of the expensive medically approved silicon at US\$45/liter, he ordered the use of industrial silicon, which was seven times cheaper at US\$6.5/liter. PIP implants would now consist of 25 % medical gel and 75 % industrial gel, so the cost of producing the new implant was US\$50, instead of US\$68 for an implant filled with 100 % medical gel; and the implants sold for about US\$400 to French cosmetic surgeons and US\$130 to Latin American surgeons. Thus, using the new gel formula allowed PIP to save up to US\$1.6 million per year.

Due to shortcomings in the deregulated legislation of the cosmetic industry in France and the European Union, it had become possible to hide changes in the gel formula for decades. Every year, the company was selling up to 100,000 implants in 60 countries worldwide and, nowadays, more than 300,000 women carry PIP implants[1001](#Fn1001){ref-type="fn"}; a significant amount of them live in Latin America and Asia, where regulation and government control over the cosmetic industry are poor. Seventy five percent of all the implants produced by PIP were made with the unapproved gel formula.[1002](#Fn1002){ref-type="fn"}

The gel formula scam only came to light accidentally, when French regulator AFSSAPS (Agence Française de Sécurité Sanitaire des Produits de Santé) initiated an inspection of PIP's plants after numerous complaints from French plastic surgeons and customers about the abnormal rupture rate of PIP implants compared with those of other producers. Jean-Claude Mas was arrested and confessed the fraud: "*I knew that this gel wasn't officially registered, but I did it knowingly because the PIP gel was less expensive ... and of much higher quality... The material was better than that used to make the officially authorized gel*". However, British surgeons subsequently stated, after 453 patient examinations, that PIP breast implants ruptured in at least 16 % of patients fitted with them---while the usual failure rate does not exceed 1 %.[1003](#Fn1003){ref-type="fn"} Twenty cases of different types of cancer were connected with flawed PIP's implants.[1004](#Fn1004){ref-type="fn"} A former PIP employee testified that there were "*unscientific tests of product quality, such as judging silicone gel by sticking a finger*". Yves Haddad, a lawyer who represented Jean-Claude Mas, declared to journalists: "*Maybe it's shameful ... \[but w\]e live in a capitalist world*".[1005](#Fn1005){ref-type="fn"}
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Three factors helped Jean-Claude Mas to conceal for decades the risk of flawed implants.

Firstly, staff at the company was under orders to "*hide the truth*". Some of them were convinced by Mas that the industrial gel they were using was "*better than that used to make the officially authorized gel... We organized everything to escape being monitored*". Some of the staff "*kept quiet because they were worried about their jobs*". Some testified: "*Mas would tell them we used the silicone oil for creams, certainly not breast implants... We were very uncomfortable and let Mas do all the talking*". Others were simply not aware of changes in the gel formula. As a result, Mas was able to declare that they had been working with it for decades without any problems.[1006](#Fn1006){ref-type="fn"}

Secondly, NuSil, the American gel that was medically approved worldwide, was purchased from the California-based NuSil Technology. The founder of NuSil Technology was Donald McGhan---who also distributed PIP's saline implants in the USA. McGhan had started his career at a Dow Corning laboratory where the first breast implants were made in the early 1960s, but, in 2009, he was given a 10-year jail sentence for wire fraud: he had been illegally using money from clients of a real estate company in an attempt to build yet another implant business.[1007](#Fn1007){ref-type="fn"} Jean-Claude Mas and Donald McGhan had a mutual business interest in working together: McGhan distributed PIP's saline implants on the American market and, in return, his company was able to export its silicon gel for decades without fear of possible competition from other medical gel suppliers.

Thirdly, flaws in legislation helped Mas mislead the regulator and the certifying agency. AFSSAPS was the regulator of PIP, but did not certify cosmetic products---which, by the way, are much less strictly certified than pharmaceuticals. Jean-Claude Mas invited TUV Rheinland, a private German company, to certify PIP's factory and implants. In all documents, PIP was demonstrating the use of NuSil, the American medical gel. Because of the absence of legal requirements about unannounced inspections from AFSSAPS and TUV Rheinland, PIP was informed of upcoming checks ten days in advance according to European guidelines. Moreover, during yearly audits, TUV Rheinland did not make any random on-site lab tests of the implants. Mas testified: "*Since 1997, we automatically hid the products that allowed us to make the PIP gel... because I knew they weren't abiding to regulation*".[1008](#Fn1008){ref-type="fn"} After the truth was revealed, the French regulator declared that the fraud was so sophisticated that "*it's not evident that an inspection, even an unannounced one, could have been effective*".[1009](#Fn1009){ref-type="fn"} Also, PIP was focusing on expansion to the emerging markets of Latin America and Asia, where regulation of the cosmetic industry was weaker than in France.[1010](#Fn1010){ref-type="fn"} Regulators in these countries relied on previous validation of the quality of the implants issued by European institutions, and did not carefully test the implants.

In the first few years, the low quality of the PIP implants was not obvious to surgeons throughout the world: statistics about the rupture of PIP's implants became alarming only during years after implantation.[1011](#Fn1011){ref-type="fn"} In many emerging countries, such statistics were totally absent. In 2000, the FDA (US Food and Drug Administration) made an inspection of a PIP factory in La Seyne-sur-Mer in Southern France after the regulator had received 1810 reports about problems with PIP's saline implants. Immediately after the inspection, FDA prohibited the sale of PIP's saline implants in the USA, because of evidence of the use of "*adulterated*" material in the production of saline implants.[1012](#Fn1012){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, there is no confirmation that the FDA shared information about its findings with French colleagues from AFSSAPS.[1013](#Fn1013){ref-type="fn"} It was only 10 years later in March 2010, after numerous complaints from French surgeons and customers on the low quality of PIP's silicon implants, that the AFSSAPS made a comprehensive inspection of the PIP factory: the inspectors accidentally found six discarded plastic containers of Silopren industrial gel. It took 17 (!) years from the first attempts of Jean-Claude Mas to conceal what was going on at PIP to reveal a world-wide fraud, which affected more than 300,000 patients!

Dow Corning and other corporations knew that silicon breast implants were porous when they marketed them. In 1994, these manufacturers agreed to pay \$4.75 billion to 60,000 affected women.[1014](#Fn1014){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [1015](#Fn1015){ref-type="fn"} Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, class-action lawsuits claimed that Dow Corning's silicone breast implants caused systemic health problems. The claims first focused on breast cancer and then drifted to a range of autoimmune diseases, including lupus, rheumatoid arthritis and various neurological problems. This led to numerous lawsuits beginning in 1984 and culminating in a 1998 multibillion-dollar class action settlement. As a result, Dow Corning was in bankruptcy protection for nine years, ending in June 2004 during which time it largely withdrew from clinical market.[1016](#Fn1016){ref-type="fn"}

Other Cases with Risk Information Concealment: Tobacco and Food Industries {#Sec138}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Misguided and ultimately counterproductive attempts to save money and increase profitability can be seen in other retail industries too. Of course the most notorious, flagrant and---for decades at least---successful attempt to conceal the truth from the public took place within the world tobacco industry, causing up to 6 million deaths per year from smoking worldwide.[1017](#Fn1017){ref-type="fn"} In 1992, Judge H. Lee Sarokin, during the tobacco-related case of Haines v. Liggett Group, had this to say: "*All too often in the choice between the physical health of consumers and the financial well*-*being of business, concealment is chosen over disclosure, sales over safety, and money over morality. Who are these persons who knowingly and secretly decide to put the buying public at risk solely for the purpose of making profits and who believe that illness and death of consumers is an apparent cost of their own prosperity? As the following facts disclose, despite some rising pretenders, the tobacco industry may be the king of concealment and disinformation*".[1018](#Fn1018){ref-type="fn"}
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Like the tobacco industry, the world food industry has decades of experience in concealing the truth from the public, most notably about the high sugar content of many processed foods. Some examples of concealment within the food industry on a national scale follow. In the middle of the 1980s, because the domestic meat industry was highly profitable, the British Government concealed facts at all stages and even corrupted evidence about the mad cow disease,[1019](#Fn1019){ref-type="fn"} which led to more than 200 deaths during the following decades.[1020](#Fn1020){ref-type="fn"} In 2013, the meat adulteration scandal in 14 European countries (the undeclared or improperly declared horse meat) revealed a notable failing in the traceability of the food supply chain, raising fear that other harmful additives could be incorporated as well without the disclosure to the consumers.[1021](#Fn1021){ref-type="fn"} In 2006, an outbreak of salmonella occurred in Cadbury's chocolate, affecting up to 37 people, after the existence of the salmonella bacteria at Cadbury Schweppes's factory in Marlbrook (UK) had been concealed for six months.[1022](#Fn1022){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [1023](#Fn1023){ref-type="fn"} Milk scandals occurred in China in 2004 and 2008, when it was revealed that companies producing infant formula had reduced its nutritional value---causing 13 baby deaths from malnutrition---and added inexpensive melamine and other compounds such as cyanuric acid, ammeline and ammelide to infant formula to increase their apparent protein content---affecting more than 300,000 babies, of whom 54,000 were hospitalized and six died.[1024](#Fn1024){ref-type="fn"} ^,^ [1025](#Fn1025){ref-type="fn"} After investigating the case, a World Health Organization (WHO) expert stated: "*It was a large*-*scale intentional activity to deceive consumers for simple, basic, short*-*term profits*".[1026](#Fn1026){ref-type="fn"}

### Retail Production Industry: Why Risks Were Concealed {#FPar23}

**Companies prioritised short-term profitability** and used all means necessary to gain a competitive advantage by launching products as quickly and cheaply as possible, at the expense of the quality of their products and the long-term health and loyalty of customers.This happened in some cases as the path of least (short-term) effort to **respond to the pressure from emerging competition or other appearing stressors**.In a capitalistic free market system, a narrow view is that firms aim at **maximizing shareholder value and nothing else counts**. In such rational optimization framework, additional considerations involving the physical health of consumers, if not directly impacting the financial well-being of business, will be relegated, ignored or simply negated. Of course, this is a short-term view, but humans tend to be biased towards short-term preferences.
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